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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the nature of interactive listening and
the characteristics of listening comprehension processes for Japanese junior high
school students of English.

The first aim of this study was to investigate the

interplay between the learner’s listening strategies and the speaker’s speech
modifications and non-linguistic cues.

The second aim was to investigate the

listening comprehension processes and listening strategies used by the participants.
The methodology employed was primarily qualitative. The literature on listening
comprehension models, research areas of difficulties with listening and speech
modifications and strategy research were chiefly reviewed. Six selected Japanese
junior high school case study students (from a population N=19) and a native
speaker (Assistant Language Teacher) participated in this study. Three different
types of listening tasks were used to elicit the data. The data collection was mainly
based on stimulated recall procedures and task observation. The data analysis
followed grounded theory methodology.

The first part of the data analysis indicated that concrete visual referents, contextual
cues and speech modifications accompanied by gestures were conductive to listening
comprehension for basic level listeners.

The data indicated that bottom up

processing and top-down processing interacted with each other. The participants
were likely to pay selective attention to an individual known word (s). The second
part of the analysis identified 25 types of listening strategies and categorized them
as the metacognitive strategies, cognitive strategies and sodal/affective strategies.
The use of listening strategies was shown to greatly depend on task type, L2
proficiency, context and listener’s affective factors.

The data also showed that

interactive listening as a collaborative process between the listener and speaker to
enhances comprehensibility. Repetition by a native speaker was found to be the
most effective cue for listening comprehension, while elaboration was the least

XI]

effective. A major implication of this study is that greater emphasis on interactive
listening would promote the communicative language ability of Japanese students of
Enghsh in th en Enghsh lessons.
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I

CHAPTER ONE
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

This chapter provides the background, personal context and significance of this study,
followed by an overview of research methods and definitions of terms. This chapter
concludes with an overview of the chapters to follow.
1.1

THE PURPOSE AND AIMS OF THE STUDY

The puipose of this study is to investigate the nature of interactive listening and the
characteristics of listening comprehension processes of junior high school students in
Japan. Tb fulfill the puipose of this study, the following aims are proposed:
1. to identify listening comprehension processes and strategies used by Japanese
junior high school students of English when listening in interactive settings.
2. to examine the interplay between the learner's listening strategies and the
speaker’s input, including speech modifications and non-linguistic cues.
In order to achieve the aims and fulfill the puipose of the study, the study is guided
by the following research questions.
(1) What are the processes of listening comprehension of Japanese junior high
school students of English in interactive settings?
(2) What are the listening strategies of Japanese junior high school students of
English identified in the interaction?
(3) How are listening strategies and the speaker’s input interrelated in the
listening comprehension processes?
(4) What is the relationship between the speaker’s speech modifications and
non-linguistic cues and the listening comprehension of Japanese junior high

9
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school students of English?
(5) What are the differences in listening comprehension processes and strategies
according to the types of listening tasks?
(6) W hat listening difficulties do Japanese junior high school students of English
experience in the interaction?
1.2
1.2.1

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
Globalization and English

The worldwide trend towards a borderless age has greatly impacted on education,
economy, politics, technology, and other fields in Japan.

Along with a growing

awareness of globalization, English is considered to be the major international
language for the majoiity of the Japanese in order to keep pace with other
industrialized countries. The role of English has evolved into “English as a global
language’ (Crystal, 1997), beyond the original utility, along with technological and
industrial development. In response to the coming Information Technology Age, the
ability to write e-mails and use the internet in English has also been recognized as
required abilities in the future. Thus, the progress of globalization worldwide and
the evolution of the role of English as a global language have compelled the Japanese
education system to tackle the urgent task of improving students’ communicative
ability in English.

1.2.2 Low performance of Japanese candidates in TOEFL

English education in Japan has come under scrutiny as it has not proven successful
in improving English proficiency of Japanese students (LoCastro, 1996; Miyahara &
Yamamoto, 1999). TOEFL Clfest of English as a Foreign Language) scores have
often been dted as the main criticism of Japan’s comparative language proficiency
with other countries. For example, according to the Educational Tfesting Service
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(hereafter ETS) data for 1998-1999 the Japanese average score (501 points) on
TOEFL ranked at 18th among 21 Asian countries and 33rd among 39 countries
(equivalent to that of Algeria) (due to unavailability of computer-based TOEFL
scores for some countries in 2002, ETS 1998-1999 data for the paperbased TOEFL
were used).
The low performance of Japanese candidates has often been attributed to a lack of
similarity of the language systems between Japanese and English (Ohtani, 2001,
p. 11). The ETS 1998-1999 data show that candidates from the Indo-European
language family’ (Finegan, et al. 2000) demonstrate higher performance in TOEFL,
e.g., German (617 points), Norway (GOTpoints).

However, the TOEFL average

scores of the Korean and the Taiwanese candidates are higher (e.g., Korean 535
points, Taiwanese 510 points) than that of the Japanese (501 points), although the
Japanese, Korean, and Chinese languages are all linguistically distant from the
Indo-European languages.

It does not always follow therefore, that linguistic

similarity between languages affects the level of TOEFL scores. It is also claimed
that the Japanese gain low scores on TOEFL because the proportion of Japanese
candidates for the entire population is higher than those of other countries (Council
Report of Educational Reform, 2001). However, the ETS 1998-1999 data indicate
that the proportion of candidates per 100, 000 of population among the Korean and
the Taiwanese in TOEFL is considerably higher than that of the Japanese (e.g.,
Japanese' 80 persons, Korean: 135.4 persons, Taiwanese: 153.1 persons). Thus, nor
does it follow that a high percentage of Japanese candidates in the overall population
lowers the average score on TOEFL (Yoshikawa, 2000).

1.2.3 Problems with English listening instruction and oral communication

Problems and issues regarding English oral communication and listening
instruction at junior high schools in Japan will be mainly discussed below as the
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present study aims to investigate listening comprehension and strategies of junior
high school students in interactive settings.

Firstly, according to the 1993 Courses

of Study (Ministry of Education, 1990), listening and speaking were considered to be
the most important skills for improving communicative ability in English. (Courses
of Study which correspond to a national core curriculum, are generally published by
the Ministry of Education three to four years prior to implementation). Although
the previous Courses of Study developed before 1993 classified speaking and
listening in one category the 1993 Courses of Study separated listening and
speaking. Accordingly in 2000, 42 out of 47 prefectures implemented a listening
test as a part of standardized public senior high school entrance examinations
(Council Report of Educational Reform, 2001). Additionally the University of Tbkyo,
the most prestigious university in Japan, has included a listening test as a paid of its
university entrance examination since 1988. However, although along with the
growing interest in oral communication it is generally agreed that listening is an
important skill to be assessed, the National Center for University Entrance
Examination Jfest, the nationwide standardized university entrance examination,
has not yet adopted a listening test (Enjoji, 1996; Saito, 2002). To this end, the
Ministry of Education and Science plans to implement a listening test in the
National Center for University Entrance Examination Test in 2006 (Council
concerning Refomi of English Education, 2002).

Secondly, many scholars (e.g., LoCastro, 1996; Moore & Lamie, 1996) have criticized
the fact that most Japanese teachers of English still adopt a ‘Grammar-translation’
or ‘Audio-lingual’ method, or an ‘Oral Approach’ (Richards & Roger’s, 2001) which
emphasize structure-based L2 learning, although the Courses of Study (1990, 1998)
emphasize enhancement of communicative language ability.

Furthermore,

Takahashi (1999) claims that even when teachers conduct communicative activities
in the classroom, they mostly focus on reinforcement of learned structures.

C h a p t e r O n e : I n t r o d u c t i o n to T h e S t u d y

Communicative language activities are in many cases confined to the mandatory
textbooks grounded in a structure-based curriculum.

Thirdly, the fundamental problem of Japanese English education hes in the
inflexibility of the curriculum.

Teachers in Japan are required to follow the

statutory textbooks approved by the Ministry of Education and Science (LoCastro,
1996).

Since English teachers are urged to complete the textbooks within the

time-constraints of a three or fourhoura-week curriculum, there is not much room
for creative teaching for communicative purposes. According to the new Courses of
Study (Ministry of Education and Science, 1998) to be discussed subsequently the
basic language structures are considered to be learned within the overall framework
of the three year curriculum of junior high school, and basic vocabulary is reduced
horn 507 words to 100 words. This aims to provide creativity and flexibility for
classroom teachers. On the other hand, under the old curriculum, basic language
structures and vocabulary were “graded for complexity and also ordered for priority”
(Moore & Lamie, 1996, p.82). Yet it seems problematic to leave such a decision
regarding the sequencing of basic language structures up to teacher's because the
rationale for grading the basic language structures has not been explained to
Enghsh teachers by the Ministry of Education and Science.

Fourthly another issue hes in the large class size in Japan. Japanese language
classrooms can have up to 40 students in a class. Such large classrooms make it
very difficult for interaction and mdividual learning, which are crucial for
Communicative Language Teaching (Larsen-Freeman, 2000) to take place. Even
under such circumstances, some younger teachers to date strive to employ pair work
or group work as a learner-centered learning. However, many teachers are more
likely to teach Enghsh in a teacher-fronted or teacher-centered form (LoCastro,
1996). More recently since 2000 the Ministry of Education and Science has allowed

C h a p t e r O n e : I n t r o d u c ti o n to T h e S t u d y
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each school district to reduce class sizes to 30 students.

It is hoped that small sized

classes wall accelerate learner-centered learning.

Lastly, a major criticism identified by many is t hat, the majority of Japanese teachers
of English and students at junior high schools have engaged in English classes for
the puipose of ensuring that the students pass entrance examinations for senior
high schools. Thus, students and teachers are likely to place a higher value on
English for entrance examinations than communicative English because entrance to
prestigious lugh schools and universities is generally believed to guarantee better
jobs (Locastro, 1996: Moore & Lamie, 1996).

This is not to say that English

teachers in Japan have not been interested in communicative ability in English.
An inquiry of the database of nationwide education bulletins from 1989 to 2001
(Naha City Board of Education, 2002) indicated that 141 out of 564 topics of the
research conducted by junior high school English teachers were related to
instruction in communicative ability in English.

1.2.4 The new Courses of Study for the teaching of English in Japanese schools

The new 2002 Courses of Study (Ministry of Education and Science, 1998), which
were implemented in 2002, led to a remarkable reform of English education in
Japan. According to the 2002 Courses of Study, English is now a required subject
for the first time. Although it had actually been taught as a foreign language at
eveiy public and private school in Japan, English had been an elective subject prior
to the 2002 Courses of Study. According to the 2002 Courses of Study, class hours of
English at public junior high schools are flexible, depending on the curriculum of
each school, (e.g., Year17- 3 hours to 4 hours weekly, Year' 8 and Year9- 3 hours to 5
hours weekly). The promising advantage of the new curriculum is that Year 8 and
Year 9 students can learn up to five hours of English in a week as maximum class

C h a p t e r One: I n t r o d u c ti o n to T h e S t u d y
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hours whereas, according' to the old curriculum, a four-houra-week curriculum was
the norm. On the other hand, schools can also employ only a three-hour-a-week
curriculum as the minimum requirement, if English is considered less important
(Kan, 2002, p. 10).

A critical component of the 2002 Courses of Study is that they emphasize
enhancement of communicative competence in English.

At school level,

enhancement of students' communicative ability in English has been one of the main
concerns in educational cuniculums over the last thirty years. According to the
2002 Courses of Study, practical communicative competence’in English is expected
to be acquired by all students.

The 2002 Courses of Study note that practical

communicative competence is the ability to use English as a means of
communication in an actual situation. However it is not made dear by the Ministry
of Education and Sdence what rationale ‘practical communicative competence’ is
based on (Wada, 1999).

Since the implementation of the 1993 Courses of Study, listening and speaking have
been considered to be the most important skills for improving communicative
language ability in English. The 2002 Courses of Study continue this emphasis and
indicate dear’ guidelines for listening skills related to communication. For example,
listener's are expected to comprehend the gist or detailed information from natural
speech.

Listeners are also expected to respond appropriately to requests and

questions.

Moreover, listeners are expected to use listening strategies such as

asking questions of speakers in order to repair communication problems. It has
been gradually recognized among Japanese teachers of English that listening plays
an important role in oral communication.

The 2002 Courses of Study do not provide a plausible explanation of language

C h a p t e r O n e : In tr o d u c ti o n to T h e S t u d y
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function' (van Ek. 1975: Wilkins, 1976: Littlewood, 1981) or language use situation’,
although these two concepts are considered to be crudal for improvement of practical
communicative competence in English (Monzimii, 2002, p. 15). The 2002 Courses of
Study give ‘frequently used expression in several occasions’ (e.g., asking for
directions) as examples of language functions. Yet the students may end up just
memorizing these frequently used expressions and may not be able to produce other
forms of expression not listed in the examples (Ushiro, 2001). Additionally, the
researcher examined Sunshine’ revised textbooks (Year 7, Year 8, Year 9) and One
World revised textbooks (Year- 7, Year 8, Year 9) and found that language functions of
English constitute only a minor part of the textbooks. Thus the focus is still on a
structured syllabus, although the textbooks are supposed to meet the dual purposes
of mastery of basic language knowledge and enhancement of communicative
language ability. Moreover, the revised textbooks do not take into consideration the
communicative needs of students (Watanabe, 2002, p.15). Students are expected to
engage in communicative language activities within the predeterm ined language
use situations set by textbook designers. Therefore it can be argued that the 2002
Courses of Study have yet to be adequately designed in order to improve students’
practical communicative competence in English.

Another characteristic of the 2002 Courses of Study is the introduction of English to
public elementary schools for the first time. Elementary school teachers can teach
English for two or three hours a week as an elective class of ‘Periods for Integrated
Study’, which aim at individual instruction, hands-on, problem-solving, and
intercultural understanding (Ministry of Education and Science, 1998). In 2001,
about 600 elementary teachers across the nation took a two -week-nr -servi ce training
course in E nglish teaching.

A “Guide to English Conversation Instruction for

Elementary School” was also published by the Ministry of Education and Science in
2001.

1,300 part-time English teachers have been allocated to elementary schools

C h a p t e r O n e : I n t r o d u c t i o n to T h e S t u d y

throughout the country since 2002.

!)

However when compared to the in-service

program of elementary school teachers in Korea, winch requires them to receive 120
hours' training in English instruction, the Japanese in-service training program still
requires to be unproved in the future (Watanabe, 2002, p.20).

Not only improving the English proficiency of the Japanese students but also
understanding the languages and cultures of other countries has been considered
to be central to the advancement of globalization in Japan.

The 2002 Courses of

Study (1998) note that, students need to cultivate a positive attitude to communicate
in foreign languages and understand and appreciate the cultures of other countiies.
Encouragement

of intercultural

understanding

would

contribute

enhancement of foreign language achievement in two respects.

to

the

The input-poor

context in Japan, where English is learned as a foreign language, requires students
to be exposed to abundant English out of the classroom.

Thus, acculturation

(Schumann 1986), a dose psychological distance to the target culture, draws on
motivation for further learning of the target language outside the dassroom. That
is, intercultural understanding of foreign countries motivates students for further
learning of English.

Another advantage is that the background knowledge

(schema) of the target culture assists in the inference of unknown words or content
which cannot be interpreted from the learner’s linguistic knowledge.

1.2.5 Jap an Exchange and Teaching Program

The most radical education reform for improvement of communicative language
ability is the JET (Japan Exchange and Teaching) program.

The Ministry of

Education and Sdence, the Ministry of Home Affairs, and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs have collaboratively implemented the JET program since 1987 by inviting
native speakers of English to act as assistant language teachers (ALTs hereafter),
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with the aim of contributing to the enrichment of foreign language education, as w7ell
as the development of communicative language ability.

In 2002, 5,676 native

speakers of English were invited to Japan from more than 20 countries (Council
Report of Educational Reform, 2002). ALTs have been allocated to eveiy public
junior high school and senior high school throughout Japan.

The estimated

number of ALTs, including those (2,784) fared by local board of education offices, is
approximately 8,400.

ALTs are considered to have contributed to increasing

students' interests in the languages and cultures of foreign countries and to have
reduced the psychological distance for students (Ministry of Education and Science,
2002). A study by Sick (1996) showed that ALTs also helped to enhance listening
comprehension of junior high school students.

Due to various reasons, the JET program has not always proven successful in spite
of the enormous expendit ure of the government budget (approximately 470,475,000
Australian dollars annually). Firstly, a majority of ALTs do not hold a teachers
certificate or have not received university accredited teacher training, except for
three-or four-day training provided by the Japanese Ministry of Education and
Science (Moore & Lamie, 1996, p. 168-170).

Additionally, then- undergraduate

specialties vary (only a small portion of ALTs hold a teaching diploma in TESOL).
Secondly ALTs are likely to be treated as hum an tape-recorders’ as they are
expected to read textbooks aloud (Moore & Lamie, 1996, p.177! JET Programme
1997, p.315, 319) and they often suffer from ‘self-introduction blues’ (excessive
repetition of self-introduction at eveiy school) (Moore & Lamie, 1996, p.175).
Thirdly team-teaching between ALTs and Japanese teachers of English (JTE
hereafter) sometimes ends up with just introducing the ALTs themselves and
reading textbooks or enjoying games with students for entertainment because ALTs
visit each class just once or twice a year, especially at large schools (Moore & Lamie,
1996, p.175). Fourthly, it is veiy difficult to find time to discuss team-teaching
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between JTEs and ALTs because Japanese teachers of English have heavy’
workloads.

Lastly, team-teaching has not been thoroughly examined by the

researchers, although there are many practical team-teaching publications winch
are not based on language theories and research. Thus, it can be argued that ALTs
have not contributed so significantly to the enhancement of communicative language
ability of students as to warrant the huge amount of expenditure on the JET
program. Effective classroom teaching involving ALTs remains to be developed in
order to enhance the communicative language ability of students.

In summary, listening is considered to play an important role in improving
communicative language ability in English.

However, due to several major

problems with English education in Japan, the Japanese English education system
has not proven successful in improving the communicative ability in English of
students. Although drastic educational reforms in Japan have been implemented
to improve students’communicative language ability, the new Courses of Study and
JET program have not hilly as yet accomplished this purpose.

1.3 PERSONAL CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

By introducing my personal context, the reader will be better able to understand the
motivation, conceptual development and academic environment underlying the
research.

My interest in the fields of listening and communicative language ability began as a
teacher of English at junior high schools in Japan (my occupational background is
that I had been teaching English at junior high schools (Year 7 to 9) for 15 years
between 1985-1999 before commencing doctoral study in Australia in 2000). Most
of my students were L2 elementary level learners who started learning English for
3 00 0 9 0 3 3 1 1 8 5 6 8
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the first time at junior high school. My interest in communicative language ability
actually started when I had attended undergraduate TESOL teaching methodology
classes provided at the Michigan State University in U.S.A for six months in 1989.
Having been impressed by communication-based teaching methodologies, I was
appointed by the Prefectural Board of Education as a research group member
between 1991-1993. Our research group conducted action research by focusing on
the investigation of speech production of students in our classrooms in order to
improve students’communicative language ability. We demonstrated model classes
as a presentation of our research results and I was to a large degree successfid m my
classrooms in improving students’speaking ability.

In late 1980’s and early 1990’s, the dominant teaching methodologies in Japan were
still the Audio-lingual method and the Oral Approach (Richards & Rogers, 2001),
which emphasize speech production.

As a consequence, the problem with my

students was that they were likely to reproduce the previously learned structures,
but to be stuck in fiee conversation. Terrell (1982, p,12l) argues that “What they
[students] veiy often cannot do is participate in a normal conversation with a native
speaker ”. In spite of the implementation of authentic communicative activities,
many students were likely to show less interest in communicating in English and
tended to use theft native language (Japanese) during the language activities. I
analyzed this unsuccessful result as follows; my students might have had an
emotional barrier to speak English, presumably because they needed to do several
things simultaneously, such as recalling vocabulary and structures, pronouncing
properly, and comprehending what is said (Underwood, 1989), or because the fact
that ‘learners need to produce what is not assimilated in long-term memory
[through listening] leads to cognitive overload” (Vandergiift,

1999, p.169).

Therefore, I felt strongly that there is a limitation to a production-based
Communicative Approach (e.g., Littlewood, 1981) at the early stage of second
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language learning.

The 1993 Courses of Study (Ministry of Education, 1990) emphasized the
improvement of communicative language ability of students. Accordingly when I
participated in full time nrservice training program at Prefectural Education Center
in 1995, I conducted a six month-research project to investigate effective classroom
devices for developing communicative language ability. With questions in mind as
to the production-based Communicative Approach, my research interest was to
incorporate listening into production-based methodologies. Influenced by second
language acquisition researchers (e.g., Ivrashen, 1982, 1985) who proposed to
emphasize listening and delay oral production at the early stage of language
learning, my interest was inclined towards second language acquisition theories and
research. I investigated the effects of listening tasks on students’ communicative
language ability (at that time the ALTs were not involved hi the listening tasks).

I was again appointed as a research member between 1997-1998 and our research
group conducted action research to investigate communication strategies use in 1997.
It was found that communication strategies use was conducive to repairing
communication problems.

However, it was inconclusive as to whether

communication strategies use contributed to improvement, of communicative
language ability,

hi 1998, our research interest focused on the investigation of

effective language tasks which would help to enhance communicative language
ability. Authentic tasks which approximated real life interested the students so
that they actively participated in communicative tasks. However the problem with
communicative tasks was that it was difficult to incorporate them into the
structure-based syllabus designed by the Ministry of Education.

I started working with the ALTs in 1987. Team-teaching with native speakers was
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initially a very challenging experience for me, although the students were excited to
communicate with the native speakers in then- classrooms over time. I worked
with about twenty ALTs. However, I was made aware of the low quality of the ALTs
as teachers (Moore & Lamie, 1996) because most of the ALTs had neither a teacher’s
certificate, nor had they majored in TESOL. Therefore I doubted that the huge
budget used for the JET program was warranted, given that, the aim of improving
students' communicative language ability was generally not fulfilled

It certainly

did not seem to be in my situation. The simple question I asked was why the
Ministry of Education had not employed native speakers of English holding teacher’s
certificates in TESOL. Niisato (2002, p. 16) claims that the Ministry of Education
and Science should send more Japanese teachers of English to universities or
institutions in English-speaking countries rather than inviting a large number of
native speakers to Japan. Moreover, rarely had team-teaching between JTEs and
ALTs been empirically investigated by applied linguists in Japan (Sick, 1996).
Therefore, team-teaching between JTEs and ALTs was likely to be conducted on the
basis of teachers’ experiences and instincts, without being guided by theory or
research findings.

Therefore, I strongly felt that the role of ALTs for

communicative purposes needed to be empirically investigated by researchers.

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

This stu d y a tte m p ts to incorporate psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic
perspectives to explain interactive listening demonstrated by Japanese junior high
school students, although the distinction between these two paradigm s in
current SLA research is not always clear (Ellis, 1994). Psycholinguistic views of L2
leanring, which are closely associated with a cognitive approach to L2 learning (e.g.,
Skehan, 1998), are generally concerned with how linguistic knowledge is acquired as
a mental process, and how it is put to use in comprehending and producing
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utterances, without taking into consideration the learners’ linguistic environment
(Hatch, 1983). On the other hand, sodolinguistic view's of L2 learning are generally
concerned with how' the L2 is acquired in the social context, including external
factors of L2 learning such as interaction betw'een interlocutors and input provided
by interlocutors (Ellis, 1994). In this study psycholinguistic views mainly relate to
bottom-up processing and top-down processing (e.g., Peterson, 2001), as w'ell as
listening strategies (e.g., Vandergrift, 1996, 1997a). Sociolinguistic views chiefly
relate to speech modifications

(Long, 1981), simplified input (Chaudron, 1988),

collaborative listemng (Buck, 2001) and scaffolding (Bruner, 1978; Vygotsky, 1978)
(N.B., Vygotsky’s perspectives are also viewed as cognitive psychology, e.g., Johnson
& Johnson, 1998).

A number of reviews of listening comprehension have identified a lack of empirically
sound models of listening comprehension (Rivers, 1968; Carroll, 1972; Brown & Yule,
1983; Call, 1985; Powers, 1986; Buck, 1990; Morley, 1991! Dunkel, 1991; Dunkel et
al., 1993; Rost, 1994; Brindley, 1997, 1998). It seems that a lack of firm theoiy of
listening comprehension is due in p ail to difficulty in investigating the cognitive
process which takes place in the brain (Carroll, 1972; Takei, 2002b). “Listening is
less (Erectly observed and less noticeable in both its development and its eveiyday
use” (Rost, 1994, p.l).

Furthermore, a number of empirical studies have attempted

to investigate listening comprehension of Japanese advanced level learners of
English (e.g., Buck, 1990, 1991, 1994; Yoshida, 1983, 1999). However, the listening
comprehension of basic-level learners in Japan has received little attention from
applied linguists.

Therefore this study will help to develop a listening

comprehension model of Japanese basic-level learners of English.

The identification of listening strategies contributes to an understanding of how
listener’s actively attempt to comprehend the spoken language. L2 listening is an
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Traditionally,

L2 listening was considered to be a passive skill and merely exposing the student to
the spoken language was thought to be adequate instruction in listening
comprehension (e.g., Krashen, 1982, 1985). However, current research indicates
that listeners actively employ a variety of listening strategies to understand and
interpret what is spoken. For example, listeners make a number of inferences on
the basis of personal background "withm the immediate as well as the larger
sociocultural context” (Vandergiift, 1999, p. 168). Listener’s also ask for repetition or
make inquiries to repair comprehension problems (Rost & Ross. 199 L Vandergiift,
1997b). Listeners frequently provide backchannelling cues, verbally or nonverbally,
to indicate that they are following the speakers (Buck, 2001).

Nonetheless,

according to Vandergiift, (1997b, p.494), listening strategies have been “the
Cinderella of communication strategies”. Furthermore, studies have not attempted
to identify listening strategies in interactive settings, with the exception of a few
studies such as those by Rost and Ross (1991), Lynch (1995), and Vandergiift (1997b).
Tb address this gap, the present study investigates listening strategies used by
Japanese junior high school students.

It could be argued that understanding interactive listening leads to better
instruction in oral communication.

Communication does not take place when

listener’s do not understand what is said. Rivers (1968) argues that listening takes
up about 40% of time spent in communicating in the real life. Thus listening plays
a vital role in oral communication. However, listening is something that has been
often taken for granted in communication (Turner, 1995). For example, teaching
methodologies such as the Audio-lingual method and the Oral Approach considered
listening as a way to reproduce exactly what was heard (Richards & Rogers, 2001).
Veiy few researchers actually studied the conversation between native and
non-native speakers from the point of view of listeners. Most researchers seem to
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have focused on what native speakers do (Anderson & Lynch. 1988).

On the other

hand, proponents of comprehensioirbased instruction (Asher, 1969: Winitz & Reeds,
1975: Nord, 1981! Postovsky, 198L Ivrashen & Tbrrell. 1983: Byres, 1984;
Mendelsohn, 1994, 1995; Vandergiift, 1999; Rost, 1990, 2000, 2002) consider that
emphasis on listening is crucial, especially at the early stage of L2 learning, and oral
production should be delayed.

The Courses of Study (1993, 1998) have also placed

an emphasis on listening in order to promote the communicative language ability of
students. Thus, one of the outcomes of this study is to provide an insight into
improvement of communicative language instruction.

It is crucial to identify problems which listeners experience in understanding the
spoken language (Brown, 1978; Underwood, 1989). Many language teachers are
likely not to identify difficulties which then students experience in listening to a
foreign/second language, but to just test listening comprehension of students in then
classrooms (Mendelsohn, 1995).

It is essential that empirical studies identify

difficulties with L2 listening for the puipose of developing better L2 listening
instruction.

Previous studies have attempted to identify difficulties with L2

listening regarding speech rate (Griffiths, 1991), memory (Call, 1985), phonological
modifications (Henrichsen, 1984), redundancy (Derwing, 1989) and background
knowledge (Chiang & Dunkel, 1992).

However, few empnical studies have

investigated the difficulties with listening in English which Japanese junior high
school students at the basic level experience. Again, this study will contribute to
the improvement of listening instruction through a better understanding of the
difficulties experienced by novice learners.

In spite of the resources invested in the provision of ALTs, “little empnical research
has been done that directly tests its effectiveness” (Sick, 1996, p.199). There is an
urgent need to investigate how ALTs contribute to the enhancement of students'
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language ability in the classroom. This study attempted to investigate listening
comprehension in settings where the ALT and the Japanese students interacted.
Thus, the results of this study have the potential to examine the role which ALTs
play in order to enhance the language ability of Japanese students in the classroom.

1.5 LOCUS OF THE STUDY

The present study was implemented in Okinawa Prefecture, located in the
southernmost part of Japan. The Year 9 students at Arume Junior High School in
Higashi village, located in the northern pari of Okinawa Prefecture were examined.
Arume Junior High School was a small sized junior high school (N=36) located in the
countiyside on mainland Okinawa.

1.6 OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY

Employing qualitative research methodologies, this study explored listening
comprehension processes and strategies grounded in the data gathered. Multiple
case studies were intended to gain in-depth understanding of the listening
comprehension each participant demonstrated.

The present study employed

stimulated recall and observation as main data collection methods (see Section 3.7).

1.6.1 Theoretical perspectives

In this study, ‘multiple case studies’ (Huberman & Miles, 1994) in a particular'
context were examined holistically within ‘the naturalistic paradigm’ (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985). Themes or categories were grounded in the data (Straus & Corbin,
1998). According to theoretical samplrng (Glaser & Straus, 1967), data gathered
was continuously compared and analyzed until theoretical saturation was achieved.
Case studies enabled the researcher to gain in-depth understanding of the
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phenomenon embedded in the particular context (Mernam. 1988).

1.6.2 Participants

Nineteen junior high school students (Year 9, age 14 or 15) in Japan participated in
this study.

Six students out of nineteen were selected as multiple case study

participants, according to gender and language proficiency (male low, male
intermediate, male high, female low, female intermediate, female high).

The

participants were overall classified as basic level language learners. A male ALT
(age 22) from Canada also participated in this study.

1.6.3 Lim itations of the study

The following points need to be made about the limitations of the study.

Firstly, the study was limited to the participants fr-onr a particular' junior high school.
The evidence gained from the participants in this study may not be able to be
generalized to other junior high school students in Japan.

The research method

developed may be applicable to other contexts and the findings may support and
extend the works of previous researchers in the field, but specific findings may be
unique to the population studied.

Listening tasks needed to be moderately controlled in order to obtain the data to
achieve the research purpose.

Although natural conversations usually include

features of two-way communication, turn-takings and development of the discourse
topic, this study designed listening tasks hr which the native speaker predominantly
held the information and conveyed it to the listeners.

The reasons why the

listening tasks were moderately controlled were that it is difficult to solely analyze
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listening when turn-takings between interlocutors take place in the discourse, and
also variation of the discourse topic between interlocutors makes it very difficult, to
yield consistent comparison for each dyad. Nevertheless, in this study the listeners
were given plenty of chances to use backchamielling cues or request repetition and
clarification.

The native speaker also accommodated his speech to increase

comprehensibility when necessary.

Care was taken to maximize interaction

between the listeners and the speaker while engaging in the listening tasks.

The researcher’s role in interpreting the data raises the issue of subjectivity in
relation to the evidence collected and the conclusions. Tb increase the reliability of
the study peer debriefing’ with TESOL M aster’s course students and ‘member
check’with the native speaker participating in the study were used.

Questions and directions used by the researcher for stimulated recall may have
distorted the reports of the participants. The participants were prompted by the
researcher by using stimulated recall in order for them to report on what was heard,
although Ericsson and Simon (1993) claim that verbal report of thinking processes
needs to be made without any support or training.

This was due to the reason why

the participants were not able to make self-reports as well as expected because they
did not have sufficient knowledge to express then' complex mental processes. The
participants’ verbal ability to report on listerring comprehension was also poor, even
though they were able to use then L l for this purpose. Thus, they were unable to
report on then thmkmg processes and listening comprehension sufficiently without
the assistance of the researcher.
possible.

Leading questions were avoided as much as
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1.7 DEFINITION OK TERMS USED IN THIS STUDY

Listening strategies
Listening strategies include verbal or nonverbal feedback such as indication of
understanding or non-understandnrg, requests for clarification and repetition, as
well as sodal/affective strategies such as self-encouragement and metacognitive
strategies (e.g., comprehension monitoring). Listening strategies are differentiated
from productive communication strategies, although there is some overlap between
the two. Categories of listening strategies in this study are partly adapted from the
previous studies (Rubin, 1975! O’Malley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990; Rost & Ross,
199L Vandergrift, 1996, 1997a, 1997b).

Interactive settings
In interactive settings, a speaker and a listener can communicate in a face to face
situation with each other through verbal or/arrd non-verbal methods. Listeners can
request speakers to repeat or clarify a problematic part in listening or show
under-standing or non-understanding of what is said, when communication breaks
down. Speakers, on the other hand, accommodate their speech when listeners have
trouble with understanding. In this study, the listening tasks were conducted using
one-way information gaps. These are different from two-way information gap tasks
(Ellis, 1994, p.596), in which each of the interlocutors exchange missing information
to complete a task, because in this study the role of listeners needed to be moderately
controlled for the research purpose.

Transactional listening
According to Brown and Yule (1983), transactional listening aims to achieve a
successful transfer of information or to complete a task without intervening and
clarifying the speaker’s utterances. Buck (2001) calls it non-collaborative listening’.
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Listening to a recorded tape without interaction is an example of transactional
listening.

Interactive listening
Interactive listening attempts to clarify communication problems verbally or
non-verbally,

demonstrates

understanding or non-understanding,

responsibility for turn-taking (Brown & Yule, 1983).

or takes

Listeners and speakers

collaboratively attempt to understand what is being said when communication
problems take place. Buck (2001) calls it ‘collaborative listening’. This study is
intended to investigate the nature of interactive listening.

Stimulated recall
Stimulated recall (Nunan, 1992; Gass & Mackey, 2000) is a modified form of
retrospective verbal report in which participants make a self-report immediately
after carrying out a task, hi this study, this method was used for the participants to
be prompted and to be given directions by the researcher in order to solicit the data
relevant to the research.

Stimulated recall was undertaken while watching

video-recorded task interaction immediately after completing the task. Stimulated
recall occurred in the LI (Japanese). This was conducted “with some degree of
support, for example, providing learners with audio-recordings themselves
speaking...” (Gass & Mackey, 2000, p.25). Thinking-aloud and retrospective report
methods are different from stimulated recall in that these verbal methods ask
participants to make self-report with little support from researchers, recordings or
visuals.

Speech modification
Speakers make speech modifications in order to repair communication problems.
Speech

modifications

include

confirmation

checks,

comprehension

checks,
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confirmation checks (Long, 1981), repetition (Pica et al. 1987) and elaboration
(Chiang & Dunkel, 1992).

Speech modifications were initially proposed by the

Interaction Hypothesis supporters (e.g., Long, 1983a), arguing that interaction
promotes second language acquisition.

Oral communication
Oral communication includes not only speaking but also listening. Speaking and
listening are closely interwoven in conversations.

Oral communication is

differentiated from written communication.

1.8 OUTLINE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS

The thesis consists of six chapters.

The following outline explains how the

remainder of the thesis is organized.

Chapter Two—Literature Review
The puipose of this chapter is to provide the theoretical basis which underpins the
study. This chapter contains six sections. Following the overview of the chapter,
section 2 discusses overall issues of L2 listening in the field of applied linguistics.
Section 3 discusses several listening comprehension models. Section 4 discusses
listening sub-skills proposed by the researchers. Section 5 describes characteristics
of L2 listening and variables which cause difficulties with L2 listening. Section 6
discusses the respective roles which listeners and speakers play to increase
comprehensibility in the interaction.

Section 7 discusses listening strategies in

relation to learning strategies and communicative strategies.

Chapter Three—Methodology
The focus of this discussion is on the methods used to gather and analyze data.
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Initially the theoretical perspectives of methodology are discussed.
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Following

presentation of research questions, listening tasks, pilot studies, and participants are
described.

Tins is followed with a discussion of data collection method and

analysis procedure.

Lastly, validity and reliability and ethical considerations

are discussed.

Chapter Four—Description of Analysis
This chapter mainly describes the listening comprehension of the six case study
participants. This holistic view attempts to analyze listening comprehension hi
association with all the variables involved. This chapter also attempts to illuminate
several key features of listening comprehension emerging from the holistic analysis
of the six case study participants.

Chapter Five—Interpretation of Analysis
This chapter focuses on specific aspects of listening comprehension emerging from
the holistic analysis hr Chapter Four.

Listening strategies of participants are

classified into 25 categories. Not only effects of speech modifications on listening
comprehension but also the interrelation of speech modifications and listener’s
responses are considered. Following this, this study attempts to identify difficulties
with L2 listening which the participants in this study experienced.

Chapter Six—Discussion and Implications
This chapter makes a conceptual summary of the previous chapters, drawing on the
analysis of this study, the previous resear ch and theories. The collaborative nature
of interactive listening and the characteristics of listening for Japanese junior high
school students are discussed. This chapter concludes with implications for the
learning and teaching of English listening for junior high school language classrooms
in Japan and future research directions.

9*
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C H A P TER TW O
L IT E R A T U R E R E V IE W

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the theoiy and research into the areas that form the
underpinnings for the present study.

The first section provides an overview of

research into second language listening.

The second section discusses various

models of listening comprehension processing. The third section discusses listening
sub-skills. The fourth section discusses difficulties with second language listening
arising from its peculiar- characteristics of listening. The fifth section discusses the
roles of speakers and listeners during interaction as well as the appropriate
assessment of listening hr oral communication.

The chapter concludes with a

discussion of learning strategies, communication strategies, and listening strategies.

2.2. RESEARCH INTO SECOND LANGUAGE LISTENING

L2 (second language) listening has been considered from different angles depending
on the theoretical orientation. Structuralists (e.g., Rivers, 1968) considered that
language learning proceeds nr a linear- process. Traditionally language skills have
been separated into four skills^ listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
Structuralists considered that language learning starts with the oral medium skills,
(listening and speaking), and moves later to those of the written medium (reading
and writing).

According to this view, accumulation of discrete micro skills is

considered to lead to the acquisition of language proficiency. A different view was
that language is learned as an integrative process and it was recommended that all
conventional skills be introduced simultaneously (Oiler, 1979). In opposition to the
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structuralists, Oiler (1979. p.212) claimed that “the whole is greater than the sum of
its parts". This view underpinned communicative methodologies (e.g., Johnson &
Morrow, 1981).

Others (Rrashen, 1980, 1982, 1985: Long, 1981, 1983b, 1885;

Swain, 1985) have stressed the key role that listening as comprehensible input plays
in L2 learners acquiring the target language. Rrashen (1980, 1982, 1985) argued
that L2 learners should receive comprehensible input including items at a linguistic
level one stage fi+ l) ahead of the learners current level of L2 proficiency. More
recently, the investigation of this claim has turned to the recognition of output (e.g.,
Swain, 1985, 2000a) and social interaction (e.g., Pica, Young, & Doughty, 1987; Ellis
et al., 1994) in language acquisition.

A number of scholars have recognized the crucial role of listening in language
acquisition (Asher, 1969; Wimtz & Reeds, 1975; Nord, 1981; Postovsky, 1981;
Rrashen & Terrell, 1983; Byres, 1984; Mendelsohn, 1994, 1995; Vandergiift, 1999;
Rost, 1990, 2000, 2002). In opposition to methodology emphasizing oral production,
such as the audio-lingual method (e.g., Rivers, 1968), some teaching methodologies
supported instruction of listening comprehension, especially at the early stage of L2
development. These included Asher’s (1969) Tbtal Physical Response Approach,
Winitz and Reeds’ (1975) delay in oral production and Rrashen and Terrell’s (1983)
Natural Approach. Influenced by studies of L l childhood language acquisition (e.g.,
Brown, 1973), these methodologies considered that language learning should start
with listening and that oral production should be delayed. Furthermore, providing
a large amount of listening or comprehensible input (Rrashen, 1980) was considered
to be the best way to learn a second language. Furthermore, others claimed that
teachers should teach listening strategies (OMalley & Chamot, 1990; Rost & Ross,
199L Mendelsohn, 1994, 1995) to activate listening because “teachers of listening
are no longer merely Erashen’s providers of comprehensible input’’ (Mendelsohn,
1995, p.132).
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A number of overviews of listening comprehension have identified a lack of
empirically sound models of listening comprehension (Rivers, 1968: Carroll, 1972:
Brown & Yule, 1983; Powers, 1986; Buck, 1990; Morley, 1991; Dunkel, 1991; Dunkel
et. al., 1993; Rost, 1994: Brindley, 1997, 1998; Takei, 2002a). “We are still largely
ignorant of what is involved in the process of interpreting language through normal
listening”(Brown & Yule, 1983, p.101). One reason for this claim is that "listening
is less directly observed and less noticeable in both its development and its eveiyday
use" (Rost, 1994, p.l).
1991).

Listening is indeed an invisible cognitive process (Dunkel,

For this reason, listening comprehension has been assessed by mdirect

performance such as doze tests, multiple choice tests, and dictation. Most of the
research has been concerned with the performance of listeners. However, it is not
clear- how the spoken language is understood and interpreted by listeners. It is
difficult to examine listening comprehension which takes place as a cognitive process
in the brain (Carroll, 1972; Takei, 2002b).

2.3. LISTENING COMPREHENSION PROCESSES
There are divergent views about listening processes, rooted in various theoretical
assumptions. This section discusses listening comprehension processes from five
perspectives. The first three views are rooted in cognitive psychology. Firstly, the
listening process is viewed as interactive processes taking place simultaneously
between two levels (bottom up and top-down processing). Secondly, listening is
viewed as a sequential process, as in information processing often assodated with
short-term memory, working memory, and long-term memory

Thirdly, the

listening process is considered to take place simultaneously on different levels as in
parallel distributed processing. The fourth view is that listening is an inferential
process, using background knowledge rather than cognitive processing of linguistic
knowledge. The fifth view is that affective factors such as interest and motivation
strengthen or weaken listening comprehension.
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2.3.1 Two levels view: bottom-up and top-down processing

The processes of listening comprehension have often been considered in a two-levels
view.

The most common two-levels view is bottom-up processing and top-down

processing (Rost, 2002). According to Rost (2002), in bottom-up processing listeners
first attend to individual phonological units, and decode a larger unit of input hi
hierarchical order, from vocabulary to structures, and arrive at the meaning of the
discourse,

hi top-down processing, listeners make inferences on the basis of

background information, contextual information and expectation.

listening

comprehension is considered to be an interactive process of bottom up processing
and top-down processing by utilizing linguistic and non-linguistic information (Rost,
1994, p.32; Nunan, 1999, p.221; Buck, 2001, p.l).

The literature of the two-levels

view of listening comprehension processing will be discussed below.

Bottom-up processing has been described in various ways by different scholars.
This micro level of listening was described by Carroll (1972) as ‘apprehending
linguistic information’. Hughes (1989, p.135) called it ‘micro- skills’, borrowing
terminology from the research on sentence processing. This linguistic level was also
referred to as lower-level processing’ (Faerch & Kasper 1986: Buck, 1990, 199L Rost,
1990! Wen, 1993; Brindley, 1998). Top-down processing has also been described in
various ways. This macro level was described by Carroll (1972) as ‘relating that
information to a wider context’. Hughes (1989, p. 134) called it ’macro- skills', and it
was also referred to as ‘higher-level processing’ (Faerch & Kasper 1986: Buck, 1990,
199L Rost, 1990; Wen, 1993; Brindley, 1998).

There seems to be an agreement

among these scholars as to a two-levels view of listening comprehension. Buck
(2001 p.52) notes that “Despite some differences, these scholar’s arrived at similar
conceptualizations of listening comprehension... This adds considerable credibility to
the two-stages [levels] view of listening.”
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A recent model of listening proposes that the two processes interact with and
influence each other (Rost, 1994, p.32: Nunan, 1999. p.221; Buck, 2001 p.l). To
what degree listeners use top-down processing and bottom-up processing for
comprehension according to language proficiency has been of interest to researchers,
and is significantly related to the present study

Research results (O'Malley,

Chamot, & Kupper, 1989: Rost & Ross, 1991) agree that good listeners are likely to
focus on macro components of the discourse and shift their attention to individual
words when there is a comprehension problem, while poor listeners are likely to
focus on individual words to construct meaning from the task. Researchers also
claim that listeners below a certain threshold of language proficiency are unable to
activate top-down processing such as redundant information (Anderson & Lynch,
1988: Chiang & Duirkel, 1992). These research results suggest that good listener's
are likely to use both top-down processing and bottom-up processing effectively and
on the other hand, poor listeners are likely to focus on bottom-up processing. Tsui
et al.'s (1998) study using 20,000 students fir Hong Kong showed, that bottonr-up
processing of listening is more important than top-down processing for learners with
poor L2 proficiency. This does not imply that poor listeners do not use top-down
processing. That is, poor listeners cannot use background knowledge effectively,
and as a result seenr likely to be less successful fir comprehension of the spoken
language. Thus, it is essential that poor listeners and good listeners learn to use
both top-down processing and bottom-up processing effectively (Peterson, 1991,
2001).

Interaction of bottom-up processing and top-down processing may be more complex.
According to McClelland and Elman (1986, p.119), language processing is “massively
parallel, interactive” Top-down processing may compensate for the deficiencies of
bottom-up processing.

For example, previous knowledge of soccer may mean that

listeners are not required to listen attentively to details about World Cup soccer.
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‘Top-down processing enables the listener or reader to by-pass some aspects of
bottom-up processing” (Chaudron & Richard. 1986, p. 114).

Listeners may use

semantic knowledge to help them understand the phonetic input, the vocabulary,
and the syntax (Buck, 1995). Listeners may also use their knowledge of lexis and
topic to interpret the confusing sounds, but also use bottom-up processing to check
the progress of then- understanding (Peterson, 1991). Richards (1990) combines
lrstening process (bottonr-up and top-down processing) and listening function
(interactional and transactional) into an L2 listening model.

Richards’ model

appears to be “oversimplified” (Buck, 1990, p.82) because he does not take into
consideration the interactive aspect of each level, but merely divides them according
to situations, although his classification provides a practical insight for language
teachers (Morley, 2001). It is dangerous to simplify the interaction of these two
levels of processing.
2.3.2 A sequential process of listening
The interactive process of listening comprehension between top-down and bottom-up
processing was discussed above. From a different view, cognitive psychology has
attempted to uncover a sequence of listening comprehension, which is different from
dichotomous views. Anderson’s (1985) account of a listening comprehension model,
which influenced the two-levels view, has three stages: perception, parsing, and
utilization.

During the perceptional phase, listeners focus on the sounds of

language and store them in echoic memory.

Because the echoic memory is

extremely limited, listeners almost immediately begin to process the sounds for
meaning. During the par-sing phase, listeners use words and phrases to construct
meaningful representations.

Listeners decompose the information into a

meaningful unit th at can be stored in short-term memory. The size of the chunk
that listeners retain depends on several factors, including knowledge of language,
knowledge of topic, and quality of the signal. In the utilization phase, listeners
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delve into long-term memory to connect what they hear with what they know.
Stored information is in the form of schemata and script or interrelated concepts.

Anderson’s model was applied to the classification of listening strategies (O’Malley &
Chainot., 1989, see Section 2.7.3) and a revised comprehension model (Brown. 1995).
Based on Anderson’s model, Brown (ibid. p.Gl) proposed a model of listening
comprehension called ISFU, as follows:
L Identify—Identify the information expressed in the text.
S : Search— Search existing files in memoiy to tiy to relate this new
information to information which you already have.
F: File—Store this information in memoiy, cross-referencing to relevant
existing files, or setting up a new file for new information, so that you can
relate future information to it from a number of different sources.
IT Use—Put this information to use—act upon it in some way.
Anderson’s model explains perception of the sounds and construction of the meaning
in more detail, while Brown’s model focuses more on stored knowledge and its
utilization.

Unlike the two-levels view, the Anderson and Brown models both

suggest a sequential order of input perception, recognition, understanding, and
utilization.

Other applied linguists have attempted to account for listening comprehension as a
sequential process along with the same lines as Anderson and Brown. Attempts
were made to uncover the mechanism of listening comprehension in teims of
auditory perception and linguistic processing.

Clark and Clark (1977) proposed an

information process model; the hearer takes in raw speech and holds its image in
working memoiy.

Then the hearer constructs meaning between propositions.

Once the hearer identifies the propositions, the working memoiy is cleared.
Likewise, Turner (1995 p.5) and Underwood (1989 p.2) explain cognitive processing
of listening with interrelation between short-term memoiy and long-term memoiy.
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Although short-term memory and long-term memory have been often discussed in
SLA research as hi the above model, working memory seems to play the most vital
role in processing acoustic input. Actual comprehension and inference processes
mostly take place hi working memoiy, where listeners take m new information and
release old information (Rost, 1994, p.70). Thus, it would be important to examine
the role of working memoiy in further studies.

From the various aspects of listening comprehension discussed above, Buck's (2001)
recent listening model appeal’s to be most, comprehensive as follows:
The acoustic input is held briefly in echoic memoiy, which captures the sound
and passes this to working memoiy. At this stage affective factors, such as
interest or motivation may strengthen the hiput, or weaken it due to the lack
of attention. This input is processed hi working memoiy by an executive
processor, by means of controlled processes or automatic processes or any
degree of combination between the two, and the result is passed to long-term
memory.

There the input is compared to and synthesized with other

knowledge-linguistic, contextual or relevant general knowledge and a
feedback loop relates the results back to the executive processor where it may
be reprocessed and recycled as necessary, (p.26)

Listening comprehension can by explained by automatic and controlled processing.
Applied linguists have claimed that there exist both automatic processing and
controlled processing (McLaughlin et al., 1983; McLaughlin, 1987; O’Malley &
Chamot, 1990). McLaughlin et al. (1983) dahned in their sequential information
processing model that the listening skills need to be “routinized ” (p.140) as
automatic processing hr order to become a proficient listener, while controlled
processing takes place when the skills are imperfectly m astered

The more

profident listeners become, the more likely that processing becomes automatic and
unconsdous. On the other hand, beginning listeners are likely to rely on controlled
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processing which takes place consciously. Thus, it is imperative that the ultimate
goal hi the learning of listening is that listening processing becomes automatic (Rost,
1990: Buck. 1995). The above model, however takes less into consideration affective
and other cognitive variables of second language learners.

Nagle and Sanders

(1986) proposed an information processing model of comprehension which
incorporates controlled and automatic processing as well as the effects of attention
and monitoring. Their model is more comprehensive and attempts to account for
comprehension incorporating various SLA theories.

2.3.3 Parallel distributed processing
An information processing model which is quite different from other models is
‘parallel distributed processing (Rumelhart, Hinton, & McClelland, 1987). In the
parallel distributed model, processing must take place not in a sequence but
simultaneously on different levels. The information relating to a particular' event is
spread over a number of inter-connected units, such that the activation of one unit
leads to the activation of all the other units. This model has the great potential to
account for various types of language comprehension. Yet, L2 learning has received
little attention fr om parallel distributed processing (Ellis, 1994).

2.3.4 Inference , interpretation, and schema

Listening has been mainly viewed above as the linguistic processing of language
input. Another view is that listening is inference-based processing (Rost, 1990),
which is also associated with the top-down processing discussed above. This section
focuses on the inference-based process of listening and is particularly relevant to the
present study.

Applied linguists have recognized that interpretation of listening varies according to
listeners.

It does not always follow in our' daily life that listeners understand
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exactly what speakers refer to. There are often inferential gaps' (Boliger & Seal’s,
1981, p. 121) between the speaker’s intention and the listener’s interpretation.
Listeners need to biidge this gap by making inferences from what is spoken.
Meaning is not something in the text that the listener has to construct, but it is
constructed by the listener in an active process of inference and hypothesis building
(Buck, 1995, 2001).

Different listeners will understand different things due to

background knowledge. “The sense that the listener deiives is constructed within
the listener’s own knowledge domain” (Rost, 1994, p.5).

Interpretation of the

spoken text may greatly affect listening comprehension. “It is not really the context
of situation which influences the process of comprehension, but rather the listener’s
understanding and interpretation of this" (Buck, 1990, pp. 403-404). It may follow
that individual listeners to a varying extent construct different interpretations on
the basis of inference and background knowledge. Interpretation by listeners is not
passive but indeed consists of laborious mental activities. Thus, it is “essential to
encourage active participation by the listener” (Brown, 1990, p.171).

The listener’s inference contributes to listening comprehension, although it may at
times draw on false interpretation. Advanced listeners are capable of predicting the
missing part, even though they cannot hear the whole utterance.

Oiler (1979) calls

this ability ‘expectancy grammar’’. For example, Yanagii (1984, p.95) shows an
example of a sentence in which listeners can predict the missing word as follows^
“John___ sick last night,” It is easily conceivable that listeners with some degree of
expectancy grammar would know “was” was missing in the underlined part, because
“John” is third person singular and “last night” indicates the past.

“John” and last

night” can be considered to add redundancy to the meaning. Oiler (1979) explains
that, along with expectancy grammar’, redundancy in English contributes to
comprehension of a sentence which contains noise distraction and unknown words.
Rivers (1968, p.138) claims that about 50% of English contains redundant
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information. If River's claim is acknowledged, a listener’s inference assists listening
comprehension with the help of redundancy in Enghsh, although redundancy is
claimed to have a varying degree of effect depending on L2 proficiency (Chiang &
Dunkel, 1992).

listeners may not comprehend eveiy utterance which is spoken to them in a real
conversation. Native speakers in most cases may not remember what exactly is
said to them (Brown & Yule, 1983). There would be lots of misunderstandings,
even between native speakers, when they interpret a spoken message on the basis of
wrong inference. Brown (1978, p.281) argues that “we [native speakers] all get by a
rough fit with" (p.28l) what is spoken.

This leads to the suggestion that

“reasonable interpretation” rather than “correct interpretation" (Brown, 1978, p.280)
would be necessary for comprehension of spoken language. The aforementioned
argument, however may not apply to a situation in which comprehension of exact
information is needed. There are also cases in daily life in which listeners need to
pay selective attention to precise information, such as price at the cashier or the
deadline for assignments in the classroom. Nevertheless, allowing listeners to gain
a reasonable interpretation of utterances may be effective for beginning L2 learners
to reduce the psychological burden of comprehending all the information spoken to
them.

Furthermore, reasonable interpretation is relevant to pragmatics (Yule,

1996), hr terms of how language is interpreted in context.

listeners may not

construct appropriate meaning according to the context, even though they
understand the linguistic meaning.

Thus, constructing reasonable meaning

appropriate for the context is crucial for understanding of spoken language.

The effect of background knowledge on comprehension was also accounted for by
schemata, scripts or frames.

A schema (Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977) refers to

background knowledge or prior knowledge.

Most of the research which
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investigated the effects of schemata on comprehension concerned L l hstening and
L2 reading (Long, 1989). Chiang and Dunkel (1992) investigated Chinese learners
of English as an L2 using a text with familial' knowledge (Confucius and
Confucianism) and a text with unfamiliar knowledge (the Amish people).
study found that

the

Chinese students

The

significantly increased listening

comprehension with regard to the familiar topic than the unfamiliar topic. Their
finding supported the positive effect of schema and prior knowledge on hstening
comprehension. Similarly, other researchers claim that background knowledge or
schemata of what is spoken is crucial for comprehension. “Much of the meaning
understood from the text is really not actually in the text, per se, but in the reader, in
the background or schematic knowledge of the reader ” (Carrell & Eisterhold, 1983,
p.559).

This argument is quite similar to that, made by Buck (1995, 2001)

concerning listening comprehension, hi a broader sense, it may be argued that
“virtually everything we do by way of conversation is a reflection of our cultural
norms and values” (Rost, 1994, p.79). On the other hand, this argument leads to
speculation that when L2 listeners are not familiar with the context of what is
spoken (e.g., Western culture), then- lack of knowledge of the target culture may
interfere with understanding of the utterances. In this respect, it is imperative that
L2 listeners be familiar with the target culture in order to promote listening
comprehension.

Listening comprehension can be explained by scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1977). A
script is “a structure that describes an appropriate sequence of events in a particular
context” (Schank & Abelson, 1977, p.422). According to them, there is a script for a
restaurant, in which a customer goes into a restaurant and orders food, then after
eating it, asks the waitress for the check and leaves. A sequence of events taking
place in a restaurant can be easily inferred after healing the word, “restaurant”.
However, this sequence of events in the restaurant is slightly different from the one
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iii a Japanese context. Similar to the argument for schema, scripts are culturally
bound so that there is a danger that L2 listeners may misunderstand scripts of the
text, by deriving inference from their own culture.

Listening is connected with both co-text and context of situation (Brown & Yule,
1983, p.60). The topic of the discourse is expected by the listener on the basis of
co-text in what has been already addressed hi the previous discourse. Listeners can
predict what may take place in the rest of the text on the basis of what was
previously spoken in the text. Listening is also determined by social relationships
within the particular context of situation in which the listener exists. A native
speaker is likely to construct expectations on the basis of “a set of stereotypes of
knowledge which he has been building up from the time he first acquired language
as an infant in the culture” (Brown & Yule, 1983, p.60).

To sum up the aforementioned discussion, as Buck (1995) states, “Knowledge of the
co-text, context of situation, and general knowledge and past experiences are used
whenever possible to help arrive at an understanding of the message” (p. 118).
Listening is quite complex processing and is the sum of various factors which to a
varying degree affect comprehension.

2.3.5 Affective factors

Affective factors such as the interests and motivation of listeners are considered to
have an effect on listening comprehension.

Listening comprehension is also

affected by psychological aspects such as anxiety and self-confidence. Brown and
Yule (1983, p.73) note that “the listener's oval personal interests will be a powerful
determiner of what he abstracts from what is said”. Rost (1994, p.2) also claims
that “Listening is a process that is triggered by attention.” Without the role of
active listening, listening comprehension would not be enhanced. Listeners should
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not be a passive recipient of oral messages or 'the learneras-sponge, passively
absorbing the language models developed by textbooks and tapes" (Nunan, 1999,
p.209).

Saliency of the acoustic input would be dependent on listeners’ values.

Listeners would “extract different parts of the text as more salient-’ to them...and so
build then1 mental representation" (Brown & Yule, 1983, p.100). Anderson and
Lynch (1988 p .ll) also argue that "listeners tend to be selective, in terms of what
they find most interesting, important or comprehensible". Thus, providing listening
tasks which chaw on the learner’s interest as well as comprehensible input would be
central to activation of listening comprehension.

2.3.6 Summary
To sum up the review of literature of the listening comprehension process, Buck’s
comment (1990) is considerably relevant to the present study:
Any model of the normal process of list ening comprehension must allow the
sum total of the listeners' knowledge, past experience, current thoughts,
feeling, intentions, personality and intelligence to interact freely with the
acoustic input and with each other, to create the interpretation of the text.
Processing has to be veiy massively interactive and parallel (p.409).

2.4 LISTENING SUB-SKILLS

A number of researchers have attempted to describe listening comprehension in
terms of taxonomies of sub-skills which underlie the process.

Taxonomies of

listening sub-skills proposed by researchers are discussed below. Firstly, Richards
(1983) developed an exhaustive and “more complete taxonomy of listening sub-skills’’
(Buck, 2001, p.55) written for classroom teachers (Table 2.1). Richards suggests
that different lists of ‘micro-skills’ are required for each purpose. ‘Conversational
listening’ in his taxonomy includes 33 micro-skills and ‘academic listening’ includes
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18 micro-skills. His taxonomy provides a useful model of target listening skills,
although Buck (1990. p.85) criticizes Richards’s taxonomy in that “it offers no
evidence for what seemed to be contrary to much of the research on language
processing.” Munby (1978) also provided a very detailed taxonomy of language
skills called ‘enabling skills’, which includes both productive and receptive skills.
Munby’s taxonomy contains an overwhelmingly wide range of micro-skills and
includes 119 micro-skills which are relevant to listening. Yet, Munby’s taxonomy is
less concerned with listening skills than Richards' taxonomy because Munby’s does
not differentiate listening skills a id readings skills.

Moreover, Skehai (1984)

argues that Munby’s taxonomy “is not a taxonomy of skills, but a description of
everything that ap p eaed to be of interest to applied linguistics”. Furthermore,
language teachers may be too confused to select the applicable micro-skills from an
extraordinarily wide ranging of taxonomy, although “the detailed requirements
listed are veiy suggestive of the sort of exercise types that will develop each micro
skill” (Rixon, 1981, p.69).

Other apphed linguists proposed taxonomies, similar to the above, which are
thought likely to be important sub-skills. According to Rixon (1981), listeners have
four strategies they apply when uncertain firstly, to remain alert for a gloss or
rewording of some sort! secondly, hr the meantime to make a guess, to be confirmed
or denied later; thirdly, to refer outside to a third person or a reference work of some
kind! and finally, to just give up. It appears that Rixon’s account is very plausible.
However, her rationale seems to be based on the assumption that these processes
she describes take place in serial order. Further, the listening strategies proposed
by Rixon are confined to inference. Lund (1990) differentiates listening into listener
function and hstener response, which are mutually exclusive. Listener functions
are what defines how learners approach the text, as in the following six functions;
identification, orientation, main idea comprehension, detail comprehension, full
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Listener responses are simply a modified type of

Richards' (1983) taxonomy. To sum up, in spite of a lack of empirical evidence,
Richards’ taxonomy of listening skills appeal's to be more applicable to language
classrooms than the other three, although his taxonomy lacks a theoretical model.
It would seem imperative that the previously established taxonomies of listening
“need to be subjected to a rigorous process of construct validation before they can be
considered as anything more" (Buck, 1990, p.102).
Table 2.L Taxonomy of listening (Richards, 1983)
Conversational Listening
1. ability to retain chunks of language of different lengths for short peiiods
2. ability to discriminate between the distinctive sounds of the target language
3. ability to recognize the stress patterns of words
4. ability to recognize the rhythmic struct ure of English
5. ability to recognize the functions of stress and intonation to signal the information
structure of utterances
6. ability to identify words in stressed and unstressed situations
7. ability to recognize reduced forms of words
8. ability to distinguish word boundaries
9. ability to recognize the typical word order patterns in the target language
10. ability to recognize vocabulary used in core conversational topics
11. ability to detect key words (i.e., those which identify topics and prepositions)
12. ability to guess the meaning of words from the contexts in which they occur
13. ability to recognize grammatical word classes
14. ability to recognize major syntactic patterns and devices
15. ability to recognize cohesive devices in spoken discourse
16. ability to recognize elliptical forms of grammatical units and sentences
17. ability to detect sentence constituents
18. ability to distinguish between major and minor constituents
19. ability to detect meanings expressed in differing grammatical forms/sentence
types (i.e., th at a particular' meaning may be expressed in different ways)
20. ability to recognize the communicative functions of utterances, according to
situations, participants, goals
21. ability to reconstruct or infer situations, goals, participants, procedures
22. ability to use real-world knowledge and experience to work out purpose, goals,
settings, procedures
23. ability to predict outcomes from events described
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24. ability to infer links and connections between events
25. ability7deduce causes and effects from events
26. ability7to distinguish between literal and applied meanings
27. ability to identify and reconstruct topics and coherent structure from ongoing
discourse involving two or more speakers
28. ability to recognize coherence in discourse, and to detect such relations as main
idea, supporting idea, given information, new information, generalization,
exemplification
29. ability to process speech at different rates
30. ability to process speech containing pauses, errors, corrections
31. ability to make use of facial, parahnguistic and other clues to work out meaning
32. ability to adjust listening strategies to different kinds of listener puiposes or goals
33. ability to signal comprehension or lack of comprehension, verbally and
non-verbally
Academic Listening____________________________________________________
1. ability to identify puipose and scope of lecture
2. ability to identify topic of lecture and follow topic development
3. ability to identify relationships among units within discourse (e.g., major ideas,
generalizations, hypotheses, supporting ideas, examples)
4. ability to identify role of discourse markers in signaling structure of a lecture
(e.g., conjunctions, adverbs, gambits, routines)
5. ability to infer relationships (e.g., cause, effect, conclusion)
6. ability to recognize key lexical items related to subject/topic
7. ability to deduce meanings of words from context
8. ability to recognize markers of cohesion
9. ability to recognize function of intonation to signal information structure
(e.g., pitch, volume, pace, key)
10. ability to detect attitude of speaker toward subject m atter
11. ability to follow different modes of lecturing: spoken, audio, audio-visual
12. ability to follow lecture despite differences in accent and speed
13. familiarity with different styles of lecturing: formal, conversational, read,
unplanned
14. familiarity with different registers: written versus colloquial
15. ability to recognize relevant matter: jokes, digressions, meanderings
16. ability to recognize function of non-verbal cues as markers of emphasis and
attitude
17. knowledge of classroom conventions (e.g., turn-takings, clarification requests)
18. ability to recognize instructional/learner tasks (e.g., warnings, suggestions,
recommendations, advice, instructions)
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An attem pt was made to examine which micro-skills of the listening taxonomy
proposed by Richards (1983) would be most effective for the actual classroom.
Powers (1986) constructed a questionnaire which asked faculty members to rate,
among other things, the importance of 21 listening sub-skills, based on Richards’
(1983) taxonomy of skills related to academic listening. Results showed that 9 skills
were rated as veiy important for academic listening.

These are- a) Identifying

major themes or ideas, b) Identifying relationships among major ideas, c) Identifying
the topic of a lecture, d) Retaining information through note taking, e) Retrieving
information through notes, f) Inferring relationships between information, g)
Comprehending key vocabulary, h) Following the spoken language mode of lectures,
i) Identifying supporting ideas and examples. Although the main objective of his
study was to incorporate the findings into the TOEFL listening test, Powers’findings
are indeed suggestive in that the listening taxonomy was examined on the basis of
empirical study.

2.5 DIFFICULTIES WITH L2 LISTENING

Difficulties with L2 listening are closely associated with the characteristics of spoken
language. Distinctive characteristics of L2 listening and its difficulties, as discussed
below, have obvious implications for the present study, which examines the
strategies used by learners in t hen' attempt to negotiate these difficulties.

2.5.1 Speech rate, pauses, and memory

Much of the initial research focused on speech rate because most L2 learners
consider the rapid speed of NSs (native speakers) to be a major cause of their
listening difficulties (Rubin, 1994; Carrier, 1999).

L2 listeners would be

overwhelmed by the rapid speed of native speakers’ speech.

Griffiths (1991)
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investigated low-intermediate NNSs (non-native speakers) using three types of texts
respectively spoken at lOOwpm (word per minute), 150wpm, and 200wpm. The
results showed that the texts spoken at 200 wpm demonstrated lowest
comprehension, but there was not significant difference between performance
spoken on those at lOOwpm and ISOwpm. This led to the conclusion that fast
speech rate interferes with comprehension, but too slow speech (lOOwpm) did not
assist comprehension considerably for intermediate level L2 learners.

Slow speech

may not always help listeners to comprehend utterances, because it may “impair
comprehension by prolonging the time pattern that must be held hr short-term
memoiy and allowing more time for memory traces to fade” (Flaherty, 1979, p.275).
Similarly, Brau's (1990) study indicated mixed results. The results of the study
indicated that pauses seemed to aid comprehension considerably but, at the highest
level, neither slowing down of the utterances nor pauses aided comprehension. On
the other hand, at a lowest level, slowing down aided comprehension.

Chaudron

(1988) suggests after reviewing eight empirical studies that text spoken at around
lOOwpm may be most appropriate for beginning L2 learners and 30 to 40 wpm
faster for intermediate and advanced L2 learners.

These results would suggest

that there is a different threshold of speech rate according to the language
proficiency of L2 listeners. Fast speech results in reduced comprehension, but too
slow speech does not always contribute to enhancement of comprehension.

Speech rate has been shown to interact with other features such as pausing, stress,
and rhythm patterns.

Pauses especially were considered to affect speech rate

because speech with long or frequent pauses is eventually considered as slow speech.
In a genuine sense, speech rate may need to be measured along with pauses, in other
words, with ‘articulation rate’ (total time minus pause) (Griffiths, 1991).

Voss

(1979,) examined four features of hesitations, including unfilled pauses, filled pauses,
repetitions, and false starts. Pauses were examined as a part of hesitation. Voss
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found that all types of hesitation cause perceptional problems and comprehension
errors for non-native speakers of English.

NNSs got stuck with bottom-up

processing, while native speakers ignored the micro linguistic problems in favor of
top-down processing. Furthermore, the effect of pauses on comprehension would be
contingent on other variables. Kohno (1993a) presented his subjects with materials
that placed pauses at the end of (l) each word, (2) each phrase, (3) each clause, and
(4) each sentence. The study found that pauses placed after each phrase promoted
listening comprehension the most.

The materials with pauses under other

conditions did not lead to a significant difference in comprehension. This evidence
seems to suggest that listeners “interpret the spoken text as a meaningfid chunk
rather than as strings of individual words” (Rost, 1994 p.22).

Placing pauses

without considering meaningful chunks would not lead to increased comprehension.

Furthermore, memory interacts with speech rate.

Decoding fast and/or long speech

requires a great deal of cognitive load for L2 learners' memory. Thus, the memory
of L2 learners plays an important role in listening comprehension.

Call’s (1985)

study indicated some degree of relationship between short-term memory and
listening comprehension.

It had been found that the memory span for target,

language input for L2 learners is shorter than that for native speakers. According
to Call, the capacity for retention in short-term memory of native speakers of English
is about seven units plus or minus two (a unit is a meaningful chunk such as words,
phrases, a short sentence). Yanagii (1984) notes that according to previous studies,
retention of English units for Japanese learners is about 5 to 7 units. In addition,
Call’s study showed that memory for syntactically arranged words was the best
indicator of listening comprehension. This evidence led her to suggest that syntax
plays an important role in retention of utterances. However, the question of how
important short-term memory is for listening comprehension still remains (Buck,
1990, p.90).
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Memory is also dosely relat ed to processing time and amount of information for
L2 learners, which may be major causes of difficulties with listening. Anderson and
Lynch (1988) argue that "two important factors of difficulty are the amount of
information that has to be processed and the amount of time available" (p. 56). For
example, it is easily conceivable that, retention of information would increase when
listeners process a lesser amount of information for a longer tune. Due to time
constraints of processing spoken text, memoiy and the amount of information affect
listening comprehension. Similarly McLaughlin et al. (1983, p.145) argue that, for
beginning second language learners, a new skill is learned when the complexity of
tasks and cognitive demands are minimized.

2.5.2 Phonological modifications, prosodic features, and saliency

Difficulties in recognizing sounds lie in the perception of phonological modifications
as dusters rather than discrimination of phonemes as minimal units, although the
initial testing of spoken language focused on discrimination of phonemes. Lado
(1961) focused on discrete-point test to assess separately phonemes, stress, and
intonation. The sum of a candidate’s responses in discrete sub-tests was considered
to correspond to profidency hi listening comprehension.

However, studies of

phonological aspects of listening indicated unsuspected phonological difficulties
which L2 learners face in comprehending listening in a foreign language.

For

example, Hemichsen (1984) examined the effects of "sandhi" (sandhi conies from the
Sanskrit word “sandhi" which means “putting together”), which is phonological
modifications of spoken language such as assimilation, liaison, elision, and
contraction, on the listening comprehension of ESL students and NSs. The study
showed that the NSs’comprehension was significantly better than that of all levels of
the ESL students.

When sandhi was not present, high-level ESL students

performed much better than lowlevel ESL students.

This result appears to
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suggest that phonological modifications are difficult in comprehending English for all
level of ESL learners.

This result does not support Lado's (1961) discrete-point view

of spoken language. Weir (1993) claims that “Few people would not believe that an
ability of discriminate between phonemes implies a capacity to comprehend verbal
messages” (p.90). Hennchsen (1984) also argues that “one of the aspects of input
which promotes comprehension and language learning is increased perceptional
saliency of forms through reduced sandhi-variations.” (p.106). For example, it has
been found that ‘teacher talk’ (Chaudron, 1983b, 1988), spoken in enunciated English,
includes a lesser amount of phonological modification (sandhi) so that it increases
comprehension. Input with reduced phonological modifications may be central to
what comprehensible input is composed of, which has been one of the main issues in
SLA research.

Stress and intonation as ‘paralinguistic cues’ (Brown, 1990) are interrelated with
pauses and gestures when listeners attem pt to interpret the spoken text.

The

puipose of stress is to highlight words which cany the main information which
speakers want to convey. In Enghsh, stressed words are clearly enunciated, longer,
and louder. Stressed words are often preceded or followed by short pauses (Buck,
2001). In a real conversation, stressed words, which are assumed to be important
by the speaker, are often repeated and followed by gestures.

It is known that

paralinguistic cues are often accompanied by the speaker’s gestures. Furthermore,
Brown notes (1990, pp. 113-143) that stress and intonation directly contribute to the
interpretation of the verbal content of the message, whereas loudness, pitch, and
tempo contribute to the interpretation of the speaker's attitudes, such as anger,
nervousness, and excitement. However, intonation can be also used to express the
speaker’s attitudinal meaning. Thus, it is difficult to determine whether stressed
words or pauses, gestures, repetition, or a combination of these affect
comprehension.
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Listeners might, on the other hand, fail to interpret the speaker's message
appropriately if they are not familiar with the stress, rhythm and intonation
patterns which a particular group of people use.

hi terms of difference between

English and Japanese, English has a stress-timed rhythm, while Japanese has a
syllable-timed rhythm (Asao. 1993). This difference sometimes makes it difficult for
learners of other languages to recognize the rhythm of English (Brown, 1990).
Intonation and stress patterns vary according to gender, age, country, and social
status (Buck, 2001).

Rost (1994) suggests that “the analysis of intonation is

complex but picking up stressed words is a realistic and helphil exercise” for
students (p.ll).

It might be difficult, especially for beginning L2 learners to infer

from a speaker’s intonation what the native speaker indeed intends to convey.
Furthermore, according to Lynch (1998), many L2 learners are likely to transfer
stress patterns of the LI to the listening process of the L2, but proficient listeners are
less likely to be affected by prosodic features of the Ll.

This would suggest that L2

listeners need to be familiar with t he prosodic patterns of the target language.
Saliency and frequency of words associated with phonological stress are shown to
affect the listening comprehension of L2 learners.

Ogata (1993) investigated

phonological stress on words, and found that content words (nouns, adverbs,
adjectives, verbs) are likely to have stronger stress on them and that on the other
hand, function words (conjunction, articles, pronoun, auxiliary verbs) are likely to
have weaker stress. It is also known that NSs are most likely to stress important
words. Buck (2001, p.17) notes that “high frequency words are recognized faster
than lower frequency words... the fainter the sound, the longer it takes to recognize
the word.”

Furthermore, Pica, Young, and Doughty (1987) reported that

comprehension unproved when content words were repeated. In their study, it was
considered that saliency of words increased by repetition. Repetition by speakers
increases saliency of words so that it leads to increased comprehension, hi other
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words, salient words such as content words which are important to understand
utterances receive more attention from listeners when speakers place phonological
stress on these words.

The effect of repetition is also related to redundancy. Redundancy, mostly in the
form of repetition, has a varying degree of effect on the comprehension of L2 learners.
Chaudron (1983a) found that redundancy in the form of a repeated noun is more
helpful in both recognition and recall than any other devices tested.

Yet the

research findings have been shown to vary according to the proficiency level of L2
learners. Derwing’s (1989) study showed that simple redundancy of the type used
by Chaudron (1983a) facilitated understanding for low-intermediate students, while
redundancy of another type, such as the increased use of background details,
distracted from comprehension.

The followup study of elaboration by Derwing

(1996), using adult intermediate-advanced L2 learners, showed that elaboration has
a varying degree of effect on comprehension according to the quality of the
elaboration. For example, paraphrasing with markers (e.g., “in other words”) was
found to be the most effective, while elaboration with irrelevant information was the
least effective. Further, Chiang and Dunkel (1992) found that high intermediate
students benefited from speech modifications such as elaboration and redundancy
while low-intermediate students did not. These contradictory results may be due to
the fact, that at the lowest level of proficiency, some kinds of redundancy add to the
listening load in that they provide more language to process. Anderson and Lynch
(1988, p.5l) argue that “L2 learners have to reach a certain minimum level of
proficiency before they can take advantage of the redundancy that a well-meaning
native speaker may build into spoken language”.

2.5.3 Spoken language and written language

Functional grammar proponents (e.g., Halliday, 1985, 1987! Chafe & Danielewicz,
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1987) analyze spoken and written language in relation to the social context.
Spoken language is regarded as tune-bound, ephemeral, informal (Halhday, 1985),
rapid, evanescent (Chafe & Danielewicz, 1987) and produced for particular
participants. On the other hand, written language is regarded as spatial, static,
permanent, displaced in time (Halhday, 1985), deliberate and editable (Chafe &
Danielewicz, 1987) and frequently aimed at a wide and unknown audience. There
are also lexical differences between the two.

Lexis related to the immediate

situation and lexical sparsity’ (Halhday, 1985) are more prominent in spoken
language, while lexical density is higher in written language (Halliday, 1987).
Halliday (1987, p.66) notes that “Written language tends to be lexically dense, but
grammatically simple, spoken language tends to be grammatically intricate, but
lexically sparse”.

‘Grammatical metaphor’ (Halhday, 1985, 1987), which for

example includes nominalization, is more characteristic of written language than
spoken language. Furthermore, Chafe and Danielewicz (1987) view language as a
continuum from conversation to academic writing. For example, conversations are
inclined to have inexplicit and bruited vocabulary as well as colloquial words, while
academic writings tend to have explicit, varied, and formal vocabulary, and stronger
coherence within the discourse.

There are other characteristics of listening which distinguish it from other language
skills. These peculiar characteristics of listening make it difficult for L2 learner's to
learn listening.

Difficulties in learning listening are closely associated with

characteristics of the spoken text which are different from these of the written text.
The nature of spoken language in everyday life is unplanned discourse (Buck, 2001,
p.9), while written language is self-monitored (Halhday, 1987).

That is, what

listener's have to listen to consists of hesitation, filler's, false starts, vocabulary repair;
even grammatically ‘incorrect sentences’ (Hatch, 1983) which are characteristic of
unplanned spoken language. Furthermore, listening takes place in real time with
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no chance of' review and processing (Weir, 1993), which involves a different process
from reading, where the reader faces “a permanent written text ” (Buck. 2001 p.3).
One reason listening is categorized as a receptive skill may be that learners cannot
manipulate the spoken language uttered to them. Mendelsohn (1995, p. 132) claims
that “Listeners are at the mercy of speakers". This does not imply that listeners
have no control over what is going to be said. Some researchers (e.g, Vasseur, et al„
1996) argue that listener's play an active role in changing the interactive features of
conversation.

2.5.4 Discourse markers and redundancy

Discourse markers which m ark relationship between chunks of discourse were
examined as to whether or not they have an effect on the comprehension of L2
listeners, mostly in university lectures settings.

Chaudron and Richards (1986)

found significantly positive effects on comprehension for macro discourse markers
such as “to begin with" and “what happened then was”, but not for micro discourse
markers such as “well” and “eventually.” Dunkel and Davis’ study (1994), however,
claimed that no effect for these discourse markers was found.

Flowerdew and

Tauroza (1995) dted deficiencies in the research designs of these studies as being
responsible for these findings,

hi the case of Chaudron and Richards’ study (1986),

they dted the use of inauthentic text (a lecture presented in a reading style as
opposed to a conversational style). In the Dunkel and Davis’ study (1994), they
daimed that no distinction was made between macro- and micro-markers. On the
other hand, Flowerdew and Tauroza’s (1995) study found that both macro- and
micro-discourse markers had a positive effect on comprehension. These conflicting
results provide incondusive evidence because each of them employed different
research methods. One possible explanation may be that discourse markers “aid
comprehension by acting as tilled pauses and thus allow more processing time”
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(Flowerdew & Tauroza. 1995, p.452). The three studies above used university level
subjects who were considered to have sufficient English ability to make the most use
of discourse markers.

For beginning L2 learners, discourse markers may merely

add additional cognitive load for processing.

2.5.5 Task type and text type

Task types were found to affect listening comprehension. Many variables interact
with task difficulty.

Long (1983b) claims that a two-way task, in winch

interlocutors exchange missing mformation respectively, promotes listening
comprehension more than a one-way task. A number of empirical studies (e.g.,
Long, 1980 cited in Long, 1983b, Doughty & Pica, 1986) showed that two-way tasks
resulted in increased negotiation of meaning and comprehension. On the other
hand, Gass and Varonis’ study (1985) found no difference in negotiation of meaning
and comprehension between these two types of task.

Further, Plough and Gass’

study (1993) showed that familiarity with task and interlocutors had effects on task
performance.

After investigating several variables of listening tasks, Brindley

(2002) concludes that many variables of listening interact with task difficulty.
Simply adjusting one element of a task would not account for task difficulty.

Types of listening text have also been shown to affect listening comprehension.
Shamony and Inbar (1991) found that, as measured by a comprehension test, the
newscast was the most difficult, the lecture the next most difficult, and the dialogue
the easiest text type to comprehend. They suggest that texts which most closely
resemble spoken language are easier to process than those which exhibit more
written features. Furthermore, Chiang and Dunkel (1992) found that learners who
listened to a lecture on a familiar topic had higher comprehension scores than those
who listened to a lecture on an unfamiliar topic. Listening texts also need to be
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taken into consideration for designing Listening tasks.

2.5.6 Visual aids and context

Visual aids have been shown to have a varying degree of effect on listening
comprehension. The firrdings of empirical studies show different results according
to the proficiency level of L2 learners. Mueller (1980) studied the effect of visual
aids on comprehension, using three groups as in Visual before', Visual after’, and
(No visual' on comprehension.

The results showed that the less proficient the

learners were, the more crucial the visual aids were, although they were sometimes
not helpful for advanced listeners. Furthermore, Kohno (1993b, p.48) claims that
pictures may help to enhance listening comprehension, but this does not always
mean that listening comprehension itself is enhanced because pictures may be
momentary aids only in particular- contexts. It is also claimed that spoken text
without visual aids is likely to be too explicit and have too much redundancy (Kohno,
1993b, p.347).

There are some linguistic and non linguistic environments which help listening
comprehension in oral communication.

Influenced by L l childhood acquisition

studies, Krashen and Terrell (1983) claimed that L2 learners increase listening
comprehension at an early stage of development when learning focuses on a ‘here
and now” context. That is, it was assumed that beginning L2 listeners comprehend
utterances spoken about what they can actually see near-by and what is happening
now better than what they cannot see and what is not happening now. Similarly,
they claimed that beginning listeners understand the utterances better with the
help of extralinguistic cues such as visual aids, and reaha.

These arguments

suggests that in language classrooms it is more effective for beginning listeners to
receive materials situated hr here and now’contexts with the help of extralinguistic
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cues (Krashen. 1982, 1985).
2.6. INTERACTION AND LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Central to this study is the notion of interaction between interlocutors which has
become the major concern of L2 learning in recent years.

Contrary to the views of

the behaviourists (e.g., Skinner, 1957) and nativists (e.g., Chomsky, 1965),
communicative approaches had focused on improvement of the communicative
competence of individual L2 learners (e.g., van Ek, 1975; Wilkins, 1976; Widdowson,
1978; Brumfit & Johnson, 1979; Littlewood, 1981; Johnson & Morrow, 1981). The
interactivists of SLA research (e.g., Hatch, 1978; Long, 1985) extended beyond the
individual, viewing language acquisition as the result of the collaborative discourse
which the learner and advanced speakers jointly construct. The sections below are
concerned with the framework of the inter activists, discussing how a speaker and a
listener contribute respectively to listening comprehension in interactive settings.

2.6.1 The role of the speaker: input, interaction and listening comprehension

SLA researchers have been concerned with the effect of interaction on listening
comprehension. Effects of modified input and modified interaction or negotiation of
meaning on L2 listening comprehension have been one of the major interests for
SLA researchers over the past twenty years. Picas (1994) overview of previous
studies notes that “Negotiation, with its emphasis on achieving comprehensibility of
message meaning...has sparked and sustained considerably more interest in the
field of SLA” (p.495).

L2 research into input and interaction was at the outset influenced by the research
into first language acquisition.

Researchers (e.g., Snow & Ferguson, 1977)

investigated the language spoken by mothers or caretakers to then children and this
linguistically adjusted language was referred to as ‘caretaker speech’, ‘motherese’,
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baby talk', child-directed speech’. Simplified speech is characteristic of caretaker
speech.

Caretaker speech includes more grammatical, simple, redundant speech

than that addressed to adults.

Researchers (Rrashen, 1982; Hatch, 1983) also

identified slow speech rate with inserted pauses in caretaker speech (Rrashen, 1982;
Hatch, 1983).

Following the studies of caretaker speech, ‘foreigner talk’ addressed to non-native
speakers by native speakers was investigated by applied linguists. The studies (e.g.,
Hatch, 1983) of foreigner talk identified simplified speech such as omission (e.g.,
Man eat fish), expansion (e.g., You eat no\v), and replacement or rearrangement (No
have world.

Although simplified and slow speech

are characteristic of both

caretaker speech and foreigner talk, what distinguishes foreigner talk from
caretaker speech is that foreigner talk at tunes has ungrammatical utterances.
Foreigner talk sometimes includes pidgin-like language (e.g., M e Taiwan) (Long,
1996). Additionally, the simplified register used by L2 classroom teachers, which
was referred to as ‘teacher talk’, was found to have similar features with caretakerspeech (Chaudron, 1983b, 1988).

Teacher talk, which has shorter, syntactically

simplified speech as in foreigner talk and caretaker speech, was also found to assist
comprehension of L2 learners (Chaudron, 1988).

However, it is claimed that

syntactic simplification does not always lead to an increase in listening
comprehension.

Lynch (1996), for example, claims that simplified English

sometimes appears to be choppy’and makes the text more difficult to understand.

Simple exposure to input may not be enough. Learners need comprehensible input.
Krashen (1980, 1982, 1985) and Long (1981, 1983b, 1985) strongly argue that
comprehensible input is necessary for second language acquisition.

The Input

Hypothesis proposed by Rrashen claims that learners need input (if l) slightly ahead
of then- current level of language development. The Input Hypothesis also claims
that input becomes comprehensible as a result of simplification “with the help of
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context or extra-linguistic information" (Rrashen, 1982, p.21), and learners need
‘roughly-tuned’ input.

The success of the Comprehension Approach methodologies

(Asher, 1969: Winitz & Reeds, 1975; Nord, 1981! Postovsky 1981) confirmed that
these teaching methodologies provide comprehensible input and thus promote
learning.

Furthermore, the hiput Hypothesis was empirically supported by

Immersion Programs in Canada (Genesee, 1983) and other evidence (see Long,
1983b for further discussion). Yet this hypothesis came under harsh attack from
some researchers (e.g., Gregg, 1984; Faerch & Kasper, 1986! White, 1987), who
claimed that the processing responsible for comprehension and for acquisition are
not the same.

Rost (1990) defines listening comprehension as “essentially an

inferential process based on the perception of cues rather than straightforward
matching of sound and meaningAp.33). In spite of strong support for the Input
Hypothesis, a lack of evidence means that the claim that comprehensive input
facilitates language acquisition is not fully supported. Indirect evidence “provides
only weak support in favor of the necessity of comprehensible input" (Ellis, 1991,
p.186). On the other hand, although the significant role of comprehensible input in
L2 acquisition was acknowledged, factors such as comprehensible output (Swain,
1985, 2000a) and comprehended input (Gass, 1988) were claimed to be more
conducive to L2 acquisition.

Othel's (e.g., Long, 1983a) argue that it is speech modifications which are more
important for comprehension of input. The studies of speech modifications laid the
theoretical foundation of Krashen’s hiput Hypothesis and were the extended studies
of modified input (e.g., teacher talk). Long (1981, 1983a, 1985) argues that not only
comprehensible input but also speech modifications are needed for L2 language
acquisition to take place. Long (1983b) argues that modifications to the interaction
structure of conversation are “the most important and widely used” way of making
input comprehensible (p.342). Long (1983a) also recognized significant differences
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between the talk of NS-NS and that of NS-NNS with respect to language
management and functions performed, which were different from caretaker speech
or foreigner talk, hi order to solve communication problems, NS-NNS pairs were
likely to use speech modifications such as confirmation checks, comprehension
checks, clarification requests, and repetitions (Table 2.2). Accordingly, Long (1985)
proposed the Interaction Hypothesis as follows:
StepL Interactional adjustments (speech modifications) promote comprehension.
Step2: Comprehensible input promotes acquisition.
Step: Thus, it is deduced that interactional adjustments facilitate acquisition.
Table 2.2: Examples of speech modifications hi NS-NNS conversations
Source: Pica et al. (1987) p.740
NS
NNS
And right on the roof of the truck,
place the duck. The duck.
I to take it? Dog? (a)
Duck.
Duck
It’s yellow and it’s a small animal. It has
two feet,
You take the duck and put it on
top of the truck. Do you see the duck? (c)
Yeah. Quack, quack, quack. That one.
That one that makes that sound.
OK. See? (c)
OK. Put him on top of the truck.
The bus. Where the boy is.

I put where it? (b)
Duck? (a)
Ah yes. I see in the-m the head of him
Put where? (b)
Truck? (a)
Ah yes.

(a) Confirmation check: Moves by which one speaker seeks continuation of the
other’s preceding utterance through repetition, with rising intonation, of what was
perceived to be all or part of the preceding utterance.
(b) Clarification request: Moves by which one speaker seeks assistance in
understanding the other speaker’s preceding utterance through questions (including
wh-, polar, disjunctive, uninverted with rising intonation, or tag), statements such as
I don't understand, or imperatives such as Please repeat.
(c) Comprehension checks: Moves by which one speaker attempts to determine
whether the other speaker has understood a preceding massage.
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Following the argument made by Long, a mass of empirical studies have been
undertaken to investigate the effects of speech modifications on comprehension.
Although scholars (e.g., Tajima & Koike, 1993: Wen; 1993: Buck, 2001) all agree that
speech modifications help listeners to understand the spoken text, the research
findings show conflicting evidence.

Pica, Young, and Doughty (1987) for the first time attempted to examine Long’s
hypothesis (1985) that negotiation of meaning between interlocutors promotes
listening comprehension.

They compared the effects of premodified input (with

decreased complexity and increased quantity and redundancy) and interactionally
modified input (with opportunities for interaction) on the listening comprehension of
sixteen L2 adult learners of English, using a dhection giving-task.

The results

supported Long’s first step that interactional adjustments promote comprehension.
Subjects who received interactionally modified input overall outperformed those who
received premodified input.

The results also showed that repetition of content

nouns contributed most greatly to comprehension. Furthermore, Pica, Young and
Doughty claimed that redundancy in input was an important factor, whereas
gr ammatical complexity of the input seemed to make little difference. Then study
also suggested that the quantity of input also appeared to be important, “as a vehicle
for redundancy” (p.753) and they noted that, interactional adjustments are not the
only way of making input comprehensible (e.g., consulting a dictionary may be
helpful for comprehension).

Three research studies published in 1994 also attempted to investigate the effects of
premodifred speech and interactionally modified speech on listening comprehension
using similar research designs. Ellis et alls (1994) study compared the effects of
unmodified speech, premodified speech, and interactionally modified speech
respectively on listening comprehension of vocabulary for students of two different
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The results of then1study parti ally supported the effect of

interaction on comprehension. The study suggested that "interaction gives them
[the students] a degree of control over the input they receive...time to focus their
attention on key or problematic items” (p.482). Loschky (1994), using university
students learning Japanese, also examined unmodified input, premodified input,
and interactionally modified input which was assumed to have a varying degree of
effect on listening comprehension of locative vocabulary and structures. The results
supported the effect of moment-by-moment comprehension, but failed to support the
claim that interaction facilitates acquisition.

Gass and Varonis (1994) also

investigated the effects of unmodified input, premodified input, and interactionally
modified input on the performance of 16 native-nonnative dyads, using a
direction-giving task which replicated Pica et al.’s study (1987). Then- study also
supported the claim that interaction promotes comprehension, but again failed to
support the hypothesis that interactional adjustments facilitate acquisition.

All three studies above supported Long’s first step that interaction promotes
comprehension. Yet all of them failed to support Long’s third step, that interaction
facilitates acquisition. These studies also suggested that the increased processing
time and increased amount of input which interaction brought learners may have
promoted listening comprehension.

Gass and Varonis (1994) attempted to account

for the effect of interaction on listening comprehension from a different perspective:
“interaction serves to focus learners’ attention on form” (p.300). That is, attention
through interaction to a communication problem or a discrepancy between learner
language and the language spoken to learners would make the input salient to L2
learner, and thus promote comprehension. “W hat is crucial about interaction is the
fact that input becomes salient in some way” (Gass, 1997, p.128). Likewise, after
reviewing the research into negotiation, Pica (1994) concludes that “it [negotiation]
can help make input comprehensible to learners, help them modify then' own output,
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and provide opportunities for them to access L2 form and meaning" (p.520). The
Interaction Hypothesis has yet to be exanuned fully in further empirical studies and
needs a more advanced theoretical model.

In response to such criticism, Long (1996) proposed a refined version of the
Interaction Hypothesis (p. ll lL
It is proposed that environmental contributions to acquisition are mediated by
selective attention and the learner's developing L2 processing capacity, and
that these resources are brought together most usefully, although not
exclusively, during negotiation for meaning.

Negative feedback obtained

during negotiation work or elsewhere may be fadlitative of L2 development,
at least for vocabulary, morphology, and language-specific syntax, and
essential for learning certain specifiable LLL2 contrasts.
Initiated by Long (1991), a great deal of empirical studies to date have attempted to
incorporate form-focus instruction in a communicative program. The studies (e.g.,
Doughty & Vareta, 1998) overall appear to suggest that selective attention,
corrective feedback towards communication problems or a gap between tar-get
language and learner’s inter-language promotes listening comprehension. Yet most
of these studies are concerned with the acquisition of particular- grammatical items
or vocabulary through negotiation for meaning, which is focused on productive
performance (Ellis, 1991).

Effect of form-focused instruction on listening

comprehension remains yet to be investigated by further studies.

The interrelationship of input, interaction, and acquisition needs to be discussed
with caution. Swain (2000a) claims that ‘"Virtually no research has demonstrated
that the greater comprehensibility achieved through negotiation leads to second
language learning” (p.98). It seems that the developmental effects of interaction
may not appear- immediately (Gass, 1988, 1997).

Although there has been a
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tremendous development in the research of input, interaction, and acquisition, there
remains a great deal to he investigated in further studies.

2.6.2 The role of the listener in the interaction

The previous section discussed the role of the speaker in the interaction. This
section discusses the role of the listener in oral communication as the present study
investigates listening comprehension in interactive settings.

Brown and Yule

(1983) differentiate between two types of listening; one is ‘transactional listening’,
where listeners aim to achieve a successful transfer of information or to complete the
task without intervening and clarifying the speaker’s utterances, and Buck (2001)
calls this ‘non-collaborative listening'. The other is “interactive listening” where
listeners attempt to clarify communication problems verbally or nonverbally,
demonstrate understanding or non-understanding, or take responsibility for
turn-taking, and Buck (2001) calls this ‘collaborative listening’.

This study

primarily concerns interactive listening.

There appear to be universal elements in conversation according to Goffmarr (1981),
although interlocutors have different conversation styles depending on the social
context to which they belong:
(a) Opening: all societies have developed routine ways of beginning
conversations:
(b) Turn-taking: all groups have subtle systems for deciding whose
turn it is to speak:
(c) Closing: all societies have ritual ways of drawing conversations to a dose!
(d) Back-channeling signals: we have all developed verbal and non-verbal
systems for the listener to give feedback to the speaker;
(e) Repair- systems: all sodal groups have ways of repairing a conversation if
understanding breaks down.
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Listeners are co-responsible for all these features in conversation. Listeners show
the tuning of the opening and closing of a conversation with non-verbal cues or with
verbal feedback.

Listeners are responsible for comprehension and confirmation

checks, clarification requests (Lynch, 1995), or queries (Rost & Ross, 1991) in order
for the listeners and speakers to collaboratively maintain the conversation.
Listeners give backchamielhng cues verbally, such as “Oh, 1 see,” and “Really?”, or
non-verbal signals such as head nods, furrowed brow, narrowed eyes, arched
eyebrows, widened eyes (Rost, 1994, p.84) hi order to indicate that they are following
the speaker.

Backchannelling cues also are important to show the listeners

understanding and non-understanding to a speaker (Vandergrift, 1997b). hi Japan,
it is known that listeners always provide listenership cues’(Rost, 1990, p. 100) called
“Aizuchi” for the interlocutor to maintain the conversation (LoCastro, 1987).
“Successful conversation requires active cooperation on the paid of listeners and
successful listening involves far more than language processing” (Buck, 1995, p. 116).
Furthermore, listeners switch to the role of speakers by providing appropriate
backchamielhng signals when turn-takings take place.

Backchannelling cues need to be interpreted with caution as a legitimate indication
of a listener’s understanding. As discussed above, backchannelling cues are helpftil
to maintain the conversation and indicate the listener’s understanding or
non-understanding.

Gardener’s (1998) study also found that vocalization of

understanding m the form of minimal responses such as “Yeah”, ”Mm hm,” ”Uhhuh,” and “Mm” assist listening comprehension. Yet backchannelling cues may not
always mean that listeners understand the utterances. Anderson and Lynch (1988)
claim that “We don’t know that between friends, uh-uh and hmm produced by one of
them was in hill evidence of hill comprehension, or partial comprehension” (p.8).
Similarly, Brown and Yule (1983) argue that “The occurrence of even these
occasional indications [such as “ulrhuh ] must be treated with some caution as

G2
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evidence of understanding" (p.144). Vandergiift's (1997b) study also found faking
as one of the listening strategies with which listeners pretended to understand
utterances by using backchannelling cues.

Although backchannelling cues are

found to assist listening comprehension, they need to be interpreted care frilly.

In contrast to the view that speech modifications (Long, 1983a) affect comprehension,
listeners' feedback may direct how speakers react to listeners since speaking and
listening are interwoven in a conversation. Pica et al’s (1987) study suggested that
50% of NS's checks and confirmations appeared to be initiated by NNS's moves:
“repeated words by NNS may have served as yet another signal for the NS to repeat
words and thus, indirectly, may have acted as aids to the comprehension of the
directions to our task.'’ (p.752). Similarly, Hawkins’ (1985) study found through
retrospective data that the listeners’ signals of comprehension affected the speaker ’s
utterances, although about 50% of responses made by listeners did not indicate
comprehension. Rost (1994) also argues that listeners’ moves can ‘reframe’ the
content of a conversation or shift the topic of a conversation. SLA research has
mainly been concerned with how the speaker’s modifications affect listening
comprehension. The investigation of how listeners can alter the conversation and
direct the speaker’s reaction would shed hght on the understanding of interactive
listening.

The continuum model of listeners’ response types (Figure 2.1) below clearly
illustrates the behaviors of listeners in oral communication.

ImplidtAndirect

behavior of listeners includes overriding (ignoring the other’s utterances and
carrying on with the topic addressed before), lack of uptake (e.g., silence) and
minimal feedback (e.g., uh-huh). Intermediate behavior of listeners corresponds to
hypothesis forming (of the speaker’s intention) and reprise of non-understanding
(e.g., repeating the beginning of an utterance which the listener have not
understood).

Direct/explicit behavior of listeners includes metalinguistic queries
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and comments (e.g., clarifying the unknown paid).

Vasseur et al. (1996) argue that

listeners need to move from the implicit (less active) stage towards the explicit (more
active) stage, while from a nonverbal research perspective the

‘implicit

communication’ (nonverbal behavior) of listeners is argued to greatly affect the
behavior of speakers in interaction (e.g., Mehrabian, 1972).

Figure 2.1

Continuum of response types of listeners in communication

Source^ Vasseur et al. (1996)
Implicil/indirect
unspecific

Intermediate

Explieit/direct

procedures

specific

----------------------------------------------------------- ►

◄--------------------

SYMPTOMS
lack of
overriding

uptake

SIGNALS
minimal

hyjxithesis

feedback

forming

reprise of
nonunderstood part

metalinguistic
queries & comments

2.6.3 Collaboration for comprehensibility
A major contribution of the present study is the detailed examination of the nature of
collaborative discourse between a listener and a speaker and how this mediates
comprehensibility through interaction. A number of scholars (e.g., Brindley, 1998:
Buck, 200L Rost, 2002) argue that in interactive settings a listener and a speaker
collaboratively construct the meaning of the utterances and solve communicative
problems or arrive at increased understanding. The study by Hatch (1978) showed
that joint work between a listener and a speaker successfully arrived at
understanding of the messages through negotiation of meaning. Her study also
showed that “scaffolding" (Bruner, 1978) by the speaker helped to “shift down the
syntax difficulty” (Hatch, 1978, p.419) and led to increased comprehension of the
dialogue. Pica et al. (1996) attempted to identify the interrelationship between a
listener and a speaker in terms of increased comprehensibility. Their study, using a
quantitative method, showed that the listener’s feedback to the utterances prompted
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the speaker to provide modified input by way of segmentation and repetition, and
conversely speaker’s

modified input

prompted

the

listeners

to increase

comprehensibility. Although applied linguists have been more likely to investigate
comprehension dining the interaction as ‘provider of input to learners’ (e.g., Gass,
1997) or listener’s strategies (e.g., Vandergiift, 1997) with which a speaker or a
listener separately contributes to comprehensibility in the discourse, it would be
more plausible to examine comprehensibility as the interplay between a listener and
a speaker. However, few studies of SLA have been conducted from this perspective.
These sorts of studies have been mainly undertaken in the areas of conversation
analysis and discourse analysis (e.g., Bremer et al„ 1996).

The concept of ‘scaffolding’ presents a different view of interaction and concerns the
collaborative nature of interactive listening. \Vgotsky (1978) advocated the notion
of ‘the zone of proximal development', the level of performance which a learner is
capable of when there is support from interaction with a more advanced interlocutor.
With this interactional view, an unskilled learner gradually becomes autonomous
through collaborative talk with a skilled individual (e.g., adult, native speaker).
This concept would be applied to a context where low level listeners in learning L2
promote comprehensibility with support from an advanced speaker, which is
considerably significant for the present study, as in this study the native speaker
collaboratively constructed the meaning of the utterances with low level junior high
school students.

Similarly, Swain (2000a) claims that collaborative dialogue

between interlocutors mediates joint problem solving which takes place in the course
of interaction.

In other words, speech modifications by native speakers can be

claimed to play a partial role in scaffolding the development of the listener’s
comprehension during the interaction.
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2.6.4 Social relationship and comprehension

Second language acquisition research has identified the effects of the social
relationship between interlocutors on interactional features in the discourse.
Unequal status between interlocutors in the social relationship affects interaction,
comprehension, and production.

As discussed above, given that interaction

between interlocutors affects listening comprehension (e.g., Pica et. al., 1987), it is
also important to examine interactional features in the social relationship. For
example, it has been found that gender has effects on interactional features between
interlocutors and this factor ■wall be investigated in the present study. Zimmerman
and West’s (1975) study found considerably different features of repair and
interruption between mixed-sex pair’s as compared to same-sex pairs. Pica et al.’s
(1991) study found that NNSs had less interaction with male NSs than female NSs.
Furthermore, it was found that dyads involving NSs and NNSs affect interaction.
The studies (Varonis & Gass, 1985; Pica et al., 1996) showed that dyads of NNSs and
NNSs increased interaction more than dyads of NNSs and NSs. Other studies
indicated that

the interaction

of teacher and students

affects listening

comprehension in interactive settings. Pica and Doughty’s (1985) study showed
that group activities produced a larger amount of interaction than teacher-fronted
activities.

Pica (1987) explains that “teachers and students engage in a social

relationship which affords them unequal status as classroom participants, thereby
inhibiting successful second-language comprehension, production, and ultimately
acquisition" (p.4). Furthermore, Hill et al. (1986) found that between Japanese
interlocutor’s, knowledge of status relationship controls the appropriate language
forms to be used in a given situation according to age, occupation, and other social
status.

These studies suggest that interlocutors with equal status (e.g., NNSs and NNSs,
student and student) are likely to produce a larger amount of interaction than
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counterparts with unequal status (e.g.. NSs and NNSs). Thus, it can be assumed
that the amount of interaction resulting from the social status difference would affect
comprehension to some degree, although the quality of the interaction might differ,
e.g., teachers might be more skilled in scaffoldmg learners.

2.6.5 Assessment of interactive listening

A great deal of bstening takes place in the context of oral interaction where listening
and spealdng are closely interconnected. In real life, bstening and spealdng take
place simultaneously and it is unnatural to measure speaking or bstening alone. In
spite of the crucial role of bstening in a communicative context, most bstening
assessment has been concerned with measuring transactional bstening in
transactional situations (Buck, 2001). This section discusses issues regarding the
assessment of bstening m authentic oral communication since such issues are
relevant to the present study, bstening tasks needed to be moderately controbed (see
Section 3.4).

There are some difficulties with the measurement of bstening in interactive settings.
Firstly, a difficulty with testing bstening in oral interaction may be that “Listening is
less directly observable and less noticeable in both its development and its eveiyday
test” (Rost, 1994, p.l).

Interactive bstening can be measured only through the

actual performance of hsteners.

“A problem confronted by the language testers is

that he [sic] cannot test competence in any direct sense; he can measure it only
through manifestation of it in performance” (CarroU, 1968, p.5l).

The second

difficulty in measuring interactive bstening may be that a hstener and a speaker
often switch roles respectively in oral communication. The hstener switches to the
role of speaker when tum taking takes place. Thus, it is difficult to assess only
bstening comprehension in oral interaction.

The thud problem is the

accommodation of the assessors wfio are usually employed in oral interviews to
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assess communicative ability. The assessor as an interlocutor of a candidate was
frequently found to repair, elaborate, repeat, and slow down utterances or to use
Yes/No and tag question (Cafarella, 1997).
assessors accommodate problems with
assessment among test takers.

The issue is to what degree can
communication

to have justifiable

Lastly, the practicality of assessing listening in oral

communication can be addressed. An oral proficiency test generally includes an
examiner and a candidate in a face to face situation. It is veiy costly to employ and
train examiners to administer oral proficiency tests to a large group. Buck (2001)
claims that it makes, “more practical sense to stick with the traditional practice to
testing non-collaborative listening...interactive assessment is both expensive and
timexonsuming... requiring expertise generally associated with testing speaking
rather than listening” (p.98).

Oral proficiency tests, which to date are considered to measure listening skills in
interactive

settings,

have

not

proved

comprehension in communicative settings.

successful in

measuring

listening

As an example, one major oral

proficiency test, the ACTFL (American Council on the Teaching of Foreign
languages) Oral Proficiency Interview (SIT, 2001) can be considered in terms of
listening assessment. The problem with this oral proficiency test is that it is mainly
concerned with speaking (Yoffe et al„ 1997). It has paid little attention to listening
ability. Specifications of the comprehension component appeal1to indicate that the
level of comprehension is measured according to the complexity of the spoken
language. Listening comprehension seems to play a passive role in order to assist
speaking in the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview. It is known that in real life
communication listeners actively employ clarification requests and other strategies
to recover communication problems (Buck, 1995). The critical problem with this
oral proficiency test may be that the assessment criteria are not based on firm
theoretical definitions of the constructs (Bachman & Palmer, 1996). At the present
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stage, it seems very difficult to construct a valid oral proficiency test incorporating
listening comprehension due to many difficulties, although no researcher will deny
the significant role of listening comprehension in oral interaction. (N.B. although
Vandergnft (1997b) used the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview to investigate
listening strategies in a face to face situation, he did not address these issues).

2.7. STRATEGIES RESEARCH

listening strategies research has for the most, part based its theoretical framework
on research of learning strategies and communication strategies (e.g.. Bacon 1992a,
Vandergrift, 1996, 1997a, 1997b) with some exceptions.

For this reason, the

sections below include discussion of the areas of learning strategies research and
communication strategies research upon which this study draws. Research into
learning strategies and communication strategies which is relevant to listening
strategies research is discussed first and then followed by discussion of listening
strategies.

Research into strategy use in second language learning has identified a great
number of learning strategies (e.g., Rubin, 1975; O'Malley & Charnot, 1990; Oxford,
1990), and communicative strategies (e.g., Tarone, 1981; Faerch & Kasper, 1983).
The distinctions among learning, communication, and production strategies are
particularly important in second language acquisition (Faerch & Kasper, 1984;
Kasper & Kellernran, 1997). The focus of interest in learning strategies has been
on language acquisition, while research on production and communication strategies
has more often been concerned with language use (OMalley & Charnot, 1990).
Learning strategies often concerns the characteristics of good L2 learners.
Communicative strategies are mainly concerned with recovery of communication
problems or collaborative mteraction between interlocutors, hr principle, leanring
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(if)

strategies are distinguished from communicative strategies in that the former help
the learner to assimilate language knowledge and skills, while the latter ami to solve
communication problems (Tarone, 1981). Yet the sharp distinction between these
two types of strategies is at times unclear and useless (Mendelsohn, 1994).

2.7.1 Learning strategies

Discussion of this section focuses on issues of the good language learner, contingency
of strategy use, and the metacognitive, cognitive and sodo/affective categories which
this study adopted.
The first issue is that research into learning strategies in second language
acquisition emerged from a concern for identifying the characteristics of good
language learners. Research efforts concentrating on the ‘good language learner’
(Rubin, 1975; Naiman et al., 1978) identified strategies reported by students or
observed in learning situations that appeared to contribute to learning.

Research

efforts initially succeeded in identifying a variety of distinct language learning
strategies and separating out learner characteristics. However, these studies were
likely to exclude poor learner’s. “Those studies which do not include poor learners
cannot be used to say that poor learners do the same things that so-called good
learners do" (Gass & Selinker, 1994, p.266).

Moreover, use of these learning

strategies appears to interact with learner characteristics and other learning
variables. Politzer and MacGroarty (1985) compared ESL student responses on a
self-report survey of learning strategies with test scores for listening comprehension,
grammar’, and communicative competence.

The results indicated that strategy

choice can be affected by various different variables as follows^ achievement, level of
language learning, goal of language study, method of teaching, cultural background
of the learner, and possibly gender.

Consequently, these researchers were hesitant

about identifying good learning strategies for all situations and all purposes since
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“good behaviors may be differentially appropriate for the various types of skills
related to the purpose of second language study” (Politzer & MacGroarty, 1985,
p. 118).

The second issue deals with consistency of a classification scheme that researchers
can use to identify strategies and to classify them.

Oxforffs study (1990) and

O'Malley et al.’s study (1990) are focused on below as these two studies are veiy
relevant to the present study. Oxford (Ehrman & Oxford, 1989: Oxford & Nyikos,
1989) claimed that such factors as motivation, gender, and years of language study
had the greatest effect on strategy use. After several year’s of longitudinal studies,
Oxford (1990) proposed the SILL (Strategy Inventory for Language Learning), which
provides an excellent classification scheme for language teachers. Oxford
distinguishes direct strategies and indirect strategies, comprising more than 60
exhaustive classifications. She especially classifies affective and social strategies in
great detail. Vandergriffs (1996, 1997a) inventories of listening strategies include
sodal/affective strategies adapted from Oxford’s category scheme. However, while
Oxford's classification scheme provides researchers with a better tool for
systematically classifying and coding learning strategies, it is not grounded in theory
(Skehan, 1991). This weakness leads to another issue.

Attempts were made to base strategy classification on cognitive theories as there
was a lack of theoretical basis for learning strategies.

OMalley et al.’s (1985) study

of the learning strategies of high school ESL students for the first time called
attention to metacognitve and cognitive strategies. The significance of this study is
that the classification of learning strategies is based on cognitive theories. In order
to validate and further refine this classification scheme, this research team
investigated the use of learning strategies by high school and college students
learning Spanish and Russian (Charnot & Kupper, 1989). Results indicated that
students at higher course levels used more learning strategies than students at
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beginning levels, and that all students used more cognitive strategies than
metacognitive strategies. Based on students’ reports of strategy use to lower their
anxiety, a third category was added to include affective factors, and renamed as
‘socio/affective strategies’. Similar to the claim made above by Oxford, Chamot and
Kupper (1989) concluded that strategies use depends on the objectives of the
particular language course, prior language study, type and degree of difficulty of task,
and motivation.
OMalley and Chamot (1990) consolidated then previous findings and divided
strategies into metacognitive, cognitive, and sodaL/affective strategies. According to
then classification scheme, metacognitive strategies include seven strategies,
cognitive strategies include eleven strategies and four strategies constitute
socio/affective strategies (Table 2.3). Their classification scheme was applied to the
studies of listening strategies (Vandergiift, 1996, 1997a) on which the present study
bases its theoretical framework.

Metacognitive strategies are conducive to

planning and monitoring progress, or reviewing accomplishment, and future
leamnig directions (O'Malley & Chamot, 1990, p.8). Cognitive strategies are used
during the execution of a task to facilitate comprehension or production (Chamot,
1995, p.15). The sodal/affective strategies proposed by OMalley et al. (1990) are
not classified as exhaustively as Oxford’s (1990) category.

Table 2.3: Learning strategies and then definition
Source: OMalley et al., (1990)
Metacognitive strategies involve thinking about the learning process, planning for
learning, monitoring the learning task, and evaluating how well one has learned.
1. Planning: Previewing the organizing concept or principle of an anticipated
learning task (advance organization); proposing strategies for handling an
upcoming task; generating a plan for the parts, sequence, main ideas, or language
functions to be used in handling a task.
2. Directed attention: Deciding in advance to attend in general to a learning task and
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to ignore irrelevant (Ustractors; maintaining attention duiing task execution.
3. Selective attention- Deciding in advance to attend to specific aspects of language
input or situational details that assist in performance of a task; attending to
specific aspects of language input duiing task execution.
4. Self-management- Understanding the conditions that help one successfiillv
accomplish language tasks and arranging for the presence of those conditions;
controlling one’s language performance to maximize use of what is already known.
5. Self-monitoring: Checking, verifying, or correcting one’s comprehension or
performance in the course of a language task.
6. Problem identification: Explicitly identifying the central point needing resolution
m a task or identifying an aspect of the task that hinders its successful completion.
7. Self-evaluation: Checking the outcome of one’s own language performance against
an internal measure of completeness and accuracy; checking one’s language
repertoire, strategy use, or ability to perform the task at hand.
Cognitive Strategies involve interacting with the material to be learned,
manipulating the material mentally or physically, or applying a specific technique
to a learning task.
1. Repetition: Repeating a chunk of language (a word or phrase) in t he course of
performing a language task.
2. Resourcing: Using available reference sources of information about the target
language, including dictionaries, textbooks, and prior work.
3. Grouping: Ordering, classifying, or labeling material used in a language task
based on common attributes! recalling information based on grouping previously
done.
4. Note taking: Writing down key words and concepts in abbreviated verbal, graphic,
or numerical form to assist performance of a language task.
5. Deduction/Induction: Consciously applying learned or self-developed rules to
produce or understand the target, language.
6. Substitution: Selecting alternative approaches, revised plans, or different words or
phrases to accomplish a language task.
7. Elaboration: Relating new information to prior knowledge, relating different parts
of new information to each other; making meaningful personal associations to
information presented.
8. Summarization: Making a mental or written summary of language and
information presented in a task.
9. Translation: Rendering ideas from one language to another hr a relatively
verbatim manner.
10. Transfer: Using previously acquired linguistic knowledge to facilitate a language
task.
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11. Inferendng: Using available information to guess the meanings or usage of
unfamiliar language items associated with a language task, to predict outcomes or
to fill in missing information.
Sodal/affective strategies involve interacting with another person to assist learning
or using affective control to assist a learning task.
1. Questioning for clarification: Asking for explanation, verification, rephrasing, or
examples about the material; asking for clarification or verification about the task;
posing questions to oneself.
2. Cooperation: Working together with peers to solve a problem, pool information,
check a learning task, model a language activity, or get feedback on oral or written
performance.
3. Self-talk: Reducing anxiety by using mental techniques that make one feel
competent to do the learning task.
4. Self-reinforcement: Providing personal motivation by arranging rewar ds for
oneself when a language learning activity has been successfully completed.

2.7.2 Communication strategies

Communication strategies contribute to maintaining communication and solving
communication problems.

The receptive strategies (e.g., Lynch,

1995) of

communication strategies have much in common with the features of interactive
listening.

For this reason, interactive listening research has been greatly

influenced by communication strategies research (e.g., Vandergrift., 1997b).
Research into communication strategies has been based on two different major
perspectives; a psycholinguistic perspective and an interactional perspective,
although the two for a large p ail overlap each other (Yule & Tarone, 1997). The
psycholinguistic perspective (Faerch & Kasper, 1983) includes changing the original
communicative goal (reduction strategy) and maintaining the original goal by
developing an alternative plan (achievement strategy) when communication
problems take place.

The interactional perspective (Tarone, 1981) considers

communication strategies as joint work between an L2 learner and his/her
interlocutor in order to bridge the gap between the linguistic knowledge of the two in
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real communication situations, whether or not there is a communication problem.
The principles of the interactional perspective advocated by Tarone (1981) are
similar to the collaborative process identified in interactive listening.

Communication strategies instruction has not gained full support in SLA research
yet. Communication strategies have come under scrutiny, although they have been
widely recognized as being conducive to solving communication problems.

It is

claimed that teachers should place more emphasis on language itself rather than
teaching communication strategies. “W hat one must teach students of a language
is not a strategy, but language” (Bialystok, 1990, p.147). Kellerman (1991, p.158)
also argues, “Teach the learners more language and let the strategies look after
themselves.”

Additionally, similar to the claim made for language learning

strategies, Sato (1986) claims, “The strategies that facilitate communicative
performance are not necessarily ones that lead to successful second language
acquisition" (p.42). On the other hand, Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991) claim
that communication strategies are helpfid for acquisition.

It is still premature to

conclude that communication strategies facilitate language acquisition. Research
remains yet to examine long-term acquisition resulting from communicative
strategies instruction.

2.7.3 Listening strategies in transactional settings

Identification of listening strategies has been more often conducted in transactional
settings than in interactive settings. The studies of Vandergiift (1996, 1997b) are
described in more detail since these two studies are relevant to the present study.
Firstly, effective strategy uses and ineffective strategy uses are discussed, followed by
strategy uses related to gender and middle high school students.
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The listening strategies of effective and less effective adult ESL learners were first
studied by M uiphy (1985), using a think-aloud procedure. He determined that
effective listeners were more open and flexible, using more strategies and a greater
variety of different strategies.

Less effective listeners, on the other hand,

concentrated on their own knowledge, or elaborated on the text information too late
in the listening process. Muiphy concluded that effective listeners use a wider
variety of strategies and engage hi more active interaction with the text.
Nevertheless, Muiphy could not precisely name or classify many of the strategies he
had identified since a systematic taxonomy of language learning strategies had not
yet been sufficiently developed.

Effective and ineffective listeners were also examined by OMalley, Chamot, and
Kupper (1989). They examined listening strategies used by eleven high school age
ESL students by employing a think-aloud data collection method.

Listening

strategies were coded into the categorization of perception, parsing, and utilization,
according to the model of Anderson (1985). The results showed that elaboration,
self-monitoiing, and inferendng are effective strategies used by listeners. It was
also found that effective listeners were likely to listen for larger chunks and shift
then attention to individual words when there was a problem in comprehension.
Furthermore, good listeners tended to connect segments into overall meaning. This
result is congruent with that of Rost and Ross (1991) in that advanced listeners
attended to the macro component of the discourse, virile ineffective listeners were
likely to focus on individual words to construct meaning from the task.

They

concluded that effective listeners arc likely to use both top-down processing and
bottom up processing effectively.

On the other hand, ineffective listeners were

likely to focus only on bottom-up processing.

Following the same line as the previous studies, differences in listening strategies
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between effective and less effective high school learners were also investigated by
Chamot and Kupper (1989).

Using a think-aloud procedure, these researchers

detennhied that effective students at the intennediate level made greater use of
strategies such as selective attention, self-evaluation, note-taking, and elaboration
(use of world knowledge). Although there appeared to be veiy little quantitative
difference, effective learners used these strategies with greater persistence and
purpose (Chanrot & Kupper, 1989). Furthermore, hr the same study the results of
university students learning Russian indicated that successful listeners more
frequently enrploy comprehension monitoring and problem identification and they
combine strategies such as inferencing and elaboration more often and in more
interesting ways.

The differences hr listening strategies between successful and less successful
listeners were also investigated by Bacon (1992b), using university students learning
Spanish, by adopting air immediate retrospective elicitation technique after the
subjects heard radio broadcasts. Bacon concluded through her qualitative analysis
that success hr listening appeared to be related to the uses of a variety of strategies,
flexibility in changing strategies, motivation, self-control, maintaining attention, and
effective use of background knowledge (elaboration). Interestingly, she noted that
monitoring appeared to be used equally by successful and less successful listeners,
although the former were “more realistic” (p.330) in evaluating then comprehension.
Additionally, based on a quantitative analysis, she concluded that subjects used
more cognitive than metacognitive strategies.

Vandergrift’s studies (1996, 1997a) are extremely relevant to the present study.
Vandergrift (1996), in the first phase of his study, used a structured interview to
identify the types and number of distinct strategies that high school Core French
students used hr different types of listening tasks. Student strategies at all four
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course levels were related to three broad categories: metacognitive, cognitive, and
sodal/affective strategies.

Tlie total number of distinct strategies reported

increased by course level.

Of the total number of strategies reported by each

student, the largest percentage was cognitive strategies. Although the students
reported fewer distinct metacognitive strategies, the number of reported strategies
in this categoiy increased by course level.

Females tended to report a greater

number of distinct metacognitive strategies than males.

Reported use of

social/affective strategies also increased by course level, just as the overall number
reported hi the other two strategy categories increased by course level,

Vandergrift (1997a) further mvestigated his previous listening strategy categories.
He examined listening strategies of high school Core French students by using
thinlc-alond data collection technique and used the same categories as in the
previous study (Vandergrift, 1996). In his study, intermediate level listeners used
metacognitive strategies twice as much as novice listeners. This result is similar to
that of Vandergriffs (1996) study. Metacognitive strategy use increased according
to proficiency level. Comprehension monitoring appeared to be reported most often
in metacognitve strategies. In the categoiy of cognitive strategies, summarizing,
elaboration and inferendng were heavily used.

Vandergrift stated that

metacognitive strategies such as selective attention and comprehension monitoring,
as well as cognitive strategies such as elaboration and inferendng, were reported
more frequently and combined more effectively by successfid listeners.

Strategy uses of the different genders were examined by Bacon (1992a).

She

investigated comprehension, strategies and cognitive and affective reactions of
students by asking her subjects to think-aloud after listening to an oral text. She
found that males were significantly more confident of their comprehension, felt
better, and relied more on English and bottom-up processing strategies than did
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There were several interactions between gender and passage type.

Moreover, females used a significantly higher proportion of metacognitive strategies
than did males, who tended to favor a direct and more varied cognitive approach.

The study conducted by Kang (1997) is significant in that the Korean midtile school
students investigated in his study received a similar English education to the junior
high school students being investigated in the present study. Kang investigated
listening strategies as well as other learning strategies adopted by 60 students, using
retrospective interview and a think-aloud protocol.

Kang reported that most

listeners used cognitive strategies such as paying attention, seeking opportunities to
practice and identifying the purpose of the task, and compensation strategies such as
guessing. Advanced students relied on key words, main ideas, or a combination of
picture cues and key words, while poor students used picture cues or familiar words
(e.g., as in TV commercials) exclusively.

The results indicated that advanced

students did not use more strategies than poor students did, but the former used
more effective strategies than the latter. This evidence is inconsistent with that of
other studies (e.g., Murphy, 1985). Kang claims that “the criteria of good language
learners’strategies should be based not on how many’or ‘what kinds of’, but how to
combine’[sic] through metacognitive processes” (p.20)

2.7.4 Listening strategies in interactive settings

listening strategies in interactive settings have received little attention, although
strategic competence is widely recognized as an important component of
communicative competence (Canale & Swain, 1980). Receptive strategies (listening
strategies) are “the Cinderella of communication strategies” (Vandergrift, 1997b,
p.494), while the productive strategies of communication strategies have received
considerable research attention

(e.g., Tarone, 1981; Faerch & Kasper, 1983).

Research into listening comprehension has focused largely on the identification and
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teaching of strategies that L2 learners use in transactional listening (e.g.. O'Malley.
Chamot. & Kupper, 1989: Bacon, 1992a, Ir Vandergrift, 1996, 1997a).

Only three empirical studies (Rost & Ross, 199 L Lynch, 1995; Vandergiift, 1997b)
which investigated listening strategies in interactive set tings have been recognized
in the SLA literature.

The empiiical studies of Rost and Ross (1991) and

Vandergiift (1997b) are discussed in great, detail as these studies are extremely
relevant to the present study.
Rost and Ross (1991) examined the relationship between observed strategy uses and
language proficiency. Japanese learners at different levels of proficiency in English
listened to a 3 minute narrative presented by a native speaker in a one-to-one
situation.

At key junctures in the stoiy, the students were encouraged to ask

questions in Japanese about the developing stoiy line. The types of feedback used
by the students were categorized into a typology of listener strategies in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Typology of listener feedback
Source: Rost and Ross (1991)
Definition
example
‘T can't
the listener opts to ask for a
understand.”
repetition, rephrasing, or simplification
of the preceding narration.
“Ok. Go on.”
Continuous Signal: the listener requests no elaboration
or repetition of the narration with
a statement or non-verbal gestures.
“W hat does
a question referring to a specific word
Lexical Reprise:
m ean?’
in the preceding narration.
“tenesia?”
Fragment Reprise: a question referring to a specific part
[amnesia]
of the preceding utterance. It m ay
include repetition.
a question about a specific word or term “W hat is the
Lexical Gap:
name of the
that has been used previously. This is
likely to be a request which the listener disease?’
cannot recall.

Strategy
Global Reprise:
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Positional Reprise:

a reference to a position in the preceding “I don't
utterance, rather t han t o a specific part, understand
This may include the general positions the last pail?”
which the listener does not understand.
Hypothesis Testing: By asking specific questions about the "So, he is fine now,
facts in the preceding narration, the
right?” (confirm
listener indicates a propositional
the previous
understanding (or misunderstanding).
pail)
Forward Inference^ The listener indicates her current
"Then, what will
understanding of the narration by
happen to him
asking about the established information
next?” (based on
by the listener.
the stoiy line)

Rost and Ross’s (1991) study showed different strategies across proficiency levels.
Learners with low proficiency more frequently used ‘global questions’ such as asking
for repetition, rephrasing, or simplification and lexical questions’such as asking for
specific words . Rost and Ross explain that “Beginning learners, lacking a critical
mass of lexical knowledge, are forced to allot most of then attention to specific word
meanings and parsing the input into basic constituent structure” (p.262). Thus, low
level listeners tended to fail to grasp the discourse topic of the information. On the
other hand, listeners with high proficiency used ‘forward inference’ such as asking a
question, using already given information and ‘continuation signals’ such as
backchannelling cues more often. Rost and Ross (1991) note that “Learners at
advanced stages are better able to chunk information.. .This ability enabled them to
devote then attention to metacognitive strategies, such as selective attention” (p.262).
This study suggests that the types of listening strategies used by listeners vary
according to the proficiency level of L2 learners.

Furthermore, in their expanded

account of strategy selection, they add that “listeners used lexical reprise most often,
from the perspective of cognitive ease and social risk” (p.26l). For example, low
level learners with anxiety or in stressful settings selected low risk strategies.

Vandergrift (1997b) examined listening strategies (called ‘receptive strategies’ by
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linn) by using ACTFL (American Council on the Teaching of' Foreign Languages)
Oral Interview le st in a one on one situation with native speakers. Interviews
between learners of French and interviewers were video-recorded, and then types
and frequency of listening strategies were identified.

Vandergiift modified

strategies classification based on the typology developed by Rost and Ross (1991).
Four local reprise questions (lexical reprise, fragmental reprise, lexical gap, and
positional reprise) were categorized into one strategy since it was difficult to
distinguish them more specifically in actual use. 'Forward inference’ (Rost & Ross,
1991), not identified in Vandergrift’s study was not included. ‘Continuous signals’
identified in the form of non-verbal cues were referred to as backchanneling cues’
and were coded separately, either as ‘uptakes’ (e.g., nods, “mmm,” “uh huh”) or
faking’ (a noncommittal response in spite of non-comprehension). ‘Global reprise’
and hypothesis testing’were coded both in English (native language) and in French
(L2). Moreover, kinesics’, which was used to indicate non-comprehension, was also
added in the coding fist.

Similar to Rost and Ross’ study (1991), the results of Vandergiiffs (1997b) study
varied according to the L2 proficiency level of listeners. Novice-level listeners relied
mostly on kinesics such as shaking or cocking the head, shrugging shoulders, waving
arms, raising or furrowing eyebrows, and other non-verbal cues in order to indicate
to their interlocutors their need for clarification or further input.

Novice-level

listeners explicitly expressed their inability to comprehend, while the more advanced
listener’s conveyed lack of comprehension in more subtle, almost imperceptible ways.
It was also found that advanced learners were less likely to seek daiification to
verily comprehension and were likely to use the target language to do so. Also,
‘faking’was more frequently used by novice-level learners. Vandergrift’s study also
found the ‘global queries’ and inability to capture the discourse topic observed by
Rost and Ross.
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Although their studies shed light on listening strategies in interactive settings there
is an apparent drawback in the research designs of Rost and Ross (1991) and
Vandergrift (1997b). They allowed the subjects to use their native languages in
order to ask questions or make inferences. It could be argued that difficulties in the
use of listening strategies by L2 learners he hi the anxiety of L2 use since there is a
lack in the learners’ linguistic knowledge of L2 or unfannliarity with the target
context. Given that their models take into consideration sodal/affective factors,
allowing learners to use their native languages makes their subjects feel at ease
about resorting to clarification requests.

For this reason, the present study

encouraged the students to use the target language in order to inquire or give other
verbal feedback.

Lynch (1995) also investigated listening strategies in an interactive setting. The
underlying concepts which Lynch describes are consistent with the more precise
categories described in the typology developed by Rost and Ross (1991), although he
did not develop a precise taxonomy for classifying listening strategies.

Two

categories described by Lynch are listener’s query’ (old information questions) and
‘discourse forward’ (new information question). The former indicates a question
asked by a listener to signal a problem in understanding the speaker. The latter
prompts the speaker to elaborate or expand on the practical consequences of what
the speaker has said.

Lynch’s categories are less exhaustive than those of Rost

and Ross (1991), and Vandergrift (1997b).

2.7.5 Summary of strategies research

lb sum up, as different researchers dealt with different categories, different L2
proficiency and different learning environments in order to examine effective
strategies, it is difficult to draw a general conclusion as to the characteristics of
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It is safer to conclude that effective strategies are contingent on

L2 proficiency, the classification scheme, research methods, and other variables.
Further, macro metacognitive, cognitive, sodal/affective categories seem to have the
potential to yield a robust and consistent classification scheme because this
classification has been empirically tested and is based on cognitive theoiies (e.g.,
Anderson, 1985).

Empnical studies of listening strategies instruction have shown that strategy
instruction is conducive to enhancing listening comprehension (e.g., O’Malley et al.,
1990) and effective listening strategies could be teachable (Rost & Ross, 1991).
Additionally, Mendelsohn’s (1994, 1995) approach provides not only a sound
rationale for strategy-based listening instruction but also extensive examples and
suggestions for classroom implementation. Nevertheless, it is still not conclusive
that listening strategies contribute to the long-term acquisition of second language
(LarsenFreeman & Long, 199L Ellis, 1994; Gass & Selinker, 1994; Cohen, 1998).
Field (1997) argues that strategies are compensatory and, as learner’s ability
improves, can and should be discarded, except in emergencies.

What is important

would be that listening strategies need to be gradually removed as listening skills
improve, and strategies should not be regarded as a substitute for listening skills
(Mendelsohn, 1998, Lynch, 2002). It is also a prerequisite that learners reach a
certain level of L2 proficiency to make the most of listening strategies (Buck, 1995).
3.8 SIMMARY OF THE CHAPTER

As discussed in the previous sections, there are gaps in the literature which the
present study aims to address.
of interactive listening.

Firstly, there is the lack of a sound theoretical model

Listening comprehension models have chiefly been

considered in terms of transactional settings. This study seeks to contribute to our
understanding of what is involved hr interactive settings. Secondly, few studies
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have perceived interactive listening as the collaborative process between a speaker
and a hsteneris).

SLA researchers have been more Likely to view listening

comprehension dining the interaction from the speaker’s perspectives. The role of
listeners hi the interaction has received little attention in previous studies. This
study investigates not only the role of speaker (in terms of, for example, speech
modifications) but also the contingent strategies used by the listener in negotiating
comprehension of the input.

Thirdly identification of listening comprehension

processes will make language teacher’s and syllabus or material designers aware of
listening problems which learners of English might experience tin particular’,
Japanese basic level-students).

This will assist in the diagnosis of learner’s

problems, curriculum planning, material design and assessment procedures,
supporting the implementation of a more communicative approach to English
learning in Japanese schools.
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C H APTER TH R E E
M ETH O D O LO G Y

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The overall purpose of this study is to examine the nature of interactive listening
and characteristics of listening comprehension processes for Japanese junior high
school students of English. This study aimed to achieve this puipose through the
analyses of qualitative research methods such as stimulated recall (Nunan. 1992;
Gass & Mackey, 2000), video-recorded listening task interaction observation,
followup interviews, and questionnaires. The inquiry of multiple case studies was
undertaken to gain in-depth information from a particular context of junior high
school students in Japan.

The research design and methods used in conducting the

present study are discussed in this chapter.

3.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This study was guided by the following research questions.
1. What are the processes of listening comprehension of Japanese junior high

school students of English in interactive settings?
2. What are the listening strategies of Japanese junior high school students of
English identified in the interaction?
3. How are listening strategies and the speaker’s input interrelated in the listening
comprehension process?
4. What is the relationship between the speaker’s speech modifications and
non-finguistic cues and the listening comprehension of Japanese junior high
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school students of English?
5. What are the differences in listening comprehension processes and strategies
according to types of listening tasks?
6 . What listening difficulties do Japanese junior high school students of English

experience in the interaction?

3.3 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

Qualitative research is an umbrella concept covering several forms of inqrnry.
Denzin and Lincoln (1994, ix) claim that “the field of qualitative research is far’ from
a unified set of principles promulgated by the networked groups of scholar's.” It has
numerous variations, depending on the researchers.

Patton (1990, p.66 ) hsts ten

theoretical traditions (e.g., ethnography, phenomenology, symbolic, and others).
Tescfrs (1990, p.58) list of forty-five approaches to qualitative research is a mix of
designs (action research, case study) and data analysis techniques (context analysis,
discourse analysis), and disciplinary orientations (ethnography, oral history).
Denzin and Lincoln (1994) include under “strategies of inquiry ’’the following areas:
case studies; ethnography and participant observation; interpretive practice;
grounded theory; biographical m ethod historical social science; and clinical research.
While these categorizations can be distinguished from one another, they share the
essential characteristics of qualitative research which are discussed below.

3.3.1 Situating th is study in a qualitative research paradigm

The perspectives of this study therefore, will be situated within the characteristics of
a qualitative research paradigm. Firstly there are multiple constructed realties
that can be studied only holistically (the whole is more than the sum of the parts) so
that prediction and control are unlikely outcomes (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.37).
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The investigation of listening comprehension processes and strategies in this study
revealed multiple variables derived from the embedded context being investigated.
Secondly, another major characteristic of qualitative research is that the researcher
is the primary instrument for data collection and analysis (Meniam, 1998, p.7).
Uncovering the unidentified listening processes and strategies mainly rested -with
the researcher’s interpretation of the multiple data sources. ThnxUy, qualitative
research usually involves field work (Meniam, 1988, p.3). In this study, it was
necessary for the researcher to be a participant observer at the study site. Fourthly,
qualitative research is inductive, and focusing on process, understanding and
interpretation, rather than deductive and experimental (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984,
p.4). This study is primarily concerned with processes rather than outcomes or
products. That is to say, the present study aims to examine the processes and
strat egies of listening rather than performance as the end outcome of listening tasks.
Finally, in this study qualitative themes or categories are grounded hi the data
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

Themes or categories in the fight of listening

comprehension and strategies emerged from the data being gathered.

3.3.2 N aturalistic Inquiry

In this study, a predominantly naturalistic inquiry and grounded theoiy were
followed using multiple case studies . A naturalistic paradigm is consonant with
other features of qualitative research which are discussed above. According to
Lincoln and Guba (1985), a naturalistic paradigm is underpinned by five axioms.
Integration of a naturalistic paradigm into the present study is explained below
(Table 3.1).
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Table 3 .1
Axiom

1

2

3

4

Integration of a naturalistic paradigm into this study
Integration into thrs study
Naturalistic paradigm
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985)
Realities
are
multiple Multiple data collection methods
constructed, and holistic (p.37).
were adopted to interpret holistically
unpredictable outcomes of the case
being studied.
Ivnower
and
known
are The investigator discussed it with a
interactive, inseparable (p.37).
native speaker. The participants
were probed by stimulated verbal
recall. Also, they were interviewed as
well as provided with questionnaire
for further investigation.
Only time and context bound
A working hypothesis grounded nr
working hypotheses are possible the data of the particular' cases was
(p.38).
reformulated during data analysis to
generate
plausible
accounts.
Constant data analysis took place
inductively and deductively.
All entities are in a state of
Variables
concerning
listening
mutual, simultaneous shaping, comprehension and strategies were
so that it is impossible to interrelated. Causal relationships
distinguish causes from effects.
were, thus, not always in linear'
association.
(p.38).
Inquiry is value-bound, (p.38).

5

3.3.3
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Investigation of listening was
affected by the values of the
researcher as well as theories and
the paradigm being utilized.

Grounded theory

Grounded theory has as its exphdt puipose the generation of theory from data.
Grounded theory is not a theory but a method, an approach, and a strategy (Punch,
1998). The essential idea in grounded theory is that theory is developed inductively
from data.

According to theoretical sampling (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), data

collected are continually compared and analyzed until theoretical saturation is
achieved. Thus, data analysis frequently takes place along with data collection. In
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this study, the data being gathered were constantly compared and analyzed at given
points and then modifications of" data collection methods were attempted. Strauss
and Corbin (1994, p.277) claim that researchers should follow the notion of
developing theories when grounded theory methodology is adopted. It is possible
that the grounded theory that emerges from this study is transferable to other
contexts.

This study however did not always seek to develop theories and categories which
could be generalized to any context, but rather sought to uncover listening processes
and strategies which were unique in a given context. This study considered that
the conceptions being generalized are embedded in a thick context of descriptive and
conceptual writing (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, pp.3T32). It sought out not only
generation of concepts or theories (grounded theory), but also interpretation of the
phenomenon embedded in a particular context (case studies).

3.3.4 Case Studies
Case studies were selected to arrive at in-depth understanding of listening
comprehension and strategies in interactive settings and to interpret multiple events
embedded in a particular group of junior high school students in Japan. That is,
the meanings derived from the cases in this study were “embedded in participants’
experiences and mediated through the investigator’s own perceptions” (Merrianr,
1988 p. 19). Case studies have various attributes which are congruent with general
characteristics of qualitative research (Gillham, 2002 ). Case studies are, however,
differentiated from other types of qualitative research in that they include thick
description (Geertz, 1973) and analyses of a single unit or bounded system (Smith,
1978). Yin (1994) defines a case study, “is an empirical inquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not dearly evident” (p. 13). Stake
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(1994. 1995) considers the case as an integrated system. In a more inclusive sense,
Miles and Huberman (1994) consider the case as “a phenomenon of some sort
occurring hi a bounded context” (p.25).

Examined in this study were ‘multiple case studies' (Miles & Huberman, 1994;
Meniam, 1998) of junior high school students from a single classroom,
study six participants were selected as multiple case studies.

hi this

Patton (1990 p.184)

notes that “In-depth information from a small number of people can be veiy valuable,
especially if the cases are information-rich.’’ It was considered that cases of selected
students would help to understand listening comprehension and strategies more
intensively than the investigation of a large number of students.

By employing

multiple case studies, researchers can seek out both what is common and what is
particular about the case (Stake, 1994, p.238).

Furthermore, adopting multiple

case studies enhances the external validity or generalizability of the findings
(Meniam, 1998). “If a finding holds in one setting and, given its profile, also holds
in a comparable setting, but does not hr a contrasting case, the finding is more
robust ” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.29).
Case studies are congruent with the aim of this study in that the data collected in
the case studies are expected to explore unidentified findings and generate
different accounts of listening strategies and processes (Meniam, 1988). Listening
is an invisible cognitive process so that there may be other listening processes and
strategies, used by low level L2 learners, which are different from the ones found in
the previous research (e.g., Rost & Ross, 1991). The variables are so embedded in
the context as to be impossible to identify ahead of time (Meniam, 1998, p.32 ).

3.4 LISTENING TASKS

The listening tasks were designed by the researcher. These tasks were loosely
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controlled because it was considered that distracting variables would make it
difficult for this study to examine listening strategies and comprehension. That is.
there were two difficulties wi t h the design of listening tasks in interactive settings
(see also Section 2.6.5).

Firstly, speakers and listeners generally exchange

respective roles in normal conversation (Underwood, 19891 Koike, 19931 Brindley,
19981 Buck, 2001).

It was assumed that this would make it difficult for the

researcher to examine listeners exclusively. Secondly, the topic of conversation is
likely to change according to the interlocutors involved. For this reason, it would be
difficult to compare various topics deiived from uncontrolled interaction. Therefore,
it was assumed that the loosely controlled listening text would increase construct
validity of the data gathered as the focus is on the comprehension processes and
strategies of listeners.

The listening text was, however, designed not to yield the

features of written text as in dense information, but rather was flexible enough for
the native speaker to indude in his speech the features of the spoken text such as
false starts, pauses, repetition, and elaboration.

Furthermore, the tasks were

designed to reveal the listener’s understanding or non-understanding without the
necessarily making verbal responses.
Felt-made stoiy making sets (“At the Beach’’ for Task A and “Blue’s Clues’ for Task B,
produced by Learning Curve Incorporation, FELTKids series) were selected as the
listening task materials.

The listening tasks used in the previous studies (e.g., Ellis

et al., 1994) were found to be too difficult for Japanese junior high school students.
Most materials suitable for the language level of Japanese junior high school
students were also found to be too childish for them, which would not attract
adolescent students’ interests.

Thus, felt-made tasks were appropriate in the

following three respects. The felt-made pictures appeared interesting enough to
attract students’interests.

Choosing felt-made pictures one after another, based on

sub-tasks of the stoiy, was expected to reveal a sequence of comprehension processes
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so that it would make possible comparison between sub-tasks. Moreover, most of
the felt-made pictures in this study included familiar words for Japanese junior high
school students, e.g., sun, baby bird, sunglasses, and sea.

Thus, there was no

threat to internal validity with excessive difficulty of vocabulary used in the tasks.
The listening tasks were modified, reflecting the results of the pilot studies
accordingly.

Task A and Task B were both ‘Story Completion Tasks’ in which the participants
completed the stoiies desciibed by the native speaker by selecting or moving the
objects being referred to. The tasks were made entertaining to suit the students’
interests

and

were

designed

to

be

interactive.

Decision-making

and

problem-solving factors were included in the task implementation. As such it was
expected that these factors would ensure that the participants were not passive
listeners. Sheets of paper written in Japanese, which explained the context or
directions for problem-solving and decision-making, were provided in order for the
researcher not to interfere with the listening processes. The initial parts of both
tasks were made easier for the participants not to lose confidence in thencomprehension abilities.

Additionally, the main characters of the stoiy were

considered to be the participant him/herself so that he/she was expected to actively
participate in the listening tasks.

Task A (Figure 3.1) was a stoiy about a teenage boy /girl on the beach. Afterplacing the sun, a flying bird, a coke bottle, a walking bir d, and sunglasses on the felt
board, the participant was asked whether he/she preferred beach volleyball or
Fiisbee. Then a cok(- bottle was moved from the gml hoy to the boy/gnl. Next, the
participant was asked to choose one of the given object because he/she could not
swim. Then, a trouble occurred; the dog ran away with his/her bag. Finally, the
native speaker asked the participant how he/she would solve this problem and then
free conversation continued (see Appendix TV).

r
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Figure 3.1: Task A. Beach stoiy (besides the hoard are distractors [bucket, siui oil,
star shell, Fiisbee])

Figure 3.2: Task B. Story in the house (besides the boards are distractors [a picture of
a boy, a sock, a red sofa)
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Task B (Figure 2) was a story about events in a house.

After placing a framed

picture of a red sofa, a flying bird, a dog, and a baby on the felt board, the boy (girl)
shook hands with one baby.

Then the participant was asked whether he/she

wanted to listen to the radio or play with the babies. Next, his/her friend said on
the phone that he/she received a concert ticket. After that, the postman came and
the participant was asked where he/she should go to receive the letter.

Upon

receiving the letter, the participant made a decision as to whether he/she would stay
with the babies or go to the concert with his (her) friend ,and finally free conversation
continued (see Appendix V).

Task C was designed to further investigate the listening comprehension and
strategies of the six selected students. Through ongoing analysis of transcribed
data and observat ion of interactive listening tasks, Task A and Task B did not appear
to reveal as much difference in performance between the low level students and the
high level students as expected. (After the completion of analysis, the data revealed
various differences in performance of Task A and Task B among different levels of
participants. However, during the data collection, there emerged a need to account
for the apparently unexpected phenomenon by using a different type of task.)
Therefore, it was assumed from the analysis of Task A and Task B that types of
listening task might affect performance differences between the low level students
and the high level students. According to ‘emergent design’(Lincoln & Guba, 1985),
data collection methods were expanded and modified.

Glaser and Strauss (1967)

claim that there are times throughout an investigation when a deductive strategy is
used. As a consequence, the researcher continually shifted back and forth between
deductive and inductive modes of thinking.

Table 3.2: Ongoing analysis of differences and similarities between Tasks (A&B)
and Task C (summarized before implementation of Task C)
Task C
Tasks A & B
(Differences)
(Differences)
The context is relatively abstract.
The context was "here and now.”
The context is in the future, rather than
The stoiy was expressed in the
in the present context.
present tense.
The stoiy was planned.
The order of description was
designated in advance.

The explanation of a shopping plan is
unplanned. The order of explanation is not
designated.

There are no visual aids, so the listener
Visual aids such as pictures were
helpful for understanding of spoken may need to rely more on what will be said.
language.
Gestures were often used when the
listeners did not understand what
was said.

Gestures may not be helpful for listening
comprehension because the context is
not concrete.

The speaker could easily confirm
whether the participants chose the
correct
answers.
(When
the
participants made errors, the
speaker adjusted his speech, i.e.
repetition,
elaboration,
slower
speech.)

It may be difficult for the speaker to
confirm whether or not participants
will understand what will be said because
note-taking will be done in Japanese. (So,
there may be less speech modification.)

(Similarities)
It was possible to analyze the
process of each sub-task when
participants chose objects or made
responses.

(Similarities)
It will be possible to analyze the process of
each sub-task when participants take
notes

Speech modification such as
repetition, enunciation, elaboration,
or hesitation (pauses, and false
starts) helped to enhance listening
comprehension.

Speech modification such as repetition,
enunciation, elaboration, or hesitation
(pauses, and false starts) will help to
enhance listening comprehension.

Before implementing Task C, differences and similarities which were assumed to

r
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exist in the three tasks were summarized in Table 3.2 above. After taking into
consideration the characteristics of Task A and Task B, Task C included some other
features which first two tasks did not have.

Task C was designed to examine a sequence of listening comprehension in separate
sub-tasks and focus on listemng performance in interactive settings. The context of
Task C was to understand what was spoken about the shopping appointment made
between the native speaker and the students.

The native speaker gave the

students the information associated with shopping; e.g., meeting date, time, place,
shopping place. The six selected students took notes of what was said by the native
speaker, as it was assumed that the written information would reveal listening
processes and difficulties with listening. Individual information was not provided
in the same sequence, but randomly arranged by the native speaker, as spoken
language is naturally unplanned (Buck, 2001, p.8 ). The context of what was spoken
about in Task C was less concrete and took place in the future tense (see Appendix
VI).

3.5 PILOT STUDIES

Pilot studies were undertaken both hr Australia and Japan in December, 2001 before
implementing the major study. The results of the pilot studies provided an insight
into listening task design and data collection methods.

The first pilot study

conducted in Australia aimed to examine the validity and reliability of the listening
tasks to be used by the students. Five students participated in the first pilot study:
a Year 2 boy (aged 8 ) and a Year- 7 girl (aged 13), both from Papua New Guinea, who
had approximately equivalent English proficiency with a similar cohort of native
English speaking Australian students; a Year 8 girl (aged 14) from Sri Lanka, whose
English proficiency was slightly below her average Australian classmates; a female
Sri Lankan doctoral student (aged 45) and a male Chinese TESOL M aster’s course
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student (aged 33), both of whom had low advanced language proficiency. Task A
and Task B designed by the researcher, winch are explained in Section 3.4, were
examined to ensure that they were valid and reliable enough to conduct the main
investigation.

Accordingly Task A had minor revisions and Task B had major

changes with respect to the baseline stoiy and vocabulary used. It was considered
that the two types of task had equivalent difficulty for L2 learners. Immediate
retrospective verbal report while watching the video-recorded task was not tested
because the verbal report of the tasks was to be conducted in Japanese.

The second pilot study conducted in Japan asked the participants to engage in
listening tasks and then produce retrospective verbal reports. Initially three Year 9
junior high school students, who had English proficiency slightly above then 1average
classmates’level and went to the school located in the neighboring area of the school
to be investigated for the major study participated in the pilot study

Later two

female adults were also examined. The second pilot study aimed to achieve four
puiposes. The first aim was to reconfirm the validity and reliability of the listening
tasks for Japanese junior high school students. The second aim was to train the
native speaker who was to conduct the tasks in the major study. The third aim was
to familiarize the researcher with the instructions to be given and with the data
collection procedures.

The fourth aim was to ensure that students could verbalize

then listening comprehension and strategies.

The second pilot study attempted to test the six conditions below for retrospective
self-verbal report developed by the previous study (Nanda at el., 1987), which
followed suggestions made by Ericsson and Simon (1984).
(1) The data should be collected immediately after task performance, when
memory is still fresh.
(2) The subjects should be provided with contextual information to activate their
memories.
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(3) All the information asked for must be directly retrievable, i.e. must have been
heeded during task information, so that the subjects are not induced to
generate responses based on inferencing and generalizations.
(4) For the same reason, the information asked for should relate to specific
problems, or a specific situation.
(5) No leading questions should be asked, to minimize the effects of ‘researcher
bias’.
(6 ) The subjects should not be informed that they wall be asked for retrospective
comments until after task performance, so as not to affect then performance
on the task (Nanda at el., 1987, p.217).

Major concerns about these six conditions were evident from the results of the pilot
study. When the students were asked to self-report listening comprehension and
strategies while watching video-recorded tasks, they were likely to simply say, “This
was difficult (easy)’’ or “I didn't understand (understood) this.” They were often
stuck for words as to how they should express then listening comprehension
processes and strategies. As a result, the researcher needed to give them specific
directions, or ask them questions or clarify then problems and reasons in order to
solicit feedback from them, which seemed suitable for the study Moreover, the
students were given the remote control to stop the video tape recorder at certain
points when they wanted to report then listening comprehension.
intended to initiate verbal reports by the students.

This was

However, taking into

consideration the situation where the researcher and the native speaker were
present as well as the students’ classroom teaching style in which the teachers
usually initiated the classroom activities, it was difficult for the students to initiate
the remote control operation (Stein, 1999, p.76) and make a self-report,

hi addition,

Reid (1987) notes that Asian students are likely to provide an answer that the
researcher expects because of then- cultural characteristics. Furthermore, it was
suspected the students did not have sufficient metalanguage with which they could
express their listening comprehension.

These results led to an additional examination in which two female adult
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participants (aged 41, and 47) were asked to self-report then- listening
comprehension.

However, it was found that they also had difficulties with

self-reporting listening comprehension.

It was felt that a large amount of time

should be spent to train participants for self-verbal report,

Although some

researchers (Ericsson & Simon, 1987, 1993: Stem, 1999) contend that long-term
participant training does not necessarily need to be undertaken to have a valid and
reliable result, in the Japanese context where students tend to be passive in the
classroom, it is advised that the students should be given sufficient training for
self-report. Pressley and Afllerback (1995, p25) too, criticize short-term training;
“many of the studies that we examined involved only about 10 minutes or so of
practice”. Therefore, the pilot study did not in paid meet the conditions employed in
the previous study (Nanda et al. 1987). This issue is hilly discussed in Section 3.7.3.
The results made the researcher aware of the necessity for stimulated recall method
prompted by the researcher.
The results of the second pilot study led the researcher to revise the listening tasks
and data collection methods.

It was necessary to switch from retrospective

self-verbal report to stimulated recall (Nunan, 1992; McDonough & McDonough,
1997; Gass & Mackey, 2 0 0 0 ,) in which the students were prompted and given specific
instructions to talk about listening comprehension and strategies employed. Gass
and Mackey (2000) define ‘stimulated recall’ as a technique “ to explore learners’
thought processes or strategies by asking learners to reflect on their thoughts after
they have carried out a task,...with some degree of support, for example, providing
learners with an audio-recording of themselves speaking.. .”(p.25).

Although it was considered that the two listening tasks had equivalent difficulty,
Task B needed to be revised to clarify the stoiy plot and change the objects to be
selected in the second pilot study. Task A did not have any revision.

r
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3.6 PARTICIPANTS

The junior high school students were selected as participants because of the
researcher’s interest m their English proficiency through 15 year's teaching
experience as an English teacher at public junior high schools in Japan.

The target

group of this study was Year 9 junior high school students (N=19) in Japan, hi
Japan, junior high school students range from Year 7 (age 13) to Year 9 (age 15). At
public junior high schools in Japan, students start learning English as a foreign
language for the first time.

Another participant was a native-speaker, one of the

Assistant Language Teachers (hereafter ALT) who were allotted to municipal or
village boards of education or the district boards of Education throughout the country.
The number of ALTs being invited to Japan amounted to about 5,676 in 2002
(Council Report of Educational Reform, 2002).
The junior high school selected as the site of the multiple case studies was Am me
Junior High School in Higashi Village in Okinawa Prefecture, the southernmost in
Japan. Higashi Village is located in the northern part of Okinawa Prefecture. The
population of Higashi "Village was about 2,000. Its main industry was agricultural
products such as pineapples and sugar' canes. Higashi Village had three junior high
schools! Higashi Junior High School, Amine Junior High School, and Takae Junior
High School. Arume Junior High School was selected because the students had
relatively balanced language proficiency, while the other two schools had students
with extremely low proficiency. Arume Junior High School had 37 students in total.
Large schools were not selected as the teachers at these schools had 22-24 teaching
hours of classes in a week so that there was a strong concern that the teachers could
not spare time to participate in the study. On the other hand, the teachers at
Arume school had 12-14 hours of classes so that it was felt that the English teacher
could spare time to cooperate with the project. The parents were composed of the
low middle class and mostly placed a high value on education. Due to geographical
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remoteness from big cities, the students at this school did not have senous discipline
problems. Some successful graduates had gone to the most prestigious senior high
school in the prefecture.

The Year 9 class had 19 students (11 boys and 8 gii’ls). Due to the small size of the
school. Year19 had just one class. All the students had gone to the same school from
kindergarten age. Year’ 9 students, the highest grade at junior high school, were
selected because it was assumed that this grade would enable the researcher to
examine relatively complex listening comprehension processes and strategies as
compared to the other two lower grades. It was also assumed that they had been
studying English intensively as they were about to sit for high school entrance
examinations in two months. The students had just spent about 400 hours in
English classes over three years (approximately 140 hours for one year).

The

amount of vocabulary they had learned up to that stage was about 1,000 words.
This is not to say that they knew 1,000 words.

The cohort of participants (N=19) is classified as (Novice-Mid’ according to the
ACTFL (American Council for the Teaching of Foreign Languages) listening
guideline (1999) as follows^
•Able to understand some short, learned utterances, particularly where context
strongly supports understanding and speech is clearly audible.
•Comprehends some words and phrases from simple questions, statements,
high-frequency commands and courtesy formulae about topics that refer to
basic personal information or the immediate physical setting.
■Requires long pauses for assimilation and periodically requests repetition
and/or a slower rate of speech.
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The cohort in Figure .3.3 showed
variation

in

listening

ability

according to the results of a listening
test (STEP 4th grade, see Appendix
VII), which was conducted before the
listening

tasks

sampling’.

for

purposive

The results of the

listening test were analyzed using
the SPSS Ver. 10 statistical package. A statistical summary of the cohort in this
study was made (mean: 13 :3 7 , SD: 2.99, frill score: 20, maximum: 18, minimum: 7).
According to Figure 3.3, the histogram shows that the clusters of this cohort are
slightly towards scores above the mean score. A stem and leaf plot graph and
boxplot graph did not identify outliers.

Thus, the cohort in this study was

considered to form a normal distribution. According to the scores on the listening
test, six students were selected as case studies (see Section 3.7.7.2).

The results of the listening test were used to place students into two matched groups.
That is, each group represented a similar range of listening abilities as measured by
the test. It was decided that one group would begin with Task A (Group l) and the
other would begin with Task B (Group 2). The mean score STEP for Task A takers
(N=10) was 13.2 and the mean of Task B (N=9) takers was 13.3. Table 3.3 describes
the range in detail.
Table 3.3: Distribution of listening test score according to Group 1 and Group 2
participants and scores______________________________________________ mean
Group 1
SI S3 S5 SG S9
S10 S12 S l3 (E ri)S l5 S l 8 (Risa)
Tfest Score
11 17
9 14 16 12
7
14
15
17
1 3 .2
Group 2
Tfest score

S2
13

S 4(M ik i)

11

S 7 (J u n )

15

S8
11

S ll(Y u ji)

S l4 (E r i)S l5

18

11

14

S17 S19
17 12 13.6
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As shown in Table 3.3. a male student, S5 (score: 9) and a female student, S 12
(score:?) gained the lowest score for each gender (Si to S ll were males and S 12 to
S19 were females). However, these two students were not included in the sample
group. S5 performed considerably better in Task A as compared to his performance
in the usual classroom so that his English teacher questioned his task performance.
S 12 was not included in the sample group because she had had mainstream
experience in special education at primary school. Yet S12 managed to complete
Task A somehow, thus her data was included in the entire population. Accordingly,
S4 (a male named Kota) and S14 (a female named Miki) were considered to be low
level students for case studies. Furthermore, S7 (a male named Jun) and S13 (a
female named Erb were classified as intermediate level and S l l (a male named Yuji)
and S 18 (a female named Risa) as high level respectively for the case studies.
The native speaker was a male Chinese Canadian who had been teaching English
as the ALT at three schools in Higashi Village for five months since September of
2001. He had regularly visited the school being employed for five consecutive days
(in a week) every three weeks. The students had had about 20 hours of contact with
the native speaker during the English class. Higashi Village District was selected
partly because the ALT visited schools more frequently in this district, so the ALT
was easily available for the study. He hardly understood Japanese so that the
students needed to rely mainly on English or other cues instead of resorting to then'
native language for communication with the ALT. Prior to the research, he was
provided with instruction for the listening tasks and was trained to accommodate his
speech according to the degree of understanding of the students at another junior
high school. One female teacher, an English teacher at Arunre Junior High School,
cooperated in collecting the questionnaires from the students.
experience of teaching English.

She had ten year's’
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DATA COLLECTION METHODS

According to theoretical sampling (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) and grounded theoiy
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998), as the data collection advanced, the researcher revised the
data collection methods, and reformulated the previous hypotheses.

“The design of

a qualitative study is emergent (emergent design, Lincoln and Cuba, 1985, p.4l) and
flexible, responsive to changing conditions of the study in progress”(Merriam, 1998,
p.8). Thus, in this study data collection and data analysis sometimes advanced
simultaneously.

Finding appropriate research methods to investigate invisible mental events and
thought processes of second language learners have been considered difficult by
researchers (e.g., Nunan, 1992; Cohen, 1998). One of the problems confronting the
listening researcher is that listening comprehension is an invisible cognitive process.
In this study, there was a strong need to find an effective research method which
could enable access to the mental events of listeners.
This study recognized the appropriateness of stimulated verbal recall and task
interaction observation to investigate listening processes and strategies.

It was

considered that at the initial stage of data collection the data derived from a
student’s stimulated verbal recall would most represent a second language learner’s
listening processes and strategies. The analysis of stimulated verbal recall indeed
revealed many unobservable aspects of listeners which video-taped mteraction
observation could not identify (e.g., listeners’ subtle gestures of hesitation).
However, as the data collection and analysis advanced, there emerged a need to rely
more on task interaction observation.

A dose examination of task interaction

observations confirmed that stimulated recall was the nrost reliable source of data
(see next section). Therefore, the initial task observation analysis was strengthened
by stimulated verbal report.
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Having analyzed the stimulated recall data, it was t hen deemed necessary to return
one again to the task interaction observations. It was at this point of the analysis
process that the observations began to play a more important role in understanding
and interpreting listening comprehension and strategies in the course of data
collection and analysis.

3.7.1 Issues in introspective methods

This section attempts to further validate stimulated recall through discussion of
issues in introspective methods, reflecting on the results gained from the pilot
studies.

Firstly, concurrent verbal report has been adopted by various researchers.
Advocates of concurrent verbal report (Chanrot & Ivupper, 1989; O’Malley, Chanrot &
Kupper, 1989; Buck, 1990, 1991; Ericsson & Shir on 1993; Vandergrift, 1997a; Stein,
1999) argue that online cognitive process is best examined by concurrent verbal
reports of learners. Verbalization of listening compr ehension has been shown by a
number of researchers (Buck, 1990, 1991; OMalley & Chanrot, 1990; Bacon, 1992b;
Vandergrift, 1997a) to reveal most listening processes, difficulties, and strategies.
Furthermore, OMalley et al. (1989) note that “One of the strengths of concurrent
analysis of an ongoing task, or thinking aloud is that the mental processing in
short-term memory, which is lost hr retrospection, can be described and
reported”(p.24). Ericsson and Simon (1987, pp. 24-25) add that “recently acquired
information in short-term memory (STM) is directly accessible for further processing,
and information hr long-term memory must be retrieved and processed in STM
before it can be reported.”

The concern with concurrent reports is that they may interfere with online processes
and distort natural processes of leanring. The supporters of retrospective verbal
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report (Poulisse, Bongaerts & Kellennan 1987: Pressley & Afllerbach. 1995: Kang,
1997) claim that the intervention by concurrent verbal report distorts the process of
language learning.

Bacon (1992a, p.318) claims that “A major drawback to

listening-process research is the virtual impossibility of reporting on listening while
one is listening.” While many studies of reading and writing have proved successful
in adopting a concurrent verbal report method this may be due to the fact that
the processes of reading and writing are reciprocal. Given that listening activity is
interrupted and also listeners are required to report the process verbally, it is highly
likely that the process of listening would be distorted by concurrent reporting.
Bacon (1992a, p.320) adds that “.. .think -aloud introspection would forcibly interrupt
comprehension and natural listening in a non-research context.”

This study

suspected that intervention of ongoing listening would distort the process and this
would contaminate the validity of the data.

Thus this study did not utilize

concurrent verbal report.

Secondly, whether or not to leave directions for verbal report open-ended has been an
issue. This study adopted stimulated recall’ in which retrospective verbal report
was modified as a data soliciting method.

The stimulated recall method was

designed for participants to be prompted and to be given directions by the researcher
in order to solicit the data which were relevant to the research, while watching a
video-recorded task immediately after completing the task.

Tire difficulty with

retrospective self-report is that it leaves the directions open-ended so that
participants can report freely what they think in the fight of their thought processes
and strategies. Thus, leaving the directions open-ended in retrospective report may
not address aspects of cognitive processing that are of primary interest to the
investigator, although Ericsson and Simon (1993) argue that participants should not
be provided with the information about the particular processes and strategies the
researcher is interested in. After examining 38 studies in which verbal report was
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employed to investigate reading, Pressley and Afflerback (1995 p.123) speculate that
“feedback and additional instruction were probably offered in an ad hoc fashion", and
most of the studies did not specify how the directions for verbal report were given.
As mentioned before, the results of the pilot studies indicated that retrospective
self-report did not reveal much about participants’listening processes and strategies.
Therefore, in the present study participants were prompted and given directions by
the researcher, using stimulated recall. It should also be noted that the stimulated
recall took place in the participants’LI.

Thirdly, another option of introspective examination is for subjects to write their
thought processes and mterpretation.

Buck (1991) stopped the tape at certain

points and asked intermediate L2 learners to write then- responses and feedback.
Yet, from the researcher’s teaching experience, there was a strong concern that some
male students would not write their-feedback hr sufficient detail.

Fourthly, training subjects for verbal report has been an issue.

This study

considered that the participants should be trained for a long period to verbalize their
mental processes, i.e., to develop a language to talk about then- listening strategies.
However, Ericsson and Simon (1993) claim that thinking-aloud is such a natural
process that lengthy training is not required. Yet the results from the pilot studies
suggested that it was very difficult for the participants to self-report their- listening
with only ten-minutes’ practice. Pressley and Afflerback (1995) also claims that
most of the studies examined by them spent only ten minutes or so for training. Dr.
Jan Turbill at the University of Wollongong reported that she spent approximately
one year- enabling younger children to self-report then thought processes by
developing a meta-language in a specific language learning. This issue remains to
be investigated in the further examination of research methodologies conducted by
protocol researchers (Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995 p. 123).
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Fifthly, another issue in listening research is that the subjects can express only
conscious strategies and processing, but not automatic processing. Eiicsson and
Simon (1993) claim that automatic processing occurs so quickly that intermediate
products of processing are not heeded in short-term memory and, are thus not
available for short-term memoiy. One of the limitations of this study was that the
data collection method could not access full automatic processing, but only
controlled processing was accessible.

Furthermore, Pressley and Afflerbach (1995)

claim that processing of verbalization is congruent with the characteristics of
controlled processing, thus verbal report is effective for introspective study.
One characteristic of controlled processes compared to automatic processes is
th at they have not been automatized, ones that tend to occur sequentially, one
step at a time. Thus, their structure is well matched to the structure of
verbalization, which can only report processes in sequence, one at a time.(ibid.
p.9)

Lastly, there is another issue as to the adoption of verbal reports. Ericsson and
Simon (1993) argue that theorizing about one’s cognitive process should not be
attempted by the subjects. That is, subjects should not be encouraged to explain
why they are doing what they are doing. Pressley and Afflerbach (1995, p. 131), on
the other hand, claim that subjects should be encouraged to ‘label their cognitive
processes and to explain why they are processing as they might be revealing about
sophisticated processing.” This controversial issue led to the decision that the
researcher should not encourage the students to explain nretacogmtive processes
such as comprehension monitoring when most students did not have sufficient
metacognitive knowledge to explain then responses. Rather, it was felt that the
researcher and other language experts should analyze and judge these complex
cognitive processes. Thus, it appeared more accurate for the researcher to interpret
the listening task interaction on the basis of the reporting of content rather than on
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the basis of participants' interpretations of the content (Gass & Mackey, 2 0 0 0 , p. 112Johnson. 1992, p.88 ). Yet. the students in this study were not discouraged from
attempting to explain their complicated processes if they were willing to do so.

There remain many issues associated with verbalization of language processing.
‘Verbal-self report remains an underdeveloped methodology” (Pressley & Afflerback,
1995, p. 119). Pressley and Afflerback (pp. 120121) and Cohen (1998) point out that
the research results using verbal report are influenced by the following factors^ (a)
the subject’s familiarity with the verbal reporting methodologies, (b) personalities of
subjects, (c) whether or not explicit direction is given, (d) practice in verbal report, (e)
the method of analysis. Ericsson and Simon (1993, p.250) also point out that the
ability to self-report probably correlates with verbal report ability in general.
Another issue is the possibility of a lack of verbalization due to the unequal status
between the researcher and the students. Murphy (1985) reported that students
sometimes ended up talking about what they thought he wanted them to say as
opposed to what they were actually thinking on their own (p.38). These issues, in
addition to the above discussion, were taken into consideration to encompass a valid
and reliable research method in this study. And for these reasons, it was decided
that to use a more structured stimulated recall to gain access to students’ listening
strategies.

3.7.2 Stim ulated recall

Stimulated recall was conducted in the main study, basically following six consider
ations made by Nanda et al. (1987), on which the pilot studies were based (See
Section 3.5). These six considerations are next discussed hi detail.

Firstly, the data m ust be collected immediately after the listening task. There was
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a concern that stimulated verbal recall would make it difficult for the participants to
recollect the details of the listening task.

Cohen (1987) argues that the data must

be collected as close to the event as possible since “the bulk of forgetting occurs
immediately after the event” (p.84). However, it was considered that verbal recall
while watching the video-recorded activity immediately after completing the tasks
would reduce participants’ memory load.

Immediate verbal recall after completing

the listening task enabled the researcher to investigate what processes the listeners
went through and what strategies the listeners employed to interpret and
understand the listening tasks. The listening tasks were also designed to fit within
a suitable length of time (approximately 10 -15 minutes) so as not to cause excessive
memoiy load.

Secondly participants m ust be provided with contextual information to activate their
memoiies. Video-recorded tasks were most conducive to achieving this puipose.
The video-recordings of listening tasks provided the participants with a virtual
reproduction of what took place in the tasks. As the participants could repeatedly
watch the video-recorded task interaction, interruption for prompting by the
researcher did not seem to be a critical problem. There was no occasion during
stimulated verbal recall when the participants could not recall theft listening tasks.
Therefore, it was considered that the degree to which stimulated verbal recall could
reconstruct the mental events of listeners while watching a video-recorded task
would be reasonably successful.

Thirdly, all the information asked for m ust be directly retrievable so th a t
participants are not induced to generate responses based on inference and
generalizations. Nisbett and Wilson (1977 cited in Buck, 1990, p.161) claim that if
subjects are asked to retrieve information which is not in their immediately
preceding thoughts, then it needs to be retrieved from long-term memoiy and this
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takes time and effort. In such cases there is a danger that subjects may be inclined
to generate a seemingly reasonable explanation. Through the pilot studies, the
participants were found to tend to respond to the questions based on their experience
as follows! "Why was this task difficult?”, “Because I don't know much vocabulary,
so probably vocabulary was difficult."

There were some occasions when the

researcher interrupted the participants' verbalizations to clarify whether thenresponses were based on their previous experiences or what they had in mind during
the tasks.

Furthermore, an issue related to this was to explicate whether

understanding of the listening tasks took place during the listening tasks or after
listening to what had been said again while watchmg the TV monitor screen for
stimulated recall. Some participants gave feedback such as “Now I understand
what he said (because I heard it again).” Confusion between the understanding
which occurred during the tasks and that which occurred during stimulated verbal
recall needed to be avoided. For this reason all stimulated recall interview were
audio-taped so this could be discerned at a later time.

Fourthly, the information asked for should relate to specific problems or a specific
situation. This condition appears to be contradictory to Ericsson and Simon’s (1993)
claim that directions to verbal report should be open-ended.

Pressley and

Afflerback (1995, p.ll) argue that ‘leaving directions open-ended means that
subjects might feel compelled to report any and all information that they can access
in short-term memory.” Yet this issue was not critical under the stimulated verbal
recall prompted by the researcher.

Fifthly, to niinimize the effects of “researcher bias”, no leading questions should be
^ked. During the pilot studies the participants were at times stuck for words as to
how to explain their- listening comprehension. Thus, the researcher needed to infer
hy leading questions what the participants intended to say.

There were other
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occasions when the researcher needed to clarify the reasons and difficulties by
providing them with specific questions.

Yet, every attempt was made to avoid

leading questions so as not to contaminate participants’verbalizations and to reduce
researcher bias.

Lastly, participants should not be informed that they wall be asked for retrospective
comments until after task performance, so as not to affect then performance on the
task. A frequent criticism of verbal report instruction is that it changes processing
(Ericsson & Simon, 1993). In this study, the directions for and practice of verbal
recall were provided after the tasks so as not to affect the listening comprehension
processing.

Another benefit of stimulated verbal recall in this study was that the participants
were allowed to report verbally then feedback in then native language. Cohen
(1998) wains, “The researchers need to be aware that the practice of requiring verbal
reports to be in the target language may be at the expense of collecting adequate
data” (p.55).

3.7.3 Observation
Observation is an effective research technique to directly elicit the data in the
context being investigated, while other research methods such as interviews and
diaries can gain “second hand information” (Merriam, 1988, p.88 ) after the activities
being investigated are completed. In this study the researcher was able to directly
obseive listening task interaction.

Selinker (1974) claims that “[from] the only

observable data in meaningfrd performance situations we can establish legitimate
judgment” (p.35). On the other hand, Cohen (1998) argues that observation does
n°t enable the researcher to examine internal mental events and strategies such as
Masoning and decision making.

As mentioned above, however in this study
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stimulated recall compensated lor its deficiency. Another drawback is that any
observational scale or checklist may limit how the observer views the students'
strategy use and learning processes. Since this study purported to explore listening
comprehension processes and strategies, based on grounded theory, observation was
“unstructured” (Punch, 1998) so that any predetermined observation checklist was
not utilized.

According to Junker’s (1960) observer classification, the researcher would be
positioned as ‘observer as participant’, in which participation in the sample group
was secondary to his role in observation. The field notes were written up after the
listening tasks because the researcher was engaged in giving directions and
operating the recording instruments.

Caro was taken not to be obtrusive for the

interlocutors in the listening tasks.

Recorded listening task interaction was considerably advantageous because the
researcher could repeatedly obseive and interpret the data.

As mentioned

previously, stimulated recall supplemented and strengthened the video-taped task
interaction.

The transcribed observation data were revised several times while

analyzing the video-recorded interaction when stimulated recall revealed listener’s
behaviors or thoughts which observation did not identify.

For this reason

transcribed observation data was veiy interpretative, reflecting on multiple sources
of data. It should also be noted that the transcriptions needed to be translated from
to Japanese English. Translations were checked y the ALT.
3.7.4

Questionnaire

Questionnaires were provided “to learn about the characteristics, attitudes, or
beliefs ” (Marshall & Rossman, 1999 p.95) of the participants. Two different types
of questionnaires were completed to identify the listening difficulties and the
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differences in participants' attitudes towards listening respectively before and after
the listening tasks. Both types of questionnaire were semi structured and included
specific questions and open-ended questions (see Appendix II & III).

It was

considered that the written self reports would enable the researcher to further
understand the participants’listening processes and strategies. For some students,
verbal recall might have been too obtrusive or unfamiliar.

Thus, the written

self-report in the form of the questionnaires would be conducive to revealing the
students’ attitudes or problems which could not be identified by verbal recall or
observation of task interaction.

3.7.5

Interviewing

Interviews enabled the researcher to gain more in-depth understanding of the
participants’ perspectives, which other methods could not identify. “We interview
people to find out from them those things we cannot directly observe...The purpose of
interviewing, then, is to allow us to enter into the other persons perspective” (Patton,
1990, p. 196). In this study, the semi-structured followup interviews were used in a
non-threatening atmosphere to gain open-ended responses and also to “locate each
respondent’s answer to the same question rather quickly and to organize questions
and answers that are similar” (Patton, 1990, p.285). In this study, the interviews
included a less structured written interview schedule.

Leading questions were

avoided as “leading questions reveal a bias or an assumption that, the researcher is
making, which may not be held by the participant’’ (Menianr , 1998, p.78). Instead,
probing in the form of asking for details and clarification took place to specify or to
enquire in depth about participants’responses.

3-7.6 O ther data collection tools

Various other tools were used to collect the data.

A digital video-tape camera
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(Panasonic NV-C7) was used to monitor the listening activities while the ALT and
the students were collaborating to complete the tasks. After the listening tasks, an
audio-tape recorder (Sony M-830) was used to monitor the verbal reports of the
participants as well. Additionally, the 1995 STEP (standardized test of English
proficiency) 4th grade listening test was administered to the participants (see
Appendix VII). Field notes were also used to document, the interaction during the
task, and to document the other variables associated with this study. Furthermore,
two types of felt-made story completion sets and the note-taking task described were
most central to the investigation of this study.

3.7.7 Procedures in data collection

It took twelve separate days to implement the listening tasks and stimulated recall,
and eight weeks to complete the whole data collection. After gaining permission
from the relevant authorities in December of 2001, data collection procedures
proceeded through four stages from January of 2002 to March of 2002. The data
collection procedure contained four stages. Tire first stage included the pilot study
listening test, and questionnaire (Type l). The second stage was composed of the
major data collection in which stimulated recall and listening task observation
(Tasks A & B) played the critical roles. The third stage included an additional task
(Task C) which re-exanrined listening comprehension. The fourth stage contained
follow-up examination including a questionnaire (Type 2), follow-up interview and
the gathering of relevant documents. The data collection methods, instruments
and procedures are discussed in detail in the subsequent sections. Prior to the
investigation, the participants were informed that the data gathered would be
confidentially treated and that they could withdraw from the study

The pilot

studies are not described hr this section as they are explained in Section 3.5.
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Stage 1

After the pilot studies, prior to implementation of the listening tasks, all the
participants took the STEP 4th grade listening test which was considered to be the
most authoritative English Proficiency test hi Japan.

The STEP test received

official Ministry of Education authorization in 2000. According to the STEP data
(STEP 2003) the candidates of the STEP test hi 2002 were approximately 3.6 million
and in 2003, 246 universities and 685 senior high schools admit the qualifications of
the STEP test as credits for English classes (in 1999 the annual candidates of
TOEIC worldwide were about 0.71 million and the annual candidates of TOEFL
worldwide were about 0.93 million).

This listening test was intended to measure the general listening ability of the
participants for ‘purposive sampling’ as well as to increase their awareness of second
language listening before conducting the questionnaire (Type l). The STEP 4th
grade listening test was equivalent to proficiency to be achieved at Year 8 level in
Japan. Thus, it was considered that the present listening test was appropriate for
measuring the listening ability of Year 9 students. The 1995 STEP listening test
was administered because it was assumed that no students had taken the same
listening test before. The length of the listening test was 18 minutes and included
twenty questions. The listening test was administered by the researcher in the
students’English class.

After the listening test, the students answered the semi-structured questionnaire
(Type l), supervised by the researcher. This questionnaire examined then attitudes
towards L2 listening, L2 learning, and L2 communication, as well as then difficulties
with L2 listening. It also examined then attitudes towards the ALT. It took
approximately 20 minutes to answer the questionnaire. Before conducting the
listening tasks, a written instruction to prepare for some unexpected events during
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the task was discussed with the native speaker.

This was done “to take into

account as many eventualities as can be anticipated" (Gass & Mackey, 2000. p.62).

3 .7.7.2

Stage 2

Stage 2 was divided into two parts: a listening task session attended by all the
participants (N=19) and another listening task session attended by only six selected
participants. Listening tasks and stimulated recall were conducted for two or three
students each day during a 45-minute recess after lunch and after school.

The

listening tasks were implemented in the kindergarten classroom which was
separated from other buildings.

This was done so that there would be no

interference from other students.

It took about 30 to 40 minutes for each

participant to complete the whole activity. In the first round of the listening task,
all 19 participants took either Task A or Task B. Tfen students (six males and four
females) participated in Task A and nine students (five males and four females)
participated in Task B.

Following this, as mentioned above, from among the

nineteen students, six students (throe males and three females) were selected to
undertake the task which they did not engage in the first round

That is, six

selected participants took both Task A and Task B. Six case study students were
selected for more in-depth investigation of their- listening strategies and
comprehension.

Task implementation proceeded through the following procedure. After setting the
video camera and other equipments in appropriate places, the participant and the
native speaker sat face to face across the table.

The location of the video camera

was considered not to be obtrusive for the participants. The researcher was present
throughout the whole activity.

Enough time was given to the participants to

understand the directions. All participants followed the same procedure.

This
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started with an informal greeting and the speaker then asked several questions such
as "Where do you live?” or “What did you study today?” Next, the warm-up task
was explained by the researcher in Japanese. This warm-up task was a paid of
STEP 5th grade listening test, which was designed for 7th graders. It contained 5
picture-matching questions in which the participants had to select one picture
corresponding to one of four sentences being read.

This task was intended to

establish a non-threatening situation for the participants. This fairly easy task was
also expected to make each student feel confident in their listening ability. The
researcher was concerned that the participants might abandon the task before its
completion. Therefore, it was hoped that all participants would actively participate
in the major tasks after completing the first easy task. This activity also aimed to
allow the native speaker to accommodate his speech according to the degree of
understanding of the participants.

The warm-up task was followed by the Stoiy Completion Task (Task A or Task B).
Each student spent about 5 to 14 minutes on this activity, depending on performance.
The whole task performance was monitored by a video camera. After confirming
that the participant was ready to undertake the task and that the video camera was
ready to operate, the researcher gave directions to the participant in Japanese.
Written instructions for the task were read out for all participants to maintain
consistency of conditions (Gass & Mackey, 2000, p.58). After that, the participants
were provided with a sheet of paper written in Japanese which explained the context
of the stoiy.

The participants were not informed that they would recall and

verbalize listening comprehension processes and strategies after the task.

The

students were encouraged to indicate non-understanding or understanding and
clarify comprehension problems during the listening task when they felt this was
necessary since there was a strong concern that the students would not clarify
nmbiguous pails, or would fake’ (Vandergrift, 1997b) comprehension. The native
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speaker was expected to accommodate his speech as naturally as possible according
to the degree of the listener's understanding.

Therefore, pauses, elaboration,

repetition, and other features associated with spoken language were to be used by
the native speaker rather than just reading the written script. During the task, two
sheets of paper written in Japanese involving decision-making and problem-solving
were provided to the participants. Care was taken by the native speaker to have
the participants understand the task through the use of verbal and non-verbal cues.
Thus, it was expected that all the participants would complete the task.

Immediately after the listening task, stimulated verbal recall was conducted and
also audio-recorded. It took about twenty minutes for the participants to finish
verbal recall. The written directions and the information as to the objectives were
read by the researcher to the participants in Japanese.

The participants were

allowed to report on the task in then native language. Prior to verbal recall of the
listening task, the participants were provided with a two digit multiplication
calculation (e.g.,12X9) and were asked to explain how they solved the calculation.
This warm-up exercise was suggested by the previous study (Ericsson and Simon,
1993) to train verbalization and ease participants’ tension. Whde watching the TV
monitor screen which showed the listening tasks, the participants were asked to
explain what they understood and how they interpreted the listening tasks. The
video-recordings were stopped by the researcher using a remote control after
completion of each sub-task or when probing for more information was necessary at
particular points during the sub-tasks. The researcher sometimes encouraged the
participants to explain their- listening comprehension in more detail as ‘a reminder’
(Ericsson & Simon, 1987). The researcher used non-cueing probes such as “What
were you thinking then?”, “Can you be more specific?’ (Vandergrift, 1997b, p.39l).

After 19 participants took either Task A or Task B in the first round of task
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implementation, the duration for each task was also measured to examine the
relative difficulty of the two (Table 3.4). The results showed that there was not a
great difference of mean duration between Task A (mean: 6 minutes 43 seconds) and
Task B (meanT minutes 8 seconds). (However, the analysis of stimulated recall
and task interaction later revealed that Task B was more difficult than Task A)
After examining listening test scores and performance on either Task A or Task B, as
well as by requesting their English teacher’s advice, six participants were selected as
multiple case studies according to language proficiency (high:

Yuji, Risa,

intermediate: Jim, Eri, low: Kota, Miki) and gender (males: Kota, Jim, Yuji females:
Miki, Eri, Risa) (see also Section 3.6).

Table 3.4 : Distribution of duration of Task A and Task B_______________________
Duration and participants
(e.g., 7’37”= 7 minutes 37 seconds)
Mean
Student SI
S3
S5
S6
S9
Task A 737” 754” 6’03” 10’31” 5’12
duration

S10 SI2 S 13(Eri) S16 S18(Risa)
6T3” 13’31” 5’07 ” 4’27” 5’34”
6’43’

Student S2 S4(Kota) S7(Jun) S8 SI 1(Yuji) S14(Miki) SI5 S I7 S19
Task B 1009” 10’35” 6’30” 748” 3’43” 711”
10’47’ 411” 4’48” 7’08
duration

Following the first round of task implementation, in the second round of task
implementation, six selected students were provided with another kind of task (Task
A or Task B) to conduct more in-depth investigation of listening comprehension and
strategies. They followed the same procedure as conducted in the first round of
investigation. This second round of task implementation was intended to provide a
comparison of differences in performance between Task A and Task B, as it was
estimated that second language listeners would demonstrate different strategies,
difficulties, and comprehension processes according to the types of listening tasks
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Stage 3

As discussed in Section 3.4, Task A and Task B did not appeal' to reveal much
difference in performance depending on language levels. Tins led to an additional
examination using another type of listening task, Task C, to reformulate the
hypothesis and construct a plausible account of the unexpected phenomenon. The
pilot study was conducted with two Year 8 students as well as the native speaker
and one female English teacher. The researcher then discussed the legitimacy of
the design of Task C with the native speaker. Individual pieces of information
about a shopping appointment written on separate small sheets of paper were
randomly arranged in advance by the native speaker.

Prior to the task, the

students were provided with two practice sessions in note-taking to ensure that they
were comfortable taking notes in Japanese. They were advised to take notes of only
key information because, during the practice, some students had attempted to write
the whole translation. Task C implementation followed exactly the same procedure
as the previous tasks. First, the written directions were read out for the participant
and then the video-recording started to operate. Every time an individual piece of
information was provided, the native speaker allowed enough pauses for the
participant to take notes. After the tasks, the participants were asked to explain
what they understood while looking at the notes they had written. This verbal recall
was also audio-recorded. If necessary, the researcher prompted the students to
clarify the problems and the reasons underlying their- responses.

3.7.7.4 Stage 4

The semi-structured questionnaire (Type2) was distributed for the 19 participants
shortly after the listening tasks. The questionnaire asked the participants about
theh difficulties and the attitudes which they had identified in the verbal recalls or
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during the listening tasks. All of the questionnaires were returned within two or
three days. The results of this questionnaire were compared with those of the
questionnaire (Type 1) conducted before the listemng tasks.

Six selected students were, additionally, interviewed for more in-depth mvestigation.
Followup interviews took place within one week after the listening tasks. After
examining task performance, verbal recall, and questionnaire responses, there arose
some more questions which needed to be clarified for these participants. They were
interviewed with respect to the differences nr listening between the interactive
settings and transactional settings, listening cues, then attitudes, and other issues
related to then listening tasks. Furthermore, the English teacher was interviewed
as to how she had taught listening in her class as well as about her beliefs related to
improving listening ability. Other documents related to this study were gathered.
The native speaker continued to discuss with the researcher through e-mails the
issues associated with the listemng tasks after the researcher returned to Australia.

3.8.

DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

Data collection and analysis sometimes proceeded at the same time. Analysis
during data collection “helps the fieldworker cycle back and forth between thinking
about the existing data and generating strategies for collecting new data” (Miles &
Huberman, 1994, p.50). A ‘working hypothesis’(Lincoln & Guba, 1985) grounded in
the data in the particular- context was reformulated during data analysis to generate
plausible accounts. According to ‘emergent design’ (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), data
collection methods were expanded and modified during data analysis. M eniam
(1998, p.162) also warns, “Without ongoing analysis, the data can be unfocused,
repetitious, and overwhelming in the sheer volume of material that needs to be
Processed.”
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3.8.1

Procedures in data analysis

Stage 1 (Ongoing analysis)
Ongoing analysis was undertaken while collecting the data.

Audio-recorded

stimulated recall and video-recorded task interaction were transcribed by word
processor to ensure whether or not any further data collection was needed (see
Appendix I ). Stimulated recall reported in Japanese was translated into English.
Transcripts of the 19 participants amounted to approximately 190 pages. A total of
1,475 units of stimulated recall and task interaction for the six selected participants

was transcribed. Each unit of stimulated recall or task interaction was separated
eveiy time a long pause took place or the listeners made verbal or non-verbal
responses. Therefore a large unit included eight to ten sentences, while a small
unit contained a short utterance (e.g., O.K.). The native speaker, who participated
in thi s study as an interlocutor, examined the transcript as ‘member check’ (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985).

Furthermore, listening test results, questionnaires (Type l),

transcripts of stimulated recall and listening task performance were analyzed to
conduct followup interviews.

hr addition, M aster’s course students at the

University of Meio in Japan analyzed a part of the video-recorded task interaction of
the participants as ‘peer debriefing’(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

Stage 2 (Data coding)
All the data of case study participants were coded on A3 size paper to “note recurring
patterns” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.246) emerging from the data (see Appendix
VI).

Coding of the data was undertaken according to listening strategies,

comprehension processes, and difficulties with listening in order to achieve purposes,
aims, and research questions of this study (see Appendix VI).

First, listening

comprehension processes were coded because listening comprehension processes
were considered to mclude listening strategies, difficulties and other feature of task
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interaction. This aimed to interpret the entire phenomenon of task interaction,
regardless of whether or not some of the coded data were relevant to the research
foci.

Then, listening strategies and difficulties with listening were extracted from

the coding of listening comprehension processes and then separately coded from the
data of the questionnaires and followup interview.

Stage 3 (Categorization)
The coded data were analyzed to generate categories of listening strategies. After
reviewing the literature, it was decided to classify listening strategies based on sohd
language theories because of variation of categories adopted by different researchers.
For this reason this study adopted the established strategy categories (e.g.,
Vandergrift, 1997a) which based their- rationale on cognitive theory (see Section
3.8.2). In addition, strategy categories of interactive listening (e.g., Rost & Ross,
1991) were also included. After selecting a categorization scheme, the definition of
individual categories was described.

According to the definition of listening

strategy categories, each coded listening strategy was allotted to a corresponding
category. Each category of the coded data was constantly compared and contrasted
until the category was saturated. That is, categorization of the data continued until
at every attempt, classifying the strategy uses would have the same result (so as not
to have different classification results).

Following the analysis of six selected

students hr the sample, other students (N=13) were also examined to ensure that the
strategies identified in the sample group were consistent with those of the entire
population.

Furthermore, strategy uses were counted and the listening strategy

inventory was generated. In the process of categorization, strategies in the previous
studies consonant with those of the present study were included and ones
^consistent with this study were excluded, and new findings were added (see also
section 5.2).
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Stage 4 (Description of analysis)
At the stage of wilting up the analysis, this study attempted to analyze the data
holistically in order to seek the emerging key themes (see Chapter Four). This
analysis was intended to yield 'thick description- (Geertz, 1973) of the whole
phenomenon of task interaction.

The entire processes of listening comprehension

for the six case study participants were constantly analyzed and compared until key
themes emerged (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

After ensuring that key themes

emerged, more in-depth investigation of specific key themes was earned out into the
next stage.

Stage 5 (Interpretation and reformulation of analysis)
Following the previous analysis stage, specific key themes were thoroughly
examined (see Chapter Five). The analysis of the data was extended to the entire
population when necessary.

These key themes were constantly analyzed until

conceptual saturation emerged (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

Furthermore, at the

stage of concluding the analysis, the researcher recursively needed to re-examine the
original transcribed data and make a slight reformulation of the data analysis to
“make conceptual coherence” (Miles & Hubemran, 1994, p.26l) the with conclusion
drawn from the data analysis.

3.8.2 Analysis of listening strategies

Listening strategies grounded in the gathered data were constantly compared and
contrasted. Although the main goal of case studies is heuristic and exploratory
tMeniam, 1988 p.59), it was considered that there should be a foundation for the
Problem to be investigated as well as to refine what is already known. Nunan (1989,
P-89) argues that “...there is no such thing as theory-free observation.” Several
categorization schemes were synthesized to generate the new categories.
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The categorization schemes adopted by this study are based on cognitive psychology
theories and empirical studies (see Section 5.2). The rationale of O'Malley and
Chanrofs (1990) learning strategies is based on solid cognitive theories (e.g.,
Anderson, 1985). Oxford's (1990) learning strategies are the rrrost exhaustive and
multrleveled.

Additionally, the categories in both studies were developed and

tested under longitudinal research. Vandergiift (1996, 1997a) bases her rationale
on the preceding two studies. The studies of Rost and Ross (1991), and Vandergiift
(1997b) uncovered listening strategies in interactive settings, and have been the only
available empirical research by major researchers conducted in interactive settings,
while most other research have investigated listening strategies in transactional
listening settings.

Some issues of the categorization of listening strategies are discussed below. It was
problematic that some studies (Vandergiift, 1996, 1997a) shared one strategy
categoiy in combination with another category (e.g., ‘comprehension monitoring’ in
combination with ‘translation’).

This study, however, considered “Categories

should...be mutually exclusive, independent, and be derived from a single
classification” (Holsti, 1969, p.95).

Furthermore, the criteria included in macro categories (metacognitive, cognitive,
social/affective) are not clear in the literature. For example, O’Malley and Chainot
(1990), and Vandergiift (1996, 1997a) included ‘evaluation’ nr metacognitive
strategies, while Stein (1999) included ‘evaluation’in cognitive strategies.

There also arose a need for clarification concerning conceptual issues in the course of
analysis. The first issue is that listening strategies were categorized on the basis of
different rationales by the same scholar. For example, Vandergiift, reported two
studies (1996, 1997a) which investigated listening strategies in transactional
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listening and based the rationale on cognitive theories (e.g.. Anderson, 1985).
Another study (Vandergrift, 1997b) which investigated interactive listening reported
on listening strategies based on communication strategies (Tarone, 198 L Faearch &
Kasper. 1983). Additionally Rost and Ross (1991) based the typology of listening
strategies in interactive settings on the Interaction Hypothesis (Long, 1985).
Therefore, in order to avoid confusion, this study decided to incorporate cognitive
theoiies and results of empirical studies of interactive listening in order to generate
listening strategies category.

The second issue is that second language research from the outset has been
concerned with effective learning strategies employed by good learners (e.g., Rubin,
1975). Thus, most of the established learning strategies, on which recent listening
strategies research has been based, has paid little attention to unsuccessfrd learners
(Cohen, 1998). This study however, aimed to describe holistically multiple events
taking place in the bound context. That is, not only successfrd listeners’, but also
unsuccessful listeners’strategies were included.

Another methodological issue is that unconscious strategies use was not available for
the study. For example, the students who comprehended the literal meaning of the
spoken language did not report any strategy use, although stimulated recall
revealed a fairly larger number of implicit strategies. Automatic processing is not
available for strategies research (Cohen, 1998). It was attempted to clarify the
above issues throughout analysis of the data.

3.9 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

Triangulation, derived from multiple sources of data, increases reliability of the
study. Four types of triangulation identified by Denzin (1978) add credibility and
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trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) to the data gained in this study.

(1) data-triangnlatioiv the use of a variety of data sources; for example, stimulated
verbal recall, questionnaires, analysis of three types of task interaction,
interviews, field notes, listening test,
(2) investigator tiiangulation; the use of several different researchers or
evaluators; for example, peer debriefing , member check, discussion with the
native speaker of Enghsh and the Japanese teacher of English
(3) theoiy triangulation: the use of multiple perspectives to interpret a single set of
data! for example, cognitive theories, the Interaction Hypothesis, learning
strategies.
(4) methodological triangulation; the use of multiple methods to study a single
problem or program; for example, case study, grounded theoiy, descriptive
statistics.

In the above examples, ‘peer debriefing’ (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) took place twice
(total of four hours) when the researcher explained the research plan in the classes
for the TESOL Master’s course at the University of Meio in Japan. Master’s course
students and an experienced American TESOL professor analyzed the task
performance of six selected students while watching recorded listening tasks.
Seven students and a lecturer participated in the first analysis and six students and
a lecturer participated in the second analysis. Furthermore, in September of 2002 ,
‘inter-rater reliability (Bachman, 1990) was measured by comparing the researcher’s
listening strategies categorization in this study with a counterpart by a TESOL
Master’s course student. This purported to examine consistency of categorization of
listening strategies between the raters.

Kotas (S4) listening strategies were

exclusively examined as a sample of rating. Inter-rater reliability was 0.89. Thus,
h was felt that reliability of classification of listening strategies was considerably
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high enough.

‘M ember check' (Lincoln & Cuba, 1985) frequently took place during and after the
data collection peiiod through discussion with the native speaker and the Japanese
teacher of English. Here is an example of an e-mailed member check which the
researcher received from the native speaker.

In response to your questions...
l) I didn't repeat myself and give redundant information because in normal
conversation, you don’t repeat yourself. I only repeat myself when the
students asked for the information again. This would be consistent with
normal conversation.
(Received from the native speaker on 16 March, 2002, in Australia)

Four aspects ofvalidity and reliability pointed out by Yin (1984) were also considered
to have robust research design (Table 3.5).

Table 3.5 Situating validity and reliability in this study
Area
Construct
Validity

Internal
validity

Definition
establishing correct
operational measures
for the concepts being
studied

Stance in this study
The role of listeners was fixed.
Spoken responses were avoided.
Verbal recall revealed most listening
processes, difficulties, and strategies.

establishing a causal
relationship, whereby
certain concepts are
shown to lead to
other conditions, as
distinguished from a
spuiious relationship

Listening task designs were examined
through pilot studies.
All felt-made pictures were explained.
(In the pilot studies, some participants
were confused about what the pictures
showed.) Any other van able which
might contaminate the results was
eliminated.
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External
Validity

Reliability

3.10

establishing the
domain or population
to which a study's
findings can be
generalized
demonstrating that
the study can be
replicated with
similar results
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Interpretation drawn from multiple
case studies is a ‘working hypothesis'
rather than generalization (Cronback,
1975 pp. 124-125). Generalizability of
firrdnrgs is left up to the reader or user
(Wilson, 1979 p.34).
Triangulation of the study increased
trustworthiness. This study may not
necessarily be replrcable. “Since there
are many interpretations of what is
happening, there is no benchmark by
which one can take repeated
measures.” (Meniarn, 1988 p. 170)

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This study had the approval of the Human Research Ethics Committee, University
of Wollongong. Prior to the study, all the participants and their parents returned
their written consent forms accepting that their listening tasks would be
video-recorded for the study. The teacher and the principal of the school gave their
written permission to involve the students and school facilities for the puipose of the
study. It was affirmed that it was the responsibility of the researcher that the data
gained Rom this study would be confidentially dealt.
describe the participants so as to preserve anonymity.

Pseudonyms were used to
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CHAPTER FOUR
DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS

4.1

INTRODUCTION

This study investigated nineteen Japanese junior high school students in Japan in
order to examine the following six research foci:

i) listening comprehension

processes, 2) listening strategies, 3) L2 listening difficulties, 4) effects of native
speaker’s speech modifications and nonlinguistic cues on listening comprehension, 5)
differences in comprehension and strategies according to listening task types, 6 )
interactive features of listeners and speakers. Six participants were selected out of
nineteen for multiple case studies according to language proficiency and gender.
The analysis conducted was mainly based on the data gathered from stimulated
verbal recall and obseived task interaction. Questionnaires, followup interview
and other documents supplemented the analysis of the data.

In addition to examining the research foci above, the present chapter also focuses on
a) the relationship between language proficiency and listening comprehension
processes, b) how each participant employs bottom-up processing (lexis, structure,
phonology,

discourse,

paralinguistic

knowledge)

and

top-down

processing

(background knowledge, inference). This chapter contains holistic description of
listening comprehension processes identified for the six selected participants.

In this study, listening comprehension processes refer to the entire listening
behavior’s which took place during the listening tasks.

That is, description of

listening comprehension processes in this chapter includes not only overall processes
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of listening comprehension, but also listening strategies, relationship of speaker's
speech modifications and nondmguistic cues in comprehension, and difficulties with
listening due to listening processes being associated with all of them.

However, care

was taken to avoid overlap with the analysis of Chapter Five which elucidates
specific aspects of listening comprehension.

This chapter attempts to yield an in-depth overall description of the listening
comprehension of six individual participants in the sample group. Six individuals
were analyzed holistically in order to orient the readers to a comprehensive
understanding of the phenomena wdiich took place in the interactive listening tasks.
Listening comprehension processes which were observed by the researcher and
reported by the participants in Task A, Task B, and Task C, arc included in this
chapter.
4.2

CASE STUDY STUDENTS

In the initial part of each case study, a biief description of the participant’s L2
proficiency and personal background associated with this study is included.
Listening proficiency was measured by the listening test before listening task
implementation, as well as by the STEP (Standar dized Test of English Proficiency)
grade which the participants held. listening Task A and B were randomly allotted
to the entire population in order to hold balanced language proficiency across the
participants. Although Task A, B, and C were not undertaken in the same order
(for example, Kota chronologically engaged in the listening tasks in the order of Task
B, Task A, and Task C, while the task implementation for Risa followed the order of
Task A, Task B, Task C), the description of all case study participants’ tasks
progresses in the order of Task A, Task B, and Task C to maintain consistency for the
sake of the readers.
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Kota (S iStudent, 4)

Kota had the lowest English proficiency (except for S 12) within the cohort of the
participants. His score of the STEP listening test, was “IT (mean 13.37, SD: 2.99,
full score: 20).

Kota did not hold any STEP grade (the average Year' 9 junior high

school students in Japan are considered to hold the STEP 4th grade). According to
the questionnaire (Type l) before the listening tasks, he did not show strong interest
in the communicative activities with the native speaker (participant in this study)
both in and out of the classroom.

Kota was, however, very cooperative with the

teachers out of the class (e.g., helping his English teacher wit h preparation for class).
He had a girl friend, which was relevant to his interpretation hr this study.

Kotas listening processes are most intensively described because his data yielded
very interesting and various results as compared to a limited amount of data gained
from the high level students.

An in-depth description of Kotas listening task

performance also aims to explain the contents of the listening tasks in order to
familiarize the readers with what was required in the listening tasks.

Kotas

listening processes for individual tasks are especially described hr great detail.
Kota took Task B first, then Task A and finally Task C. However, as mentioned
above, the description of listening task activities progresses in the order of Task A
Task B, and Task C.

4.2.1.1

Kota: Task A

The Story Completion Task kit (feltinade pictures and board) was placed on the
table. Task A hrcluded 11 subtasks. The aim of Task A was to complete the story
described by the native speaker. Task A included nine concrete referents to be
selected (the sun, a flying bird, a coke bottle with straw, sunglasses, a walking bird, a
beach ball, a Frisbee, a float, a dog) and three distractors (a star- fish, sun cream, a
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bucket). The boy (the girl for female students) was the main character in the stoiy.

After it was ensured that the video-camera was set and other necessary items were
in the appropriate places, Kota and the NS (native speaker) sat face to face across a
small table. Prior to the major listening task, a biief free conversation was followed
by a warm-up Picture Selection listening task. The direction before listening were
read out by the researcher in Japanese; “Mr. Jason will talk about the stoiy on
Okuma Beach. You need to place on the board the object which is most appropriate
to what will be said. The context of the stoiy is that you are sunbathing on Okuma
Beach. The weather is cool and cloudy now. You came to the beach with your
friend, Naomi (Ken for female students).”

Kota comprehended Task A with relative ease, compared to Task B. It took him 7
minutes and 5 seconds to complete Task A, while it took 10 minutes and 35 seconds
for Task B. The observation of the two tasks revealed that Kota obviously felt more
comfortable in comprehending Task A due to task familiarity (Kota engaged in Task
B first). A partial reason for this could be that Kota was familiarized with the same
types of sub-tasks and the same words used (e.g., Sub-task 6 for both tasks
demanded that he answer an “eitheror question”, and the word, "bird” was used as a
key word for both tasks). Similarly, the other five case study participants reported
that Task B was more difficult.

Kota demonstrated his neivousness in the initial paid of Task A

For Sub-task 1 the

native speaker said, “The smi is shining in the sky.” Kota nervously moved not only
the sun but also a bud into the sky, although he knew from the experience of Task B
that he should move one referent at a time.

Kota reported in the stimulated recall

that he chose both the sun and a bud when he heard ‘the sky since they were both
associated with the sky.
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In Sub-task 2 the NS said, “You see a bird in the sky." Kota placed a walking bird in
the beach scene instead of a flying bird and then examined the NS’s face for
assistance because a flying bird was already chosen in the previous sub-task. He
eventually took the walking bird out of the beach scene. Tbuching the object and
simultaneously

examining

the

speaker’s face were

characteristic

of his

comprehension monitoring.

For Sub-task 3 the NS said, “You are happy that you came to the beach with your
friend. Naomi is drinking coke using a straw.” Kota did not understand what had
been said for a while so that the NS repeated the same sentence twice. It did not
take much tune for him to spot the coke bottle and place it on the girl. Kota seemed
to comprehend the text by inferring from the word “straw” (a familiar’ Japanese
word).

For Sub task 4 after the NS said, ‘You are wearing sunglasses”, Kota placed a pair of
sunglasses on the boy’s face unconfidently and then, in a similar’ manner to what
was observed in Sub-task 2, examined the NS’s face. According to stimulated recall,
Kota first misunderstood that he would take off Naomi’s sunglasses (Naomi wear’s
sunglasses). However, judging from the NS’s face, Kota placed another pair' of
sunglasses on the boy and this was reinforced by the speaker’s nodding.

In Sub-task 5, Kota had a problem when the NS said, ‘You see a bird walking on the
beach.” Kota confused the walking bird with the flying hir’d beforehand. The NS
repeated the utterance, but judging from the previous performance of Kota as to the
birds (in Task B Kota did not know the meaning of “bird”), the NS switched from
using repetition to using “directional gaze” (fixing NS’s gaze in the direction) (Rost,
2002, p.37) for the walking hir’d to be selected. Then, being aware of the NS’s gaze
direction, Kota chose the walking bird.
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Kota experienced more problems in the second half of Task A. Sub-task 6 asked,
"Do you want to play beach volleyball or Frisbee?”, followed by the NS's gesture
comparing the two. After considering for a while, Kota chose a beach ball and this
was reinforced with the NS's utterance, "O.K., good."

Sub-task 7 was instantly accepted with the listener's noddrrrg after the NS said “You
stop playing beach volleyball.’’ Then, the NS described Sub-task 8 , “You are thirsty.
But there are no drinks in the ice box. You ask your friend, Naonri, give me your
drink.” This sub-task was different from other sub-tasks hr that the previous
sub-tasks requested the listener to select the objects which were not chosen before,
while this task demanded that Kota move the previously selected object from one
location to another. Kota instantly touched the coke bottle because he was more
likely to pay selective attention to the familiar word, “coke”. The NS repeated ‘You
say to Naonri, ‘give me your coke’.” Kota, however, did not seem to understand the
complex language structure. This seemed to make hnn more nervous and confused.
Again, the NS used a hand gesture showing that the coke bottle was passed from the
boy to the girl (Example l).

Example 1 (N- Native speaker, observation transcript)
017 N: (Kota is holding the coke bottle and thmldng.) You say to Naonu...you say,
“Naonri, give me your drink." (N repeats the same gestures. Kota holds
coke and is thinking.) “Give nre your drink.” (N moves his hand from the
girl to the boy) (Kota tries to place coke bottle and N nods. Kota places
coke bottle on the boy.)
018 N: OK.
In Sub-task 9, after hearing “Naonri says, let’s swim.’ But you say, 1 can't swim.’
What do you do?”, Kota received a sheet of directions written in Japanese saying
that ‘You have a problem. What do you have to choose next? Please choose the
°hject winch is most appropriate to the present situation.’’ The listener was
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requested to choose the float, The NS repeated, "Naomi says, let's go swimming."
and then elaborated. “If you go into the water, you wall drown. You need something
to keep you floated." However, Kota did not appear to comprehend at all what had
been said. The NS, then repeatedly made gestures to indicate “floating", but in
spite of repeated utterances, elaboration, and repeated gestures, Kota did not
understand. Finally the NS gave up describing and then pointed with his hand in
the direction of the objects which had not been chosen, while adding, “Is there
something you can choose?” Shortly after that, Kota spotted the float and this was
reinforced by the speaker’s nodding.

For Sub-task 10 the NS said, “While swimming, the dog came and took your bag
away It was gone with your bag.” Due to familiarity with the word “dog”, Kota
spotted the dog instantly and placed it on the beach. Then, after hearing two
familiar words, “dog” and “bag”, Kota brought the dog closer to the bag. The NS
repeated the utterances, but Kota kept holding the bag and the dog in his hand
because he did not understand “run away”, that is, to move the dog and the bag
away from the beach. Thus, the NS again resorted to non-verbal cues, using hand
movement to indicate ‘going away’(Example 2).

Example 2 (Observation transcript)
023 N: (Kota places the bag beside the dog and N nods.) And it runs away with your
bag. The dog runs w ith... away with your bag. (Kota is holding the bag and
the dog. N makes a gesture of‘going away’with his hand.)
024 N: (Kota moves the dog and the bag out of the beach.) OK.

Sub-task 11 asked Kota to respond to the directions written in Japanese saying,
“Now you are in trouble. What will you do to solve this problem?” This sub-task
allowed the participant to answer in Japanese. Followup questions such as ‘Will
you look for the bag by yourself?” were freely responded to by the participant with
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the help of the researcher.

4 .2 . 1.2

Kota- Task B

The Task B kit included 8 objects to be selected (a framed picture of a red sofa, a bnd,
a dog, a baby named Masako, a radio, a telephone, a mailbox, a letter) and 3
distractors (a sock, a picture of a boy, and a red sofa). Task B was divided into 11
sub-tasks.

First, the directions for Task B written in Japanese and explaining the context in the
stoiy were read out to Kota by the researcher.

These said, “Mr. Jason (native

speaker) will explain in English what will happen in your house. You need to
choose the object (felt-made picture) which is most appropriate to the stoiy explained.
You do not need to be concerned about the precise location veiy much. The stoiy is
that your sister left her child, Aiko, and then several visitors will come to your house.
You can ask questions if you do not understand what is being said.” The main
character in the stoiy a boy (a girl for female listeners) was considered to be the
participant him/herself.

The baseline stoiy of Sub-task 1 was, “There is a picture of a red sofa on the door."
According to the follow-up interview, due to his nervousness, Kota moved many
irrelevant objects, as in Example 3, without attending to what had been said, so that
the native speaker needed to wait for him to settle down.
Example 3 (N: Native Speaker, observation transcript)
001 N: There is a picture of the red sofa on the door. (Kota moves a picture of a boy
into the room.) (Kota moves the red sofa into the room and then moves the
stool, the easel and the window out of the room.)
Once Aotes listening processes were “triggered by attention" (Rost, 1994, p.2), the
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obseived data indicated that he confused “a framed picture of a red sofa" with
similar distractors such as a “picture of a boy" and “a red sofa”. Kota paid selective
attention to a smgle known word such as "picture”, “sofa". That is, when Kota
attended to the word “picture”, the observed data indicated that he confused the
framed picture of red sofa with the picture of boy. Similarly, when Kota gave
selective attention to "a red sofa”, he confused the framed picture of a red sofa with
the red sofa. Therefore the NS needed to repeat a small chunk of words or phrases
to differentiate the concrete object to be selected from the distractors. Anderson and
Lynch (1988) note that listeners at lower levels of proficiency are more likely to find
that a simple repetition of a noun phrase is the easiest to comprehend. Moreover
the NS elaborated on the previous utterances as follows! “Usually you see pictures on
the wall. This time you see a picture on the door.” Still Kota did not understand
what was being said. What eventually contributed to his comprehension was the
NS’s gesture towards the smaller picture (of red sofa). Once Kota comprehended
the framed picture of a red sofa, he faced another problem with location of the
picture.

Thus the speaker needed to repeat the phrase with stress on the

preposition as in “On the door”. Stiff, Kota did not understand the precise location
of the picture.

Gestures made by the NS eventually had an effect on his

comprehension of the location.

Once Kota had a sense of success after completing Sub-task 1, he started to show a
quicker understanding in the subsequent sub-tasks. For Sub-task 2 the NS said,
“You can see a flying bird through the window.” Kota first attempted to place the
bird beside the door. The NS, however, repeated the phrase with stress on the noun
to be attended as in, “In the window. In Sub-task 2, Kota encouraged himself with
reinforcement for his performance, as in ‘This is it!”, probably because he began to
have more confidence in his performance. For Sub-task 3 the NS said, “The dog
comes into your house and plays with the baby.” Kota held the dog and thought for
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a moment. The utterance, “Into the room", followed by the NS's gesture of pointing
at the room made him aware that the dog was in the room. The obseived data
indicated that a sequence of events described above such as these appeared to have
taken place in his mind dining this sub-task. Stimulated recall, however, revealed
that Kota combined “dog" and “house” because he attempted to construct plausible
meaning from the familiar words without attending to the whole discourse (Example
4).

The data indicated that Kota was more likely to pay selective attention to a

familiar word.

Example 4 (R: Researcher, stimulated recall transcript)
031 R: 'fcoiKT-fnJC riT T l dz<n0 (What were you thinking then?)
032 Kota: z ti... NEYMuKifco ZtuZ-X'bm<DZ
>3 t& itz o
(This.. .1 could hear “dog” and “house”. So I thought he meant a doghouse.)
033 R: £>--€■
tz<D0 (Oh, did you?)
Sub-task 4 which said, “Another baby, Masako comes into the room” was instantly
comprehended because Kota, like other participants, understood it from the baby’s
name.

Like other participants, Kota had a problem with Sub-task 5, winch was not
expected prior to the major study and during the pilot studies. The native speaker
said, “You like the babies. You shake hands with one of the babies.” Kota did not
know even the meaning of hand’. Thus the NS elaborated, “So you pick up the
baby and you shake its hand”, followed by a gesture of shaking hands with both his
hands. Kota, however, had two babies hold hands since he simply combined the
two words, baby and hold (which he understood from the speaker’s gesture) to make
sense out of them for himself. Therefore the NS made Kota aware by using a
stressed word and a gesture that the boy, “you” was shaking hands with a baby.
(Example 5)
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Example 5 (Stressed words are in italics, observation transcript)
039 N: (Kota places two babies near the window.) Which is you? (N points at the
boy.) Which is you? (Kota touches the boy.)
040 N- (N nods.) You pick up the baby and shake its hand. You shake its hand.
041 N: (Kota brings two babies toward the boy.) OK. Good.
Kota made a false interpretation by combining known words. For Sub-task 6 the
NS said, "Do you want to play with the babies or listen to the radio?” The NS
gave a cue by using a gesture. After that, Kota chose both a baby and a radio and
then brought them closer to the boy (you). The NS accepted this as choosing both.
The observation of this sequence of behavior did not indicate any major problem
except that Kota chose both. Stimulated recall, however, revealed that he made a
false inference in the way the two words, “baby” and “radio” made sense to him
(Example 6 ). Kota did not know that he was being asked to choose one or the other.

Example 6 (Stimulated recall transcript)
050 R: 'do LX XD(J^0i^MAjtz.Oo (Why did you choose two things [baby and radio]?)
051 Kota: b a b y t r a d i o^UBDWo irrifWdlTWFrA h ifA b fS o to
I could hear “baby” and “radio”. [Inferring from speaker’s gesture which
shows comparison with both hands], I thought I held them up with my both
hands.)
052 R: f Y

(Oh, I see.)

Sub-task 7, which said, ‘You stop listening to the radio and playing with the babies”,
was comprehended readily.

In Sub-task 8 and Sub-task 9, Kota again made a false interpretation on the basis of
his experience. For Sub-task 8 the NS said, ‘You hear the telephone ring. It’s your
fiiend on the telephone. He says that he has received a free conceit ticket.” Kota
successfully moved a telephone instantly. In spite of repetition of he’, stimulated
I'ecall revealed that Kota misunderstood that the telephone call was from his girl
hiend. This may be because he talked to his girl friend on the telephone veiy often.
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He was more likely to interpret what had been said based on his own experiences.

Kota's false interpretation was carried on into Sub-task 9. For Sub-task 9 the NS
said, “The postman comes. He has a letter for you." Following the utterance,
directions written in Japanese were given to Kota. These said that “You have to go
somewhere in the picture (of the story) to receive something. Where do you have to
go?” The boy (the listener himself) in the story was expected to go outside the house
to receive a letter. Kota attempted to seek the correct answer hv touching several
things such as an easel and a cradle. What was characteristic of these attempts
was that he tried to check his hypothesis by touching several things, and at the same
time examined the speaker s face to see if his hvpothesis was correct. This type of
comprehension monitoring was identified throughout Kotas task performance.
What eventually contributed to his understanding was a cognate (a borrowed word
from English) which had phonologically similar sound and the same meaning.
When Kota heard “postbox” in the utterance, he associated it with “post” which
meant the postbox in Japanese.

Accordingly; he spotted the letter under the

mailbox which Sub-task 10 demanded.

Sub-task 11 revealed a false interpretation along the same line. Stimulated recall
revealed Kotas misunderstanding that he was going out with his girl friend to the
concert.

In this sub-task, the listener received directions written in Japanese

saying that ‘You have to make a decision. Will you stay with the babies or go out
with your friend?’ This sub-task allowed the listener to respond in Japanese. It
aimed to extend the story by having free conversation, so that when the student
could not answer in English, or did not understand what had been said, the
researcher helped the student with translation in Japanese or in Enghsh.
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Kota- Task G

After conducting' Task A and Task B, it was felt that there was little difference in
listening comprehension according to language proficiency. Although this study
identified considerable difference in listening comprehension and strategies across
language level, after completing the analysis of the data, it was felt that there was a
necessity for further investigation during the data collection to examine the effect of
task type difference on listening comprehension. Prior to Task C implementation, it
was assumed that low level students might in some cases have performed nearly as
well as high level students because Task A and Task B mcluded plenty of contextual
cues and concrete referents. Therefore Task C aimed to reduce contextual cues and
visual aids so that it was assumed that difference in listening comprehension
according to language proficiency would be recognized (see Section 3.4 in Chapter
Three).

Task A and Task B were the extended listening activities in the classroom in which
the ALT, a regularly visiting native speaker, could be involved. Task C, on the other
hand, was designed to approximate a real interactive setting. That is, when the
speaker produces long utterances, the listener (especially a non-native speaker)
needs to take notes by asking questions or requesting repetition from the speaker.
This setting in real life could be, for example, an interaction between a lecturer and a
student taking lecture notes, or an interaction between a non-native speaker making
a shopping fist and a native speaker who asks the non-native speaker to go shopping
for him/her.

The setting designated for Task C was that the native speaker made an
appointment to take the student shopping.

Key information such as date and

meeting place needed to be written by the students in order for them to keep their
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The listener needed to rely mainly on the spoken information

provided by the speaker as there were no visual aids and concrete referents.
Another aspect which approximated the authentic conversation was that the
information, written on separate sheets of paper was not presented to t he individual
participants in a fixed order.

This simulated the unplanned and spontaneous

nature of spoken language rather than the fixed order characteristic of written
language (Buck, 2001, p.8 ). Sufficient pauses were provided until the participants
had finished taking notes. The participants reported that they did not have time
constraint problems with taking notes.

As explained before, the order of the

information provided by the native speaker was randomly arranged for the
individual participants. Therefore Task C could not be broken down into a fixed
order of sub-tasks, but included 8 types of randomly arranged sub-tasks.

After the participants practised two examples of note-taking, the directions read out
by the researcher to the participant said, “After the graduation ceremony, you are
going to make an appointment to go shopping with Mr. Jason (native speaker). You
are going to buy basketball shoes. The shopping plan is all left up to M r Jason.
You should take notes so as not to miss the information when Mr. Jason explains his
plan. You are encouraged to ask questions when you do not understand what is
said. You are allowed to take notes in Japanese.”

After confirming that Kota wanted to buy NIKE shoes, first, the native speaker
asked Kota whether he wanted to go to Jasco department store in Chatan (place) or
San-A supermarket in Nago (place). In spite of the NS’s question, Kota continued to
take notes without replying to the question. Then the speaker’s gesture comparing
the two places while repeating the question made Kota aware that he was requested
to choose one of them, so that he replied, “Jasco”.
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For the second piece of information the NS said, “We will go to Jasco on Sunday,
March the 17th.” No repetition took place, Kota misunderstood tins as "meeting
at seven”. This may be because he gave selective attention to the familial' word,
“seventeenth” and misinterpreted this number as a meeting time for the shopping
appointment, The NS paused until the participant had finished waiting. For the
tinrd piece of information the NS said, “The shoes will cost 6,750 (six thousand seven
hundred and fifty) Yen.”

Kota non verbally requested repetition for this

information by sticking out his index finger. After the NS repeated the previous
utterance, Kota wrote in Japanese, “Foot size is 250cm."

Kota reconstructed a

totally different number for which it was impossible that such a large shoe size
existed.

For the fourth piece of information the NS said, “We will go to Jasco using my car.”
No repetition took place. Kota wrote in Japanese, “Go to Jasco by car.” The NS
continued by saying “You can ask two or three of your friends to come with you.”
Kota made a non-verbal request for repetition with his index finger. After the
repetition, Kota wrote, “There were two or three girls." Stimulated recall revealed
that Kota thought he would go shopping with his girl friend in his mother’s car. He
considered his friends to be girl friends, just as he interpreted Task B.

The

stimulated recall also revealed that Kota usually went shopping in his mother’s car'.

In the last four pieces of information, no repetition took place. For the fifth piece of
information the NS said, “We will meet in front of Arume School." Kota wrote in
Japanese, “Arume School.”

The observation appeared to indicate that Kota

under-stood the utterance, but stimulated recall revealed that Kota thought he was
being instructed to go to school to take a rest. For the sixth piece of information, the
NS said, “And we will leave Arunre at nine twenty in the morning.” Kotas notes
saying in Japanese, “Arunre school at nine twenty” were almost correct.
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Then the NS said for the seventh piece of information, “We will leave Jasco at four in
the afternoon.”

Kota gave selective attention to familial' words, and wrote in

Japanese, "Jasco hr the afternoon”.

For the last piece of information, the NS said, “You can tell your parents that we will
be home by six pm." Following the topic of shopping, Kota made an interesting
interpretation. His notes indicated that he bought six pah's of pants (underwear).
In Japanese “pants” means “underwear”. It may be because he misheard “six pm”
for “six pants”. Another interesting point was that Kota, like other participants,
confused past tense with present or future tense, although he knew that he would go
shopping hr the future (Example 7). The notes written by Kota are shown in
Example 7 as reference for the task description.

Example 7 (Kota's notes)
1. XT
ibfhcok-Y' .XWif p t (Nike shoes, went to Jasco!department store]
hr Chatan[place])
2. 7034lFfT> n D if (meeting at seven)
3. kkDIfJ XiJ 2 5 0 cm (foot size is 250cm)
4.
< (going to Jasco by car)
5. 2 X X 3 XtOKXi Xz (There were 2 or 3 girls)
6.
(Arunre[place] school)
7. filT'NKJ 9il-i2 0 A (Arume school at nine twenty)
8.
CAT (Jasco in the afternoon)
9.

4.2.1.4

(bought 6 pah's of underwear)

Sum m ary of Kota

Six characteristic features of Kota’s listening comprehension were identified through
his task performance. Firstly, Kota appeared to pay selective attention to single
familiar' word(s). In other words, he seemed to process hardly any large chunks of
acoustic input at the sentence and discourse level, or even at the phrase level. This
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seems to indicate that there was a gap between his linguistic knowledge and what
was said. Secondly, he was more likely to construct his interpretation based on his
piior experiences and knowledge, by combining individual known words rn such a
way that they made sense to lum. ‘The sense the listener derives is constructed
withm the listener’s own knowledge domain" (Rost, 1994, p.5).
however, for the most part resulted in false interpretations.

His inference,
He intensively

activated his prior experiences and knowledge to fill in the gap between his linguistic
knowledge and what was said.

Thirdly, it is apparent from the data that the

speaker’s gestures and paralnrguistic cues or visual aids such as concrete referents
contributed greatly to Kota’s listening comprehension.

Kota's lack of linguistic

knowledge was compensated for by these non-linguistic cues. The aforementioned
evidence indicates that Kota, a low level student, utilized not only bottom-up
processing (vocabulary, phonology) but also top-down processing (prior experience,
knowiedge, extralinguistic cues) to interpret the utterances. Therefore these two
processing systems seemed to interact with each other rather than operated
separately. Fourthly, nervousness due to a lack of confidence in his ability made it
difficult for Kota to tune into what was spoken. However, once he achieved a sense
of success, he demonstrated far’ better performance.

Fifthly, in Task A and Task B

Kota was more likely to monitor his comprehension by moving the referents
(felt-made pictures) rather than using verbal strategies. On the other hand, in Task
C, due to a lack of visual aids, comprehension monitoring was not identified, (see
Chapter Five). Sixthly, this study identified a large quantity of interaction between
the native speaker and Kota during Task A and Task B, while only a very small
quantity of interaction took place in Task C.

4.2.2

M iki(S14: Student 14)

M iki was the lowest level female student (except S12, who had experienced special
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education at elementary school). Her listening test score was 'll' (mean: 13.37. SI):
2.99, full score: 20), the second lowest score next to S12 (score: 7). She had a STEP
5th grade certificate which corresponded to the average Year’ 7 level (the participants
were all Year 9 students). Her personality was, according to her English teacher,
reserved and quiet.

The questionnaire (Type l) indicated that she did not

communicate veiv frequently with the native speaker in and out of the classroom
and also felt nervous about talking to the native speaker. Aliki took Task B first,
then Task A, and lastly Task C.

4.2.2.1

Afifez-'Task A

The duration of task performance appeared to suggest that M iki had performed
Task A with the same degree of difficulty as compared to Task B, although she
reported that Task B was more difficult. It took M iki exactly 7 minutes and 11
seconds for both Task A and Task B. It was assumed that redundant time was
spent on Task A because M iki was more likely to remain silent as an indication of
non-understanding. After giving the directions, for Sub-task 1, the native speaker
said, “The sun is shining in the sky.” After considering for a while, M k iplaced the
sun in the sky.

For Sub-task 2, immediately after the NS said, ‘You see a bird in the sky”, M iki
moved a flying bird into the sky. Then, the NS continued on to Sub-task 3 by saying.
You are happy that you came to the beach. Your friend, Ken, is drinking coke.”
Shortly after that, M iki placed the coke bottle on the boy.

Stimulated recall

revealed that Afifa’paid selective attention to the borrowed word, “drink", which held
the same meaning in Japanese.

In Sub-task 4, shortly after hearing You are wearing sunglasses”, MikiYvaA the girl
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wear sunglasses. Then, in Sub-task 5, M ikiappeared to be confused for a moment
after healing "You see a bird walking on the sand.” This was presumably because,
according to stimulated recall. M iki first, attended selectively to the word "bird"
which had already been chosen as a flying bird, so that she imconfidently chose the
other bird which had not been chosen, even though she did not understand the
words “a walking bird".

M iki came across difficulties in the following five sub-tasks. In Sub-task 6, after
healing twice, “Do you want to play with the Frisbee or with the beach ball?"
followed by the NS’s gesture of choosing one or the other, M iki replied verbally,
“beach ball” and chose it. M iki appeared to comprehend the eitheror’ question
with relative ease as compared to the similar question in Task B. Sub-task 7, which
said that ‘You stop playing with the beach ball”, was easily comprehended.

For Sub-task 8 the NS said, “You are thirsty. But there are no drinks in the ice box.
You ask your friend, Ken, ‘Give me your drink’.” M iki did not understand what had
been said so that the NS repeated the previous utterance and made a gesture of
“asking for something”.

Stimulated recall indicated that what eventually

contributed to M ikib comprehension was selective attention to the known words,
“give me”. The observation also identified some degree of phonological stress on
“Give me your drink” Gtalics indicate stress) in the speaker’s utterance.

M iki expeiienced the greatest difficulty in Sub-task 9. Silence which lasted more
than five seconds was identified four times. The interaction which took place in this
sub-task demonstrated a complicated performance. After hearing, ‘Ken says, Det’s
swim.' But you say, T can’t swim.’ What do you do?”,

received the directions

on a sheet of paper winch asked her what she should choose to solve the problem in
this situation. M iki chose the float light away because, according to stimulated
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recall, she understood that she could not swim. However, the NS misunderstood
that M ikidid not understand the request fully and then demanded her more precise
understanding (Example 8). This request made M iki more confused. Although
M iki was holding t he float, the NS elaborated on the preceding utterance by saving,
“You need to wear the float, You needed to put the float on”, or “Keep you floating.
So you can breathe." M iki was more confused presumably because “wear", “put on",
“floating”, and “breathe" were not included in the word lists in the three junior high
school textbooks which the participants used. Implicit non-verbal signals such as
silence and thinking were characteristic of Miki's non-understanding. She politely
waited for contextual cues or other extralinguistic cues to assist in her
comprehension.

The observed data revealed that, a combination of repetition,

elaboration, and gestures, in varying degrees, appeared to contribute to M ikis
completion of this sub-task, rather than any single particular effective listening cue.
Example 8 (N: Native speaker, R: Researcher, stimulated recall transcript)
029 r :
(You chose the float in the beginning? Did you understand the situation?)
030 Miki:
d chose it because I couldn’t swim.)
031 R: You didn't give any reinforcement such as ‘Yes”, “OK’ at that time. Why
didn’t you do this?
032 N: I guess I was unsure she understood the whole situation. Because normally
the other students would put it off at the first step.
033 R: You suspected that she may not have understood the situation.
034 N : Right. That’s why I demanded it precisely.

In Sub-task 10, after hearing, “The dog takes your bag. And it rams off the beach",
M iki paid selective attention to the known words, “dog" and “bag”, and then brought
them together. However, what was actually conducive to M ikis completion of this
sub-task was the NS’s gesture of “going away”. After that, for Sub-task 11 M iki
received a sheet of paper asking her how she should solve the problem in this
situation. The participant was allowed to respond in Japanese and the extended
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conversation continued with the help of the researcher.

4 2.2.2

M ik i' Ta sk B

First, in Sub-task 1, the native speaker said, “You see a picture of the red sofa
hanging on the door." Like Kota, M iki confused the framed picture of a red sofa
with other distractors such as the picture of a boy and the red sofa. Thus the NS
needed to clanfy these three with repetition. Once M iki recognized the framed
picture of a red sofa, the NS continued by saying, “hanging on the door." An
unfamiliar word, "hanging" made M iki confused and she remained silent, which
showed non-understanding.

Then the NS stressed the location with a

paralinguistic cue, “On the door” (italics indicate stress).

What eventually

contributed to M iki’s comprehension was the NS’s gesture of “hanging on the door”.

In Sub-task 2, the NS said, ‘You see a bird flying in the window.” According to
stimulated recall, M iki did not know the word, “bird" (In Task A she knew the word
“bird” because she experienced Task B beforehand). Thus the speaker needed to
repeat the small chunk of word(s), “birdin the window” or just “bird’’, with the stress
on the key word. Eventually M iki again relied on the NS’s gesture of “llying;’ to
arrive at understanding of the utterance.

For Sub-task 3, the NS said, “A dog

comes into the room. And it’s playing with baby, Aiko.” M iki chose the correct
referent tight away. Then, in Sub-task 4, M iki moved baby Masako quickly after
hearing “Another baby, Masako comes into the room."

M iki was confused in Sub-task 5. After healing, ‘You like the babies. So you
shake hands with one of the babies”, Afi&z brought the baby closer to the giiTs (you)
hand. However, M iki actually did not understand the literal meaning of “shaking
hands”. Stimulated recall indicated that M iki attended to the word, “hand ”, and at
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the same time utilized the NS's gesture of "holding hands” to complete this sub-task.

In the following five sub-tasks, M iki demonstrated similar features of task
performance. After asking M ikim Sub-task 6, “Do you want to listen to the radio or
play with the babies”, the NS needed to repeat the question or repeat the gesture of
“comparing the two” because M iki renramed silent, with a confused expression on
her face.

M iki imitated the NS’s gesture and said, “Play" uncoirfidently.

Her

verbalization was accepted as “playing with the babies”. Stimulated recall, however,
revealed the NS’s nrisunderstandnrg of M ikis response. (Example 9).

Example 9 (Stimulated recall)
045 R: [Miki says, “play”.] ti'o
“p 1 a y ” llfo fefflo (Why did you say,
“play” at that moment?)
046 Mild: “p l a y ” H o t
LTl ^ Lfzo (I was asking a question about “play”.)
047 R: fe—s “p 1 a y ” ©0ffc£:KfoEJ l/£ t\fM )h0 (Oh, you asked the meaning of “play”.)
048Mild: IM iATp 1 a y ^ fto fch ^ T H fc /y irT o tN o . I asked hmr whether he said,
“play”)
Sub-task 7 which, said, "You stop playmg with the babies" was comprehended
instantly. In Sub-task 8, shortly after the NS said, “The telephone rings”, M iki
moved the telephone into the room, presumably because the word “telephone” is a
familiar word (a borrowed word) to the Japanese.

For Sub task 9 the NS said, “A postman comes. And he has a letter for you. What
will you do?” Then the directions written on a sheet of paper asking M iki where she
should go hr this situation were given to her. M iki instantly touched the mailbox
and this was reinforced by the NS’s nodding.
Shortly after M iki spotted the mailbox, the NS continued on to Sub-task 10 by
specifying the next action, “Where can you find the letter?” and added, “You get the
letter from the mailbox.” In spite of the NS’s repetition, M iki did not understand
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this. Then, after healing, ‘Look for the letter in the postbox," M iki successfully
spotted the letter, under the mailbox. Yet stimulated recall revealed that M iki
incidentally spotted the letter by paying selective attention to the known word
(Example 10).

Example 10 (Stimulated recall)
057 R:
(What did you think he said about the mailbox?)
058Mild: J C U © * IzTW P & Zfrb& Zo
(There was a letter inside the mailbox. So I would look at the inside.)
059 R; Yd L T ird g o fe O o (Why did you think so?)
060 Miki: “ l o o k ”
(It’s because he said, ‘look".)
061 R: “ l o o k f o r ”
ZtVZ,
S o L © ti0 (Oh, he said, “look for”. But you heard “look". So you thought
you would look inside the mailbox.)
062 Miki: ^ d trT o

(That’s light.)

In Sub-task 11, the directions asking M iki whether she would stay with the babies or
go to the concert with her friend was extended to a free conversation with the help of
the researcher.

4.2.2.3

Miki- Task C

Mikih Task C listening performance demonstrated much better results than
expected. Frequent repetition of the utterances did not take place throughout the
task. Some mishearing took place instead. After confirming that she wanted to
buy NIKE shoes, the NS first asked M iki “Did you want to go to Jasco in Chatan or
San-A in Nago?” Like Kota, M iki kept writing in her notes without responding to
the question. Then the NS’s gesture of “choosing between the two" made M iki
aware of the question and she replied verbally “Chatan."

After healing the second piece of information, “We will go to Jasco on Sunday, March
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the 17th", A likiperfectly reconstructed in her notes what had been said, while most
of the other participants had difficulty wit h this information. The NS, then said for
the third piece of information, “Please bring for the shoes, 6,750 Yen."' A likiwrote in
Japanese “1,600 Yen" in her notes. She understood that the NS was referring to the
amount of money, although the number A liki understood was not dose to the actual
number.

Following a long pause after hearing the fourth piece of information, “We will go to
Jasco using my car1”, A liki wrote in Japanese, “went to Jasco by car”. Then the NS
continued by saying, “You can ask two or three of your friends to conre with us."
Presumably due to the relatively long sentence, A liki requested repetition by sticking
out her index finger. Her notes said in Japanese, “Kanbosuasu with two or three
friends”. A liki comprehended the general intention of this segment of information.
After discussion with the NS, it was assumed that Aliki misheard “conre -with us” for
“kanbosuasu fkonbososl” which was neither English nor Japanese.

No repetition of utterance took place in the following four pieces of information. For
the fifth piece of information the NS said, “We will meet in front of Arunre School”.
Then the NS proceeded to the sixth piece of information by saying, “And leave
Arume at nine twenty in the morning.”

A liki consolidated the two pieces of

information and wrote in Japanese, “Arume, nine twenty in the morning.” AUkib
understanding represented almost exactly what had been said.

After having heard the seventh piece of information, “We will leave Jasco at 4pm”,
M iki signalled non-understanding by shaking her head, and said in Japanese, ‘1
don’t know.” Her notes said in Japanese, “Jasco, 4 pi-en.” Stimulated recall
revealed that her difficulty rested in the mishearing of “4pm” for “4 pi-en [pnen]".
Finally, the NS informed A liki that ‘You can tell your parents that you will be home
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by six o’clock.'' After the utterance was repeated twice, M iki wrote in her notes in
Japanese, “going home at 16 o'clock." M iki understood that she would go home at a
particular time although, according to the stimulated recall, she did not know that
this information was meant for her parents.
Example 11 (M iki’s notes)
1.
(Nike shoes)
2.
(Jasco [department store])
3.
(Nago [place])
4. t m 3 D 1 7 11 (Sunday, March 17th)
5. 1, 6 0 01'] (1,600 yen)
6.
jo fe (went to Jasco by car)
7. 2, 3
(Kanbosuasu with two or three friends)
8. filS. $19 [172 0 4> (Arume [place], nine twenty in the morning)
9. y > 7 3 (Jasco)
10. 4h°—
(4pi-en)
11. ^16B^fiZ'Mki (goinghome at 16 o’clock)

4.2.2.4

Summary of M iki

Characteristic features of M iki’s task performance were identified. Firstly, M iki
was more likely to remain silent and not to request repetition when she did not
understand what had been said. She used “wait and see strategy” (Bremer, 1996 et
al., 1996) until contextual cues or other non-verbal cues supplement her lack of
linguistic knowledge, without explicitly indicating her non-understanding.

Her

implicit responses were once mistakenly regarded by the NS as non-understanding,
even though she had in fact comprehended the utterance. Nevertheless, the NS in
most cases appropriately recognized M iki’s implicit signals of non-understanding so
that he repeated and elaborated the utterances where necessary.

Other study

(Bremer et al., 1996) also reports that implicit indications of non-understanding led
to a series of reformulations of utterances by the speaker. Secondly, M iki tended to
Pay selective attention to individual known words and attempted to construct
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Her interpretation, based on selective attention to

individual words, did not lead to critical misunderstanding, although she
experienced minor misunderstanding. This is presumably because she was more
cautious of making errors in interpretation while she remained silent . Thirdly, due
to her lnnited L2 knowledge, she was more likely to rely on non-verbal cues to
complete the sub-tasks, hi some of the sub-tasks in Task A and Task B, in spite of
the speaker's repetition and elaboration, she did not understand what had been said.
In most cases when M iki had troubles with comprehension, kmesics eventually
contributed more to the completion of the sub-tasks than verbal interaction.
Therefore, M ikis listening processes included bottom-up processing (lexis) and
top-down processing (inference, non-verbal information). Fourthly, in Task C, she
performed far better than she did in Task A and Task B. The present study could
not identify the specific reasons for the differences in task performance between Task
A & B (considered to be the same type of task) and Task C. Fifthly, she was more
likely to monitor her comprehension by moving the concrete referents (felt-made
pictures). She did not explicitly check comprehension or clarify non-understanding
verbally.
4.2.3

Jun (ST- Student 7)

Jun was classified as an intermediate level student within the cohort of the
participants. His listening test score was ‘15’ (full mark: 20, mean: 13.37, SD: 2.99).
He held a STEP 4th grade certificate.

The average Year- 9 junior high school

students were considered to hold a STEP 4th grade certificate. The questionnaire
(Type l) indicated that Jun felt that it was enjoyable to communicate with the native
speaker.

According to his English teacher, Jim actively participated in the

communicative activities with the ALT, the native speaker in the classroom. He
was, however likely to make careless errors in answering the quizzes in the class.
Jun was nominated by his school teachers to go to the senior high school (YearlO to
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Year 12). The students nominated by then school teachers for senior lngh school
were generally considered to be well behaved students.

Jun took Task B first, then

Task A, and lastly Task C.

4.2.3.1

Jun- Task A

The observation indicated that Jun performed Task A with relative ease compared to
Task B, although some false interpretations were identified.

Shortly after the

native speaker said for Sub-task 1, “The sun is shining in the sky", Jun placed the
sun in the sky. Similarly, in Sub-task 2, Jun spotted “a flying bird” and placed it in
the sky. Then, after hearing, ‘"Naomi is diinking coke through a straw”, Jun placed
the coke bottle on the girl without any difficulty. Likewise, in Sub-task 4, Jun
placed a pair' of sunglasses on the boy shortly after hearing ‘You are wearing
sunglasses.”

Jun, however, experienced great difficulty in Sub-task 5, while other participants did
not have much difficulty with this sub-task. Immediately after the NS said, “You
see a bird walking in the sand”, Jun requested the NS to repeat the preceding
sentence. The NS repeated it, but Jun seemed not to have understood at all what
was being said. Then the NS elaborated on the preceding utterance using different
words and also enunciated it with dearer and slower speech. Jun activated his
mental image and placed the boy (You) upside-down in the wTay it made sense to him.
In response to the unexpected action, the NS again attempted to repeat and
elaborate the previous utterance.

In spite of repetition and elaboration, Jun

appeared to be more confused. Finally, the NS gave up trying to provide verbal
description.

The NS then pointed with his hand at the objects left, which had not

been chosen, and at the same time said, “Maybe from one of other objects, you see a
bird walking.” The NS s gesture of “walking” was also shown to Jun. The gesture
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and pointing at the referents made Jun aware that he needed to choose the walking
bird. However, stimulated recall indicated that Jun felt, on the basis of his world
knowledge, it was strange to see a walking bird and attempted to make a reasonable
interpretation in a way which made sense to hnn (Example 12).
Example 12 (Stimulated recall transcript)
012 Jun: gjsflb i r
LSofeH Ek
MTl
(Fn-st I thought the bird was walking, but 1 felt this was strange. So I
thought 1 was looking at [the bird].)
014 Jun:
Lfc (bCRA/t'l ' A.FAYALA LISoTo (If I was upside down. I thought I
could see the flynig bird.)
015 R: w a l k i n g i l o o k i n g A Y Y l' Ltz(D0 (You took walking for looking)
016 Jun: ^ o 'C 'to (That’s right.)

The following five sub-tasks were comprehended by Jun without much difficulty,
although many others had trouble with Sub-task 8, Sub-task 9, and Sub-task 10.
For Sub-task 6, the NS asked, “Do you want to play beach ball or Fiisbee?”, later
followed by the NS’s gesture of “choosing either”. After that, Jun chose the beach
ball right away. Sub-task 7 which said, ‘You stop playing beach volleyball" was
instantly comprehended. Then, in the next sub-task, after the NS repeated a few
times, You ask your friend, Naomi, ‘Give me your drink.’”, Jun moved the coke
bottle from the gill to the boy with no trouble. In Sub-task 8, after hearing, “Naomi
says, ‘L et’s go swimming.’ But you say, I can’t swim.’”, a sheet of paper asking Jun
what he should choose to solve the problem in this situation was given to him.
Immediately Jun spotted the float and then had the boy wear the float (many others
had a problem with this sub-task). After that, however, Jun moved the girl to the
sea and then moved the boy under a parasol. However, responding to stress on a
key word, “And you go swimming, too” (italics indicate stress), Jun moved the boy to
the sea. Afterwards stimulated recall revealed that if Jun was in that situation, he
thought he would rest under the parasol because he could not swim.

Jun

intensively activated his interpretation in a way which made sense to him, but hr
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many cases resulted in false interpretation.

In Sub-task 10, the NS said. "The dog- takes your bag and runs away with the bag.”
After healing the utterance once, Jim moved the bag and the dog away from the
beach. Since Jim understood this sub-task instantly without any repetition, while
most of the others struggled to comprehend the meaning of “run away”, his
comprehension was questioned. Stimulated recall, however, revealed that he paid
selective attention to the known words, "dog" and "bag”, and interpreted these two ni
a way which made sense to him by utilizing the contextual cues even though he did
not understand the meaning of “run away” (Example 13).

This time his

interpretation resulted in correct understanding.
Example 13 (Stimulated recall)
038 R:
J£ Jo > fztf
J o L J t <'Jt)Jz>fz(fJ (So other students were
confused in this sub-task, why did you understand it light away?)
039 Jun: AtiT'foTl i < t g o f c i A 0 (I thought the dog took away.)
040 R: J o L X J o S o f ; 0 o (Why did you think so?)
041 Jun: jz J r \o
J ^ o tz o (I heard “dog” and
“bagT So I thought the dog took away the bag.)
042 R: L-y>run a w a y iiE 'H 'i'N#iko (Then, did you know the meaning of “run
away”?)
043 Jun:
(I didn’t know what was being said.)
044 R: L J0 \}JJJ/At>>z)fzJo (Then, you judged this hi the context?)
045 Jun: ILETLiPo tzo (I judged it in the context.)
Lastly, a sheet of paper asking Jun how he should solve the problem in this situation
was given and the extended conversation continued with the help of the researcher.

4.2.3.2 Jun- Task B

Like Kota and Miki, Jim was confused in Sub-task 1. After heating, “There is a
picture of the red sofa hanging on the door”, Jim paid selective attention to
individual words in the utterance. Jim separately touched, one after another, the
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framed picture of the red sofa, the easel, the red sofa, and the door, which were
directly or indirectly relevant to the preceding utterance. Therefore, the native
speaker needed to clarify the differences between them. Once Jun recognized the
concrete referent being referred to, he faced the problem of where it should be placed.
The NS thus needed to repeat the location with some degree of stress by saying, “On
the door (italics mdicates stress). Sub-task 1 then was completed.

In the second sub-task the NS repeated twice, “You see a bird in the window’' and
then Jun instantly placed the bird in the window. Then, for Sub-task 3 the NS said,
“The dog comes into the room.” Jun gave selective attention to the known word,
“dog”, and placed it in the room. The NS then continued by saying, “The dog is
playing with baby Aiko.” After several repetitions, Jun noticed that the dog and the
baby were interrelated, and then they were placed closer. Jun was likely to pay
selective attention to the individual known words. Sub-task 4, winch said, “Another
baby, Masako comes into the room”, was instantly comprehended.

The fifth sub-task confused Jun. After the NS repeated, ‘You shake hands with one
of the babies”, later followed by repetition of the gesture of “holding hands”, Jun first
attended to the known word, “baby”. Then he verbally echoed the unknown word,
“shake”, with a rising tone. According to stimulated recall, what contributed to
completion of this sub-task was the combination of the known words, ‘hand” and
‘baby”. Accordingly, Jun moved the baby closer to the boy’s (you) hand and this was
accepted Stimulated recall, however, revealed that Jun misinterpreted what had
been said on the basis of his world knowledge that babies are generally held in the
aims (Example 14).

Example 14 (Stimulated recall)
022 R: [Jun moves the baby closer to you (boy).] t'o LTY T riAY fl YT)?T)ir < DJJo
T Jt:(T)0 (Why did you move the baby closer to your (boy’s) hand?)
023 Jun: “h a n d ”
(Because I heard “hand”.)
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021 R; I T t o t'jtO o (What would you do with hand!)
025 Jun:
o
AbDoO thought I would hold her
i n my arms. Because we generally hold the baby in our arm s)

In the following five sub-tasks, repetition of the utterances took place with high
frequency. In Sub-task 6, the NS repeated the question, “Do you want to play with
the babies or listen to the radio?”, later followed by a gesture of “choosing either”.
Jim, in his confusion, imitated the NS’s gesture. After several repetitions, Jun
understood what had been said. Sub-task 7, winch said, “You stopped playing with
the babies”, wras instantly comprehended.

In Sub-task 8, immediately after Jun heard the familiar word, “telephone”, he moved
it into the room. In Sub-task 9, after having heard, “The postman comes to the door.
He has a letter for you. What will you do?”, Jun received a sheet of paper asking
him where he should go in this situation. After a few repetitions, Jim successfully
placed the boy beside the mailbox. The NS then proceeded to the Sub-task 10 by
saying, ‘You look inside the mailbox.

You open the postbox.” What actually

contributed to completion of this sub-task was Ju n s transfer of his knowledge of
Japanese. That is, Jun thought that from the preceding utterance he heard the
word “post” which held the same meaning in Japanese with “postbox” and also had
similar sound with “postbox” (Example 15).

Example 15 (Observation transcript)
032 N: You look inside the mailbox. You look inside the mailbox. You open the
postbox. You open the postbox.
033 Jun: Post(T7X h) (Japanese, means the postbox. Jun touches the postbox.)
034 N: You find the letter inside.
In Sub-task 11, Jim received the directions which asked him what he would do in
this situation.

Decision-making was carried out by Jim and the extended

conversation continued with the help of the researcher.
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Juri- Task C

A great deal of requests for repetition took place duiing Task C. Informing Jun of
the shopping plan stalled with confirming that Jun wanted to buy NIKE shoes.
Then the native speaker first asked Jun whether he wanted to go to Jasco in Chatan
or San-A in Nago. Like the other participants, Jun did not realize that he was
being asked a question so he kept taking notes. Repetitions of the question made
Jun aware that he needed to answer the question and he replied verbally, “Chatan”.

Then, for the second piece of information, the speaker said, “We will go on Sunday,
March 17th.”

Juris request for repetition was shown with his index finger

accompanied by his verbalization, “One more.” Jun wrote in his notes in Japanese,
“Sunday, May 17.” Stimulated recall revealed that Jun misunderstood “May” for
“March”. Then, for the third piece of information, ‘You should bring 6,750 Yen.",
Jun requested the NS to repeat it, using his index finger and saying, “One more.”
After repetition, Jun attempted to reconstruct by mumbling what was said. A
sufficient pause allowed Jun to make an attempt to recall what had been said. His
notes demonstrated perfect comprehension of the words, “6,750 Yen".

For the fourth piece of information the NS said, “We will go to Jasco using my car.”
Jun requested repetition and wrote in Japanese, “Going by own car.” The NS
continued by saying, ‘You can ask two or three friends to come with us.” Jun
requested repetition again and then wrote in his notes hi Japanese, “two or three
friends.” Up to this point Jun appeared to comprehend approximately what had
been said.

Jun reported in stimulated recall that he became unsure after the fourth piece of
information. The NS combined the fifth and the sixth pieces of information by
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saying, “We wall meet in front of Arume School. And leave Arume at nine twenty in
the morning.” Jun requested repetition of these utterances, hi this study, taking
into consideration the participants’ language proficiency, one piece of information
was provided directly after another.

It was assumed that since two pieces of

information were combined together, this made it more difficult for Jun to
understand the utterances. This minor finding above led the researcher to make
the further assumption that since, in normal conversation, multiple information is
presented to the listener simultaneously, this would make L2 listening
comprehension more difficult due to a non-native speaker’s limited cognitive load.

For the above two pieces of information, Jun wrote in his notes in Japanese, “School
at eight in the morning.” Although, for other participants, these two pieces of
information were provided separately, there was no inadequate coherence between
the two. Moreover, the native speaker and the researcher questioned why Jim
wrote “eight o’clock” instead of “nine o’clock”, because the junior high school students
generally had no trouble with one digit numbers. It was found in stimulated recall
that Jun misheard the pronunciation of the preposition for “eight” as shown in
Example 16.
Example 16 (N- Native speaker, R- researcher, stimulated recall transcript)
012 Jun:
£JJC0 8
(I became unsure
around this point on...come to school at eight in the morning) [5&6.
Departure tune and meeting place]
013 N: “I said, nine twenty’.”
014 Jun:
“n i n e " (Oh, “nine”.)
015 R: Probably I guess that “at [ot]” of “at nine” sounded like “eight”[eit].
016 Jun:
(Yes, light, light.)

For the seventh piece of information the NS said, “We will go to Jasco at four in the
afternoon.” After repetition of the utterance was requested by Jim, he wrote in his
notes in Japanese, “four in the morning".

Stimulated recall revealed that Jun
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thought he would leave to go shopping at four o'clock, although he had already
written, “eight o’clock” as departure trine. As shown in Example 16. these two
separate departure times tirade Jun more confused. Then, hr the last information
the NS said, “You can tell your parents that you will be back home by six o’clock."
This was repeated at Jim's request and Jun wrote hr Japanese, “buy six clocks”.
Following the line of the discourse topic concemmg shopphrg, Jim misinterpreted “by
six o’clock” as "buying six clocks”.

Example 17 (Juris notes)
1. t f
2. )t-fTcy

Mo (Buy Nike shoes)
H® +t > x -- (Jasco[department store] or San-A[supemrarket] hi
Nago)
3. 5 )\(T)\\W\ L 1 7 B (Sunday, May, 17th)
4. 6 7 5 01'! (6,750 Yen)
5. gitifl 'kYli < (going by own car)
6. 2 AY 3 A, Jrif (two or three friends)
7 10 8 [IjY'r'Ec (school at eight hr the morning)
8 T-ffe4 [K'f (four in the afternoon)
9. 6 ocoBJtil Y nt) (buyhrg six clocks)

4.2.3.4 Sum m ary of Jun

Distinctive features of Juris listening task performance were identified. Firstly, Jun
was more likely to make false interpretations on the basis of world knowledge when
his linguistic knowledge was not sufficient. In other words, after making inferences
about unknown or unfamiliar words, he could not correct his misinterpretation so
that his interpretation resulted in critical misunderstanding.

He actively

participated in listening tasks, but activated interpretation at times resulted hr
nhsinteipretation.

Secondly, he was more likely to pay selective attention to

individual known words. In Task A and Task B, he completed some sub-tasks by
attending to individual words, while other sub-tasks were not easily comprehended
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Thirdly, he frequently gave explicit

responses such as repetition of known words or requests for repetition. This may be
because, as the questionnaire indicated, he enjoyed communication with the native
speaker inside and outside the classroom. Fourthly, although a large amount of
interaction was identified in Task A and Task B, a limited quantity of interaction
took place in Task C.

4.2.4.

E r i(S l3 : Student 13)

Eri was classified as intermediate level within the cohort of the participants. Her
listening score was 14’ (full score: 20, meanl3.37, SD: 2.99). She had a STEP 4th
grade certificate. According to her English teacher, E li had been veiy actively
involved in the communicative activities with the native speaker in the classroom.
Eri was also active in her dub activity. Moreover, E li had had personal contact out
of the dassroom with an ALT (different from the ALT in this study) veiy intensively
for about two months when she practiced for an English story-telling contest at
which she represented her school. As the questionnaire (Type l) indicated, she
showed a strong interest in communicating with the native speaker in this study.
Eri took Task A first, then Task B next, and lastly Task C.

4.2.4.1 Are Task A

A great, deal of interaction between Eri and the native speaker took place throughout
Task A

hi Sub-task 1, immediately after the NS said, “The sun is shining in the

sky”, E ri placed the sun in the sky. Stimulated recall indicated that she inferred
“the sun” when she heard “the sky” and “shining”. Actually she did not hear “the
sun”. Shortly after hearing, “You see a bird flying hi the sky”, Eri completed
Sub-task 2. Likewise, E ri instantly completed Sub-task 3 by placing the coke bottle
°n the boy.
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In Sulrtask 4. after hearing. "You see a bird walking in t he sand”. E ri was confused
for a moment, She paid selective attention to the known word, "bird ’, and verbally
echoed it. Stimulated recall revealed that E li felt that it was strange to see a
walking bird because she did not very often see birds walking in her residential area.
E ri’s general image was that buds are “flying animal”. Next, for Sub-task 5 the NS
said, “You are wearing sunglasses.” /Yvpaid selective attention to the familiar word,
“sunglasses” and echoed it. This sub-task was instantly completed as well.

The first half of Task A was easily comprehended, but Eri came across difficulties hi
the second half. After the NS asked in Sub-task 6, “Do you want to play beach ball
or Frisbee”, Eri echoed with the known word, “Fiisbee” and chose it. After hearing
"You stop playing with Fiisbee”, Sub-task 7 was instantly comprehended.

For Sub-task 8 the NS said, ‘You are thirsty. There are no drinks in the icebox.”
Eri attended selectively to the known word, “ice box”, and echoed it, Then, Eri
picked up the sun oil, but as the NS kept repeating the utterance, ‘You ask Ken,
‘Give me your chink.”’, she didn’t place it on the board. Stimulated recall revealed
that E li misunderstood “sun oil” for “milk” and E ri thought that the girl was going to
give “milk” to Ken because she understood there was no drink in the ice box. After
several repetitions of the utterance, Eri successfully moved the coke bottle from the
boy to the girl.

The NS, then proceeded to sub-task 9 by saying, ‘Ken says, "Let's go swimming.’
But you say, ‘1 can’t swim.' What will you do?” A sheet of paper asking E li what she
would choose to solve the problem in this situation was handed to her. Although
the NS stayed on the topic of swimming, Eri made a decision to play with the dog
rather than to swim, on the basis of her own ideas about how she would act if she
was in that context (Example 18). In Example 18, E ri replied, “U h h u h ”, but she
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actually did not understand what was being said. Repetition and elaboration such
as "Oh. come swimming’, accompanied by the gesture of “inviting”, eventually led to
the successful completion of this task.

Example 18 (Observation transcript)
026 N: You want to go swimming.
027 Eri: Uh huh.
028 N : But you can't swim.
029 Eri: (E richooses the dog.) Dog’s...play.
030 N: But your friend Ken says, “Oh, come swimming...come swimming.” And
you want to go swimming. (N makes a gesture of ‘inviting’.) How can you go
swimming?
Eri struggled to comprehend Sub-task 10 the most.

Eri paid selective attention to

the known words, one after another, and attempted to combine these words to make
a reasonable interpretation (Example 19).

Example 19 (Eri’s reprise is English, observation transcript)
034 N: When you are swimming, a dog comes onto the beach.
035 Eri: Dog. (Arzplaces the dog on the beach.)
036 N: And he takes your bag.
037 Eri: Bag. (E h moves the bag beside the dog.)
038 N: He takes your bag. He runs away with your bag.
039 Eri: Runs...run away?
040 N: He runs away with your bag.
041 Eri: (E iishakes her head.) No.
042 N: The dog takes your bag in its mouth. (N makes a gesture of “biting the bag”.)
043 Eri: Mouth?

E h attended to the two known words, “dog” and “bag”, and moved them closer to
each other. However, she did not know what to do next with these two referents.
The NS repeated the same sentence or phrase with some degree of stress on key
words and also elaborated on these utterances with different expression. Moreover
several gestures were utilized to help E h to complete this sub-task. In spite of these
non-linguistic and linguistic cues, E h was more confused (as she explained later in
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stimulated recall) because she did not know the meaning of i n n away". Therefore
Eri, in her confusion, gave up the first assumption that the bag and the dog were
interrelated for unknown reasons, and then her interpretation resulted in the totally
wrong story (she thought the dog released the bag when she attended to the words
“out of’ after hearing “It (dog) takes your bag out of the beach"). What eventually
contributed to completion of this sub-task was the NS’s gesture of “going away” with
his hand. After that, for Sub-task 11 Eri received a sheet of paper asking her how
she would solve the problem in this situation.

Eri gave her solution to the problem

in the story and the extended conversation continued with the help of the researcher.

4.2.4.2 AW-'Task B

Eri performed much better in Task B than in Task A, although she reported that
Task B was more difficult. Repetition and elaboration did not take place veiy
frequently, due to her good performance. Unlike the others (Kota, Miki, Jun), in
Sub-task 1 E n spotted the framed picture of a red sofa immediately and placed it on
the door successfully. In Sub-task 2, E li placed the bird in the window without
repetition. Likewise, in Sub-task 3, Eri spotted the dog instantly and placed it
closer to the ghi (you). Then Eri comprehended Sub task 4 without repetition and
moved baby Masako into the room. Stimulated recall revealed that she understood
this task because of the name of the baby.

Up to Sub-task 4, E n appeared to understand the literal meaning of what had been
said without repetition, except for stress on location, “on the door” in Sub-task 1.
However, in Sub-task 5, E li was confused for a moment when the NS said, ‘You
shake hands with one of the babies.” Eri repeated the word “shake” with rising
tthonation in order to ask a question. In response to this, the NS repeated the word.
Accordingly, Eri placed the baby beside the girl (you) and this was accepted.
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However, stimulated recall revealed that Eri did not fully comprehend what had
been said.

E li attended to the known words, "baby" and “hand", and then combined

them so that they made sense to h er (Example 20)

Example 20 (Stimulated recall)
022 R: s h a k e h a n d
(What did you think “shake hands"
meant?)
023 Eli: folF btfjP 'itzo (I didn't know.)
024 R: tlX s h a k e riS^TzETzi20 (That’s why you said “shake", isn't it?)
025 R: E o
riz(D0 [A m o v ed the baby beside the girl's
hand ] (Why did you place the baby beside your hand?)
026 Eii: sh a ,Y .e(D M ^d ft)i^b ti.t^X riE s h

a

n

d

EOi^&Mrz>tzE

Jgo tzo (I didn’t understand “shake”, but he said “hand". So I thought I held
the baby’s hand.)

In Sub task 6, Eri mstantly understood that she was being requested to choose the
babies or the radio and this was comprehended without repetition. Sub-task 7,
which said, “You stop listenmg to the radio” was comprehended immediately as well.
In Sub task 8, shortly after Eri heard, "The telephone rings”, she moved the
telephone into the room.

In Sub-task 9, after hearing, “A postman comes to the door. He has a letter for you.”,
E n received a sheet of paper asking her where she should go in this situation.

Eri

paid selective attention to the known word, “door” and touched it. Then following a
repetition of the preceding utterances, Eri successfully found the letter under the
mailbox and was thus able to complete Sub-task 9 and Sub-task 10, while most of
the participants had trouble with these two sub-tasks. Stimulated recall indicated
that Eri gave selective attention to the known word, “letter ”, and incidentally spotted
the letter under the mailbox, although she did not understand what had been said.
This was an incidental understanding.

Then, after receiving a sheet of paper
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asking E li whether she would stay with the babies or go out with her friend, she
made her decision and the extended conversation continued with the help of the
researcher.

4.2.4.3 AW'Task C

Frequent requests for repetition took place throughout Task C. After confirming
that Eri would buy NIKE shoes, the native speaker asked her whether she wanted
to go to Jasco in Chatan or San-A in Nago. Like the other participants, E li kept
waiting in her notes without responding to the question. After repetition of the
same question, E li responded verbally to it with, "Jasco.” Then, for the second piece
of information the NS said, "We will go on Sunday, March the 17th." E li attempted
to recall by mumbling what had been said. A sufficient pause allowed E li time to
reconstruct the preceding utterance. The NS repeated the same information in
response to Erik request which indicated, "Once more”, shown with her index finger.
E riwrote in Japanese, “going on 27th, Sunday.”

For the third piece of nrformation the NS then sard, “You should bring 6,750 Yen."
Following a request for repetition with her index finger, the NS repeated it. Still,
Eri did not know what had been said. The NS again repeated the information in
response to her request. However, she had no idea of what had been said, and
eventually the NS abandoned further effort to make her comprehend the
information and proceeded to the next piece of information. Thus, no note-taking
for this information took place. Then, for the fourth piece of information the NS
said, ‘We will go using my car”, and added, "And you can ask two or three friends to
come with us.” E ri waote in her notes in Japanese, ‘"getting in Jason’s car- and
taking two or three friends.” This time E n comprehended approximately what had
been said.
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In the following four pieces of information conveyance, several ‘continual signals
(Rost & Ross. 1991), informing the native speaker that he could continue to speak,
were identified.

They were mainly demonstrated by the verbalization of

understanding. “O.K.” For the fifth piece of information the NS said, “We will meet
in front of Amine School." E li showed no continual signal. After a short pause,
the NS added, “And leave Amine at nine twenty in the morning.” These two pieces
of information were repeated at Eris request and E ri showed understanding with
the continual signal, "O.K. ”. E ri combined the two pieces of information and wrote
in Japanese, “meet, at Amine at nine in the morning."

The NS then conveyed the seventh piece of information, “We will leave Jasco at four
in the afternoon.” Eri responded to this with “O.K.” and wrote hi her notes in
Japanese, “We are at Jasco hi the afternoon." Finally, the NS informed E li that
“You can tell your parents that you will be home by six o’clock.” Erik notes, which
said, “coming back by six”, captured the gist of the information.

Example 21 (Eli’s notes)
1. XT A <7»a—
m o (buying Nike shoes)
2. y +
(Jascoldepartment, store])
3. 2 7 0(7)00g 0 (Iff < (going on 27th, Sunday)
4.
2, 3 A © X ii$ d ifrtf j < (getting in Jason’s car and taking
two or three friends)
5. %<J) 9 Hi, {iIYA mYi (meeting at Arumetplace] at nine in the morning)
6- T a l l i s N -vX X ll X (We are at Jasco m the afternoon)
7. 6B7[3!i'J§£ (coming back by six)

4.2.4.4 Summary of E ri

There were distinctive features of listening performance for E ri Firstly, E ri was
more likely to give explicit backchannelling cues to the speaker. She frequently
demonstrated her understanding with her feedback to the speaker. In other words,
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her listening strategies were remarkably collaborative in that her backchannelling
cues enabled the speaker to backtrack her comprehension. Secondly, related to the
previous feature, backchannelling cues for E riincluded mostly repetition of a single
word or the questioning of a particular word in the preceding utterance.

This

indicates that she was likely to pay selective attention to a single known word so
that she hardly processed acoustic input at the structural level. Thirdly relevant to
backchennelling cues, about half of her indication of understanding resulted in false
interpretation (see Section 5.2.18). The observation suggested that to a great extent
she understood the utterances, yet, stimulated recall revealed that her
interpretation

in

some

cases led to misunderstanding.

Although

her

backchannelling cues were very collaborative and responsive to the speaker, it was
har'd to identify whether the backchannelling cues indicated her understanding or
her unwillingness to interrupt the speaker. Fourthly, she was more likely to rely on
world knowledge or personal experience when her linguistic knowledge was not
sufficient to complete the task. Inferences based on her background knowledge
resulted in false interpretation as well.

Thus, her listening comprehension

processes included hr varying degrees, both bottonrup processing (lexical level) and
top-down processing (background knowledge, inference).

4.2.5 Risa (S18: Student 18)

Risa had the highest language proficiency among the female students. Risa (Year
9) held a STEP 3rd grade certificate, which was generally held by YearTO or Year 11
students at senior high school. R isas listening test score was ‘17’ (mean: 13.37, SD:
2.99, maximum: 18). She practiced Judo (a martial a t ) and achieved good results
in Judo tournaments.

For this reason, she was nominated by her school teachers to

go to a prestigious private senior high school, without sitting for the entrance
examination.

According to her English teacher, she actively participated in
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communicative activities with the native speaker in the classroom. On the other
hand, due to her cautious personality, she was more likely to seek t he perfect answer
in order to avoid the careless mistakes in her English class. Risa reported in her
followup interview that she felt neivous in a face to face situation with a stranger,
even while participating in Judo tournaments in one to one contact.

Likewise, Risa

reported that she felt neivous about engaging in the listening tasks with the native
speaker.

Risa took Task A first, then Task B, and lastly Task C.

4.2.5.1 /rtsa-'Task A

The first five sub-tasks were easily comprehended and repetition did not take place
(except Sub-task 4). Risa reported in stimulated recall that she understood the
literal meaning of wiiat had been said on some of the sub-tasks of Task A and Task B.
The observation of task performance also revealed that. Risa understood the literal
meaning without assistance from listening strategies or the speaker’s listening cues
such as gestures and repetition. Therefore, it was assumed that a part of Risas
listening comprehension was automatically processed. Thus, her comprehension
was partially unavailable to the listener’s consciousness and the researcher’s
observation (Cohen, 1998).

In Sub task 1, shortly after healing the utterance, Risa placed the sun in the sky.
In Sub-task 2, Risa instantly placed the bird in the sky. Likewise, in Sub-task 3,
Risa placed the coke bottle on the boy. In Sub-task 4, Risa was confused for a while
after healing, “You are wealing sunglasses ”, although for the other participants this
sub-task was the easiest because “sunglasses” are a familial' Japanese word. Then,
the native speaker repeated the previous utterance by adding the words, “on your
face”. Accordingly, Risa placed the sunglasses on the face of the giii. Stimulated
recall revealed that although Risa understood the meaning of sunglasses, she could
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not make a decision as to what to do with the sunglasses, presumably because she
did not know the meanmg of “wear".

Risa came across some difficulties in the following five sub-tasks. In Sub-task 6, the
question as to whether she would choose the Fiisbee or beach volleyball was
repeated twice before Risa made her choice. Sub-task 7, which said, “You stop
playing beach volleyball", was comprehended instantly,

hi Sub-task 8, the

utterance, “You ask your friend, Ken, ‘Give me your chink. " was repeated several
times. After repetition without other listening cues, Risa successfully moved the
coke bottle from the boy to the girl. Then, in Sub-task 9, after hearing, “Ken says,
’Let’s swim.’ But you say, ‘I can’t swim.”’, Risa received a sheet of paper asking her
what she should choose to solve her problem in this situation. After one repetition,
Risa completed this task by having the girl wear the float.

In Sub task 10, after hearing, “A dog takes your bag,”, Risa appeared to be confused.
Stimulated recall revealed that, in spite of her understanding of the utterance, Risas
confusion was caused by her mdecisiveness about whether she should move the dog
beside the bag, or move the bag beside the dog.

The native speaker reported

afterwards that Risa appeared not to comprehend this, therefore the NS elaborated
on the previous utterance, accompanied by the gesture of “taking the bag and
running away.” The gesture of “running away” and repetition of the description
continued until eventually repetition and gestures contributed to completion of this
sub-task. The observation revealed that, in spite of her understanding, due to her
cautiousness Risa was still concerned that her interpretation was inappropriate
(Example 22). Moreover, stimulated recall revealed that Risa understood the literal
meaning of what was being said, but she was not sure that she could move the dog
and the bag off the board, which was supposed to be a beach scene, because the
directions in the beginning said, “The story takes place on the beach."
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Indecisiveness, which the NS misunderstood as non-understanding, may have been
due to Risas cautiousness.

In Sub-task 11. after receiving the directions, the

extended conversation continued with the help of the researcher.
Example 22 (Observation transcript)
026 N: It runs off the beach.
027 N : [Risa is thinking.] The dog and the bag are on the beach now. But it runs off
the beach. [N makes a gesture of ‘running away'.]
028 Risa: t)K^>Tz 0 (Oh. I see.) [Risa holds the bag and the dog and is thinking.] £ C
tlfSD iil ^(DTz 7j Oo (Where shall I move them?)
029 N: It runs away. It runs off the beach. [Risa moves the bag and the dog out of
the beach.]
30 Risa: CliVTrl ^(Dfz6oK0 (I wonder if this is all tight.)

4.2.5.2

i?i&9-‘Task B

The first four sub-tasks were relatively easily comprehended without repetition of
the utterances. In Sub-task 1, unlike the others {Kota, Miki, Jun), Risa instantly
spotted the framed picture of the red sofa and placed it precisely on the door. Then,
in Sub-task 2, Risa readily placed the bird in the window as well. Likewise, in
Sub-task 3, Risa placed the dog beside the baby shortly after heating the utterance.
Then, hi Sub-task 4, Risa moved baby, Masako instantly.

In Sub-task 5, after the NS repeated, ‘You hold the hand of one of the babies”, Risa
placed the baby beside the girl. Generally the NS had accepted this gesture as
indicating understanding of this task. However, the NS asked Risa for a more
precise understanding, judging from her facial expression (Example 23). In the
example, the NS’s listening cues were “triggered” (Pica, 1991) by the listener’s sign of
non-understanding.

After repetition of a few utterances, what eventually

contributed to the completion of this sub-task was the NS’s gesture of “holding
hands”.
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Example 23 (N; Native speaker. R: Researcher, stimulated recall transcript)
020 R: “How did you know she was not sure?"
021 N: "Oh. hesitation."
022 R; “Oh, you saw her hesitation on her face."
023 R: [Risa is thinking during the task.] A©llYAJAAAA‘X.Tl 'A©0 (What were
you thinking then?)
024Risa: AW/fcA
A <E5 L t z b ^ i ^ t ^ X - X i ^ t z h ^ O o (I was wondering what I
should do -with the baby.)
025 R: i o L A CI:<1
LXfofr-z>tz(D0 (How did you figure out what you had to
do?)
026 Risa; y x ? 7 YitJiAhl'tfaA'oAo
AA©YAtI;^<3b^A A/CAAo
i^Tzo ly x l 7 > # ^ © i 'x ; ^ 4 7—AjET]^'*3-?>Ay©-?-Atii?3i:;b2)vo;fco d got it
by looking at Mr. Jason’s gesture. I was wondering whether I should hold
the baby’s hand or hold the baby [in my arms]). ([Mr. Jason made a
gesture of holding the hand.] So I thought I should hold the baby’s hand.)
027R:
AMTb'A LAAffl ^frt)tP-z>tz(Do (So you found out what you
should do when you looked at his gesture?)
028 Risa: Idl \> (Yes.)

The NS’s misunderstanding of Risa s behavior was also identified in Sub-task 6.
After the NS asked Risa whether she wanted to play with the babies or listen to the
radio, she appealed to be confused.

After a long pause, Risa completed this

sub-task. Although the observation suggested that Risa understood what had been
said, the thinking process which took place in her mind was more complicated
(Example 24).
Example 24 (R- Researcher, N: Native speaker, stimulated recall transcript)
029 R: C C C U h o LTdioA;©o (Why were you confused here?)
030 Risa:
I tz
froA D E i CSAu AY©A5 IC/AA7=ANR S ltAR'/rh*C& A©Tii&otz0
(I understood that I was asked whether I would play with the babies or
listen to the radio. So I wanted to play with the babies. But I was
confused how I could express to play with the babies [by moving the baby’s
felt-made picture]).
031 R: What did you think then?
032 N: I thought she was trying to answer me.
033 R: You mean with her own words?
034 N: Because normally whenever she does that, she is trying to converse on that
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down. Normally, she associated with that, trying to verbalize. I thought
she was trying to.
035 R: t o LT^coiK'jDv NT
(Why did you choose the ra(ho at that time?)
036 Risa: rj&£j
(I didn’t know how to express “playing with babies” [with the picture to be
selected]. So I chose the radio instead.)

Sub-task 7, which said, “You stop listening to the radio", was instantly
comprehended.

Then in Sub-task 8, Risa moved the telephone quickly.

In

Sub-task 9, after Risa heard, “The postman comes to the door. He has a letter for
you”, she received the directions. Risa then instantly moved the gnl beside the
mailbox. Next, in Sub-task 10, after repetition of the description, Risa understood
the literal meaning of what was being said, and spotted the letter under the mailbox.
In Sub-task 11, a sheet of paper about her decision-making was provided for Risa.
then the extended conversation continued with the help of the researcher.

4.2.5.3

Afea-'Task C

The observation of Risa’s listening performance in Task C showed a lack of
confidence. When the NS confirmed whether or not Risa wanted to buy NIKE
shoes, she asked herself, ‘Is he asking a question?” After that, the NS provided the
first piece of information, and Risa attempted to recall by mumbling what had been
said and again asked herself, “Is he talking about time?"

She wrote down in

Japanese, “Sunday, 17:00.” Then the NS asked Risa whether she wanted go to
Jasco or San-A and she verbally responded to this. The NS then said for the third
piece of information, “We will meet in front of Amine School." Risa again attempted
to recall by mumbling and wrote in Japanese, “Arume school.” Stimulated recall
revealed that Risa understood that this meant the meeting place. After the fourth
piece of information was provided, Risa wrote in her notes in Japanese, “going at
nine twenty”, which was approximately what had been said.
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After healing the fifth piece of information, "We will leave Jasco at 4pm • Risa was
confused because she misheai'd, “p m ”. The NSs comprehension check made Risa
more confused and she expressed her emotional state, “Oh, I am nervous .
According to stimulated recall, Risa attempted to maintain discourse coherence more
than any other participant (Example 25).

That is, Risa attempted to combine

separate pieces of information in a way which would form a reasonable
interpretation for her as a shopping appointment, while the others attended to
individual pieces of information without being concerned about the discourse (for
example, Jim wrote different departure times even though they were not coherent in
the whole discourse.).

Example 25 (Stimulated recall transcript)
018Risa:
A wX l ' < o (.. .But in this task, I needed to be concerned about w hat I heard
first as well as the following information. This made me more and more
confused.
019 R:
I iffAjll
o A©0 (Can you tell me in more detail on what
occasions this took place?)
020 Risa:
L fq JB ^ l^ lA b -tm A fr b ,
L t O o (For
example, after hearing Sunday in the beginning, I had to connect it with
what tim e which was spoken later. So this made it difficult for me to write
down what I heard.)

After healing the sixth piece of information, "You can tell your parents th a t we will
be back by six o’clock”, Risa requested repetition and wrote in her notes in Japanese,
“coming back at six.” Then, after healing the seventh piece of information, Risa
wrote in Japanese, “going by Jason’s car, going to Jasco with two or th re e friends ,
which approximately replicated what had been said. Lastly, Risa’s no tes said, in
Japanese, “6,700 Yen”, dose to the “6,750 Yen” which was actually referred to.
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Example 2G {Rise's notes)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I \m (Sunday)
1 7 : 0 0 (17:00 o'clock)
fi^fi't1 (Arume school)
9 : 2 0 (Ifr < (going at nine twenty)
4 : 0 0 (four o'clock)
6 Iff!!')§£ (comingback at six)
7x7 V
< (going by Jason's car)
2, 3
(going to Jasco[department store] with two or three
friends)
9. 6, 7 0 Of] (6,700Yen)
4.2.5.4 Summary of Risa
Risa demonstrated some chai'acteiistic features of listening comprehension. Firstly;
because she understood for the most paid the literal meaning of the utterances, a
pail of her listening comprehension was automatically processed. Thus, some of
her listening comprehension processes were unavailable to her consciousness or to
the researcher’s observation. However, it was assumed that she needed to rely
mainly on controlled processing duiing Task C because she had difficulty with this
task. Secondly, she in p ail paid selective attention to individual words or relied on
repetition of the utterances to complete some sub-tasks. This suggests that her
listening processing took place partially at the structural level, as well as at the
lexical and phrase level. Thirdly, gestures were conducive to completion of some
sub-tasks. That is, she needed to rely on extralingustistic cues to compensate for a
lack of linguistic knowledge.

Fourthly, what was indeed chai’acteiistic of her

listening processes was cautiousness and indecisiveness.

Due to cautious

interpretation, she did not have any misunderstanding. Indecisiveness took place
because, according to her followup interview, she was neivous in a face to face
situation with the native speaker. Finally, similar to other participants, in Task C
interaction between the speaker and Risa did not take place veiy often, while a great
deal of interaction took place in Task A and Task B.
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4.2.G

Yuji(S 11; Student ll)

Yuji (Yeai' 9) was the highest level student within the cohort of participants.

He

held a STEP 3rd grade certificate which generally YeaiTO and YeaiTl students held.
His listening score was “18", the highest in the population (mean- 13.37, SD: 2.99,
full score- 20) and had confidence in his scholastic achievement,

Yuji was

nominated by the school teachers to go to the most prestigious senior high school,
Kaiho Senior High School in Okinawa Prefecture which his sister also attended.
Yuji had gone to private preparatory classes after school almost daily on weekdays
since he began elementary school (in Japan private preparatory classes generally
aim to provide tutoring for school subjects or prepare students for entrance
examination). His parents were veiy enthusiastic about their children’s education.
However, in spite of his high scholastic achievement, according to his English teacher,
he did not actively participate in the communicative activities with the ALT.
Nonetheless, he indicated in the questionnaire (Typel) that, he felt it was enjoyable
to communicate with the ALT.

Yuji took Task B first, then Task A, and finally Task

C.

4.2.6.1 H/yY-Task A

Yujiior the most part understood the literal meaning of the utterances. Even when
he misinterpreted the utterances, Yujik interpretation resulted in completion of the
sub-task (Sub-task 5). From Sub-task 1 to Sub-task 4, Yuji instantly understood
the literal meaning of what had been said. In Sub-task 5, Yujiwaited for a moment
(roughly a few seconds) then, after the NS’s repetition of the utterance, he quickly
completed the sub-task. The observation did not reveal a major problem with his
performance in Sub-task 5. However, stimulated recall later indicated that Yuji
misinterpreted the utterance but incidentally chose the appropriate referent by
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using contextual cues and “good guessing" (Rubin. 1975), as shown in Example 27.

Example 27 (Stimulated recall transcript)
013 R:

'flnlMeofcDE; t o L X 0
(It took you a httle time to find the bird. Why?)
014Yuji:
MifttX\ZW%>-frisi£tX\^tzo
(I understood the meaning, but I was looking for where the hir'd was.)
015 RXzC0o (What kind of bii'd were you looking for?)
016 Yuji: w a 1 k i n
in th e
LUP/ft-l'£ ttR-otzo (I couldn'theai' “walking ” at that time, but he said, “in the
same". So it was hr the same place.)
017 R: fc—N s a n d f c s a m e ^ P ^ M itC f e o (Oh, you took “sand” for “same”.)

Yuji understood almost perfectly the literal meaning of the following five sub-tasks.
In Sub-task 6, he verbally responded to the whidrquestioh, “I want to play Frisbee.”
Then, Sub-task 7 was instantly comprehended. In Sub-task 8, Yuji considered for a
moment, and following a repetition, he placed the coke bottle on the boy. Next,
shortly after hearing, “Naonri says, ‘Let’s go swimming.’ But you say, T can’t swim.”’,
Yuji had the boy wear the float. Thus, a sheet of paper asking Yuji to choose the
float was not given, since he had completed hr advance the task which was requested
hr the written (Erections. Likewise, in Sub-task 10, after hearing the utterance only
once, Yuji moved the dog and the bag off the beach, while most of the participants
had problems wrth then understanding of moving the dog and the bag off the beach.
Then a sheet of paper asking him for his own solution to the problem in this
situation was given to Yuji and the extended conversation continued hr Enghsh.

4.2.6.2

Yuji: Task B

Yujiiov the most pari understood the literal meaning of what had been said. It was
assumed that most of his listening was automatically processed. Thus, many of his
listening processes were unavailable to stimulated recall or the researchers
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observation.
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Yuji relied on his linguistic knowledge more than any other

participant, while the others in some cases relied on contextual, extrahnguistic, and
paralinguistie cues.

In Sub-task 1, shortly after he heard the utterance, Yuji

placed the framed picture of the red sofa on the door. As mentioned beforehand,
when Yuji was asked in stimulated recall how he understood this sub-task, he
simply answered, "I understood everything." Thus there was no further clue to
identify his listening process in some of sub-tasks. Sub-tasks 2, 3, and 4 were
instantly comprehended without difficulty. In Sub-task 5, after the NS’s repetition
of the preceding utterance, Yuji moved the baby closer to the boy’s hand and this was
accepted. However, stimulated recall revealed that Yuji mistakenly thought that he
held the babies up with his arms.

The following five sub-tasks were also easily comprehended. After hearing, “Do you
want to listen to the radio, or play with the babies?”, Yuji chose ‘haby”. Stimulated
recall indicated that, unlike the others, Yuji interpreted this beyond the sentence
meaning of the question that, had been asked (Example 27).
Example 28 (Stimulated recall transcript)
027 R: Z Z .H \± Y o L X jy ^ Jp/\j^:'M.Lti(Do (Why did you pick up the baby here?)
028 Yuji: y 'y jr£ W h tzb ,
&AT
(It s because I
thought if I hstened to the radio, it was too noisy to take care of the babies.)
029 R: Oh, he chose the baby because listening to the radio disturbs babysitting.
030 N: Wow, you understand very well. Sugoi (unbelievable).

Sub-task 7 and Sub-task 8 were easily completed as well, hr Sub-task 9, although
most of the participants had trouble with understanding this sub-task, Yuji instantly
moved the boy beside the mailbox to receive a letter without extra support from the
speaker. Likewise, in Sub-task 10, Yuji understood the literal meaning of what had
been said, and then successfully spotted the letter under the mailbox. After that, a
sheet of paper asking Yuji whet her' he would stay with the babies or go out with his
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friend was given to Yujiand he responded to the extended conversation in English.

4.2.6.3

K/y/'-'Task C

Yuji did not perform better in Task C than in Task A and Task B. He did not give
many backchannelling cues during Task C, but gave frequent continual signals (Rost
& Ross, 1991) to the native speaker in the form of “O.K.” That is, after taking notes
of the individual pieces of information, Yuji was likely to show understanding by
saying, “O.K.”, to inform the NS that the NS could proceed to the next piece of
information.

Firstly, when Yuji was asked if he wanted to buy shoes, he rejected the NS’s proposal
saying, “I don’t want shoes.” Then, after hearing, “We will go on Sunday, March the
17th”, Yuji wrote in Japanese, ‘Morning of Sunday”, which partially matched the
utterance. Next, Yuji was asked where he would go shopping, but he continued to
take notes without responding. This question was earned over to the fourth piece of
information.

The third piece of information, as to the meeting place, was not

written down because Yuji judged for himself that, this information was not
important, although it was actually an important message. After confirming the
shopping place again, for the fourth piece of information the NS said, “We will leave
Arume at nine twenty in the morning” and Yuji wrote the two numbers, “9,12”.
Stimulated recall revealed that Yuji actually did not understand what these two
numbers represented.

Yuji started to tune into the task and showed high comprehension of the following
four pieces of information. After hearing the fifth piece of information, Yujiwrote in
Japanese, “coming back at four”, which was dose to what had been said

Then,

after healing the sixth piece of information, Yuji wrote in Japanese, “coming back by
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Yuji indicated in stimulated recall that this message was meant for his

parents, fie was the only one who understood the word “parents ’.

Yuji's notes for

the seventh piece of information, which said in Japanese, “going with friends by car”
were again almost what had been said. Finally, after hearing the eighth piece of
information, Yuji requested a repetition for the first time in the entire task
performance, and wrote in Japanese “shoes at the price of 6,750 Yen”, w'hich was
perfectly correct.

Example 29 ( Yuji's notes)
1 . 11BIB©$] (morning of Sunday)
2 . Itf'irfrieS (Chatan[place] or Nago[place])
3 . 9 , 1 2 (9. 12)
4 . JIK'filjJC (coming back at four)
5 . 6 [f'trf YilWY (coming back by six)
6 . F-Y irifhir < (going with friends by car)
7 . 6, 7 5 0 DlO^fh (shoes at the price of 6,750 Yen)
4.2.6.4 Summary of Yuji

There were characteristic features of Yuji’s listening performance. Firstly as he
mostly understood the literal meaning of the utterances, his listening comprehension
was to a great extent automatically processed while engaging in Tasks A & B.
Hence, his listening comprehension hardly came to his attention, due to unconscious
processing.

However, it was assumed that he needed to rely occasionally on

controlled processing to complete Task C, because he had difficulty with this task.
Secondly, he mainly relied on linguistic knowfedge to comprehend the utterances.
Thus, non-linguistic cues contributed to comprehension of the text to a small content.
Yuji processed acoustic input at the sentence level, wfiile the other participants for
the most part processed acoustic input at the lexical and phrase level. Yet reliance
on linguistic knowfedge twice resulted in false interpretation. Thirdly, irrespective
of misinterpretation, Yuji successfully completed the sub-tasks. It was assumed
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that he used eveiy available contextual cue and good guessing to complete the
sub-tasks.

These characteristics were in part consonant with those of good listeners

identified in Rubin's study (1975). Fourthly, in spite of high listening performance
in Task A and Task B, Yuji did not perform better in Task C. According to the
observation, he did not take notes of one important message included in Task C.
Also he did not ask questions of the speaker, even though he may not have
understood the utterances well. This study could not identify the specific reasons
for Yuji’s poor performance in Task C.
4.3

SUMMARY

The participants in this study were all classified as basic level learners according to
the ACTFL listening guidelines (1999). All the participants, as basic level learners,
had in common similar features of listening comprehension. On the other hand,
individual

participants

demonstrated

idiosyncratic

features

of

listening

comprehension on the basis of language proficiency, affective factors, social
relationship (Japanese learner vs. native speaker of English), and background
knowledge. Distinctive features of listening comprehension derived from gender
difference were not identified in this study.

The participants were more likely to pay selective attention to an individual known
word(s) and to combine them in a way that made sense to the participants. Most of
the participants did not have sufficient structural knowledge to process whole
sentences. Therefore, they tended to interpret the acoustic input at the word or
phrase level.

When the tasks requested them to choose a particular concrete

referent, selective attention to an individual word(s) contributed to the successfid
completion of the task. However, when the tasks demanded that they comprehend
the whole sentence or several sentences, they were likely to come across difficulties,
beginning learners, lacking a critical mass of lexical knowledge, are forced to allot
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most of their attention to specific word meanings and parsing the input into basic
constituent structure” (Rost & Ross, 1991, p.262).

In other words, selective

attention to an individual word(s) is similar to “segmentation” (Peters, 1983: Pica et
al„ 1996), whereby learners can extract content words from prior utterances for
isolation or incorporation into a followup response.

When the participants had difficulties with understanding of the utterances,
noirlinguistic cues such as gestures and visual aids (pictures) were in most cases
conducive to comprehension of what had been said.

The native speaker attempted to accommodate listening problems with modified
interaction. Repetition appeared to be the most effective speech modification for the
junior high students in this study. On the other hand, the speaker’s elaboration
containing redundant information was not so effective for the participants,
presumably due to additional processing of the acoustic input. Paralinguistic cues
provided by the speaker, mostly in the form of phonological stress, contributed to
comprehension when the stress was on key word(s).

Interpretation of the same utterances varied from one participant to another. Many
had “slips of the ear”.

Although the participants heard the same text, their

interpretation varied depending on their personal background knowledge.

The

meaning may not be in the text, but may be something which is be constructed by
the listener, based on different knowledge sources (Buck, 1995).

When the

participants

utterances,

lacked

linguistic

knowledge

to

comprehend

the

interpretation derived from personal experiences and knowledge compensated for
this. However, stimulated recall revealed that interpretation based on personal
experiences and knowledge in most case resulted in misunderstanding.

For

example, when the participant (Jun) was not aware of contradictions in the course of
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listening, misinterpretation continued and resulted in a critical mistake. Peterson
(2001, p.9l) argues that poor listeners "are less able to revise then1schemata when
faced with contradictory information.” On the other hand, the good listener ( Yuji)
noticed contradictions hi his interpretation hi the course of listening by utilizing
contextual cues and ‘good guessing' (Rubni, 1975), and then successfully completed
the task. Background knowledge positively contributed to comprehension, but also
at tunes interfered with comprehension.

High level students (Yuji. Risa) for the most paid automatically processed the
acoustic input by understanding the literal meaning of the utterances. Automatic
listening processing was unavailable to the listener’s consciousness or the
researcher’s observation. However, it was assumed that these high level students
needed to rely on controlled processing during Task C performance, because they
sometimes had difficulties with comprehension of Task C. Generally, for most of the
participants in this study, listening comprehension included controlled processing.
That is, listening was consciously processed with some degree of linguistic or
non-linguistic support from the speaker, the context or the listener’s strategies.
Controlled processing was accessible to the participant’s report and the researcher's
observation.

Affective factors influenced listening comprehension.

Nervousness (Kota, Risa)

distracted concentration on listening and then led to poor performance or
misunderstanding by the speaker. On the other hand, cautiousness (Risa, Miki) did
not lead to critical misunderstanding. Risa in particular- attempted to maintain
coherence of the information in Task C, while the others were not much concerned
about the coherence of the whole discourse. Further, the active listener (Eri), who
had had personal contact with another native speaker, sometimes made
misinterpretation even though she frequently provided backchanneUing cues. On
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the other hand, the less active listener (Miki). who often remained silence, conveyed
implicit signals of non-understanding to the speaker.

When the listener did not

indicate appropriate signs of understanding, the speaker sometimes did not make
the most of the listener’s signs to facilitate listening comprehension. Although the
interests and motivation of listeners have been shown to be crucial for listening
comprehension (Brown & Yule, 1983: Anderson & Lynch, 1988), this study coidd not
examine the extent to which the interests and motivation of the listeners affect
listening comprehension. As the native speaker and researcher were present with
the participants, and as the interaction and students’ reports were also recorded, all
the participants were considered to have actively participated in the listening tasks.

The social relationship between the listeners and the speaker also affected listening
comprehension. The participants CRisa, Mild) reported in their interviews that they
felt neivous about interacting with the native speaker of English. Furthermore,
familiarity

with

the

backchannelling cues.

native

speaker prompted

E li to provide

frequent

However, a significant effect of gender on listening

comprehension wras not identified in this study.

There were obvious differences of listening performance according to task type. In
Task A and Task B, a large quantity of interaction between the speaker and the
listener was identified, while in Task C a limited amount of interaction took place.
Many variables such as distractors, amount of visuals aids, gestures, and repetition
appealed to affect differences in the participants’ performance according to listening
task type. Difficulties with respect to task type will in great deal be discussed in the
next chapter.

In summary, both bottom-up processing and top down processing took place for all
the participants. Automatic processing and controlled processing of the listening
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input seem to depend on language proficiency and task (text) difficulty.
Interpretation of the listening text, vaiies from one listener to another, therefore the
listener's’ mental images appeared to be veiy personal and idiosyncratic. Affective
and social aspects affect listening comprehension processes as well. L2 listening
comprehension is a fairly complex process. Therefore it needs to be accounted for by
many variables such as the listener's linguistic knowledge, past experiences,
familiarity with a native speaker, the speakers listening cues, context, text type,
current feelings, status difference, and intelligence.

4.4 OVERVIEW OF CASE STUDIES

Table 4.1 below sets out a summary of the major findings as related to research fod
and cross-referenced against each of the individual participants in the study.
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Ovenview of case studies

1. Features of bottom-up listening processing
Kota (S4)
low level male

•was likely to pay selective attention to individual known words.
•hardly processed large chunks of acoustic input at the sentence
level or even at the phrase level.
•sometimes used paralinguistic cues to complete the tasks.
M ik iiS U )
•tended to pay selective attention to individual words.
low level female • lacked the basic linguistic knowledge for listening
comprehension.
Jun (S7)
•was likely to pay selective attention to individual known words.
intermediate
•did not easily understand some sub-tasks due to a lack of
level male
structural knowledge.
Eri (S13)
•was likely to pay selective attention to individual known words.
intermediate
thus likely to process the utterances at lexical level.
level female
•sometimes understood the literal meaning of the utterances.
Yuji (S11)
■was likely to process a larger segment of the utterances (at the
high level male
sentence level).
•mostly comprehended the literal meaning of the utterances so
that he was likely to process the utterances unconsciously
(automatic processing).
Risa (S18)
•comprehended the literal meaning of the utterances so that
high level female
a part of listening comprehension was processed
unconsciously (automatic processing). On the other hand,
sometimes needed to pay selective attention to individual
words (controlled processing).
2. Features of top-down listening processing
Kota
low level male

M iki
low level female
Jun
intermediate male
Eri
female
intermediate

•was likely to construct the interpretation based on his prior
experiences, but this in most cases resulted in making false
interpretations.
•often used visuals to compensate for a lack of his hnguistic
knowledge.
• often relied on the speaker’s gestures and visuals to
comprehend the utterances.
was likely to make false interpretation based on his world
knowledge and past experiences.
•was likely to rely on world knowledge or personal experiences.
•often received support from visuals and the speaker’s gestures.
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Yuji
high level male
Risa
high level female

11)1

•used contextual cues or co-text information to correct his
errors in comprehension.
•activated a variety of background knowledge, and this led to
successful completion of the listening tasks.
•sometimes needed to rely on the speaker’s gestures or visuals
to comprehend the utterances.

3. Distinctive listening strategies use to complete listening tasks
Kota
low level male

M iki
low level
female
Jun
intermediate
level male
E ri
intermediate
level female
Yuji
high level male
Risa
high level female

•was likely to monitor his comprehension by moving the concrete
referents rather than using verbal strategies.
•sometimes simply repeated previously known words.
• mainly relied on the speaker's gestures and visual aids to
understand the utterances.
• did not veiy often clarify comprehension problems with
listening.
•was likely to use implicit strategies and waited for contextual
cues or other non-verbal cues to supplement her lack of
linguistic knowledge.
• frequently gave explicit indication of understanding or
non-understanding of the utterances while engaging in the
tasks.
•often inquired about unknown words or requested repetition.
•made frequent inferences based on world knowledge,
frequently requested repetition when she did not understand
what had been said.
•often responded to individual known words verbally.
• showed a greater variety of strategies use than any other
participant.
•did not demonstrate the use of various strategies because he
had few problems with the listening tasks. Thus, most of his
unconscious listening strategies use was not available for the
investigation.
•often requested repetition or clarified unknown words.
•unconfidently repeated the previous words or murmured them.

4. Interactive features of listening with the native speaker
Kota
low level male

• mainly received much support for listening from speaker’s
gestures and paralinguistic cues or visual aids such as concrete
referents.
• did not veiy often request repetition and clarify unknown
utterances.
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in most cases did not request repetition. However, her signals
M iki
low' level female of non-understanding were perceived properly by the speaker.
had a plenty of interaction with the speaker.
Jun
■frequently requested repetition or clarified unknown utterances.
intermediate
level male
had a larger amount of interaction with the speaker.
E ri
•provided frequent backchannelling cues to indicate that she was
intermediate
following the speaker, so that the interaction was collaborative.
level female
• had less frequent repetition of the utterances because he
Yuji
understood most of the literal meaning.
high level male •did not veiy often attempt to clarify what he did not understand.
•felt neivous about communicating with the native speaker, so
Risa
that her lack of confidence interfered with listening
comprehension.
high level
• actively clarified her comprehension problems or requested
female
repetition.
5. Problems with completion of listening tasks
•was, in the initial stage, too neivous to concentrate on what had
been said. This led to many errors in understanding.
Tacked basic linguistic knowledge to understand what had been
low level male
said.
•did not actively show her understanding or non-understanding.
M iki
Thus her correct understanding of the utterances was once
considered by the speaker to be non-understanding,
low level
often kept silent, so that the speaker needed repetition and
female
elaboration.
•was likely to misunderstand the utterances due to his careless
Jun
intermediate
interpretation.
•often could not correct his misinterpretation and redirect it.
level male
•provided frequent signals of understanding, but some of them
E ri
resulted in false interpretation of the utterances.
fern, intermediate
•did not have many problems with comprehension. However he
Yuji
misunderstood some of sub-tasks in Task C because he did not
attempt to request repetition and clarify what he did not
high level male
understand.
•showed indecisiveness or excessive cautiousness so as not to
Risa
make errors.
•felt uncomfortable interacting with the speaker in a face to face
high level
situation.
female
Kota
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6. Features of listening according to task type differences

intermediate
level male
E ri
intermediate
level female

•had a large quantity of interaction wit h the speaker while doing
Task A and Task B.
•had less interaction with the speaker while doing Task C.
•showed frequent silence wiiile doing Task A and Task B.
•demonstrated much better performance than expected while
grappling with Task C. although she remained silent,
•had a large quantity of interaction with the speaker while doing
Task A and Task B.
•had less interaction with the speaker during implementation of
Task C.
had a large quantity of interaction with the speaker wiiile doing
Task A and Task B but had less interaction with the speaker
during Task C.

Yuji
high level male
Risa
high level
female

•performed veiy well in Task A and Task B.
•did not perform better than expected in Task C.
•had a large amount of interaction with the speaker during Task
A and Task B.
•had less interaction with the speaker during Task C.

Kota
low level male
M iki
low level
female
Jun

7. features of listening according to gender and status difference
Kota
low level male
M iki
low level
female
Jun
intermediate
level male
E ri
intermediate
level female
Yuji

•showed nervousness due to a lack of confidence in his ability to
understand the native speaker so that this interfered with
comprehension.
often remained silent presumably because she did not have
confidence in her listening ability to understand the native
speaker
• did not show much nervousness and hesitation. Thus his
listening comprehension was not affected by the presence of
the native speaker.
•had a closer relationship with that native speaker so that she
actively requested repetition or clarified the unknown words.
•had a larger amount of interaction as compared with other
participants.
•had confidence in his language ability so that he was not
influenced by the presence of the native speaker.

high level male
Risa
high level
female

•felt neivous communicating with the native speaker in a face to
face situation so that this interfered with her listening
comprehension.
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CHAPTER FIVE
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

5.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter illuminates specific aspects of listening which emerged from the
description of the data in Chapter Four. While Chapter Four yielded in-depth
descriptive analysis of listening comprehension for

slx

participants, this chapter

mainly concerns the analysis of the five areas of research focus as follows- l) listening
strategies, 2) effects of speakers’ speech modifications and non-linguistic cues on
listening comprehension, 3) differences in comprehension and strategy use according
to listening task type, 4) interactive features of listeners and speakers, 5) difficulties
with L2 listening. A total of 1,475 transcript units of stimulated recall and task
interaction observation for the selected six participants were identified.

When

necessary, the nineteen participants were examined and a total of 2,775 transcript
units of stimulated recall and task interaction observation was utilized for the
analysis.

Data analysis proceeded through the following stages. After coding all the units of
stimulated recall and listening task interaction, listening strategies were classified in
comparison to the established categories mentioned below.

The revision of

categorization was recycled until satisfactory categories were established.
Following the analysis of six participants in the sample, other students (N=13) were
also examined to ensure that the strategies identified in the sample group were
consistent with those of the entire population. It was forurd that the strategies
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identified in the sample group approximately represented the entire population
(except ‘faking found from S i 2).

5.2

LISTENING STRATEGIES

This study defines strategy, according to O’Malley and Chamot (1990), as “the special
thoughts or behaviors that individuals use to help them comprehend, learn, or retain
new information” (p.l) because there is a confusion in the literature about the
distinction made between strategies, technique, process, tactic, and skill. The term
‘strategies’ has been used to refer to ‘technique’ (Stem, 1983), ‘tactic’ (Seliger, 1984),
‘sub-skill’ (Richards, 1983), and ‘process’ (Stein, 1999), while some studies have too
broad a definition of strategies (Bachman, 1990: Bachman & Palmer, 1996).

The present study explored listening strategies in interactive settings. Within the
category of listening strategies, ‘recalling’ and ‘non-understanding’were identified as
new findings. The remaining listening strategies were modified and synthesized on
the basis of the previous studies (Rubin, 1975; OMalley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford,
1990; Rost & Ross, 1991; Vandergrift 1996, 1997a, 1997b). The listening strategies
were divided into metacognitive strategies, cognitive strategies, and social/affective
strategies (Chamot & Kupper, 1989: OMalley & Chamot, 1990: Vandergrift, 1996,
1997a). A cognitive strategy is like a worker who tries to complete a given task,
while a metacognitive strategy is like the supervisor who tells the worker what to do,
keeps an eye on the worker, and then inspects the completed product.
Social/affective strategies are associated with the affective and social aspects of
learners. According to Rost (2002), these three categories have been considered to
be “the most widely agreed-upon classes of language use strategies” (p.154).

In this study a listening strategies inventory was devised and included 15 categories
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which were divided more specifically into 25 sub-categories (see Table 5.1). Within
this inventory, metacognitive strategies include advance organizer, selective
attention, and comprehension monitoring.

Comprehension monitoring was divided

into L l (that is, Japanese) and nonverbal, as there was a distinct frequency
difference between the two according to language proficiency. Cognitive strategies
indude global reprise (Rost. & Ross, 1991), specific reprise, uptaking (Vandergrift,
1997b), good guessing (Rubin, 1975), inferendng, elaboration, recalling, transfer, and
non-understanding.

Several categories were

divided into

more

specific

sub-categories when critical differences between languages (Ll & L2), or verbal and
nonverbal were recognized.

Self-talk (O'Malley & Chamot, 1990), faking

(Vandergrift, 1997b), and self-reinforcement (OMalley & Chamot, 1990) constitute
sodal/affective strategies (although Vandergrift (1996, 1997a) induded “asking for
help to interlocutor’’, such as requests of repetition and darification in sodo/affective
strategies, this study induded these requests in cognitive strategies as global reprise
and specific reprise).

This study developed a new listening strategy inventory which focused directly on
listening behaviors hi interactive settings. Care was taken to eliminate learning
strategies which were not related to listening traits (for discussion of listening
strategies analysis, see also Section 3.8.2). Although interviews and questionnaires
before and after listening task implementation revealed a variety of strategies such
as referencing (using the

dictionary for comprehension afterwards),

and

self-management (understanding one’s condition in advance), the strategies
indirectly related to the listening tasks were not induded (except advance organizer’,
which affected task performance of all tasks).
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Table 5.1: Listening Strategies Inventory
Definition
Strategies
Metaeogmfive strategies: involve thinking about, listening process, planning for
listening, monitoring and evaluating listening task.
Clarifying the objectives of an anticipated listening
1. Advance organizer
task and proposing strategies for handling it.
Deciding in advance to attend to specific aspects of
2. Selective
the listening task and ignoring irrelevant
attention
distractors, maintaining attention while listening.
Checking,
verifying
or
correcting
one’s
3a.Comprehension
understanding at the local level using Ll.
monitoring (Ll)
3b.Comprehension
Checking,
verifying
or
correcting
one’s
understanding at the local level using nonverbal
monitoring(Nonverbal)
method.
Cognitive Strategies: involve interacting with the material to be learned,
manipulating the material mentally or physically, and applying a specific technique to
a listening task.
Using known word(s) in an utterance to guess the
4a. Linguistic
meaning of unknown word(s).
inferencing
Using tone ofvoice and/or paralinguistics to guess
4b.Paralinguistic
the unknown preceding utterances.
inlerencing
4c.Kme.sic
Using facial expressions, body language, and
hand movements to guess the unknown
inferencing
preceding utterances.
Using contextual cues and concrete situational
4d.Extralinguistic
referents to guess the unknown preceding
inferencing
utterances.
Using information beyond the local sentential
4e.Between parts
level to guess the meaning.
inferencing
Elaborating the utterances on the basis of one’s
5a. Personal
experiences and applying this to the context
elaboration
referred to.
Elaborating the utterances using world
5b.World
knowledge1and applying it to the context referred
elaboration
to.
Repeating or mumbling the preceding utterances
6. Recalling
to reconstruct meaningfiil interpretation.
Using knowledge of one language (e.g., cognates)
7.Transfer
to facilitate listening in another language.
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Sa.Clobal reprise
(Verbal)
Hb.Clobal reprise
(Nonverbal)
!)a.Specific reprise
(LI)
9b.Specific reprise
(L2)
lOa.Uptaking
(Verbal)

10b. Uptaking
(Nonverbal)
11a.Non-understanding
(Verbal)
1lb.Non-understanding
(Nonverbal)
12. Good guessing
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Listener asks lor outright, rendition, rephrasing
or simplification of preceding utterances, using
LI or L2.
Listener asks tor outright repetition, rephrasing
or simplification of preceding utterances, using
kmesics.
Listener asks a question referring to a specific
word, term or fragment that was not understood
in the previous utterances, using LI.
Listener asks a question referring to a specific
word, term or fragment that was not understood
in the previous utterances, using L2.
Listener uses vedial signals to the interlocutor to
continue, signaling that he or she understands
using LI or L2. This includes minimum
responses such as “Uh-huh”.
Listener uses non-verbal signals to the
interlocutor to continue, signaling that he or she
understands.
Listener uses verbal signals to inform the
interlocutor that he or she does not understand.
Listener uses nonverbal signals to the
interlocutor that he or she does not understand
Listener uses whole contextual cues or
test-wiseness to reach the correct answer.
Incidental understanding is included.

Social/Affective Strategies^ involve affective control to assist a listening t ask and
self-encouragement for further listening.
Reducing anxiety by using mental techniques
13. Self talk
that make one feel competent to complete
listening tasks.
Listener uses uptaking signals or noncommittal
Id. Faking
responses in order to avoid seeking clarification.
Providing personal motivation by arranging
15. Self-reinforcement,
rewards for oneself when listening
comprehension is successfid.

The frequency of listening strategies used by individual participants in three tasks
(A, B, and C) was counted (Table 5.2). A total of 251 strategies from six participants
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was identified. The use of particular strategies which led to misinterpretation was
also counted in order to yield a detailed description of the results.
Table 5.2: listening strategies (frequency) [Number in parenthesis indicates
misinterpretation] (Males: Kota, dun. Yuji, Females: Mild, Era, Risa)______ ______
Risa Total.
Kota Jun Yuji Mik. Eri
Strategies
1.Advance organizer

Metacognitive Strategies
Identified throughout all the tasks in all subjects

Identified t hroughout Task C in all subjects
2,Selective attention
2
1
1
5
12(5%)
0
3
3a.Comprehension monitoring(Ll)
0
0
15(6%)
7
Sb.Comprehension monitoring
0
5
3
(Nonverbal)
Cognitive Strategies
1
15(6%)
6(4) 4(2) 0
3(3) 1
4a.Linguistic inferencing
3(1%)
2
0
0
1
0
0
4b.Paralinguistic inferencing
1
1
14(6%)
1
0
6
4c.Kinesic inferencing
5
Identified throughout Task A & B in all subjects.
4d.Extralinguistic inferencing
2
0
8(3%)
0
1
2
4e.Between parts inferencing
3
2(2) 0
6(2%)
2(2)
5a. Personal elaboration
1(1) 1(1) 0
0
2(2) 0
5(2%)
5b.World elaboration
9
3(3) 0
1
9(4%)
0
6
2
0
0
6. Recalling
1
0
0
0
3(1%)
1
1
T.Transfer
4
19(8%)
1
0
7
7
0
8a.Global reprise (Verbal)
1
2
6(2%)
1
2
0
0
Bb.Global reprise (Nonverbal)
2
15(6%)
1
2
1
6
3
9a.Specific reprise (Ll)
4
31(12%)
2
18
2
0
5
9b.Specific reprise (L2)
2
7(1) 0
11(6) 5(1) 25(10%)
0
lOa.Uiitaking (Verbal)
0
5
8(3%)
2
0
1(1) 0
lOb.Uptaking (Nonverbal)
12(5%)
0
5
3
1
0
3
1la.Non-understanding(Verbal)
32(13%)
2
0
17
6
4
1lb.Non-understanding(Nonverbal)
3
6(2%)
1
0
5(1) 0
0
0
12.Good guessing
Soeial/affective strategies
0
0
1
0
0
0
1(1%)
13.Self talk
M.Faking

Si2's strategy use was not counted.

15.Self-reinforcement

2

1

1

0

2

1

7(2%)

Total (frequency)

39

42

17

44

62

46

251
(100%)
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Care was taken to avoid confusion caused by including a strategy into two different
categories. However, a sequence of behaviors was sometimes counted in different
categories, (e.g., verbalization of non-understanding, "I don't know.", accompanied by
shaking head was counted separately as Verbal non-understanding’ and ‘nonverbal
non-understanding).

Additionally, uncountable strategies such as advance

organizer, selective attention and extralinguistic inference, which frequently took
place throughout the tasks, were not counted.

The overall view of the numerical data in Table 5.2 shows that female students used
a larger number of strategies than male students (males! N=98, females! N=152).
This result is consistent with the results of the previous studies (Oxford & Nykos,
1989! Kang, 1997). Moreover, female students used a greater variety of strategies
than male students.

Most listeners used fewer metacognitive strategies than

cognitive strategies, which echoes the results of other studies (Chamot & Kupper,
1989! Bacon, 1992b! Vandergnft, 1996! Kang, 1997).

Representative examples and extreme examples are explained separately in the
following sections and the reasons for classification of each category are frilly
discussed below.

5.2.1 Advance Organizer [Adapted from OMalley and Chamot (1990), Vandergrift
(1996, 1997a)]

Advance organizer refers to clarifying the objectives of an anticipated listening task
and proposing strategies for handling it. In all of the tasks (A, B, and C), the
participants made use of advance organizer strategy.

For Task A and B, the

participants were made aware of the objectives to complete the stories by choosing
the felt-made pictures relevant to what had been said or to solve the problems which
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arose in the stories. The objective of Task C was for the participants to selectively
attend to the information which was relevant to the shopping appointment. During
the practice of note-taking for Task C, the strategy of selective attention was
suggested to the participants. Accordingly, the participants used selective attention
strategy as explained below.

5.2.2 Selective attention [adapted from O’Malley and Chamot (1990), Vandergiift
(1996, 1997a)]

Selective attention refers to deciding in advance to attend to specific aspects of the
listening task, ignoring irrelevant distractors and maintaining attention while
listening. The participants selected the information “in terms of what they find
most interesting, important, or comprehensible” (Anderson and Lynch, 1988, p .ll)
and maintained their attention while listening. This strategy was used by the all
the participants only in Task C. The participants were provided in advance with
the directions to focus on the key information. During the note-taking practice, it
was found that several participants translated into Japanese the entire amount of
information given by the native speaker.

Accordingly, the participants were

expected to focus only on the relevant information and to ignore irrelevant
distractors.

For example, the listeners retrieved selected information from the

explanation of the shopping appointment and wrote this down in Japanese as shown
in Example 30.
Example 30 (translation in Enghsh is in parenthesis)
(Jun’s notes)
NIKE ®->a—X (NIKE shoes)
i t T r © S / > ( J a s c o in Chatan or San-Ain Nago)
5131 7 [fr 0 BIB(Sunday, May, 17th)
6,750 [J (6,750 Yen)
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5.2.3 Comprehension monitoring (FI) [adapted from O’Malley and Chamot (1990),
Van dergrift (1996, 1997a)]

Comprehension monitoring (Ll) refers to checking, verifying or correcting one’s
understanding at the local level using Ll.

The participants checked their

understanding of the preceding utterances at the local (word or phrase) level and
verbalized in Japanese to check whether their comprehension was correct hr order to
proceed to the following sub-tasks.

Evaluation’ (O’Malley & Chamot, 1990,

Vandergrift, 1996, 1997a) is included in this category because a sequence of
monitoring contains checking, then evaluating, and correcting.

All of the

participants, except Yuji, employed this strategy using their L l (Japanese).
Self-monitoring carried out by the participants during the listening tasks included
expression of uncertainty about then understanding {Risa) and verbalizing during
checking the objects to be selected {Kota, Jun, Eri, Mild).

There was no

comprehension monitoring in English (L2) presumably because a lack of L2
proficiency made it difficult for the students to self-monitor in an L2. Example 31
indicates that Risa, the high level student, attended to the discourse topic following
the storyline, while Kota, the lowest level student monitored his comprehension by
paying selective attention to the preceding utterances (Example 32).
Example 31 (Extract from Risa’s Task A transcript: sub-task 10)
24 N: [Long pause] The dog takes your bag and rams away with your bag.. .with your
bag. [N makes a gesture o f‘taking the bag and running away.’]
25 Risa:
(It ran, didn’t it?)
26 N: It rains off of the beach.
Example 32 (Extract from Kota’s Task B transcript: sub-task 10)
058 N: Where is your mailbox? Where is your letter box or your postbox?
059 Kota: Post...post...[Kota is looking for something.] V tl (This?) {Kota spots the
mailbox outside the board.)
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5.2.4 Comprehension monitoring (nonverbal) [adapted from O'Malley and Chamot
(1990), Van dergrift (1996, 1997a)]

Comprehension monitoring (nonverbal) refers to checking, verifying or correcting
one's understanding at the local level using a nonverbal method. The nonverbal
approach to monitoiing comprehension was used by three participants {Kota, Miki,
Jiui). Low level students CMiki, Kota) frequently employed this nonverbal strategy
to check their understanding of what had been said (value is 7 for Kota, 5 for Miki).
For Task A and Task B, low level students were more likely to check their
understanding by moving the concrete objects selected in order to ensure that their
interpretation was appropriate. However, Task C did not include any nonverbal
comprehension monitoiing, presumably because there were no referents to be
selected, as in the felt-made pictures in Task A and B.

This suggests that

employment of this strategy depends on task type. Example 33 reveals that Kota
touched the picture to be selected and examined the native speaker’s face. The
native speaker reinforced Kota s action by nodding.
Example 33 (Extract from Kota’s Task A transcript: sub-task 4)
005 N: You are wearing sunglasses. You are wearing sunglasses.
006 N: {Kota touches girTs sunglasses, then puts other sunglasses on the face of the
boy. Kota is examining N’s face and N nods slightly.) OK.

5.2.5

Linguistic inferendng [adapted from OMalley and Chamot (1990),
Vandergiift (1996, 1997a)]

Linguistic inferendng refers to using a known word(s) in an utterance in order to
guess the meaning of an unknown word(s).

The analysis of stimulated recall

revealed that most of the partiripants, except Yuji, adopted this strategy, although
obseived interaction did not reveal the internal processes of listeners, such as
inferendng. The data indicated that Yuji, a student with the highest profidency did
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not appear to retrieve a known word(s) from LTM to construct the meaning of an
unknown word(s) because he, for the most part, mi del'stood the literal meaning of
what had been said. Interestingly, linguistic inference strategies used by these
participants occasionally led to wrong interpretations of the unknown word (s). For
example, Kota made four wrong inferences out of six! J im two out of four; and Miki,
all of three. Example 34 accounts for a misinterpretation which M iki made, based
on a known word.
Example 34 (Extract fr om Miki’s Task B stimulated recall transcript)
058 Miki:
(There was a letter inside
the mailbox. So I thought I would look inside.)
059 R- J o LX J o H o Tz<D0 (Why did you think so?)
060 Miki: l o o k
0 (Because he said, ‘look”.)
0G1R: $>—s l o o k f o r
XM 1 o okEllDCIx.ic^?)^ tfX
(Oh, he said, ‘look for”. [Actually N said “Look for the letter in the postbox.”]
But you heai'd “look”. So you thought you would look into the mailbox.)
[M iki didn’t know the meaning of‘look for”.]

5.2.6

Paralinguistic inferendng [adapted from OMalley and Chamot (1996),
Vandergrift (1996, 1997a)]

Paralinguistic inferencing refers to using tone of voice and/or paralinguistics such as
stress and intonation to guess the unknown preceding utterances. Paralinguistic
inferencing took place when the participants utilized the stressed words to infer
what had not been understood.

Kota and M iki adopted this strategy. Although

the repeated key words, which were numerously observed throughout the tasks,
may have held some degree of stress, they were not included, as these phonological
features were hardly recognizable (see also Section 3.5.2). Example 35 illustrates
how A/Zk/induced meaning from the word stressed by the native speaker.
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Example 35 (Extract from Miki's Task B transcript: sub-t ask 5)
018 N: You shake hands with one of the babies. (N makes a gesture of holding hands'
with his hands. M ikihas two babies hold hand in hand.)
019 N : You shake hands. (Italics indicates stressed word)
020 Miki: You?
021 N : You shake hands with one of the babies. {Miki touches the girl [you].) You
shake the hand. (And then she places one baby on the arm of the g irl)
022 N: OK.
5.2.7 Kinesic inferendng [adapted from O'Malley and Chamot (1990), Vandergiift
(1996, 1997a)]

Kinesic inferencing refers to using facial expressions, body language, and hand
movements to guess the unknown preceding utterances. Nonverbal cues provided
by the speaker were used to guess the meaning of what had been said. Nonverbal
cues included gaze direction, hand movement, pointing at the referent, imitation of
human or animal movement and movement of the speaker’s mouth. This strategy
was identified among most of the participants, except for Yuji.

Low level

participants {Miki and Kota) specifically relied on nonverbal signals to construct
reasonable meaning (frequency! five for Kota, six for Miki) because there was a gap
between their- L2 knowledge and what had been said during the tasks. Only one
kinesic inference strategy was identified in Task C. This indicates that the speaker
used a lesser quantity of nonverbal cues in Task C. Example 36 shows how M iki
understood the meaning of a bird from the gesture of the native speaker.
Example 36 (Extract from Miki’s Task B stimulated recall transcript: sub-task 2)
018 Miki:
E Y fro A0 (I didn’t know the meaning of the word.)
019 R: [Miki chooses the bird.]
EA LT Cl C tfritfb i'o /iC O o (How did you know the answer here?)
020 Miki: M
&
i / M T tz0
(I knew the answer by looking at his gesture of flying)
021 R: L-’fN b i r dtDMkiMDfrhtkfrMzo (Then, you didn’t know the meaning of
bird?)
022 Miki: fcrfrbtgfrM zo (No, I didn’t.)
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Extralinguistic inferencing [adapted from O'Malley and Chamot (1990),
Van dergrifi(1996, 1997a)]

Extralinguistic inferencing refers to using contextual cues and concrete situational
referents to guess the unknown preceding utterances.

Here ‘extralinguistic’

(Krashen, 1982) does not refer to general nonverbal and contextual information.
These aspects were more precisely divided in other categories (e.g., kinesic inference,
world elaboration).

Concrete referents, as in the felt-made pictures in Tasks A and

B, were conducive to inferring what was not understood.

Visual aids such as

felt-made pictures were not present, however in Task C. It was assumed that a lack
of concrete referents increased the difficulty of Task C. The comment made by M iki
suggests that felt-made pictures in Tasks A and B contributed to understanding of
the tasks.

Example 37 (Extract from Miki’s comment hr Type 2 questionnaire)
tin b fcvmmmt l^ t i
tz0
(I felt it was easy to understand unknown words by using the [felt-made]
pictures.)

5.2.9

Between parts inferencing [adapted from O’Malley and Chamot (1996),
Vandergiift (1996, 1997a)]

Between parts inferencing refers to using information beyond the local sentential
level to guess at the meaning.

The utterances were understood in the whole

discourse beyond the microscopic sentence level.

Between parts hrferencing is

identical to ‘co-text’, in which listeners connect what has already been said
Previously with what is being said now (Brown & Yule, 1983). In this study, the
Participants inferred what followed in relation to what had already been said.

In

Example 38, Jim made the wrong interpretation reflecting on the previous topic of
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shopping.

Example 38 (Extract from Ju n ’s Task C stimulated recall transcript)
(Following the topic of shopping)
020 R: Then what did you think you heard?
021 Jum I thought I bought six clocks.
022 N- "I said, ‘six o’clock’."
5.2.10 Personal elaboration [adapted from O'Malley and Chamot (1990), Vandergrift
(1996, 1997a)]

Personal elaboration refers to elaborating utterances on the basis of one’s
experiences and applying this to the context referred to.

The participants

elaborated on the spoken information based on their1own experiences or beliefs in
the way it made sense to them. Elaboration strategies include prior knowledge
outside of the text or the context, while inferencing strategies include the
information within the text or the context. In this study all of the participants’
elaboration led to false interpretation of what had been said. Likewise, Example 39
shows that Jun interpreted the story based on his belief about how he thought he
would probably act if he were in the situation being referred to.

Example 39 (Extract from Ju n ’s Task A stimulated recall transcript: sub-task 9)
035 Jun:

o tJ ^ T z o
Tfr, bWfcfr-Dfzfr
??A <h® s t o (Naonri told me to swim. And she asked me if I
would swim with her. But I couldn’t swim, so I thought I needed this
[float]).
036 R: LA
VA©TAfTAAV'')c©o (Jun moves the boy under the
parasol.) Why were you taking a rest under the parasol at that time?
037 Jun:
L OiJAv
t
lJz> tzf),bo (Because I couldn't swim, I thought I would take a rest under the
parasol rather than go to the sea if I were in the situation.)
C C l t l ft
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World elaboration [adapted from O'Malley and Chamot (1996), Vandergrift
(1996, 1997a)]

World elaboration refers to elaborating the utterances using the world knowledge
and applying it to the context referred to. World elaboration was used to predict the
outcomes or an unknown word(s) on the basis of world knowledge.

World

elaboration is concerned with world knowiedge, whereas personal elaboration
connects wfrat. is spoken with personal matters.

As with personal elaboration,

stimulated recall revealed that the participants’ elaboration based on world
knowiedge led to misinterpretation of the stoiy. All of the participants constructed
false meaning out of their- own world knowledge,

hr Example 40, Eri interpreted

the story based on her knowledge about the world.
Example 40 (Extract from Eri’s Task A stimulated recall transcript: sub-task 5)
012 Eri:

^ T z^ tzo Vfr. "walking”

(I was going to bring the flying bird. But he
said “walking'’, so I found another bird left. So I chose the other bird.)
(Pause)
013 Eri:
< © iiB ie Ll i FILlo tz0 (I felt that it was strange for the bird to walk.)
014R: E o
(Why did you feel it was strange?)
015 Eri:
bi'TOViU T <
mean in
Okinawa we often see flying birds, but we don’t see walking birds that
often.)

5.2.12 Recalling [new category]

Recalling refers to repeating or mumbling the preceding utterance(s) to reconstruct
meaningful interpretation. The participants attempted to recall by mumbling what
was previously spoken. Mumbling was an attempt to “organize into meaningful
units the sounds which entered the echoic memory” (Underwood, 1989, p.2).
Mumbling appeared to be conducive to the understanding of how listeners construct
reasonable meaning out of sounds. However, for technical reasons the voices of the
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Risa especially employed the

strategy of mumbling with high frequency (N=6). Employment of this strategy may
depend on individual learning style, although this assumption was not confirmed hi
this study.

5.2.13 Transfer [adapted from O'Malley and Chamot (1990), Vandergrift (1996,
1997a)]

Transfer refers to using knowledge of one language (e.g., cognates) to facilitate
listening in another language. The knowledge gained from Japanese was utilized
to comprehend what had been said hi English. When there were phonological
cognates (e.g., borrowed words from English) between LI and L2, the participants
were likely to induce equivalent meaning of L2 from the knowledge of a borrowed
word in the LI. For example, both Kota and Jim inferred the meaning of the
postbox from “post” (Japanese), a borrowed word from English which was
phonologically similar and held the same meaning (Example 41).
Example 40 (Extract from Kota’s Task B transcript: sub-task 10)
058 N: Where is your mailbox? Where is your letter box or your postbox?
059 Kota: Post...post.. .(Kota is looking for something.) Z ti (This?) (Kota spots the
mailbox outside the board.)
060 N: And you find under the postbox a letter. (Kota chooses a letter.) (N nods.)

5.2.14

Global reprise (verbal) [adapted from Rost and Ross (1991)]

Global reprise (verbal) refers to asking for outright repetition, rephrasing or
simplification of preceding utterance, using L l or L2.

The requests for overall

repetition of the preceding utterances took place when there was a gap between
current comprehension and the spoken language. Numerical data for this strategy
indicate that 17 out of a total of 19 strategy uses were identified exclusively in Task
C. This evidence suggests that Task C was relatively incomprehensible for the
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participants, due to task type difference. Additional numerical evidence is that
Kota and M iki. low level students, did not employ this strategy, but they instead
employed a nonverbal, non-understanding strategy, which was “socially less risky”
(Rost and Ross, 1991) to avoid facing embarrassment,. Global reprise identified in
the LI numbered just two cases, probably because the native speaker did not
understand Japanese. Thus, a distinction between LI and L2 was not exphritly
made. The participants mahily said “one more”, in Enghsh to request repetition
(Example 42).

Example 42 (Extract from Yuji's Task C transcript)
019 N- And if you see shoes you like, maybe you should bring 6,750 (six thousand five
hundred and fifty) Yen.
020 YujL One more.
021 N : 6,750 Yen. ( Yujiwrites down the mformation.)
5.2.15

Global reprise (nonverbal) [adapted from Rost and Ross (1991)]

Global reprise (non-verbal) refers to asking for outright repetition, rephrasing or
simplification of preceding utterance, using kinesics. The participants used global
reprise strategy mainly by sticking out their index finger, indicating that the speaker
was requested to repeat what was previously said (Example 43). This nonverbal
strategy may be a hand gesture characteristic of Japanese learners. Interestingly, a
Papua New Guinean colleague of the researcher misinterpreted the same gesture as
a sign of understanding. Another Sri Lankan colleague took it to mean, “I don't
agree with you.” The native speaker who had lived in Japan for five months up to
this study may have been familiar with the Japanese hand gestures.

Total

frequency of strategy use was just six, and all of them were identified in Task C.
Example 43 (Extract from Kota's Task C transcript)
015 N: You can ask two or three of your friends to come with us.
016 N- (Kota thinks and then sticks out his index finger.) Once more? You can ask
two or three friends to come with us.
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5.2.16

Specific reprise (Ll) [adapted from Vandergrift (1997b)]

Specific reprise (Ll) refers to asking a question which refers to a specific word, term
or fragment that was not understood in the previous utterance, using the Ll.

The

participants gave selective attention to particular’ preceding known word(s) or
phrase(s) and then repeated the same word(s) or asked questions with regard to the
particular word(s) or phrase. It was difficult to distinguish between repetition of
specific word(s) and questions about specific word(s). Thus, these two types of
reprises were combined into one category. Frequency difference of this strategy use
between L l and L2 was distinct as well.

The numerical comparison of global

strategy use and specific strategy use shows that the participants used more specific
strategies (N=46) than global strategies (N=25). This tendency may have caused “a
loss of a broader orientation to the discourse topic” (Rost & Ross, 1991, p.263). The
preceding word(s) was for the most part directly translated into Japanese.

This

type of strategy was not included in “Translation”, as found in O’Malley and Chamot
(1990) and Vandergrift (1996,1997a), since the participants attempted to give
selective attention to a specific word(s) and repeat the word(s), rather than merely
translate the specific word(s). Specific reprise in the L l was employed by most of
the participants, except for Yuji. Example 44 shows how Jim repeated the specific
word spoken in the preceding utterances.
Example 44 (Extract from Ju n ’s Task B transcript: sub-task l)
006 N: You see the picture of the red sofa on the door. [N makes a gesture of‘showing
something is hanging on the door’.]
007 Jum
(Picture?)

5.2.17

Specific reprise (L2) [adapted from Vandergrift (1997b)]

Specific reprise (L2) refers to asking a question referring to a specific word, term or
fragment that was not understood in the previous utterance, using L2.

The
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participants were more likely to repeat or 'echo' (Hatch. 1978) the specific known
word(s) or ask questions regarding the specific word in the preceding utterances.
They repeated higher-frequency content words such as norms and verbs (Buck, 2001,
p.17). This evidence is congruent with the finding of Kang's (1997) study about
Korean middle school students (7th grade to 9th grade) which reported that they
often used familiar words in TV commercials as vocabulary cues. Vasseur et al.
(1996, p.75) note that a reprise is for a listener “air efficient way of reconstructing,
piece by piece...by guiding his interlocutors to those items which are a problem.-’
Yuji did not employ this strategy, while the rest of the participants to a varying
degree did use the strategy. Frequency (N=18) of E ris specific strategy use (L2)
exceeded that of the other participants. This extreme value may be due to her own
learning style, although this study did not identify its causal relationship. Some of
E ris strategy uses were not explicitly discernible from faking’(Table 5. l). Observed
interaction and stimulated recall did not reveal whether E ris frequent repetition of
the preceding word indicated her understanding or whether she just pretended to
comprehend what had been said. Alternatively, her reprise may have played the
role o f‘comprehension check’ or an indication o f‘non-understanding’ (Vasseur et al.,
1996, pp.83-88). Most of the participants repeated or queried in English a single
preceding word, irrespective of L2 proficiency difference as in Exampfe 45.

Example 45 (Extract from Eri’s Task A transcript- sub-task 10)
042 N: The dog takes your bag in its mouth. (N makes a gesture of “biting the bag ”.)
043 Eri: Mouth?
044 N : M outh.. .in its mouth and runs away. It runs with your bag.

5.2.18

Uptaking (verbal) [adapted from Vandergrift (1997b)]

Uptaking (verbal) refers to using verbal signals to the interlocutor to indicate that he
or she understands the utterances, using L l or L2 and includes minimum responses
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The participants provided the native speaker with verbal

‘continuous signals' (Rost and Ross, 1991) as backchannelhng cues to indicate that
the listeners understood what had been said so that the speaker could proceed to the
next utterance. This strategy mduded “O.K.” (approximately 50%), “Uh-huh” (LI
& L2), “Oh, yeah" (L2), and answers for the which-question (sub-task 6 in Tasks A &
B).

Kota and M iki. low level participants, did not adopt this strategy at all. Unlike

both of them, Yuji, who had the least strategy use, employed uptaking strategy with
relatively high frequency (N=G).

E ri’s frequency (N=ll) of strategy use was far

greater than the others. Interestingly, 6 out of 11 of E ri’s strategy uses were foimd
to be just an indication that the speaker could continue to speak, even though she
did not understand what had been said. Almost half of the uptaking took place in
Task C. This may be because Task C, with few contextual dues, required the
listeners to provide the speaker with more uptaking cues, while in Tasks A and B,
placing the felt-made pictures in the proper places suggested that the speaker could
move on to the next sub-tasks, hi Example 46, E ri provided an uptaking signal
even though she did not understand what had been said.
Example 46 (Extract from E iis Task A transcript: sub task 9)
026 N: You want to go swimming.
027 Eli: Uh-huh. (English)
028 N: But you can’t swim.
029 Eli: (E richooses the dog.) Dog’s...play. (AWis expected to choose the float.)
030 N: But your friend, Ken says, “Oh, come swimming.. .come swimming.”

5.2.19

U ptaking (nonverbal) [adapted from Vandergiift (1997b)]

Uptaking (nonverbal) refers to using non-verbal signals to the interlocutor to
indicate that he or she understands. Only nodding was observed as a listeners
nonverbal, uptaking signal.

For the same reason as above, in Task C the

partidpants constantly needed to indicate to the interlocutor by nodding that they
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understood the utterances (frequency in Task C was 6 from a total of 8). K isas
responses with nodding were far beyond the others in number (N=5). This may be
because her nervousness, found in the followup interview, made her overreact to the
speaker. Similarly, Kota and M iki’ low level students, did not use uptaking strategy.
This may be because the listeners with less confidence in their L2 ability did not
attempt to indicate understanding. Furthermore, ‘maintaining eye contact,’ which
has been shown to indicate understanding (Rost, 1994) mainly in Western cultures,
was not frequently observed hr this sample group.

5.2.20 N on-understanding (verbal) [new category]

Non-understanding (verbal) refers to using verbal signals to the interlocutor to
indicate that he or she does not understand. The utterances of non-understanding
were expressed mostly in the Ll, except for “No” in English (frequency 2) uttered by
Eri. No previous empirical study has included this strategy use hr the typology of
listening strategies, presumably because non-understanding has been considered to
be an ineffective strategy, following the tradition of SLA research which has pursued
effective learning strategies to facilitate L2 acquisition (e.g., Rubin, 1975). This
study, however, considers that a non-understanding strategy is an effective cue to
indicate to the interlocutor that there exists a gap in understanding to be filled.
Interestingly, none of the male students revealed their non-understanding verbally.
The female participants were more likely to say hr Japanese, “I don’t know”, “Huh?”,
“Umm”. These verbal signals were often accompanied by kinesics such as shaking
the head, a puzzled face, waving the hand, and a request for repetition with a finger.
As shown in Example 47, E ri revealed her non-understanding accompanied by the
gesture.
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Example 47 (Extract from Eli's Task A transcnpt: sub-task 10)
056 N: It m ns away from the beach. It runs off of the beach. (N repeats the gesture
of ‘running away’.)
057 N: Away.
058 Eli: (E h is holding the dog and places the dog further away from the bag.) (E h
shows a gesture of non-understanding with her hand.) No, no. (English)
5.2.21

Non-understanding (nonverbal) [new category]

Non-understanding Gionverbal) refers to using nonverbal signals to the interlocutor
to indicate that he or she does not understand.

Nonverbal signs of

non-understanding employed by the participants included shaking the head, waving
the hand, thinking, a long pause, imitating the speakers gesture, and moving
irrelevant referents. Most of the participants except Yuji employed this strategy.
Frequency of M iki’s strategy use was especially prominent (N=17).

The

characteristic feature of M iki’s non-understanding ldnesics was mainly implicit
gestures such as silence, a confused look and thinking, often without being
accompanied by overt gestures (Example 48). In other words, M ikiused “wait and
see strategy” (Bremer et al., 1996) until time and developments in the interaction
gave further dues to meaning. Another possible explanation would be that Asian
students are generally reluctant to challenge teachers (Wu, 1993). Unlike M iki, E h
and Jun used exphdt gestures, such as shaking their heads and waving their hands.
Due to his nervousness at the outset of the first task (Task B), Kota revealed his
non-understanding by moving irrelevant objects.

Example 48 (Extract from Mild’s Task A transcript: sub-task B)
027 N: (M ikiis thinking.) Which do you want to do? Listen to the radio or play with
the babies?
028 (M ikiim itates N’s gesture and is thinking.) Play? (She says less confidently.)
5.2.22

Good guessing [adapted from Rubin (1975)]

Good guessing refers to using whole contextual cues or test-wiseness to reach the
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hi this study, this strategy was concerned with test wiseness, good

judgment and incidental understanding which was sometimes not related to the
preceding utterance. For example, for the problem solution in both Task A and
Task B, K//7found the solutions before the directions for problem solution were given
(Example 49). In Task A despite Yuji’s misunderstanding, he incidentally gained
the correct answer by making the most use of all the contextual cues and test
wiseness.

Yuji’s characteristics are consistent with the good guesser’ as a good

learner, found in Rubin’s study (1975). Another example was that in Task B, E li
incidentally found the letter in the problem-solving sulrta.sk. irrespective of her
non-understanding.
Example 49 (Extract from Yuji’s Task A transcript: sub-task 9)
013 N: Naomi says, “Let’s go swimming.’’ But you say, “I can’t swim.” ( kfr/Yhas the
boy wear the float. Yujiresponded in advance, as the directions requested.
So a sheet of paper with the directions was not given to hnn.)
(Extract from Yuji’s Task A stimulated recall; sub-task 9)
028 R: “I didn’t give him a sheet of paper [with directions].” He chose the float
before receiving the paper. [The directions request him to have the boy wear
the float.]
029 N: “OK.”
030 R: LCT'EA LX <f- ( W h y
did you choose the float here?)
031 Yuji: giRLVkHfel
(Since he said I couldn’t swim, I thought I needed the float.)

5.2.23

Self talk [adapted from O’Malley and Chamot (1990)]

Self talk refers to reducing anxiety by using mental techniques that make one feel
competent to complete listening tasks. Risa verbalized her emotional status and
attempted to avert negative aspects in order to comprehend what had been said
(Example 50). Likewise, Risa talked to herself in a ‘comprehension monitoring
strategy’. This characteristic feature of her behavior may be due to her cautious
personality.
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Example 50 (Extract from Risa's Task C transcript)
021 N: From the top? From the top? [N makes a gesture of top'.] From the
beginning?
022 Risa: fo—fibbtiW ik LTl
(Oh no. I am nervous.) Once more. [Risa sticks out
her index finger.]

5.2.24

Faking [adapted from Vandergrift (1997b)]

Faking refers to using uptaking signals or noncommittal responses in order to avoid
seeking clarification.

S12, the lowest level student hi the entire population,

frequently pretended to understand what had been said by quietly moving the
wrong objects, which were not referred to, so that she remained polite and did not
challenge the speaker. Her comments in the questionnaire after the task revealed
that she wanted to finish the task as soon as possible.

She attempted to get

through the task by hiding her non-understanding. Accordingly, she expected the
contextual cues and any nonverbal clues to assist in her comprehension.

5.2.25

Self-reinforcement_[adapted from Oxford (1990)]

Self-reinforcement refers to providing personal motivation by arranging rewards
for oneself when listening comprehension is successfully completed.

The

participants gave themselves positive evaluation for then- performance and
encouraged themselves to continue the task. All of the participants except M iki
used the self-reinforcement strategy with low frequency (mostly one or two). This
strategy, which was initially classified as evaluation was reclassified as
self-reinforcement because the participants who showed most concerns about their
performance revealed a great delight when they made the correct interpretation.
This strategy was associated more with affective aspects than evaluative aspects.
The strategy use associated more with evaluation was included in comprehension
monitoring, hr Example 51, Kota verbalized in Japanese his self-reinforcement for
his understanding.
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Example 51 (Extract from Kota’s Task B transcript: sub task 2)
021 Kota: In the window? [Kota holds the bml again and is thinking.]
022 N: Where is the window? Which one is the window?
023 Kota: Z tltz (Oh, this is it!) [Kota places the bml in the window]
5.2.26

Summary

This section illuminates some unique findings which are different from previous
studies or similar findings which echo the previous findings. The highest level
student ( Yuji) appeared to use the fewest strategies (N=17). This finding is different
from other studies (Murphy, 1985: Vandergiift, 1996, 1997a) which reported that
good learners used a larger number of strategies. This is because the highest level
student comprehended for the most paid the literal meaning of the utterances, thus
unconscious strategy use was not available. Some studies (e.g., Vandergiift, 1997a)
reported a variety of strategies beyond the language tasks.

Consequently the

students with high L2 proficiency demonstrated a larger number of strategies. As
mentioned before, in this study only the strategies obseived or reported during the
listening tasks were included.

Therefore, a limited number of strategies were

uncovered, and the data showed mixed results. The students at intermediate level
used the largest number of strategies within each gender (E rl N=62: Jun, N—12).
It was assumed that personal background and learning style may have affected the
quantity of strategies, although this study did not identify a causal relationship.

Listening strategies found in this study were more comprehensive and exhaustive
than the previous studies.
in this study.

“(Recalling” and “non-understanding” were new findings

Listening strategies adopted by good listeners as well as poor

listeners were included in the inventory of listening strategies, although SLA studies
have traditionally attempted to uncover listening strategies employed exclusively by
good listeners. Moreover, this study divided a categoiy into nonverbal and verbal,
or L l and L2 when there was a distinct difference between these aspects, which
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other studies have not differentiated. Furthermore, the strategies which were not
associated with listening behaviors were eliminated to make a distinction between
this study and other studies (Vandergiift, 1996,1997ai Kang, 1997) which attempted
to apply learning strategies directly to listening strategies.

Another interesting finding was that some of the strategies used led to
misinterpretation. For example, all of the personal and world elaboration strategy
uses resulted in misinterpretation. About half of the linguistic inferendng strategy
uses were shown to be misunderstanding as well.

At the individual level,

approximately half of the uptaking (verbal) used by E ri was found to be
misunderstanding. As Rubin (1994) and O'Malley et al. (1989) argue, this may be
accounted

for

by

the

assumption

that

the

participants

abandoned

bottom-up-processing and relied solely on top-down processing (schema). That is,
they did not use bottom-up processing and top-down processing effectively. On the
other hand, Yuji misinterpreted an utterance once, but managed to complete the
task. Accordingly, Yuji’s inference was classified as ‘good guessing’.

There were some distinct features of listening strategies identified according to
language proficiency and individual difference. Low level students {Kota, M iki)
were more likely to employ nonverbal strategies such as comprehension monitoring
(nonverbal), non-understanding (nonverbal) and kinesic inferencing.

High level

students ( Yuji, Risa) tended to use uptaking (verbal) strategies to show
understanding to the speaker.

Furthermore, distinctive features of listening

strategies characteristic of individual listeners were also identifiable.

In fact,

listening strategies use may be accounted for by the idiosyncrasies of individual
students. For example, E ri used numerous uptaking strategies (N=ll) and specific
reprise (L2) strategies (N=18), while M iki adopted a great deal of nonverbal
non-understanding strategies (N=17). Good guessing used by Yuji (N=5) exceeded
that of the other participants. Moreover, there were specific strategy uses which
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were used bv particular students (e.g., faking by S i 2, self-talk by Risa). These
idiosyncratic strategy uses may be explained better by learning style, intelligence,
affective factors and personal background.

However, frequency of listening

strategies may not necessarily mean that a given strategy use was characteristic of a
particular participant,

“Repeated use of a strategy may just be a sign that the

learner is continuing to use a given strategy unsuccessfully" (Cohen, 1998, p. 148).
5.3 EFFECTS OF SPEAKER’S SPEECH MODIFICATIONS AND NONVERBAL
CUES ON LISENING COMPREHENSION
In this study, verbal and nonverbal cues provided by the native speaker were central
to the enhancement of listening comprehension when there was a gap between the
listener’s current understanding of the utterance and what had been said.

This

study uncovered a great deal of ‘speaker’s cues’, which can be defined as including
speech modifications and nonverbal cues provided by the speaker.

Speech

modifications (Pica, et al„ 1987) included elaboration, repetition, paralinguistic cues,
and simplification.

Pauses and enunciation were not included because the

utterances made by the native speaker in this study generally held the features of
slower clear speech, and long pauses for the students to complete the tasks, that is,
the speech characteristic of foreigner talk (Hatch, 1983) and teacher talk (Chaudron,
1988). Nonverbal cues correspond to speaker’s cues identified in kinesic listening
strategies. Further, confirmation checks, clarification requests, and comprehension
checks found in studies of speech modifications (e.g., Pica et al„ 1987) were not
frequently identifiable in this study, presumably because the participants did not
have sufficient L2 proficiency to understand such modifications.

Speaker’s cues provided by the speaker were only recognizable where there was an
understanding problem in the course of the tasks. Accordingly, a limited number of
speaker’s cues were detected for the high level students, while a great deal of
speaker’s cues had an effect on the comprehension of the low level students. Due to
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the limited number of speaker’s cues identified hi the sample group, the examination
of speaker's cues was extended to the entire population. The listening tasks were
confined to those in which the participants engaged for the first time. First, the
numerical date gamed from the entire population will be examined, and then the
til-depth qualitative analysis of six selected students will be attempted.

This section is concerned with the effects of speech modifications and non-verbal cues
provided by the speaker on listening comprehension. Therefore, when a particular
cue(s) by the speaker contributed to completion of a sub-task, this was recorded.
For example, when the listener completed the sub-task due to the speaker’s kinesics,
it was recorded as KQdnesics), even though other speaker’s cues had been provided
by the speaker before this. It was difficult to identify the single most effective cue
because at times several cues affected listening comprehension simultaneously. For
this reason, several speaker’s cues were sometimes included in the same cell.
However, care was taken to pursue the most effective cue, using the data gained
from listening task observation and stimulated recall. The definition of individual
speaker’s cues is mentioned after the analysis of the numerical data.

A total number of effective speaker’s cues were calculated.

116 out of a total of 190

sub-tasks for 19 students were counted as the units which received some degree of
additional assistance from the speaker verbally or/and nonverbally, as shown in
Table 5.3. 74 sub-tasks (out of 190), on the other hand, were completed with full
understanding of the literal meaning of the utterances. Thus, these sub-tasks did
not contain any additional support from the speaker. The results did not yield
significant difference in t ype1of speaker’s cues according to L2 proficiency. This may
be due in part to homogeneity of the population which comprised the students in the
same grade. It was difficult to compare the effect of speaker’s cues identified among
the participants with high L2 proficiency due to the small value of speaker’s cues.
The types of speaker’s cues which had effects on completion of sub-tasks indicated
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Repetition was found to be the most effective

speaker’s cue for all the participants. Moreover, a close analysis of speaker’s cues
revealed that most of the cues identified in paralinguistic cues' (Brown, 1990) were
repeated content word(s) with phonological stress. Taking into consideration this
evidence, repetition made by the speaker was most crucial for listening
comprehension for the participants in this study. The entire population in this
study can be classified as basic level according to ACTFL (American Council for the
Teaching of Foreign Languages) listening guidelines (1999).

Thus, the evidence

found in this study was consistent with the findings of other studies (Chaudron,
1983a: Pica, Young & Doughty 1987) which reported that repetition had the greatest
effect on listening comprehension for basic level listeners. Kinesics, mostly in the
form of gestures, was the second effective speaker’s cue.
Table 5.3: Distribution of effective speaker's cues according to language proficiency
Language
Effective speaker’s cues
proficiency
Kinesics Repetition Paralinguistics Elaboration Tbtal
Low level
10
17
9
1
37
% (within group)
(46%)
(24%)
(27%)
(3%)
(100%)
Intermediate level
% (within group)

17
(26%)

36
(54%)

8
(12%)

High level
% (within group)

2
(15%)

10
(77%)

1
(8%)

Tbtal
% (within total)

29
(25%)

63
(54%)

18
(16%)

5
(8%)

66
(100%)

0

13
(100%)

(0%)
6
(5%)

116
(100%)

Elaboration, on the other hand, was shown to be least effective for completion of the
listening tasks. This evidence was congruent with the finding of another study
(Derwing, 1989) as well. Junior high school students at basic level may “need to
reach a certain minimum level of proficiency” (Anderson & Lynch, 1988, p.5l) before
they can take advantage of elaboration as redundant information.
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Two tables (Table 5.4 & 5.5) are divided mto Task A and Task B which the
participants engaged in during the first round, because the tasks engaged by the
participants nr the second round had some degree of effect of ‘task familiarity’
(Plough & Gass, 1993) resulting from the tasks in the first round (see also Section
3.7.8.2). The sections divided by two double lines mean that two students for each
task (S3 and Risa (S18) for Task A, and Yuji (Sll) and S17 for Task B) at the top
belong to high level students, eleven students (ST16 for Task A, S2-S19 for Task B)
in the center belong to the intermediate level, and two students for each task (S5 and
S12 for Task A and Kota (S4) and T/zfo'(S14) for Task B) at the bottom belong to the
low level students. This language ability classification was made for this study’s
convenience according to task performance, listening test scores, and the
participants’ English teacher’s advice. Sub-task 11 was not included because the
participants were occasionally assisted by the researcher hr extended free
conversation. The symbols (e.g., U, R, K, P, E) in the tables are explained below.

The explanation and abbreviation of indivrdual cues are exemplified hr the following.
(1) R (Repetition): repetition of the entire preceding sentence(s), or the phrase(s).
Repetition of the word(s) stressed by the speaker is classified as paralinguistics
(2) E (Elaboration): elaboration of the previous utterance without simply repeating
the same preceding utterance.
(3) P (Paralinguistics): the speaker’s phonological stress, intonation, tone.
includes the

repetition

This

of the key word(s) with phonological stress.

Simplification such as a small unit of utterance composing of two or three words
(which were assumed to have some degree of stress), is also included.
(4) K (Kmesics): includes gaze direction, hand movement, pointing at referent,
imitation of human or animal movement, movement of the speaker’s mouth.
(5) U (Understanding): understanding of the literal meaning of the utterances
without additional cues.
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Table 5.4: Task A: Type of effective speaker’s cues for task completion
(e.g., sbF sub-taskl)
(divided by double lines, top: high level, middle: intermediate level, bottom: low level)
sb7 sb8 sb9
sblO
sb5 sb6
^^sjobtask sbl sb2 sb3 sb4
s tu d e n U \
S3
Risa(Sl8)

U

U

u u
R/P u
U u
R u

u
u
u
u
u
u

U

U
U

R
U

R
U

U

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

R
R

U
R

R/K
R/K

K
R
E/K
R u
u
SI
R/K
R
K
U u
u
S6
R
R
R/E
u u
u
S9
K/R
R
E/R
R
u KIR
S10
U R
R/K
R/E
R
u
u U
U U
En(Sl3)
R/K
R
U
R/P
R u
R
U R
S16
E/R
K
R
R/P U
U u
R u
S5
K
K
R
K
u u
R
K R
S12
N B : R: Repetition, P: Paralinguistics, Iv Kinesics, E: Elaboration, U : Understanding

Table 5.5: Task B: Type of effective speaker’s cues (e.g., sbP sub-task l)
(divided by double lines, top: high level, middle: intermediate level, bottom: low level)
sblO
sb6 sb7 sb8 sb9
sb2 sb3 sb4 sb5
"^--subtask sbl
student
U
U
U
R
U
U
U
U
U
Yuji(Sll)
U
u
U
u
U
R
U
U
u
R/P
U
S17
u
U
u
U
K
u
K
K/E/P R
u
S2
R
K
u
U
u
R/K
K/P
R
U
U
Jun(S7)
K
R
R
u
U
R
R
U
K/P
u
S8
R/E/K R/K/P
R
u
u
R/P R
R
U
u
S15
R/K u
R
u
U
R
R
U
R/P
u
S19
R
U
u
u
K/R/P R
K/R/P R/P K/P R
Kota(S4)
R/P
R/K u
u
U
R/P
U
K/R/P R/P U
Miki(Sl4)
NB: R: Repetition, P: Paralinguistics, R: Kinesics, E: Elaboration, U: Understanding

The results shown in Table 5.4 and 5.5 indicate that high level students
demonstrated more U (frill understanding without additional support from the
speaker) than low level students.

Furthermore, the results also indicate that

speaker’s cue type was more closely interrelated with type of sub-task, as well as
type of task, than with L2 proficiency of the listeners. The summary of speaker’s
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cues between sub-tasks and Tasks A or B shows that speaker's cues were more often
related to the distinctive features within the tasks and between the tasks.

For

example, the effective speaking cue in Sub-task 10 of Task A was K(Kinesics) or
R(Repetition), while the most effective speaker’s cue identified in Sub-task 1 of Task
B overall was R (repetition), K (kinesics) and P (paralinguistics). This issue wall be
discussed in more detail below.

5.3.1 Effective speaker’s cues within tasks

As mentioned above, all speaker’s cues found in sub-task 1 of Task B included
paralinguistic cues. This evidence can be accounted for by the characteristics of this
sub task. The baseline description of sub-task 1 in Task B was “There is a picture of
a red sofa on the door”. Firstly, many participants were confused by the choice of
the distractors such as the picture of a boy and the red sofa, which were placed
together with the framed picture of a red sofa. Thus, the native speaker needed to
clarify the differences between them by repeating the utterance. Once this problem
was solved, the listeners faced another problem hi that they had to place the framed
picture of the red sofa in the proper place. Therefore, the speaker stressed the
location by saying 11On the door”, using the gestures. Accordingly, for Sub-task 1,
three effective speaker’s cues, ‘repetition’ (R), ‘kinesics' (K) and ‘p aralinguistics’ (P)
were identified in many participants.

On the other hand, sub-task 6 in Task B was

comprehended, using different speaker’s cues. The baseline stoiy here was “Do you
like to play with babies or listen to the radio?’ Some students had a problem with
understanding the meaning of “or”, so that the native speaker needed to repeat what
was being requested by making a gesture of “comparing the two” with both hands.
Accordingly, R (repetition) and K (kinesics) were coded for this sub-task.

The

comparison of these two sub-tasks suggests that there were different types of
effective speaker’s cues provided by the speaker within the same sub-task.
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Moreover, even at the level of smaller units of discoru-se, the speaker’s cues which
were effective for listening comprehension were identified. At more microscopic
level, the detailed analysis may need to be undertaken. However, this type of study
is beyond the scope of the present study.

5.3.2

Task type, speaker’s cues and listener’s signals

Another summary (Table 5.6) for six case studies participants indicates that
speaker’s cues and listener’s signals (backchannelling cues and reprise) interacted
with each other for increased comprehensibility, and that interactive features of
listening varied according to task type. For example, the speaker provided poorlisteners with a variety of speaker’s cues to assist comprehension, while good
listener’s received less cues from the speaker.

Through the observation of task

performance, it was noted that there were obvious differences in interactive features
between Task A (or B) and Task C (Task A and Task B were considered to be the
same type).

Accordingly speaker’s cues and listener’s signals were counted to

compare Task A (or B) with Task C. Either of Task A or Task B taken by each
participant in the first round was counted because the task (A or B) which was
conducted in the second round yielded a different result due to task familiarity.
Speaker’s cues were counted on the basis of listening task observation.

They

included repetition, gestures, elaboration and paralinguistics.

In order to count listener’s signals’ (Pica, 1991) from among the listening strategies
(Table 5.2), this study differentiated on the basis of researcher’s observation between
listening strategies which directly interacted with speaker’s cues and those which
indirectly interacted with speaker’s cues. However, other studies (e.g., Pica et al.,
1996) did not attempt to specify the type of listener’s responses related to speaker’s
input.

hr this study, non-understanding, global reprise, specific reprise,

comprehension monitoring, uptaking and recalling, winch were considered to
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directly affect speaker’s cues, were included (it was assumed that these strategies
were observable by the speaker, thus affected the speaker's support). Inferencing.
elaboration, transfer, good guessing, self-talk and self-reinforcement which were
considered to indirectly affect speaker’s cues, thus were not accessible to the speaker,
were excluded (it was assumed that these strategies were not observable by the
speaker).
Table 5.6: Distribution of speaker’s cues and listener’s signals accordmg to task type
(letters in parenthesis indicate task type)
Student
mean
E ri
Yuji
Risa
Jun
Speaker/hstener/task
Kota M iki
12(A)
26
55(B) 32(B) 22(B) 33(A) 2(B)
Speaker’s cues
(Task A or Task B)
14(A)
14.3
12 (B) 16(B) 14(B) 27(A) 3(B)
Listener’s signals
(Task A or Task B)
Speaker’s cues
(Task C)
Listener’s signals (Task C)

3

3

8

7

2

9

5.3

2

5

9

16

7

26

10.8

5.3.3 Task type, interaction, language proficiency, and individual differences

In this study the listener and the speaker interacted with each other differently to
increase comprehensibility according to task type. The comparative summary in
Table 5.6 above indicates that there was an obvious difference in frequency of
speaker’s cues and listener’s signals between Task A (or B) and Task C.

For

example, with Kota, a large number of speakers cues (N=55) and listener’s signals
(N=12) were identifiable in Task B while, in Task C, there was a distinct decline hr
frequency of speaker’s cues (N=3) and listeners signals (N=2).

Other students

yielded similar- results. This result is also obvious from a comparison of the means
for speaker’s cues and listener’s signals between Task A (B) and Task C. Mean
speaker’s cues (N=26) and mean listener’s signals (N=14.3) for Task A or B are
considerably greater than their counterparts in Task C (mean speaker’s cue: N=5.3;
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mean listeners signal: N=10.8).
perspectives.
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This result could be explained from two

From the speaker’s perspective, in Task C the listeners did not

provide many backchannelling cues so that the speaker could not monitor their
comprehension, which resulted in a reduced number of speaker' cues, while hi Task
A (or B) the listener’s selection of pictures and contextual cues prompted the speaker
to provide additional verbal and non-verbal listening cues.

From the listener’s

perspective, hi Task C the lack of speaker’s cues discouraged inquiry and requests for
repetition, hi Task A (or B), on the other hand, the speaker’s frequent repetition of
utterances and gestures prompted the listener to provide more backchannelling
cues.

The assumption made above was also confirmed by an e-niad reply from the native
speaker as to the reason why he did not repeat and elaborate the text in Task C. It
showed evidence that the utterances provided by the speaker were prompted by the
students’feedback.
(Researcher’s e-mail)
Through the analysis of the note-taking task, I noticed that you did not repeat
yourself that often. Was it because in normal conversation you don’t repeat
yourself where necessary?
(Sent, 14 March, 2002)

(Native speaker’s e-mail)
In response to your questions
l) I didn't repeat myself and give redundant information because in normal
conversation, you don’t usually repeat yourself. I only repeated myself
when the students asked for the information again. This would be
consistent with normal conversation.
2) I paused in between speaking so that the students could process and
transcribe the information that I had given. Also, I would continue when
the student prompted me to do so (Received 16 March, 2002).

Another view is, as pointed out by the native speaker in this study, that the
difference might have been caused by authenticity of task type. That is, Task C was
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much closer to the material used in real life than Task A and Task B were. This
may partially account for difficulty with listening in everyday conversation.

According to Table 5.6, interactive features of listening found in this study were
contingent upon individual differences of the participants. An interesting result
was that Yuji and Risa, the highest level students in each gender, provided more
listening signals in Task C than hr Task A (or B). This may be because a lack of
contextual cues and speaker’s cues in Task C required them to actively provide
backchannelling cues and demanded inquiry or requests for repetition to enhance
comprehension. The largest value (N=26) of R isak listening signals in Task C,
however, may be an indication of her psychological state, as she fr equently expressed
her nervousness during the tasks.

Moreover, it is plausible that the low level

students (Kota, M iki) received a large number of speakers cues. Speaker’s cues
(N=55) for Kota hr Task B were especially high. On the other hand, the results
show that the high level students received a small ratio of support. For example,
speaker’s cues hr Task B for Yuji were only ‘2’, while the equivalent hr Task A for Risa
was ‘12’. A relatively large number of speaker’s cues for E ri(N=33) may have been
caused because the speaker was prompted to provide more feedback in response to
Erik frequent backchannelling cues (N=29). However, the specific reason for Erik
frequent listening signals

(N=27 for Task A N=16 for Task C) could not be

identified. The possible explanation is that she had the longest contact with a
native speaker (different from the speaker in this study) during the practice of an
English recitation contest. Thus, she may have been familiar with native speakers.
As discussed above, the effect of interactional features on listening comprehension
need to be considered from multiple perspectives such as language proficiency, task
type, familiarity with the speaker and affective factors.
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5.3.4 Summary

Approximately half of the sub-tasks (mean: 54%) were completed with repetition of a
word(s). Thus, it was found that repetition was the most effective speaker’s cue for
comprehension. Kmesics, mainly in the form of gestures, was the second most
effective listening cue (mean: 25%). Elaboration was found to be the least effective
listening cue (mean 5%).

There seemed to be no major difference in effective

speaker’s cue type according to language proficiency.

Rather, types of effective

speaker’s cue were interrelated with the characteristics of sub-tasks within tasks as
well as the tasks themselves.

The results indicated that speaker’s cues and listener’s signals interacted with and
influenced each other.

The speaker was prompted by the listener to provide

additional speaker’s cues, and at the same time the listener’s responses and
understanding increased in response to the speaker’s cues.

The relationship

between speaker’s cues and listener’s signals was proportionate.

The data

obviously suggest that low level students received a large amount of support from
the speaker, while high level students received less support.

Also, idiosyncratic

features of interactive listening for individual students (E ri Risa) were identifiable
in the comparison of speaker’s cues and listener’s signals.

Most SLA research has been concerned with the effects of input modification (e.g.,
Chaudron, 1983a) or speech modifications (e.g., Long, 1983a) on listening
comprehension from the speaker’s perspective.

From the listener’s perspective,

listening strategies have been investigated to pursue an effective strategy to enhance
comprehension (e.g., Murphy, 1985). In the studies of speech modifications, “the
learner is seen as passive recipient, rather than as one actively involved in the
process of establishing communicating meaning” (Faerch & Kasper, 1986, p.262).
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With some exception (e.g.. Pica et ah, 1996), there is little research as to how and to
what degree the interplay between speaker's cues (speech modifications and
non-linguistic cues) and listener's signals (listening strategies) enhance or interfere
with listening comprehension through interaction.

It is imperative that further

research should include more comprehensive analysis of listening comprehension in
interactive settings and take into consideration the interplay of speaker’s cues and
listening strategies.

5.4 DIFFICULTIES WITH L2 LISTENING

This section is concerned with difficulties with listening which the participants in
this study experienced as L2 learners. Tracking down processing problems has the
pedagogic

potential

to

create awareness

of

misunderstandings

and

non-comprehension for teachers and researchers (Lynch, 2002). Difficulties with L2
listening in this study refer to speech rate and pauses, pronunciation discrimination,
vocabulary, structure, meaningful chunk size, task type difference, social
relationship, and affective factors. The analysis was mainly grounded in the data
for the six case studies participants gained from the task interaction observation and
the stimulated recall. The numerical data, however, drd not reveal much about the
participants’difficulties with L2 listening due to a small value. Thus, the data gained
from the questionnaire (Type 2) and follow-up interview after the listening tasks
were also utilized to analyze difficulties with listening which were experienced by the
participants in the entire population (N=19).

5.4.1

Peculiar features of listening

The analyzed data showed that peculiar features of listening which were different
from the other language skills made L2 listening difficult.

Yuji and Hisa, high level

participants, commented in their’ stimulated recall of Task C that the non-recursive
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processing characteristic of listening made the listening task more difficult (Example
52).

That is, listening takes place in real time with no chance of review and

processing, while in reading the reader faces, “a permanent written text” (Buck,
2001, p.3).

Example 52 (Risa’s stimulated recall. Task C)
020Risa: t z t x . i t Sunday fcgjffltlHJl,rtcgRl,
trf^L < ^oT L ^-5o
(For example, after hearing Sunday in the beginning, I had to connect it
with what tim e. So this made it difficult to write down what I heard.)
021 R: B-’p,
t f f f r U 'frfco
(Then, in noimal conversation the native speaker continues to speak. So it
is veiy difficult to understand in normal conversation, isn’t it?)
022 Risa- BJf>'cCV''ii<7n5L/T©■?><—LLFi|jLnScFtv’Ct''/t<—
fc2>o (Otherwise (in nomial conversation), the sentences will be inconsistent,
if the listener does not connect in her mind what was spoken before with
what is spoken at this moment.)

Redundancy in the form of elaboration, characteristic of spoken language, did not
contribute veiy much to completion of sub-tasks. Rather, the observation indicated
that elaboration appealed to distract understanding of what had been said,
presumably because the participants had not yet leached “the certain minimum
level of proficiency” (Anderson & Lynch, 1988, p.5l) at which they could take
advantage of the redundancy. They were likely to be more confused when the
speaker detailed the description. Therefore, redundancy may have added to the
listeners additional cognitive load in that it provided more language to process.

5.4.2

Speech rate and pauses

Speech rate was considered along with pauses because the passage with frequent
pauses is likely to be spoken at a lower speech rate (Griffiths, 1991).

Five

participants reported in the questionnaire (Type 2) that one of the difficulties with
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WPM (word per minute) of the

speaker in this study was calculated from the uninterrupted paid of the utterances
which did not have an unfilled pause (silence) and frequent gesture uses. The
speech rate of normal speed of English ranges from 165-180 wpm (Griffiths, 1991).
For example, Kota listened to 78 words for 45 seconds, thus it was calculated as 104
wpm. Accordingly 'wpm' of the utterances for each participant varied as follows;
Kota (104 wpm), M iki (79wpm), Jun (l09wpm), Yuji (l57wpm), Risa (160wpm)
(wpm for E ri was not calculated because the utterances spoken for her were too
short, due to her frequent interruption). Although the results indicated that the
speaker spoke more slowly for the low level students, and faster for the higher level
students, it was difficult to conclude that the speaker regulated his speech rate
according to L2 proficiency.

The complete utterances included, for the most paid,

frequent gesture use or long pauses by the speaker and interruption from the
listeners in the foim of asking questions or showing signs of non-understanding.
Therefore, it was difficult to measure in the interactive setting the average wpm of
the complete utterances for each participant, while it might be easier to measure
wpm of the utterances recorded on tape in transactional settings. Moreover, as the
wpm measured for each participant above did not include interruptions or longer
pauses, it is conceivable that the wpm shown above was much faster than the rest of
the utterances.

According to the native speaker in this study, he enunciated the utterances for the
participants to complete the tasks. Even for the note-taking in Task C, the speaker
included sufficient pauses so that the participants completed note-taking.

The

spoken features of the texts in this study chiefly contained slower, dear speech which
was characteristic of foreigner talk (Hatch, 1983) and teacher talk (Chaudron, 1983b,
1988). Therefore, it is hardly conceivable that the speech rate and pauses caused
the partidpants much difficulty with the task performance.
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Pronunciation discrimination and mishearing

All the participants, across language proficiencies, demonstrated difficulties with
discriminating the pronunciation in Task C.

Transformation of sounds,

characteristic of spoken language, led to difficulties in discrimination of the sounds.
For example, wiien 'come with us' [Kom/wid/os] was pronounced m the sentence,
“you can ask two or three friends to come with u s, it sounded [kanrwdos]. That is,
the [i] sound dropped due to elision and two sounds were linked as in [dos] due to
liason between the final sound of ‘with’ and the front sound of us’. Therefore, M iki
wrote in her notes, ‘k anbosuasu’ [konbososl Many of the participants also had
difficulties with understanding more than one digit number (e.g., March 17, 6,750
Yen). The participants did not report on difficulties with sound discrimination in
Task A and Task B. The observation and stimulated recall used in these two tasks
were not accessible to the pronunciation perceived by the participants, while in Task
C the students’ notes revealed mishearing. Thus, it was difficult to determine that
difficulties with pronunciation discrimination did not take place in Task A and Task
B.

Rather, difficulties with pronunciation discrimination appeared to lie in

mishearing on the basis of the students’ experiences and prior knowledge.

For

example, after hearing in Task B, “The dog comes into the house”, Kota thought he
heard “doghouse” by connecting the known words, ‘dog’ and house’. Likewise, in
Task B, Jun misunderstood that he heard “post” (cognate in Japanese) after hearing
“postbox.” It can be assumed that difficulties in pronunciation discrimination are
associated with misinterpretation caused by the listener’s background knowledge.

5.4.4 Vocabulary, structure and meaningful chunks

As nine participants (out of 19) reported in the questionnaire (Type 2) that the
vocabulary used was difficult, vocabulary was assumed to be central to
comprehension of the utterances. The knowledge of key words in the tasks, such as
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“shake hands", "inn away" and “mailbox’, actually contributed to or interfered with
the completion of the tasks. On the other hand, even if the participants understood
the key words, they were more likely to construct an inappropriate interpretation.
As mentioned before, because of a lack of the structural knowledge Kota mistakenly
derived “doghouse” after hearing two separate words in the sentence. Moreover, a
tendency identified among the participants was for them to attend to the individual
known word(s) so that most of them could not process the whole sentence, although
Yuji was more likely to process the whole sentence. This evidence raises the issue
that, for L2 listening, not only knowledge of vocabulary, but also a meaningful chunk
size in which the L2 listeners can decompose the acoustic mput, is critical. “The
listeners interpret the spoken text as a meaningful chunk rather than a string of
individual words” (Rost, 1994, p.22). Most of the participants had difficulties in
comprehending the whole structure due to a lack of structural knowledge. Thus,
extending the size of the meaningful chunk in which the listener can decompose the
listening input appropriately may be critical for enhancement of listening ability.

5.4.5

Social relationship, gender and affective factors

Social relationship and affective factors across all the participants led to difficulties
with listening comprehension to a varying degree. Firstly, difficulties with listening
comprehension brought about by gender difference between the speaker and the
participants were examined,

hr this study the sample group (3 males and 3

females) were equally divided according to gender in order to examine the effect of
gender on listening comprehension. However, this study did not uncover difficulties
with listening associated with gender difference between the speaker (male native
speaker) and female students.

According to the followup interviews and

stimulated recall, the female students did not report on difficulties with listening
comprehension caused by gender difference when they were asked about this issue.
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Nor did observation indicate any significant difference of task performance between
male students and female students. The female participants were not embarrassed
by the settings in which they were interacting with the male speaker. Rather,
according to the comparison of listening strategies between males and females
(Table 5.6), female students provided more cooperative responses to the native
speaker when compared to male students (listeners’signals were, mean: n for males,
mean: 20 for females).

However, two female students, M iki and Risa became

nervous due to the fact that they were communicating with a native speaker of
English in their L2. On the other hand, the observation indicated that Eh, who had
more familiarity with the native speakers due to personal contacts, appeared to feel
less nervous during the task performance.

The observation suggested that a one to one setting in which the participants were
interacting with the native speaker appeared to place an emotional burden on task
performance, presumably because most of the students had less confidence in their
L2 listening ability. Most of the students, except a few female students (S13 (Eh),
S 16), remained pohte, without asking many questions or clarifying their problems,
as if they had been sitting an examination. However, this study did not explore the
other interactive settings, such as student and student, or, female and female
relationship hr which social status is equal, which has been reported to produce more
interaction (e.g., Varonis & Gass, 1985). Therefore, the argument that the students
interacted less with the native speaker, and thus listening comprehension was
interfered with remained an assumption.

This study showed that affective factor’s brought about difficulties with L2 listening
as well. Affective factors here do not refer to the mental burden which gender and
social relationship bring to listeners. Most of the participants (17 out of 19) reported
in then stimulated recall that in the initial part of the tasks they had concerns about
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then1ability. Once they achieved a sense of success by completing several sub-tasks,
most of them appeared to demonstrate better performance in the subsequent
sub-tasks.

As desciibed before, Kota's neivousness had a negative effect on

listening comprehension. In Task B, Kota moved several felt-made objects without
attending to what was being said, because, as he reported in his followup interview,
he was veiy nervous. Once Kota completed several sub-tasks, he settled down and
stalled to tune into what had been said. Likewise, Kisa, who did not like a face to
face situation with strangers, spent a longer time completing the tasks in order to
avoid careless mistakes.

Kisas silence and indecisiveness were sometimes

misunderstood by the speaker as non-understanding. On the other hand, E ri gave
frequent signs of understanding to the speaker, but many of E li’s feedback were
found to be misinterpretation.

Moreover, the observation revealed that the

participants performed better in the second task, due to familiarity with the speaker
and the listening task. This evidence seems to suggest that gaining a sense of
success in task performance is veiy crucial for beginning L2 listeners.

5.4.6 Difficulties associated with task type difference

In this study difficulties which emerged from task performance were closely related
to the characteristics of task types (Brown, 1986, 1989). Difficulties associated with
task type will be discussed only briefly here because Chapter Four contained an
in-depth description of task performance.

5.4.6.1

Task A

The participants for the most pari came across difficulties with completion of
Sub-task 8, Sub-task 9, and Sub-task 10. The reasons for these difficulties may be
that, from Sub-task 1 to Sub-task 7, the participants could complete the sub-tasks by
attending to an individual key word(s) which corresponded to the single object to be
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selected. On the other hand. Sub-task 8 requested the participants to move the
coke bottle from the boy to the gill by understanding, “You ask your friend, Naonn
(Ken), ‘Give me your coke ." Not only the knowledge of individual words, but also
the knowledge of two structures, ‘ask person + command' as well as ‘give person +
object' were necessary. In Sub-task 9, the NS needed to elaborate the utterances
using several different descriptions because the participants did not know the word,
“float” to be selected. However, elaboration in most cases did not have the positive
effect that the speaker expected,

hi Sub-task 10, although most of the participants

understood that the spoken text referred to “dog'’ and ‘h a g ’, they did not know what
they should do with these two words because they had no knowledge of the words
“run away” (baseline text is “The dog takes your bag and runs away with it”).

5.4.6.2

Task B

All the participants who undertook both Task A and Task B reported that Task B
was more difficult than Task A

Most of them faced difficulties in Sub-task 1,

Sub-task 5, Sub-task 9 and Sub-task 10. Each of these will be discussed.

In

Sub-task 1, after hearing, “There is a picture of the red sofa on the door”, most of the
participants first confused the framed picture of the red sofa with distractors such as
the picture of a boy or the red sofa, because they paid selective attention to a single
key word, “picture” or “the red sofa”. Aiother problem which the participants faced
was that they needed to place the framed picture of the red sofa in the appropriate
location, “on the door”. Thus, Sub-task 1 contained two different types of demands,
which made it difficult for the listeners to complete this sub-task. Additionally, one
of the TESOL graduate students who observed the task performance in ‘peer
debriefing’(Lincoln & Guba, 1985) claimed that a framed picture is not usually hung
on a door. However, stimulated recall indicated that the participants were not
concerned much about where the picture should be displayed and the picture itself
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In Sub-task 5, the participants had difficulty

understanding of “shaking hands '. It was expected, from the researcher's teaching
experience, that the junior high school students would know the words, “shaking
hands" because the researcher and other teachers (whom the researcher observed)
often encouraged the students to shake hands with the native speaker (ALT) wfren
they introduced themselves to each other. It was found later that the participants’
English teacher had never used the expression “shaking hands" in the classroom.

Two other sub-tasks demanded more complicated comprehension, hi Sub-task 9,
after hearing, “The postman comes. He has a letter for you. Where do you take it
fr om?”, the participants received the directions asking them where they should go to
receive something in this situation. The participants were requested to move the
boy (girl) beside the mailbox. Smce selective attention to the individual word did
not lead to the completion of this sub-task (although a few participants got a due
from the word, letter’), the text needed to be comprehended by an understanding of
the structures or by using extralinguistic cues. Thus, the speaker needed to repeat
or elaborate on the utterances as in “The mailman has given you a letter. Where do
you get the letter from? Where is your mailbox? Where is your postbox?’ As
most of the partidpants did not know the words “mailman", “mailbox”, and “postbox”,
there were few linguistic dues to the completion of the sub-task. Although three
high level students (S ll [Yuji], S18 [Risa], S i 7) understood the literal meaning of the
utterances, for some poor listeners gestures and attention to a known word or a
cognate eventually contributed to completion of this sub-task.

Likewise, in

Sub task 10, after moving the boy (girl) beside the mailbox, the partidpants were
requested to find the letter in the mailbox. The speaker elaborated on the text as
follows^ ‘You get the letter from the mailbox. So you have to look in the mailbox.”
As in Sub-task 9, attending to an individual word did not lead to completion of this
sub-task. Repetition and elaboration, accompanied by gestures, were needed to
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complement a lack of L2 knowledge of the list eners.

5.4.6 3 Task C

All the participants who undertook Task C reported in stimulated recall that Task C
was the most difficult to comprehend. It was considered that seven factors brought
about difficulties with Task C. Firstly, unlike Task A and Task B, in Task C, as
concrete referents and visual aids were not available to the lrsteners, it was difficult
to compensate for a lack of L2 knowledge. Secondly, from the speaker’s perspective,
although in Task A and Task B, moving the concrete referents enabled the speaker to
monitor the listeners’ comprehension, in Task C it was more difficult to monitor the
listeners’ comprehension because there were no concrete referents.

Thirdly, the

context of Task C was more abstract and took place in the future, while Task A and
Task B contained the concrete objects and the present tense (here and now’ context).
“Visual environment provides extra dimension of information.” (Brown & Yule, 1983,
p.85).

Fourthly, the speaker hardly utilized any gestures to provide additional

nonverbal cues. Therefore, the listeners needed to rely mainly on their linguistic
knowledge. Fifthly the speaker did not repeat or elaborate the utterances as he did
in Task A and Task B. The number of utterances provided by the speaker was
reduced considerably as compared to those of Task A and Task B. Sixthly, the
listeners did not provide many backchannelling cues to indicate then understanding
or non-understanding. Moreover, the listeners took notes in Japanese so that the
speaker did not know what they had written. Therefore, the speaker scarcely knew
whether or not they comprehended the utterances or needed more speaker’s verbal
and non-verbal support, This seems to suggest that the listeners are responsible for
feedback to utterances spoken to them (Buck, 2001). Lastly, it can be assumed that
the text of Task C may have required the listeners to decode a larger chunk of
word(s) or, sometimes, structures, while in Task A and B, selective attention to an
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individual word(s) often led to successfid completion of the tasks.

Furt her, it was

pointed out in peer debriefing (graduate TESOL class at Meio University) that
note-taking skill caused the participants extra difficulty.

They were asked in

stimulated recall whether it was difficult for them to hsten to the utterances and
take notes at the same tune. However, they did not report much difficulty with this
problem. The observation indicated that sufficient pauses were included so that,
note-taking was completed. Moreover, the practice hr note-taking before Task C
was considered to have familiarized the participants with note-taking skills.
Therefore it is not likely that this factor affected difficulty in completing Task C.

5.4.7

SUMMARY

Peculiar features of listening, such as non-recursive processing, made it difficult for
the participants to comprehend the texts.

Elaboration is more likely to have placed

cognitive overload on the listeners. As the speech found in this study on the whole
included long pauses and slower speech, speech rate and pauses did not appear to
bring about difficulties with L2 listening for most of the students. The analysis of
Task C revealed that some problems with discrimination of sounds were due to
transformation of sounds or multiple digit numbers. Mishearing appeared to be
more associated with misinterpretation based on the listener’s background
knowledge.

The knowledge of key words was crucial for completion of the tasks. Additionally,
most of the participants had a lack of structural knowledge.

Therefore, the

participants had difficulties with some sub-tasks requiring them to understand
language structures.

Extending the meaningfrrl chunk size that listeners can

decompose was considered to be central to the understanding of complex utterances.
Moreover, gender did not appear to affect the listening comprehension of the female
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participants.

Rather, some students reported that they were nervous about

interacting with a native speaker of English in the L2 because of a lack of confidence
in their L2 listening ability. Thus, affective factors mostly due to nervousness (Kota,
Risa), affected listening comprehension.

However, once the participants had a

sense of success, they demonstrated considerably better performance.

A great number of listening difficulties were associated with the characteristics of
task types, hr Task A and Task B, distractors, the knowledge of key words and
structure affected listening comprehension, hr Task C, seven factors influenced
listening comprehension for the participants.
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CHAPTER SIX
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

6. 1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to investigate the nature of listening in interactive
settings and the characteristics of listening comprehension processes for junior high
school students in Japan. The major motivation of this study was to seek insights
into learning and teaching of listening which would promote communicative English
ability for junior high school students in Japan. The previous two chapters included
descriptive analysis of listening comprehension and strategies for the six case study
participants and the in-depth interpretation of several key themes. This chapter
highlights two key themes: l) the collaborative nature of interactive listening, and 2)
characteristics of listening comprehension processes for Japanese junior high school
students.

The chapter concludes with implications for classrooms and future

research directions.

Recapping the major findings, the present study uncovered some distinctive features
of interactive listening demonstrated by junior high school students. Firstly, the
listeners as well as the speaker were found to play vital roles in collaboratively
completing the listening tasks. Secondly, repetition by the speaker was found to be
the most effective cue for basic level listener's.

Thirdly differences in physical

settings and contexts according to listening tasks affected listening comprehension.
Fourthly, the study generated a comprehensive inventory of listening strategies,
including 25 types of strategies on the basis of metacognitive, cognitive, and
sodal/affective categories.

Lastly, characteristic features of listening such as
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selective attention and inference based on visual aids and gestures were identified
among the Japanese junior high school students hi this study. It is hoped that the
listening strategies and comprehension processes found hi this study will
significantly contribute to L2 interactive listemng research as they extend the
research of Rost and Ross (1991) and Vandergiifi (1997b), which have been the only
available research of interactive listening by major researchers.

6.2 JOINT CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING IN INTERACTIVE LISTENING

A key finding in this study was that the meaning of the utterances was
collaboratively constructed by the listeners and the speaker hi interactive settings.
That is, the listeners and the speaker actively cooperated to increase
comprehensibility for the listeners so that the tasks could be completed

This

finding has significant implications for the pedagogy of ESL teaching and Japanese
classrooms.

6.2.1

Contribution of listener/s

The findings in the present study suggest that the participant listeners played an
important role in collaborating with the participant speaker to increase
comprehensibility in two respects.

One of the listeners’ contributions to

comprehensibility in the interaction was that in this study they constantly provided
backchannelling cues of understanding or non-understanding to prompt the speaker
to modify the utterances and provide necessary non-verbal cues. The listener’s
backchanelling cues such as indication of non-understanding (e.g., ‘"No”, confused
face) in most cases made the speaker aware that he needed to provide further
assistance for the listeners.

However, as the backchannelling cues found in this

study were more likely to be implicit responses to the speaker’s utterances, the
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speaker at times seemed to be confused. Furthermore, the native speaker, due to
the nature of task, reported that a lack of listener's backehannellmg cues in Task C
led to a reduced amount of speaker’s support.

Another contribution of the listeners in this study was that they actively requested
the speaker to repeat the preceding sentence or the specific word(s). Request for
repetition was an indication of more active and conscious involvement by the
listeners in the collaborative construction of meaning, hi this study the listener’s
primarily requested repetition -with one word (e.g., “One more.”) or hand gestures.
There were some cases in which the listeners seemed to request clarification of an
ambiguous utterance by repeating the preceding word (e.g., specific reprise strategy)
with rising intonation. However, it was not clear’ whether repetition of the specific
word(s) was intended to clarify the pari which was not understood, or just showed
unwillingness to interrupt the speaker’s utterances. Nevertheless, it seemed that
these explicit requests by the listeners dearly made the speaker aware of the
problematic pari of the utterances and helped the speaker to provide appropriate
assistance for the listeners. This suggests that explidt indication of problems by
listeners would contribute to collaborative construction of meaning more effectively
than im plidt backehannellmg cues.

6.2.2

Contribution of the speaker

One of the major characteristics of interactive listening found hr this study was the
notion of being ‘supportive’. The analyzed data indicated that the speaker repeated,
darified, simplified and elaborated the utterances, and provided parahnguistic cues
and non-verbal dues when the listeners had problems with completion of the tasks.
In other words, most of the partiripants, who lacked L2 knowledge, needed to gain
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support from the speaker or the contextual cues.

Speaker’s verbal support
Speaker’s verbal support in this study was frequently observed in the form of speech
modifications including repetition and paralinguistic cues.

The evidence that

repetition by the speaker was most effective for comprehension echoes that of other
studies (e.g., Pica et ah. 1987). Two possible explanations could be made about this
evidence. One explanation is that from the speaker's view, repetition of particular
words made the utterance more salient (Gass, 1997). Another explanation is that
from the listener’s view, repetition provided increased processing time and increased
amount of input for listeners (Ellis, et al., 1994). It appeared that repetition added
to redundancy, which helped to increase comprehensibility. On the other hand, the
findings in this study showed that elaboration by the speaker was the least effective,
presumably because it provides more language to be processed for beginning level
students.

This evidence is consistent with that of Derwing’s study (1989).

Furthermore, the speaker’s paralinguistic cues, which put phonological stress on key
word(s), was mostly conducive to completion of the sub-tasks. It was also evident
that longer pauses and slower and simplified speech used by the native speaker
throughout the task sessions, as in the speech of‘teacher talk’ (Chaudron, 1988), also
contributed to the completion of the tasks.

Speaker’s non-verbal support
The analyzed data indicated that the speaker effectively provided non-verbal cues for
the listeners to complete the tasks. Most of the listeners in this study who lacked
L2 knowledge, needed to rely on the speaker’s non-verbal cues to infer what had
been said. Non-verbal cues found in this study included imitation of animal and
human action, gaze direction and pointing at the referent with the hand. The
speaker constantly resorted to the use of gestures when comprehension problems
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took place while engaging in Task A and Task B. On the other hand, during Task C
implementation, the speaker was not able to provide many non-verbal cues for the
listeners. Tins is most likely because Task C did not indude any action or concrete
referents which the native speaker could use to convey the message, while both Task
A and Task B included plenty of actions or visual aids induded in the stories which
the speaker could use to compensate for the lack of a listener’s understanding. This
suggests that the effects of non-verbal cues on comprehensibility are m part
contingent on task type. Nevertheless, when non verbal cues in tins study were
properly employed by the speaker, these cues considerably assisted the listeners to
increase comprehensibility.

Speaker’s scaffolding
Another characteristic of interactive listening in this study is that the native speaker
was ‘scaffolding’(Bruner, 1978) development of listening ability for low level learners
through collaboration and support.

That is, the advanced level speaker (native

speaker) provided verbal and non-verbal support for less advanced learners
(students) in the learners’ developmental process in order to arrive at the
appropriate meaning.

It may be argued that this relates to Vygotsky’s (1978)

notion of ‘the zone of proximal development’, the level of performance which a
learner is capable of when there is support from interaction with a more advanced
interlocutor. Similarly, literature about speech modifications (Pica et al., 1987) has
shown that the linguistic support from native speakers or advanced speakers
contributes to promotion of listening comprehension for less advanced learners. It
would follow from the above discussion that the native speaker can play a vital role
in increasing comprehensibility for the students in interactive settings.

There has been harsh criticism that ALTs (native speakers) in Japan have not
contributed mar kedly to improvement in the language ability of students, although a
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huge expenditure has been made on the JET program (Moore & Lamie, 1996), for
which the native speaker in this study was paid. Yet the findings in this study
provide a useful insight into how ALTs can play a crucial role in promoting listening
comprehension in the classroom by scaffolding language development for junior high
school students.

6.3

CONTEXTUAL SUPPORT

Physical setting
The analyzed data in this study seem to indicate that the physical setting of
interactive listening contributed to understanding of the utterances.

Felt-made

pictures and the picture boards in Task A and Task B visually supported the
listeners in inferring what had been said. Selecting the concrete referents in Task A
and Task B enabled the speaker to monitor the understanding of the listeners and
this made it possible for the speaker to provide appropriate support for them. This
suggests that in some interactive settings, listeners and speaker can make the most
of contextual dues to increase comprehensibility. This finding is supported by the
lack of interaction in Task C. This issue will be discussed in more detail m the next
section which deals with task type.

Task type
One of the key findings in this study was that task type brought about various
interactive features between the speaker and the listeners.

The observed data

indicated that the listeners and the speaker had a larger amount of interaction while
performing Task A or Task B. On the other hand, little or no interaction was
observed in Task C. The possible explanation for this difference, as pointed out by
Ki'ashen (1982), may be that the immediate context (the here and now context) in
Task A and Task B made it easier for beginning level learners to complete the tasks
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(Task A and Task B). whereas in Task C the speaker conveyed information regarding
the future and more abstract events in the less immediate context. However, it was
difficult to judge whether, from the speaker’s view, reduction of gestures and speech
modifications in Task C was caused by fewer listeners’ responses or, from the
listeners’ view, a lack of speaker’s support discouraged the listeners from providing
responses, or this was caused by task type (story-completion task v. note-taking task).
This

study

provides

only

mconclusive

evidence

for

this

assumption.

Comprehensibility in the fight of context difference (e.g., immediate context vs.
non-immediate context) and task type needs to be investigated in further empirical
studies.

The analyzed data showed that the major difficulties with listening in mteractive
settings were closely associated with task type. As discussed before, most of the
participants reported that Task C was the most difficult of the three tasks.
Although it was assumed that three types of text (Tasks A, B and C) provided by the
speaker had approximately equivalent degree of difficulty, task type affected the
comprehension of the participants.

To sum up the above discussion, the main characteristic of interactive listening is the
joint construction of meaning between a listener and a speaker. The collaborative
nature of interactive listening is similar to the concept of the interactional
perspective of ‘communication strategy’ (Tarone, 1981). The distinction between
interactive listening and communicative strategy is that the former emphasizes
reception and the latter emphasizes production (see also Section 2.6.3). In this
study, the listeners implicitly or explicitly provided backchannelling cues for the
speaker or requested that the speaker repeat the preceding utterances or clarify the
ambiguous section, hi response to these listeners’behaviors, the speaker modified,
simplified or repeated the utterances or provided non-verbal cues and paralinguistic
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However, it can be argued that this collaborative nature of interactive

listening rests on the premise that a listener and a speaker constantly make mutual
efforts to increase understanding between them. Interactive listening would often
demand from both the speaker and listener “the appropriate degree of patience,
perseverance, and co-operation" (Bremer et al„ 1996, p.199). As external factors,
context and task type also affected the development of interactive listening.

This study uncovered the interrelationship between the listeners and the speakers
in order to increase comprehensibility of the spoken discourse. SLA research has
been mainly concerned with how speakers make the input comprehensible for
listener’s, in the research areas of speech modifications (e.g., Pica et al., 1987),
recasting (e.g., Swain, 2000b), focus on form (e.g., Long, 1996), with some exceptions
(e.g., Bremer, et al., 1996; Pica, et al., 1996). Faerch and Kasper (1986) criticize
these speaker-focused studies; “the learner is seen as passive recipient, rather than
as one actively involved in the process of establishing communicating meaning” (p.
262). On the other hand, listening strategies research (e.g., Vandergrift, 1997b) has
not been

concerned

comprehensibility.
collaborative.

about how

speakers

support listeners

to promote

As mentioned above, the nature of interactive listening is

This issue was

also addressed in

Chapter Five.

The

interrelationship between a listener and a speaker in the collaborative discourse
needs to receive more attention in further studies.

6.4 KEY FEATURES OF LISTENING COMPREHENSION PROCESSES FOR
JAPANESE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

The previous discussion centered on the nature of interactive listening identified
in this study.

This section discusses the characteristic features of listening

demonstrated by Japanese junior high school students in this study. There may be
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a potential transfer of these findings to basic level learners of English in similar
contexts.

6.4.1

Listening strategies

Listening strategies inventory
The inventory of listening strategies in this study was modified and synthesized on
the basis of metacogmtive, cognitive and sodal/affective categories (O’Malley et al.,
1990: Vandergrift, 1996, 1997a) which included strategies of interactive listening
found hr the studies of Rost and Ross (1991), and Vandergrift (1997b). This study
generated a more comprehensive and focused inventory of listening strategies than
those of previous studies (e.g., Rost & Ross, 199L Vandergrift, 1997b). Listening
strategies were deliberately divided into LI, L2, verbal, and non-verbal and mduded
strategies used by good listeners as well as poor listeners, although applied linguistic
researchers traditionally have pursued strategies used exclusively by good listeners
(e.g., Rubin, 1975). Some strategies which were irrelevant to listening tasks were
eliminated, whereas the previous studies (e.g., Vandergrift, 1997a) included
strategies irrelevant to listening activities. Furthermore, this study identified two
new listening strategies, ‘recalling’and ‘non-understanding’.

Contingency of listening strategies
The analyzed data showed that the strategy use of the participants was contingent
on various factors. Firstly, the strategy use of the participants varied according to
the L2 proficiency of the listeners. For example, low level listeners CMiki, Kota)
tended to employ non-verbal strategies such as comprehension monitoring
(non verbal), non-understanding (non-verbal), and kinesic inferencing.

On the

other hand, the evidence that the high level students ( Yuji, Risa) frequently
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employed uptaking strategies (verbal) echoes similar findings by Vandergiift (1997b).
Secondly, affective factors influenced the strategy choice of the participants.

For

example, due to her caution, M iki often kept silent and employed frequent
non-understanding (non-verbal) strategies. Thirdly, familiarity with the native
speaker (social factor) seemed to prompt the listener (Eri) to provide frequent
uptaking strategies and specific reprise (L2) strategies.

Lastly, as discussed in

Section 6.3.4, task type affected the selection of listening strategies. This study,
however, did not identify great gender difference in terms of listening strategies,
although the participants were divided according to gender.

Thus, it may be

concluded that in this study listening strategies were contingent on L2 proficiency,
affective factors, social factors and task type.

Effective listening strategies
The analyzed data also showed that effective strategy uses varied according to task
type, speaker, L2 proficiency and affective factors. Cohen (1998) also argues that
effective strategies in a given context would not be always applicable to other
contexts because effective strategy uses are contingent on various factors. Thus, it
would be difficult to determine the effective strategies which can be generalized to
other contexts. However, several effective strategies identified in this study seemed
to be common to all the participants. Firstly, effective strategies were contingent on
task type. For example, in this study kinesic strategies were successful in Tasks in
A and B, but not C. Secondly, as discussed in Section 6.2.1, explicit strategies
seemed to prompt the speaker to provide necessary assistance more effectively than
implicit strategies. The listeners’ explicit strategies, such as requests for repetition
and clarification in most cases conveyed the need for assistance to the speaker, while
the speaker was sometimes confused and unable to interpret the implicit strategies.
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A number of strategy researchers (e.g., Mendelsohn, 1995) argue that strategy uses
should be brought to the consciousness of learners.

It can be argued that the

effectiveness of strategies may be affected more by various factors in a given context
unless listener's consciously use strategies with the intention of enhancing learning.
This seenrs to suggest that raising the learner’s awareness of strategy use is lrkely to
lead to successful strategy uses in

order to enhance comprehensibihty.

Furthermore, conscious uses of strategy would be strengthened by enhancement of
the learner’s motivation (OMalley et al., 1990). Yet this is not to say that ineffective
strategies used by poor listeners should be ignored.

Ineffective strategies help to

diagnose the problems of poor learners of L2, winch is also a sub-aim of this study.

6.4.2

O ther characteristic features of listening comprehension processes

Selective attention
The analyzed data showed that the listeners paid selective attention to an individual
known word(s) and interpreted the acoustic input in the way that made sense to
them, with one exception (high level student, Yuji). Frequent uses of specific reprise
strategy (L2) in this study ensured that the listeners paid selective attention to
preceding word(s) and attempted to interpret the utterances. The listeners in this
study tended to process a small chunk of acoustic input at the lexical level. This
evidence is consistent with that of the previous studies (e.g., Rost & Ross, 1991). It
was also evident that selective attention to a particular' concrete referent hr Task A or
Task B mostly resulted in successfid completion of the sub-tasks.

However, the

participants’ selective attention to micro parts of text often failed to capture the
macro part of the discourse.

Controlled processing and automatic processing
From a different view, low level students relied on controlled processing, where
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interpretation of listening consciously took place -with support from the speaker and
other contextual cues. On the other hand, high level students tended to rely on
automatic processing, where the acoustic input was unconsciously comprehended
with little support from the speaker and the context, when their listening ability was
sufficient to complete the task. However, these high level students mainly relied on
controlled processing to complete Task C because their listening ability and
understanding of the L2 was not sufficient to complete Task C.

Generally L2

listeners proceed from controlled processing to automatic processing as their
listening ability advances.

Yet it appeal’s that the position of listeners on a

continuum from controlled processing to automatic processing is decided by the
difficulty of the listening task (text).

Inference
The participants across L2 proficiency made inferences to interpret the listening
texts when they had problems with completion of the task.

That is, all the

participants used top-down processing to interpret the texts.

The analysis of

listening strategies showed that the participants retrieved previous knowledge and
actively engaged in interpretation of the text, The listeners also relied markedly on
speaker’s gestures to infer what had been said

Similarly, visual aids such as

felt-made pictures assisted the listeners to infer the utterance. The available data
indicated that the listeners made a variety of interpretations, although they listened
to the same text, This evidence echoes Buck’s (1995, 2001) claim that meaning is
not something in the text that the listener has to construct, but it is constructed by
listener in an active process of inference and hypothesis building, chawing on the
listeners’background knowledge.
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Interactive processing
As discussed above, all levels of listeners used to a varying degree both bottom-up
processing and top-down processing. This suggests that bottom-up processing and
top-down processing interacted with each other in order for the participants to
comprehend the listening texts. When the participants lacked linguistic knowledge
(bottom-processing) of the L2, they were likely to rely on inferences (top-down
processing). Less effective listeners made false interpretations on the basis of their
previous knowdedge so that they needed greater support from the native speaker in
order to complete the tasks. On the other hand, an effective listener ( Yuji) made an
error in interpretation in the first place, but reoriented the interpretation with little
help from the speaker and succeeded in completion of the listening task.

This

evidence is consistent with Chanrot and Kupper’s (1989) study daiming that
effective listeners are more likely to use both bottom-up processing and top-down
processing effectively.

W hat makes input comprehensible?
SLA research has been interested in what makes input comprehensible. Rost (2000,
2002) argues that second language learning is made possible in part through speech
modifications made by native speakers and hr part through strategies employed by
learners. Similarly, and in a broader sense, the evidence in this study suggests that
for beginning level listeners ‘comprehensible input’(Rrashen, 1982, 1985) is partially
made available with the support of verbal and non-verbal cues from the speaker and
the contextual cues as well as through listening strategies, although this is not the
only way of making the input comprehensible (e.g., the input could be made
comprehensible by checking the dictionary).
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6.5

Model of interactive listening for beginning level learners

Figure 6.1 model of interactive listening for beginning level learners
CONTEXT

physical settings

collaborative process
repetition
non verbal cues
paralinguistic cues
simplification
elaboration

backchennelling cues
repetition request
clarification request

top-down processing
background knowledge
inference
Individual variables
L2 proficiency
affective factors
speaker familiarity

bottom-up processing
(automatic v. controlled)
phonology
vocabulary
grammar
discourse

Figure 6.1 summarizes the processes of interactive listening for beginning level
learners identified in this study. The whole process is considered in the dimension
of context. This model focuses on collaborative processes between the listener (a
learner) and the speaker (tutor, that is, a native speaker or a language teacher).
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During the collaborative processes of interactive listening, the listener provides the
speaker with backchannellmg cues to indicate understanding or non-understanding
or requests repetition and clarification.

In response to these, the speaker repeats

and simplifies (including pauses) utterances, or provides non-verbal cues and
paralinguistic cues to increase comprehensibility or to solve comprehension problems.
Interaction between the listener and speaker collaboratively continues until
communicative goal is achieved (in some cases a listener may fail to arrive at
understanding of meaning).

In actual life, spoken language will not be understood when the listener becomes a
passive interlocutor or an ‘eavesdropper (Nunan, 1999), without providing the
speaker with appropriate backchemielling cues and without requesting repetition or
clarification. On the other hand, understanding between interlocutors will not be
achieved when the speaker does not provide appropriate verbal and non verbal
support to help the listener to comprehend the utterances.

Several internal variables of the listener affect the above interactive feature of
listening. Interactive features of listening are more likely to be affected by the
listener’s internal variables such as L2 proficiency and affective factors as well as
speaker familiarity (this study could not confirm whether or not other variables such
as personality, learning style and motivation affected task performance).

Comprehension in interactive listening is enhanced through interaction between
bottom-up processing and controlled processing. In bottom-up processing, decoding
of the acoustic input takes places from a smaller unit (sound) to a larger unit
(discourse). In top-down processing, inference or interpretation of the acoustic input
takes place on the basis of background knowledge (schema) or inference. Automatic
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processing and controlled processing usually occur within bottom-up processing
(Peterson, 2001). The controlled processing and automatic processing of a listener
are likely to be dependent upon task and text difficulty. For example, if a task is too
difficult for an L2 learner, even a proficient listener is likely to rely on controlled
processing.

External factors also affect interactive features of listening. Interactive features of
listening are to a varying degree contingent on the physical setting (e.g., immediate
context), task type (e.g., picture selection task), and social factors (e.g., familiarity
with a speaker) surrounding the interactive listening.

6.6

ISSUES ARISING FROM THIS STUDY

Firstly, the generalizability of this study is an issue. The listening strategies found
in the study varied according to physical setting, task type, L2 proficiency, affective
factors, and social factors. It would be difficult to transfer the listening strategies
found in this study to different contexts and new tasks. Furthermore, a number of
previous studies have adopted a variety of listening strategy categories. Variance of
categories would bring about confusion for language teachers when they apply the
findings of the studies to classroom teaching.

A robust categorization scheme

grounded in solid language theory has not been established, although the
categorization of metacognitive, cognitive and social/affective strategies adopted in
this study has been widely accepted (Ellis, 1994). Cohen (1998, p.266) argues that
“No single strategy will be appropriate for all learners or for all tasks.” However,
strategy researchers all agree that strategies should be used consciously by learners.
Furthermore, this study found that strategy uses were the most affected by task
type. This may suggest that the investigation of strategy classification according to
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task type provides a promising insight into the language classroom.

The second issue arising from tins study is frequency and variability of listening
strategies according to L2 proficiency.

Unlike other studies (e.g., Vandergrift,

1997a), this study uncovered a greater variety of strategy use from low level students
than from high level students. This evidence is contrary to that of other studies. A
possible explanation for this is that only when the listeners had problems with
comprehension, listening strategies were identifiable.

This is a methodological

issue in that unconscious strategy uses adopted by advanced level learners are not
observable. As a consequence, low level students in this study, who had more
difficulty in completion of the tasks, demonstrated a larger number of strategies.

Thirdly, this study did not show any distinctive difference in listening comprehension
and strategy uses according to L2 proficiency, which is also a limitation of the study.
Although there was a great difference in L2 ability between the lowest level student
(Kota) and the highest level student ( Yujb, difference in L2 proficiency between high
level students and intermediate level students was not so obvious. This problem
stems from a methodological issue regarding the benchmark for defining L2
proficiency level.

It can be argued that L2 proficiency has also been decided

relatively loosely in other studies.

Smce the participants hr this study had been

learning English in the classroom for only three years, it may have been difficult to
divide the students more accurately according to L2 proficiency

6.7

IMPLICATIONS FOR LANGUAGE CLASSROOMS IN JAPAN

Successful interactive listening
This study has shown that interactive listening was successful when the listener and
the speaker collaborated to construct meaning, when there was appropriate support

2 GO
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from the speaker and context, and also when listening strategies were used
effectively. With respect to speaker’s support , specifically gestures and repetition of
the preceding word(s) by a speaker would be conductive to success of the interactive
listening for beginning level learners. With respect to context, listening tasks would
need to be designed to include a certain amount of visual aids in the immediate
context.

What would also be important is that both the listener (mostly students)

and the speaker (mostly English teachers or ALTs in classroom settings) be required
to signal and interpret cues appropriately provided by either of the interlocutors to
enhance

comprehensibility

or

to

achieve

their- communicative

purposes.

Furthermore, curriculum planners and material designers also need to be aware of
the collaborative nature of interactive listening in contributing to successfrd
communication. Furthermore, Lynch (2002) argues that “Less skilled L2 listeners
are weak at bottom-up level, they need to be helped to rely less on contextual and
topical guessing and to rely more on rapid and accurate linguistic decoding” (p.44).
Therefore, it goes without saying that increased linguistic knowledge of L2 in order
to

enhance

listening

ability

is

also

crucial

for

students

in

the

English-as-a-foreignTanguage- context where linguistic input is considerably poor.

Listening strategies instruction
Listening strategies instruction would help to increase listening ability, although
a number of strategy researchers (e.g., Cohen, 1998) are still reluctant to reach the
ultimate conclusion that strategy instruction contributes to long-term learning
because effective strategies are contingent on various factors.

Therefore, the

findings as to listening strategies in this study should be interpreted appropriately
according to the learning environment of students. Lightbown (2000) wains that
results of SLA research should be applied with caution to classroom situations. Tb
this end, categorization of metacognitive, cognitive and social/affective strategies
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would provide a veiy robust classification scheme for listening strategies.

The

students in this study were more likely to use implicit strategies for solving
comprehension problems or to passively respond to the speaker’s utterances without
queries. A listener should not be an ‘eavesdropper’ (Nunan, 1999) who passively
overhears the utterances. Students should be encouraged to adopt more explicit
listening strategies such as enquiring, clarifying the utterances and constantly
monitoring their- comprehension. Furthermore, the findings of this study suggest
that it is effective to employ specific strategies according to task type (e.g., an
extralinguistic strategy is effective for a picture selection task).

Underwood (1989) claims that a majority of language teachers simply test the
listening ability of students rather than instruct them in effective listening strategies.
This would often be the case in Japanese classrooms of English as well. Further,
simply exposing students to a large amount of input as argued by Krashen (1982) is
not sufficient to help to increase listening comprehension. Learners also should
know how to hsten effectively, rather than simply being exposed to a large amount of
listening input.

The goal of listening strategies instruction is to bring listening processes to learner’s
consciousness (Mendelsohn, 1994). For this reason, listening strategies need to be
discussed in the classroom. Students need to be aware of appropriate strategies
winch suit individual differences and teachers need to encourage and motivate
students to employ strategies.

Furthermore, systematic guided exercises of

listening strategies should be integrated into the classroom syllabus to facilitate
autonomous and active listening (Cohen, 1998).

Another important pedagogic

implication is that listening strategies need to be gradually removed as listening skill
improves.
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Utility of ALTs (native speakers)
The results of this study have shown that the native speaker played a vital role in
supporting the students when they had problems with the listening tasks. This
evidence provides a usefid insight into language classrooms in that ALTs can play a
vital role in the classroom in order to improve students’language ability. There has
been harsh criticism of ALTs argumg that the unimportant role of ALTs in the
language classrooms does not deseive the huge expenditure for the JET program.
Since interaction between the listeners and the native speaker in this study took
place in a one to one situation, the findings of this study need to be incorporated in
large class sizes and the possible ways of including interactive listening exerases in
pair work and group work need to be considered.

A long-term goal of scaffolding involving the native speaker is needed to develop
self-directed listeners.

In this study, the native speaker provided temporary

support to assist the listeners to complete the listening tasks. As Hammond (2001)
argues, macro-level scaffolding which has articulated goals enabling the extension of
the existing level of listening ability would need to be designed. Ad-hoc solutions to
comprehension problems may not lead to long-term success of language learning.
Furthermore, scaffolding (speaker’s support and other non-linguistic support) needs
to be phased out as language learners become more proficient and autonomous
(Mendelsohn, 1998).

In order for such scaffolding to occur, classrooms need to be places where students
feel comfortable to show a lack of understanding verbally and non-verbally, or
request repetition or clarification.

Japanese teachers of English and ALTs

collaboratively need to create such a non-threatening atmosphere in order to develop
the potential listening ability of students.
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Interactive listening for communication
Enhancement

of interactive listening has

the potential

to develop

the

communicative language ability of beginning level students. Listening tasks in this
study were moderately controlled for research puiposes, although it is acknowledged
that interactive listening in natural settings generally has features of two way
communication (Ellis, 1994), frequent tum-takings and spontaneity of discourse
topic (Buck, 2001). This study was partially able to identify the processes through
which understanding between the interlocutors in interactive (communicative)
settings is achieved. The findings in this study have also shown that the basic level
participants succeeded in achieving the communicative puiposes in listening tasks
through support from the speaker and context as well as through listening strategies
adopted by the listeners. It was also shown in Chapter Two that empirical evidence
and a number of apphed linguists support the crucial role of listening in
communicative settings, especially for beginning level learners. It can be stressed
that listening should not be taken for granted in oral communication. “Listening is
hard work, and deserves more analysis and support” (Vandergrift, 1999, p.168). It
is my belief that interactive listening plays a vital role in achieving communicative
puiposes for basic level students in interactive settings, and for this reason
interactive listening research needs to receive more attention in the future.

6.8 Directions for future research

There is a growing need to investigate how learning and teaching of interactive
listening can contribute to an improvement in communicative language ability. A
number of scholars (e.g., Rost, 2002) emphasize the critical role of interactive
listening in communicative settings. It is obvious that communication does not
take place when a listener does not understand what is being said. Furthermore, a
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number of SLA scholars (e.g., Krashen & Terrell, 1983) agree that learning of
listening should precede that of speaking, and listening should play the most vital
role at the early stage of language learning. This concept has been supported in
many teaching practices (e.g., Postovsky, 1981). hi spite of enormous theoretical
and empirical support as to the crucial role of listening for beginning level learners in
communicative settings, how learning and teaching of listening will lead to the
promotion of communicative language ability has not been hilly investigated.

Tb

this end, a more robust theoretical framework and stronger empirical evidence of
interactive listening are needed in further studies.

The second suggestion for future research is relevant to the first one. The lack of
robust listening theories and empirical studies is due to the methodological problem
that it is extremely difficult to investigate listening which is an invisible cognitive
behavior’. In this respect, the stimulated recall method used in this study was veiy
effective for investigating what the listeners had in mind while engaging in the
listening tasks (this is not to say that the stimulated recall method is effective in
eveiy context. It was effective in the Japanese context where the students were
reluctant to initiate verbal reports).

In this study observation also played a

complementary role in verifying what was reported in stimulated recall. Future
research needs to seek an appropriate research method suitable for the given context
hr order to examine L2 listening behaviors.

Finally, the effects of task type on listening comprehension need to further be
investigated

The results of this study assumed that the immediate context (here

and now) hr this study made listening easier for the participants. A number of
scholars (e.g., Krashen, 1982) argue that beginning level L2 learners acquire the
target language more easily in the immediate context.

Thus, although several
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studies have investigated effects of contextual cues on listening comprehension (e.g.,
Mueller, 1980. Ginther, 2002), there is a need lor further investigation of the
comparison between the effect of the immediate context and that of a less immediate
context (e.g., future and abstract event) on listening comprehension for beginning
level learners.
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APPENDIX I
Listening task (A) transcript
Listening task between a native speaker of English and a student were
video-recorded and transcribed for analysis. Listening task is divided into eleven
sub tasks. Transcript is divided after a native speaker makes a long pause or
after a student makes a response. Not only spoken language but also gestures
and actions are described.
Stressed words are written in Italic letters.
Japanese spoken by the student is underlined.
Miki (Girl)
N: Native speaker Japanese is in [ ].
(Sub-task l)
001 N: The sun is shining in the sky. The sun is shining in the sky. It’s very hot.
002 Miki: (M ikiis thinking for a moment.) The sun is in the sky.
003 (M ikiplaces the sun in the sky.)
004 N: OK.
(Sub-task 2)
005 N: You see a bird flying in the sky. You see a bird flying.
006 N: (M ikiplaces the bird in the sky.) OK.
(Sub-task 3)
007 N: You are happy that you came to the beach. Your friend, Ken is chinking
coke using a straw. (M ikiplaces coke bottle beside the boy.)
(Sub-task 4)
008 N: You are wearing sunglasses. You are wearing sunglasses. (M iki has the
girl wear sunglasses.)
(Sub-task 5)
009 N: You see a bird walking in the sand. You see a bird walking in the sand. A
bird is walking in the sand.
010 Miki: Huh? [it] (AGAri places the walking bird in the sand.)
(Sub-task 6)
011 N: You feel like playing something. Do you want to play with Frisbee or do
you with beach ball? Do you want to play with the Frisbee or the beach
ball?
(N makes a gesture of ‘choosing either.’
012 Miki: Beach ball. (M ikichooses the beach ball.)
(Sub-task 7)
013 N: OK. You stop playing with the beach ball.
(Sub-task 8)
014 N: You are thirsty. But there are no drinks in the ice box. There are no
drinks ha the cooler. You ask your friend, Ken, “Give me your drink."
You ask , your friend, Ken, “Give me your drink.” (N makes a gesture of
“asking for something.”)
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015 N: (M ikitouches the ice box and is thinking.) There are no chinks in the cooler.
There are no drinks in the ice box. But you are thirsty. So you ask your
friend, Ken, “Please give me your chink." “Ken, give me your drink. ' ( N
m akes a gesture of “asking for something”.)
016 N- (M iki moves coke bottle from the boy to the girl.) OK.
(Sub-task 9)
017 N- Ken says, “Let’s swim. Let’s go swimming. Let’s swim.” But you say, “I
can’t swim. I can’t, swim.”
018 N: (M iki receives a paper asking her what she should choose to solve her
problem in this situation.) W hat will you do to go swimming?
019 N: (Tk/hOholds the float.) OK.
020 N- You want to go swimming. W hat do you choose?
021 N: (M ikiis holding the float and thinking.) What do you need to do with that to
go swimming? If you want to go swimming, w hat do you do?
022 N: (M iki seems to be confused.) Ken has...he’s wearmg it. What do you do
with it?
023 N: (M ikiis thinking.) Ken is...Ken is w ealing...the float. W hat do you do
with it? You can’t swim.
024 N: (M ikiis still holding the float.) You need to wear the float. You need to put
on the float. Ken is wealing the float. You need to wear the float.
025 N: (Along pause.) Ken is wealing...Ken is wearing a float. Ken is wealing
the float. You need to wear the float.
026 N: (A long pause) You need to wear the float. You need to put the float on.
You need to put the float on.
027 N: (M ikiis confused.) If you don’t have the float and you go swimming, you will
drown. (N makes a gesture of ‘drowning’.) You need something to keep
you floating. Keep you floating. So you can breathe. (N makes a
gesture of ‘floating’.)
028 N: (M iki returns the float to the place where it was initially placed.) So Ken
has a float. Your friend, Ken is wearing a float. (M iki moves the boy to
the sea.)
029 N: OK. And you want to go swimming, too. Ken says, “Let’s go swimming.”
But you need to have a float because you can’t swim. If you go
swimming,
you will sink. (N makes a gesture of ‘sinking.’) You need something to help
you float. (N makes a gesture of ‘floating’.) Tb keep your head above the
water. So you can breathe. W hat do you have th at will help you float?
030 N: (M iki touches the float again.) W hat do you have th at will help you float?
031 N: (M iki is thinking.) Ken can swim. He can swim. But you can’t. You
can’t swim. So you want to go swimming. Ken says, “Let’s go
swimming. Let’s go swimming.” But you need something to hold on
to... to keep you above the water. (N repeats a gesture o f‘floating’.)
032 N: (M iki touches the girl, but she seems not to know what to do.) If you go
swimming, you will sink. Because you can’t swim. (N repeats the
gesture of ‘sinking’.) You will sink...and you will drown. (N makes a
gesture of ‘drowning’.) Ken can swim. You need...you have to have
something th at wall float your...
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033 N: (N touches the girl.) What do you have? What do you have? What do you
choose?
034 N: (M ik iplaces the float on the girl.) OK, OK.
(Sub-task 10)
035 N- A dog comes onto the beach. (M iki places the dog in the sand.) The dog
takes you bag. The dog takes your bag. (M ik i moves the dog beside the
bag.)
036 N: And it runs off the beach. The dog takes your bag and runs off the beach.
(N makes a gesture of running away' and M i k i is watching his gesture.)
037 N: (M ikimoves the dog and the bag out of the beach.) OK.
(Sub-task 11)
038 N: You stop swimming. And you see your bag is gone. You see...you don’t
know where your bag is.
039 Miki: (M iki receives a paper asking her how she will solve her problem in this
situation.)

I will look for my bag. [It M /M k i)W ](Japanese is translated

into Enghsh by the researcher.)
040 N: Will you look for it by yourself or with your friend? (Enghsh is translated
into Japanese.)
041 Miki: With my friend, fe iiik ] (Japanese is translated into Enghsh.)
042 N: OK, good.
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Stimulated recall transcript
Miki (Girl, Task A)
Students reported on their1 listening tasks in Japanese and responded to
interviews in Japanese. This transcript was translated from Japanese into
English.
Self-reports and interviews were conducted after each of sub-tasks. The
transcript is divided accordingly.
English words and sentences are included in quotation m ark (“”).
Stressed words are written in Italic letters.
IT Researcher, N: Native speaker
(Sub-task l)
001 R: W hat did you think you heard here? [z XNhTSrllfil '7c E S o f d
002 Miki^ I heard the word, “sun”, [sun 1 1' 5 ,!nTfMH '/cl
003 R; T hat’s why you chose the sun. [X tiX ,kPtiT j! X tzX fifcx]
004 Miki: I also heard “sky ”, [sky frUfltt/c]
005 R: T hat’s why you placed the sun in the sky. [?;?NTiiXcdlifrT;ivfi '/cX /cfi]
(Sub-task 2)
006 R: W hat did you think you heard at th at moment? [XX>fl#XX4r[lfh '/c t

1

007 Miki: “Bird". [J&]
008 R: There were two birds. Why did you choose the flying bird? [,t?X TX ' X 1t H,
Ho L T ^ T ' l

X/c'x]

009 Mild: This bird (walking bird) can’t fly. [xc9j|f4fRfr<&t 'XXl
010 R: Then, what did you think he said about the bird? [ C

' X

X

l 'X XS-o/cJ
011 Miki: He said “flying”, [flying I f o f e ]
012 R: Oh, he said “flying”. T hat’s why you chose the flying bird, [fc—flying t f o
/cX /cix X h x m X X S Jl^ iltX /cte ]
(Sub-task 3)
013 R: W hat did you understand here? [x XThTXXXo/c]
014 Miki: “D rink”.
015 R; W hat kind of chink was it? [ HX T X d / 9 1
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01G Miki: Coke.
(Sub-task 4)
017 R: W hat did you understand at that time?

L/cCb]

018 Mild: I understood almost everything. Id k h k T y<T O Y o/c]
(Sub-task 5)
019 R: Did you know he was talking about the bird? [jU dol 'T fS L T t '-Scojfffio'C
l '/cl
020 Miki: Yes. [(f I ']
021 R: Then, why didn’t you choose the flying bird? [frCDB#ic k" 7 L t l k t l '3
if/i/eo/cco]
022 Mild: This bird (walking bird) was the one bird left (to be chosen). [ ~

o

T l'd J l/c -o /c /j'b l
(Sub-task 6)
023 R: W hat question did you think you were asked? [ k7iYyMPp^/c'fiDbfL/c k S o
tz ]
024 Miki: E ither of beach ball or Fiisbee. [tf—f-f;—/vfj^y ]J y k"—(D b'hbfr]
(Sub-task 7, 8)
025 R: First why did you touch the ice box? [H4DK k" 0 L T T f

Tfy V y £■£ b o / ; « ]

026 Mild: He said “ice box”, [ice box k f o f c / j 'b l
027 R: How did you know the answer for this sub-task? [ d (D+by'b? y b

k" o L

T b /j'o f :]
028 Miki: Because he said, “give me”, [give me k H o/c/j'G ]
(Sub-task 9)
029 R: You chose the float in the beginning? Did you understand the situation?
Rcrfelc^^Hk-jlAy/co DdftlfD/no/cl
030 Miki: I chose it because I couldn’t swim. [i/ktf/e/j'o/c/j'bil/C/c]
031 R: ‘You didn't give any reinforcement such as yes, OK at th at time. Why
didn’t you do this?”
032 N: “I guess I was unsure she understood the whole situation. Because
normally the other students would put it off at the first step.”
033 R: ‘You suspected that she may not have understood the situation.”
034 N: “Right. T hat’s why I demanded it precisely.”
035 R: Why were you holding the float for a long time? [ k" 5 LTH l
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i YiM
036 Mild: I didn’t know how I should do with the float, [riktmkr k" 0 I T t t vjffY 'b
Y /no 7kI
037 R: "Probably she didn’t understand wear and p u t on."
038 N: “I think so, too.”
039 R: Then, why did you return the float to the initial place? [ I?
£k"5 L tM L fd )]
040 Miki: Mr. Jason kept saying something. So I thought I was wrong. Ivk-c k y >
5YY/hY(C/n7k, ft 'Mi tY /n b ,

k ® o /T 1

041 R: (M iki places the float on the girl.) W hat did you do this? [ iR k r k" o ffo k ® o
id
042 Miki: I wanted to have the girl wear the float. [4cvv-MDkk $tk-o!i k i t 4) k S-o
til
(Sub-task 10)
043 R: Why did you move the dog beside the bag? [ k 5

y YcokriTYdc^TSl '7k

<o\
044 Miki: Because I heard “dog”, ’’bag”, and ’’take”, [dog k bag k take /n[lHtt7k/nbl
045 R: W hat did you think he talked about at that moment? [krOli.'fiifsjkrfSL'Ci 'k>
k® o4t]
046 Miki: The dog got off the beach with carrying the bag. [

y

f-Wn b t"

047 R: How did you know this? [k"co T 5 \z I T I f f IT ff >o tr J \
048 S14: For some reason (with no reason), [Yff k ff < ]
049 R: Did you understand the meaning of “run off the beach”? [run off the beach co
fflk ffff/n o T iffd
050 S14: Does it mean running! [42k 1 k]
051 R: Were you looking at his gesture? [ffTII-n . x f

l '7k]

052 S14: Yes, I was looking at it. [(it \ JLTi '7k]
053 R: So you understood with his gesture what he meant? [ffff T\ ffkTLTl ' 5 l k
&•y i y ff -y—T ff fj ' o 7k<d]

054 S 14- I didn’t understand what he said.
understood what he meant, [, f o t i Y> ~ b Hi

But by looking at his gesture 1
>Y x f - \ —

X l ' o ~ b //>i >/j1o fz I
(Sub-task 11)
055 R: You said you were going to find the missing bag with your friend?
056 S 14: Yes.
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Listening Task B observation transcript
Listening task between a native speaker of English and a student were
video-recorded and transcribed for analysis. Listening task is divided into eleven
sub-tasks. Transcript is divided after a native speaker makes a long pause or
after a student makes a response. Not only spoken language but also gestures
and actions are described.
Stressed words are written in Italic letters.
Japanese spoken by the student is underlined.

Kota (Boy)
N: Native speaker, Japanese is in parenthesis [ ].
(Sub-task l)
001 N: There is a picture of the red sofa on the door. (Kota moves a picture of a boy
into the room.) (Kota moves the red sofa into the room and then moves
the stool, canvas stand and the window out of the room.)
002 N: You see a picture of the red sofa... a picture of the red sofa on the door... on
the door.
003 N: (Kota holds the framed picture of the red sofa.) That’s the picture of the red
sofa. And you see it on the door. (Kota places the framed picture of the
red sofa by the picture of the boy.) You are holding the picture...
004 N: The picture of the red sofa...the picture of the red sofa on the door. It’s
hanging on the door. It’s on top of the door.
005 N: (Kota shows non-understanding by swaying the body.) It’s OK. Think
about it.
006 N: Usually you see pictures on the wall. This time you see a picture on the
door.
On the door (N makes a gesture of showing ‘something is on the door.’)
007 Kota- Door? (Kota touches the door and looks at N s face)
008 N: So the picture of the red sofa is on the door (N makes a gesture of‘picture’.)
009 Kota: (Kota moves his head to show non-understanding.) H uh? [ ( ]
010 N: The picture of the red sofa (Kota touches the red sofa.) The picture of the
red sofa is on the door (N makes a gesture of showing ‘the framed picture
is on the door’)
011 Kota: Picture? [$£](Kota is holding the fram ed picture of the red sofa.)
012 N: On the door...over the door. (Kota touches the door.)
013 N: The picture of the red sofa is on the door (N makes a gesture of picture’.)
(Kota is confused and touches the red sofa and the picture of the red sofa
by turns.
014 N: The picture of the red sofa (N makes a gesture o f‘picture’. Kota touches the
picture of the red sofa and immediately N nods.) ( N makes a gesture of
showing the picture is on something. Kota holds the picture of the red
sofa.) On the door. (Kota places the picture of the red sofa on the door
and immediately N nods.)
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015 N: OK, very good.
(Sub-task 2)
016 N: You can see a bird living through the window. You can see a bird (Kota
holds the bird.) That’s living through the window. A bird.. .living... and
you can
see it from the window.
017 N: There is the window^ in the room... a window {Kota moves back the window
to the room.)
018 Kota; This is it! [ i f r /i ]
019 N: And you see a b ird... a bird in the window.
020 N: A bird in the window {Kota holds a bird and N nods. Then places it by the
door.)
021 Kota^ In the window? {Kota holds the bird again and is thinking.)
022 N: Where is the window? Which one is the window?
023 Kota: Oh, this is it! [zK iti\{K ota places the bird in the window.)
(Sub-task 3)
024 N: A dog comes into the house. Into the room. {Kota holds the dog and thinks.)
(N points at the room to show the baby is the room.) {Kota places it in the
room.)
025 N: A dog is playing with the baby, Aiho. A dog is playing with baby, Aiko.
{Kota moves back one baby and the cradle to the room.)
(Sub-task 4)
026 N: Another baby, Masako comes into the room {Kota holds another
baby.)...comes into the room. {Kota holds places her in the room .)
027 N: Good.
(Sub-task 5)
028 N: You like the babies. You shake the hand with one of the babies. You shake
a hand with one of the baby.
029 Kota: Hand? [ ?] ( is thinking.)
030 N: You pick up the baby and shake its hand. You shake its hand. (N makes a
gesture o f‘shaking hand’ slightly and Kota im itates N’s gesture.)
031 N: {Kota is thinking.) How many hands do you have? How many hands do
you have?
032 Kota: {Kota moves several things without responding to a question.)
033 N: Two. So you pick up the baby and you shake its hand. You shake the baby’s
hand. (N makes a gesture of “holding hand’ slightly.)
034 N: {Kota holds two babies and have them shake their hands.) You shake the
baby’s hand.
035 N: OK. The babies are shaking hands. But you are shaking the baby’s hand.
036 Kota: Baby...hands?

Ay,

Kota is thinking.)

037 N: You are shaking the baby’s hand. {Kota holds two babies.)
038 N: {Kota holds two babies but is confused about where he should place them.)
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You pick up the baby...you pick up the baby and you shake its band.
039 N- (Kota places two babies near the window.) Which is you? (N points at the
baby.) Which is you? (Kota touches the hoy.)
040 N: (N nods.) You pick up the baby and shake its hand. You shake its hand.
041 N- (Kota brings two babies toward the boy.) OK. Good.
(Sub-task 6)
042 N: You are tired of playing with the baby. So you put the baby down. You put
the baby down on the floor. You put the baby on the floor. (N makes a
gesture of putting down’.)
043 N: You stopped holding the baby. You put the baby on the ground.
044 N- (Kota is holding the babies.) You put the baby on the ground. You put the
baby down. (N repeats a gesture of putting down. )
045 S : Down? (Kota puts down two babies on the floor.) (N nods.)
046 N: Now you can listen to the radio or you can play with the baby. Which do
you choose? (N makes a gesture of choosing either.)
047 N: (Kota chooses both the babies and the radio.) Do you play with the baby or
listen to the radio?
048 N: OK. You are doing both.
(Sub-task 7, 8)
049 N: You hear the telephone ling. You hear the telephone ling. (Kota chooses the
telephone and places it in the room.)
050 N- It’s your fiiend on the telephone. Your friend is calling on the telephone. He
says that he has received.. .he got a free concert ticket... a free ticket to the
concert.
(Sub-task 9)
051 N: The postman conies. He has a letter for you. He wants to give you a letter.
052 Kota^ (Kota receives the paper asking where you should go in this situation.)
(Kota touches several things but is confused.)

Oh, here? [fc—^ z]

053 Kota: (Kota hold the canvas stand and examines N’s face. Then, he returns it.)
This? [d ft]
054 N: If you get the letter, where do you get it from? Where do you take it from?
055 N: (Kota is confused.) Maybe your mailbox or postbox? (N’s gaze direction is on
the mailbox.)
056 N: (Kota is thinking.) The mailman has given you a letter. Where do you
get it from? Where do you get the letter from?
057 Kota: This? [ Hfi] (Kota touches the cradle.)
058 N: Where is your mailbox?

Where is your letter box or your postbox?

059 Kota: Post...post...(Kota is looking for something.) This? [ if i] (Kota spots the
mailbox outside the board.)
060 N: And you find under the postbox a letter. (Kota chooses a letter.) (N nods.)
(Sub-task 10)
061 N: You have also...you have gotten a free concert ticket...a free ticket to the
concert. Your friend called on the telephone. And he said he got a free
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ticket. Now you have a free ticket to the concert.
(Sub-task 11)
062 N- The concert wall start in one hour. You have no time. You have to go to the
concert now. W hat wall you do?
063 ST (Kota receives a paper asking what he will do in this situation.) I will stay.
In

]

064 N- You stay? [fVj] (Japanese was translated into English by the researcher.)
065 Kota- Ilouse. lw’] (Japanese was translated into English by the researcher.)
066 N: Why?
067 Kota- Because they cry. [;Y< V o] (Japanese was translated into Enghsh by the
researcher.)
068 N: OK. Very good.
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Stim ulated recall transcript
Kota (Boy, Task B)
Students reported on then' listening tasks in Japanese and responded to
interviews in Japanese. This transcript was translated from Japanese into
English.
Stimulated recall was conducted after each of sub-tasks. The transcript is
divided accordingly.
English words and sentences are included in quotation m ark (“”).
Stressed words are written in Italic letters.
R: Researcher
(Sub-task l)

N- Native speaker

001 R; Now can you tell me what you thought during the listening task? [ Ux ~ > X
X x X <OWE g o E X b

L X < t i £]

002 R: What chd you think this was? You chose this (a picture of a boy) first,
Why?

[x fU ilsjE E S o E o HlJJfKa picture of a boy)£riHEED E E 0 LX]

003 : Because this is a picture. [l^EX L]
004 R: Here you moved many things. Why did you do this? [ XfUt-feEE EXE 0

X /j *

LTV' 5 H E , E 0 LX]
005 Kota: There was one more picture. I chose a window by mistake, and there
was no picture. So I returned the window and I put one more thing (a
picture).

P e T J l o X o X L t o tz_f)*b , $cX E /n o E

E b ^ E l E l X f c E l H o (jfe) EtfiLE]
006 R: I see. You were looking for a picture. [E —, Ik E £ E LXf 'tz<D0 ]
007 R: W hat do you think you were doing at that time? [E coeJ fK E E E LXt ' 5 E | o
El
008 Kota: I exchange the window with a picture of a red sofa. [Jit
IE LEI
009 R: You placed a picture of a red sofa then.

Did you understand what was

spoken here? [Xx>0#X^t W X T ' E x d x , X XXsSLXl '6 X t E D X o
El
010 Kota: Yes, I think so. [X 5 ® 5 ]
011 R: Did you understand here he was talking about a picture of red sofa? [JX 'V
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7 7 cO&'loi, '7,7; l 71

t D/no/coODl

012 R: You touched two things here. Why did you do this? Were you confused? [7
7 7 ’7oco!$>£r£;Do7’cl4i:\ z t U t h ’ o L X , S io fc i/)]
013 Kota- Because both a picture (of sofa) and a sofa are sofas. [ yyKDtfhk 7 77|i[SJ
J jt b 'jy jfzfrb ]
014 R: Both are red sofas. So you confused a picture (of red sofa) with a red sofa.
[Wvfit

'7 77, t z t r b ^ ''fyvn&htfcx '7 77£P^® ofc^c;te]

015 R: W hat were you thinking then? [7<7>B#[Cf6j£;#x.7t dz<o\
016 Kota^ I was confused, [ i l o t t 7c]
017 R: You were confused? [.iKo/cco]
018 Kota: Yes. [(it ]
019 R: How did you understand here? [if 5 LTf^/no/cco]
020 Kota: Here I understood door and sofa, and also understood a picture. And
sofa was unnecessary, so I returned it. [ 7 1 7 K 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 j'o 7 . 7 L 7 I7 »
fp/noTY, 7 yJ\% & W £tr'itzfrm ftz]
(Sub-task 2)
021 R: Did you understand here what Mr. Jason said? [ 7 i - f 7 > 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 o 7
7 t ttip fm tz]
022 Kota: I got it now. (He held a bird. At this point he didn't know he could see it
through the window.) Finally seeing his gesture of window, I understood I
could see the bird through the window, [ i h / j 'o t . , m lf!77 7 ) 7 ^ 7 .7 y A7 7
'b

X. <5(Dfi'tpfrr) tz\

023 R: I see. [h /j'o fc]
024 R: You chose “baby" here.

Why did you choose it? [7

if 5 L 7l
025 Kota: I took babyiov bird. [tfcb7 7 t J|A i h fp o 7]
026 R: You could hear this (There is a window) then? [7cr)0#7fi7[y]lt/cc7)]
027 Kota: I could hear. [Hflltfc]

if
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028 R: You understood "bird"? [bird A D A o/i]
029 Kota: Yes, I did. [D A o /i]
030 Kota: I was confused with this (Where is the window?), [dtih*j§o/c]
(Sub-task 3)
031 R: W hat were you thinking then?

Ycco]

032 Kota: This...I could hear “dog" and “house”.

So I thought he meant a

doghouse, [dog t house /hWHttz a h i i V doghouse cOX t A 'iS - o Y ]
033 R: Oh, did you? [fc—% o ]
(Sub-task 4)
034 R: Did you understand “shake hands”? [shake hands
035 Kota: No, I didn’t, [iptobtiifo'otz]
036
037
038
039

R: (To native speaker) Did you show it with gesture?
N: “Yeah.”
R: You tried to explain it verbally?
N: ‘Yes.”

040 R: W hat did you think of this then?

You avoided it?

Yc]

041 Kota: I thought two babies held hand in hand.

'3

tS o fc ]
042 R: You thought they held h a n d in hand, [ h k Y £ rt§ o "0 '-5 S S o f ; cola]
043 R: He said, “You". But you let two babies hold hand in hand.

You thought two

babies held hand in hand? [®ft You > f o Y
liib-d/cooriu
044 Kota: Yeah.

r i lo f c w h ]

?]

045 R: How about now? [Y li A 5 ]
046 Kota: Now I got it.

tz\

047 Kota: I didn’t understand this then,
048 R: W hat did you think this was? (“put the baby down”) [xti(ifsjA 'h® o7t]
049 Kota: I thought I sat down (on the sofa). [ S o t l '-5 h S o fc l
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(Sub-task 6, 7)
050 R : Why did you choose two things (baby and radio)? [

k h1- j/iih

051 Kota^ I could hear “baby" and “radio”. (Inferring from speaker's gesture which
shows comparison with both hands), I thought I held them up with both
hands, [baby t radio /frUfllt/i-.

-T-'C'/f G-v WkhfG Id fT l

tf io f c ]

052 R: Oh, I see. U >1>->h]
(Sub-task 8)
053 R : W hat (lid you understand here? [ I T M /W 7 j'o t]
054 Kota: I heard the word, “telephone", [telephone k i ' 0 IH/dUfll t tz]
055 R: You understood telephone! [telephone /e^Y o/ioota]
056 Kota: Yes. [ ( i t ']
057 R: Who make a phone call to you? [khfr/efc>?rkc[c1|;f£L'Ci 'o S S o t ]
058 Kota: I thought that it was aphone call from my girl friend. [U—>vyyp KYk

059 R: Oh, a call from your girl friend, [ h —t f —^ y

K/h

(Sub-task 9)
060 R: W hat kind of letter was this? [ .1ft. (4 if Y Y ft hi

?-$R]

061 Kota: There was a letter in the mailbox. [®fiiKi O ThftY h o fz\
062 R: You have to go somewhere. Why did you have to go? What did you think
here? [k'YGfTYYi \k l 4tY i 'to, H 5 LTfr/frYt 'k t d tfrl

~ ~ (Ik" YS-o

tz]
063 Kota: I thought I would go out on a date (with my girl friend), [w— H cfj< k®
-j hi
064 R: Going out on a date? [t ?— h YfrK ]
065 Kota: Yes. [itl ']
066 R: Why? [ k 5 I t ]
067 R: Why did you choose a picture?
068 Kota: Well...[ 5 —/v]

k" 5 L T if AYcV)]
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069 R: Who came to your house? [ifi/d^Adi-A ALL Ail
070 Kota; A person came [ A/A AA]
071 R-A person came? [A A AA]
072 R: Why did you choose a picture here? [ I IA A ) L AIk AiI/AA'a I
073 Kota^ Because I didn't understand. U )/AAAAo AAA]
074 R: You didn't understand? [AAj >AAA >A7 >AI
075 Kota: No. [;t i ']
076 R: Did you choose a picture because you didn't understand? [AAA AS >-oAA A
IAAilAAc/)A]
077 Kota: Yes. [A )]
078 R: You understood he was talking about the letter then? [A<AB#ATIS<D 1 1 ASS
LAI A J rh /j'o fc ]
079 R: Did you understand “mailbox” and ’’postbox”? [mailbox t postbox A A A o A]
080 Kota: I knew them. But I wondered where the letter was. [ h A o t l A:, A A TLA
AAA AAA AAA S o A]
081 R: Umm. [ 5 —A]
(Sub-task 10)
082 R: Why did you choose the baby? (The speaker says ‘You have a free ticket to
the concert.”) [ A 7 L A ^ A a A I tjIA A ' co]
083 Kota: Because I didn’t understand. U >AA A A o AAA]
084 Kota: There was a letter under the mailbox.

A]

085 R: Did you understand the situation then? [AA>B#ATA5?,iiAAo A]
086 Kota: I knew the concert. [^

h/j'A A oA ]

087 R: Did you hear “ticket”? [ticket AUD A]
088 Kota: Yes. [ i l l ']
089 R: W hat kind of ticket?

[ AAANSHa A A -y h]
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090 Kota- The ticket to the concert? [ =i >-F—

*r-y hi

091 R: Did you understand "free ticket”? [free ticket

D/nofc]

092 Kota: Free? [Free?]
(Sub task ll)
093 R What is the relation between Mend and ticket? [ T Y -y h t~MMlt HAjti
h<D\
094 Kota: Well...[ -) —k \
095 R: Didn’t you understand this? [ ifi/jH Y n b YYno/tco]
096 R: Your M end got a free ticket and he called you to go to the concert with
you.

Y-y h £rfa

hid—SHfKffd 9 1 1

=tfa, |

097 Kota: He said, “let’s go”. [Let’s go t f o f c ]
098 R: So you were asked w hat you would do in the end.
099 Kota: I answered, I wouldn’t go. [Lt/MjH
100 R: You understood this here? [ ^ Z Y'D/Y-otL coD]
101 Kota: Yes. I understood this with the paper (of instruction). [IK’C h/j'ofc]
102 R: Why did you know you would go out? [ k 9 LTtfJddt

rtc]

103 Kota: I didn’t understand I would go out. [tdtfdtS Cl t (±L>7!n(bfa/Yo/c]
104 R: Did you understand you would go to the concert? [=>>"T— MLH/DDL' t (4
D /n o T t Ycl
105 Kota: Yes, I did. [ M 'o 'G rtc]
106 R: So you knew you had to decide whether you would go to the concert or stay
with the babies? [^

h

K

D]
107 Kota: Yes, I knew it. [ 9 Aa D /n o T l rtc]

f

f

<

r

t

c

c

o
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Listening task (C) transcript

Kaori
listening task between a native speaker of English and a student were
video-recorded and transcribed for analysis. Listening task is divided into
introduction and nine sub-tasks. Transcript is divided after a native speaker
makes a long pause or after a student makes a response. Not only spoken
language but also gestures and other non-verbal language are described.
Stressed words are written in Italic letters.
Japanese spoken by the student is underlined.
N=Native speaker Japanese is in [ ].
(Introduction)
001 N: Did you still w ant to buy NIKE shoes?
002 Risa: H uh? [li]
003 N- Did you still want to buy NIKE shoes?
004 N: (Risa nods.) Yes?
005 Risa: Is he asking me a question? [SCfEA LXi 'ritO/hri]
(Sub-task 1, Date)
006 N: OK. On Sunday, March the 17,h, we will go...after the graduation
ceremony.
(Risa starts to write down the information, but is thinking.)
007 Risa: This is about tim e... (Inaudible. Risa is mumbhng.)
008 N: (Risa nods.) OK.
(Sub-task 2, place for shopping)
009 N: Did you want to go to Jasco in Chatan or San-A hi Nago? Where do you
w ant to go?
010 Risa: Ah...Jasco.
(Sub-task 3, where we meet)
011 N: Jasco. OK. We will meet hi front of Arume school. (Risa writes down the
information.)
012 N: (Risa is mumbhng. Inaudible.)
013: Risa: OK. (Risa nods and then N nods, too.)
(Sub-task 4, departure time)
014 N: And leave to go to Jasco at nine twenty hi the morning. We will leave
Arume at nine twenty in the morning. (Risa is wilting down the
information.)
015 Risa: (Risa is mumbhng. Inaudible.)
016 N: OK. (Risa nods.)
(Sub task 5, returning time from destination)
017 N: We will leave Jasco at 4pm.
018 Risa: (Risa is mumbling. Inaudible. She seems not to understand what was
spoken.)
019 N: (Along pause) We will leave Jasco at four hi the afternoon. (Risa is writing
down the information, but confused.)
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020: N: (Risa sticks out index finger to show one .) One more time?
021 N: From the top? From the top? (N makes a gesture of top .) From the
beginning?
022 Risa: Oh. I am nervous,

Ifjk l Ti Ai] Once more. (Risa sticks out index

finger.)
023 N: From the beginning...or the last one?
024 Risa: Ummm.
025 N: From the top (showing the first information.) or this one (showing the
present information)? (The information is ordered with the separated
papers from top to bottom randomly.)
026 N: Where...OK. (N stalls to say the next information, but repeats the present
information.) We will leave Jasco at 4pm...four in the afternoon.
027 Risa: Oh, he said, pm. [fo—pm t , fo /i/u /i] (Risa understands the mformation
and writes it down.)_I see. [fri'-o/i]
028 N: OK? (Risa nods.)
(Sub-task 6, message for parents)
029 N: You can tell your parents th at you will be back home by six o’clock.
030 Risa: Six? (Risa writes down the information.)
031 Risa: (Risa is confused and takes time.) Once more.
032 N: Once more? You can tell your parents that you will be back home by six
o’clock.
033 Risa: Ah. [<fo—] (Risa writes down the information.)
034 N: (Risa nods.) All right?
(Sub-task 7, transportation and friends)
035 N: We will go to Jasco by my car.
036 Risa: My...By car [ F t ].
037 N: You can invite your friends to come. You can invites two or three friends to
come to Jasco with us.
038 Risa: To Jasco. Friends... [ A-y x, - (Z.R3H] (Risa is mumbling and waiting down
the information.)
039 N: OK?
040 Risa: OK.
(Sub-task 8, price of shoes)
041 N: The shoes th at I saw were 6,750 Yen. So you should bring...
042 Risa: Six hundred... (Risa is mumbling and waiting down.)
043 Risa: Once more. (Risa sticks out index finger.)
044 N: Once more? Ah...you should bring 6,750 Yen.
045 R isa: Six...seven...shoes (R isais mumbling and writing.)
046 N: OK?
047 Risa: OK.
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Pag e 1

Questionnaire (Type 1) for students (Translation)
Arume junior high school, Okinawa

Name (

)

(This questionnaire is a part of an investigation aimed to examine listenmg
comprehension and strategies of Japanese junior high school students)
Please answer the questions below. Please circle or write your answers. The
results of the questionnaire have nothing to do with your grade of English.
1. Are you interested in communicating with a native speaker in English?
(Please choose one item most relevant to the question)
A. Highly interested B. Slightly interested
D. Not interested at all

C. Not interested so much

2. W hat do you think the most important thing to communicate (speaking and
listening) well in English?
(Please choose the three items most relevant to the question)
A. Being able to speak English well
B. Being able to listen to well
C. Knowledge of words
D. Knowledge of gram m ar (arrangem ent of sentences)
E. Correct pronunciation
F. Understanding of life and culture where English is spoken [e.g., America,
England]
G. Not being afraid of m aking speaking with a native speaker of English
H. Others (
)
3. Do you have conversations with Mr. Jason (either in English or Japanese) in or
out of the classroom?
(Choose one item most, relevant to the question)
A. Very often

B. Sometimes

C. Less often

D. Never

4. How do you feel when you have conversations with Mr. Jason?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Very happy
Not so happy
Nervous
Afraid of speaking in Enghsh
Others (

)
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5. In the test yon took now, what were the difficulties with answering the questions
for listening?
(Please choose the three most relevant items)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Words
Gramm ar (sentence forming etc.)
English sounds
Speed of speaking was too fast
Less time for answering
No idea of the spoken content before listening
Not familiar with listening test,
Nervousness
Others (

)

6. When you took this test, how did you feel? Please explain in the greatest
detail?

7. When you learn to hsten Enghsh, what do you think the most helpful to improve
listening skill in the following?
(Please choose the three items most relevant to the question)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Knowledge of words
Knowdedge of gram m ar
Discrimination of sounds
Being accustomed to speed of speaking
Knowledge of life and culture where Enghsh is spoken
To know wdiat will be spoken before listening
Frequent pauses
Fam iliarity of the content which will be spoken in the listening test
Inferring w hat is spoken in the listening test
Others (
)

8. Do you hold any STEP grade certificate? If so, please choose your STEP grade
certificate?
A. Grade 2
F. None

B. Grade sub 2

C. Grade 3

D. Grade 4

E. Grade 5
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P ag e 3

9. When you listen to English, in what occasions do you do so?
(Choose any item corresponding to your answer)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Only in the classroom
Seeing movie (video or theater or TV)
Music (CD, tape, TV, radio e tc .)
News (Radio, TV)
Conversation with Mr. Jason
Listen to the CD or tape for the textbook at home
Others (

T hank you for cooperation
Designer

Masanori Tokeshi
University of Wollongong, Australia

January, 2002

)
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Questionnaire (Type 2) for students

(translation

Ai'ume junior high school, Okinawa

of Japanese)

Name (

)

(This questionnaire is a part of an investigation aimed to examine listening
comprehension and strategies of Japanese junior high school students)
Please answer the questions below. Please circle or write the answers. The
results of the questionnaire have nothing to do with your grade of English.
1. How much did you think understand listening?
A. 100% B. 90%,
G. 30% I. 20%

C. 80% D. 70%
E. 60% F. 50%
J. 10% K. No understanding at all

G. 40%

2. While you were doing the listening activities with Mr. Jason, in what occasion
did you feel the most difficult to understand the instruction in English? Please
explain in the greatest detail.

3. When you were successful to complete the story explained by Mr. Jason, in what
occasion do you think you were successful? Please explain hi the greatest detail
(for example, I understood what Mr. Jason explained in Enghsh. Mr. Jason
repeated the same words)
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4. What were the difficulties with engaging in the listening activities
(Please choose any item relevant to the question)
A Speed of speech was too fast.
B. Words used were difficult.
C. It was difficult to comprehend English sounds.
D. It was difficult ask questions in English when I didn't understanding.
5. How did you feel when you were doing the listening activities?

6.

As listening to the CD in English is compared with listening to Mr. Jason hi
one to one situation, which do you thnik helpful to comprehend spoken
language? (Select one item and give the reason for selection.)
A. Listening to the CD is more helpful to comprehend spoken English.
B. Listening to the native speaker in one to one situation is more helpful to
comprehend spoken English.
C. N either or both methods are not helpful to comprehend spoken English.
(The reason for choosing A)

Thank you for cooperation.
January, 2002

Designer M asanoii Tokeshi
University of Wollongong
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Appendix IV
Baseline of the Story (Type A, Girl's version)
Mr. Jason will tell you about a story on Okuma Beach. Please choose an object
which corresponds to the story and place it on the plate. You do not have to be
concerned about the precise location where the selected object wall be placed.
Suppose you are sunbathing on Okuma beach. It was cloudy and cool, then...
The girl’s name is Naomi (The boy’s name is Ken). Then,...the story continues.
You will be asked several questions about what you w ant to do during the story.
(The above explanation will be shown to the students in Japanese.)
1. The sun is shining now. It is very hot.
2. You see a bird flying in the sky.
3. You (The girl) are glad you came to the beach with your friend.
The boy (Ken) is chinking Coke using a straw.
4. You (The girl) wear your sunglasses.
5. The bird is walking. But it is noisy and annoying.
6. (The student will be asked whether you want to play beach volleyball or play
Frisbee.
7. They stopped playing beach volleyball (Frisbee).
8. You are thirsty. There is no more drinks in the ice box. So you ask Ken to
give his chink to you.
9. Ken says, “Let’s swim.” You answer “I can’t- swim.” (So w hat will you
choose next? This question is shown in Japanese).
10. Then, a dog comes. The dog takes your bag away. It’s gone with your bag.
11. They find your bag is gone. (So what will you do? This question is shown in
Japanese). (The students can answer this question in Japanese.)
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A PPEN D IX V
Baseline of the story (Type B)
Mr. Jason will tell yon about a stoiy in your house. Please choose an object which
corresponds to the stoiy and place it on the plate. You do not have to be
concerned about the precise location where the selected object wall be placed.
(Context)
Your sister leaves her baby Aiko to you and asks you to take care of her. But you
have to do the assignment of art. Then...the story continues.
You will be asked several questions about what you want to do during the story.
(The above explanation wall be showai to the students in Japanese.)
1. There is a picture of the red sofa on the door.
2. You can see a bird through the window.
3. A dog conies into his house.

The dog is playing with the baby, Aiko.

4. Then, another baby, Masako comes into your room.
5. You like the babies.

You shake a hand with one of the babies.

6. You are tired of playing with the babies. (The students will be asked in
English, “do you w ant to listen to the radio or play with the baby?”)
7. You stop listening to the radio or playing with the baby..
8. Then, you have a telephone from your friend.
received the free ticket of the concert.

Your friend says that he

9. The postman comes. You have a letter for you. (So where will you go? This
question will be shown to the student in Japanese.)
10. You find a letter under the mailbox. You have a free ticket of the concert in
the letter, too.
11. The concert will start in an hour. You have no time. You have to go now.
(The student will be asked whether you will stay with the babies or go to the
concert in Japanese. The student can answer in Japanese.)

A PPEN D IX VI
Listening Task Type C
D ate1March 17. Sunday, after graduation ceremony

Time- Leave Arume at 9:20 in the morning (For Jusco in Chatan)
Leave Arume at L40 in the afternoon (For San A in Nago)

How- using your car

Place for shopping: You w ant to buy NIKE shoes
Choose “Jusco in Chatan”
or “San-A in Nago”
R eturning time
4 pm from Jusco in Chatan
from destination: 5pm from San-A in Nago

Price of : 6,750 EN (students need to bring money.)
shoes

M essage
for parents:

W here you
Meet:

Bring
Your friends:

You will return home till six pm

In front of Arume school

two or three extra seats available in your car.
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Listening Task Type C
A native speaker of English promised to go shopping with the student after
graduation of junior high school. The student and the native speaker want to buy
basketball shoes. (The native speaker knows a good shoes shop.) The whole plan
of shopping is left up to the native speaker. The native speaker wall explain the
det ailed schedule of shopping which he considered. The student takes note when
he/she hears his explanation. When the student does not understand what is
explained, he/she is encouraged to ask questions or show non-understand verbally
or non-verbally. The content of the plan is separated into nine pieces and
arranged at random order so th at the speech is unplanned.
Things to be considered
l.The speaker speaks at a natural speed, and then when the student does not
understand, the speaker enunciates and speaks at a slower speed.

2. The order of explanation is unplanned and not designated. (Normal speech is
spontaneous.) (But it would be better to start with “which store you w ant to go.”
Spontaneous speech followed by hesitation may improve listening
comprehension.
3. The speaker should to try to explain the plan with the complete sentences (As it
was done in task A and B)
4. The students should be given sufficient time to take notes during each sub-task.
5. The students should be encouraged to ask questions and show understanding or
non-understanding by verbal and non-verbal methods.
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APPENDIX VII

Listening test script for purposive sampling
(copy of STEP 4,h grade administered, 1996 June)
[Part l] You wall hear English sentences. You should choose a picture from 1,2,3,
and 4 which is most appropriate to w hat will be spoken.
(There is a practice before answering the questions.)
No. 1 Yesterday Steve was sick and couldn’t go to school. He stayed at home and
watched TV.
No.2 After school Akira and his friend Tim hke to walk home together. They talk
about many things.
No.3 Kathy is studying for an important m ath test. Her grandmother brings her
a cup of hot tea.
No.4 Stacy tried to sleep around eight o’clock. She has to wake up early tomorrow.
But now she can’t sleep because her sister is hstening to music.
No.5 Paul has a dog. He walks in the park with his dog eveiy day. Usually there
are other children and dogs.
[Part2[ You will hear dialogues between two persons. You should choose a
response from 1,2,3, and 4 which is most appropriate to the last sentence of
these dialogues. (There is a practice before answering the questions.)
No.6 “W hat did you buy?”
“I bought” a CD.
“How much was it?”
No. 7 “Do you swim every day?”
‘Yes, swimming is my favorite sport.”
“Do you also play soccer?”
No.8 “Are you going to the store?”
‘Yes, I am.”
“Please remember to buy some butter and eggs.”
No.9 “May I help you?”
‘Yes, please. I want to buy a m an’s sweater.”
“Men’s sweaters are on the seventh floor.”

N o . 10 H ello."

'Hello, this is Pam. Is Oscar there, please?"
“Oh. hi, Pam. This is Oscar. How’re you doing?”
[Part3] You will hear English sentences. You should choose an answer from 1, 2,
3, and 4 which is most appropriate to the question. (There isn't practice for
this question.)
No. 11 Allison and Susan like music veiy much. They went to a concert together
last Sunday.
Question^ Where did Allison and Susan go last Sunday?
No. 12 Peter and his friends played baseball yesterday. At noon they ate many
hot dogs.
Question: W hat did Peter play yesterday?
No. 13 Alex found a watch on the street. He took it to the pohce station.
Question: Where did he take the watch?
No. 14 Cindy is a university student and studies m ath. Next year she will start
teaching at a high school.
Question: When wall Cindy begin teaching?
No. 15 Nancy and Jeff play tennis together. They play twice a month in the
park.
Question: How often do Nancy and Jeff play tennis?
[Part 4] You will hear dialogues. You should choose an answer from 1,2,3, and 4
which is most appropriate to the question for the dialogue. (There is not
a practice for this question.)
No. 16 “David, did you see Patty in the kitchen?”
“No, she’s in the living room.”
“Thanks.”
Question: Where’s Patty?
No. 17 “Lisa, w hat are you doing on the floor?”
“I’m looking for my eraser.”
“It’s under the table.”
“Oh, thank you."
Question: Is the eraser on the table?
No. 18 “Andy, can you go to the convenience store for me?”
“Sure. What do you want?”
“Milk and sugar, please.”
“All right, Mom.”
Question: W hat is Andy going to buy at the store?
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No. 19 "What should we eat for lunch. Mary?”
"Well, how about sandwiches?”
"I hke ham burger better."
“O.K., let’s eat ham burgers.”
Question: W hat wall Mary eat for lunch?
No.20

“Jennifer, I got two tickets for the rock concert.”
"Oh, did you?”
“Can you come with me?”
“Sorry, Jack. I’m too busy."
Question: Is Jennifer going to the concert with Jack?

APPENDIX VIII
Yuji
Task B (observation)

Analysis (Coding)

Listening strategies
Task B (Stimulated Task A (observat ion) Task A (stimulated
recall)
recall)
(8) examine the boy (Sub-1)
(Sub-1) literal meaning
literal recall (all the
(Sub-2) literal meaning
(10) understanding in words)
(Sub-3)
understood
LI
(Sub-2)
with listening once
literal recall
(Sub-4) literal meaning
(A-13) good guess
(Sub-5)
wrong
(Sub-5)
wrong interpretation
pronunciation
- hold up baby
discrimination
gixid
previous experience^
guess
babies are held in
could
not
hear
arms.
“walking". but thought
(Sub-6)
deep
the same place (in the
thinking (listening to
sand).
radio is disturbing
(Sub-8)
for baby)
(23) check the ice box
(Sub-8)
where
there
is
interpretation
something under the
friend sends ticket
box.
(Sub-9. 10) good
(Sub-9)
guess
(31) 1 couldn't swim^
letter o mailbox ^
choose
the
lloat.
open the maillxix ^
(inference)
find letter
(Sub-11)
Inference
relationship between
the postman and
telephone call
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Yuji

Listening process

T;isk B (observation) Task
B
(Stimulated recall)
(1) on
the
(ST 1-1) ling.
(ST2-2)
ling
door... the
repetition
picture of a
(ST3-3) ling.
red sofa
(ST4-4) ling.
(12)
You
(ST5-5) repetition (S understood it in
change action.)
the
window
(reconstruct
the
(ST6-6) ling.
whole sentence)
(ST7-7) ling.
(ST8-8)
telephone
call'examine
(23) Sub-5: 1 held
picture ol'lx)y (tako it up the baby
for a friend?)
(shake hands)
(ST9-9) ling.
(10)
1
see (28) choose t he
(understanding in radio -goo noisy to
LI)
take care of the
baby
(ST 10-11) ling.
(ST1 M2) ling.
(36) My friend
(13) response
would send a
(14) OK. finished.
ticket.

Task A (observation) Task A (stimulated recall)

(ST 1-1) ling. &
nodding
(ST2-2) ling.
(ST3-3) ling.
(ST4-4) ling.
(ST5-5)
ling.
repetition
(ST6-6) ling. &
question
(7) response to
question
(8) OK.
(ST7-9) ling.
(ST8-10) ling.
(11) (S thinks)
repetition
(12) understanding
in LI
(ST9-13) ling. o
choose the float
before
the
direction is given
(14) direction
(53) t he connection (ST 10-15) ling.
between
the (ST11-16) ling. &
telephone 1x4ween question
the post man
(17) response
(18) quest ion
(19) response in TL
(20) OK.

(Sufi-1.2)
automatic
processing

almost

(9) understand it for the
first
time
(misunderstanding)
(16) could not hear
“walking", hut thought
the same place
(in the sand). test
wiseness
(23) check the ice Ixix
where there is something
under the box.
(31) 1 couldn't swim :
choose the float.
(35) understood the
meaning of run away.
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Yuji

Task
interact ion/observat ion

Listening difficulties

Stimulated recall

Questionnaire
(>1her sources
/interview
(B-23) Sub-5: 1 held up (Followup)
the hahy (shake hands) (10) iho speed was
(B-53) the connection relatively slow.
between the telephone
between lhe postman
(15) There were
(A-9) understand it for some difficult words
the
first
time
(misunderstanding)
(A-16) could not hear
“walking", hut thought
the same place
(in the sand), test
wiseness
(07) didn't realize he
was asked a question
(016) not sure about 9
or 12
(Extended interview)
(036) Mr. Jason did not
repeat.
(040) Since he put
pauses, it was all right.
(047) if he kept
speaking (as in the real
conversation). 1 didn’t
understand.
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Yuji

Task
('
process
(observat ion)
(Introl)
ling,
(piestion
(2) >S: response to
question
(3) confirming with
question
(4) S: response
(5) OK.
(STL6) ling.
(7) OK.
CST2-8) ling
(ST3-9) ling
(10) OK.
(ST4-11) repeat the
first question (1)
(12) S: res]ions<' to
question
(13) ling.
(ST5-14) ling
(15) S- OK.
(16) ling.
(ST7-17) ling.
(18) OK.
(ST8-19) ling.
(20) S: request of
repetition
(21) repetition
(22) ST)K.
(23) OK?
(24) S: OK.

Listening process / strategy

Task C pnx'ess
(recall / Note)
(2) doing out in the
Sunday morning
(7) didn't realize he
was
asked
a
question
(16) not sure about 9
or 12
(19) return at four
oclock ^ can lx>
interpreted in two
ways.
“leaving
Chatan at four or
getting home at
four.
(24) 1 was told by
parents to lx' hack
by six.
(NOTE)

Task 0 strategy
(observation)
(7. 11. 15. 18. 23) cue
for proceeding to the
next
(20) ask for repetition

Task
d
strategy
(stimulated recall)
(10) miss meeting
place (didnt write
down) thought not
important

